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ABSTRACT

THE REBELLION OF MITA: EASTERN GUATEMALA IN

1837

SEPTEMBER, 2000

ANN F.

JEFFERSON, B

A.,

LAKE FOREST COLLEGE

M.A.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by; Professor Jane M. Rausch

This study

is

a social history of the rural mulattoes/ladinos of the District of Mita

in eastern

Guatemala who rebelled against the Liberal government headed by Mariano

Galvez

Guatemala City

in

in

June of 1837.

Known

as the Carrera

movement or

the

War

of

the Mountain, this popular uprising began with scattered revolts precipitated by an

outbreak of cholera, but soon became a full-scale rebellion that articulated a

demands and eventually spread across

this is the first

of

the state of Guatemala and beyond.

While the importance of this rebellion
widely recognized,

set

in the political history

of Central America

is

attempt to focus on the ethnicity and social position of

the protagonists, to relate rural social structure and the patron-client system to the

rebellion,

and to

link the

everyday concerns of this

rural population with their political

actions.

The methodology combines anthropological techniques with
The

early chapters provide a structural analysis

patterns, households, the

differed in important

liberal policies

economy, and

ways from

that

designed to create a

of the geography of the

affective

life

to create a picture

of the urban Liberals. The

new

polity based

vii

chronological history.

last

area, settlement

of a society

chapter shows

that

how

on Enlightenment principles and a

free-trade

economy antagonized

differences between the urban

the local population and exacerbated long-standing

power

structure and rural groups.

The

Liberals' decision to

end banditry on the Camino Real and the methods they pursued to
accomplish

emerge as the

The

was

definitive step in the polarization process.

rebels' first

engagement with government troops took place

led by local cattle ranchers

peasant

this goal

elite, typified

Teodoro and Benito Mexia. This study

by the "mulatto" Teodoro Mexia, played the

in

Santa Rosa and

finds that a

critical role in

catalyzing the rebellion by forging alienated sectors of the local population
into a strong
regional alliance and by drawing on their substantial resources to fund the war.

viu

PREFACE

One of the

roots of this study reaches back into the Vietnam era

of that war held that the peasants understood

Httle

of the

political struggle

around or above them and desired nothing so much as to be

meager sustenance
use

in

This

was not

a

new

it

occurring

alone to eke out their

left

idea at the time, and

version

has been recycled since for

Central America and areas of Africa in which peasants have been involved in

wars.

I

civil

have never cared much for the idea that people, peasants included, are not capable

of evaluating

their options

and deciding what

always follow our best long-term

is in

their best interests.

We might

not

interests, especially if they conflict, as they often do,

with what seem to be our short-term interests, but

more

when one

I

see no evidence that peasants are

mystified about their interests than the rest of us.

Since the hypothesis that peasants do not understand political issues cannot explain

why
its

at

times they choose to go to war

corollary

is

in

massive numbers, a most unpeasantlike

that peasants are forced to participate, manipulated

by more

activity,

politically

sophisticated groups, or caught up and carried along by forces outside their control. This

last

view provides the

of the famous novel by Mariano Azuela, Los de Abajo (The

thesis

Underdogs), about peasants

in the

Mexican Revolution.

The

Lewis, Pedro Martinez, based on interviews with peasants
revolution, unequivocably establishes the fact that at least

understood the issues very

less

who

famous study by Oscar

participated in that

some of these

illiterate

peasants

well.

Another root reaches

into the mid-twentieth-century civil

1986, a year that would turn out to stand

at the

ix

mid-point of the

war

in El Salvador.

hostilities that

began

In

in

1979,

I

attended a labor conference there which was
called by the National Union of

Salvadoran Workers (U.N.T.S.), an association of
labor unions.
national university addressed the

wont

to do--he

group-at great

gave an analysis of the war

The war

institutional violence.

campesinos took up arms to

thesis

was

activities

that

and

that relied heavily

fight the state, but rather

poor people do not

rise

length, as the Central

did not begin, he explained,

the economic and social foundations of the

easily

life

my

know and

they

the Salvadoran elite attacked

of the majority of the population. His

make

the decision to leave their subsistence

trust,

they

in

come

such a

all

that

is

lacking

study investigates the

is

in

that the

the systems of

common

into an oppositional stance.

organization.

many ways

way

if

people

to distrust their leaders and, quickly or

on the speed of events, they move

they are ready,

view,

the Salvadoran

up against a powerful and well-armed government, but

slowly, depending

that,

Americans are

on the concept of

when

when

the rector of the

life

force and justice are structured and administered
are losing the

When

Since

which the

I

state

am

After

rather partial to this

government

in

Guatemala

City pulled the social, political, and economic rug out from under the people of Mita, thus
creating a situation

in

was poisoning them
distrust

which

rural

to steal their land.

between them and the

in the rebel

people readily accepted the notion that the government

liberal

I

wanted to see what caused

government, and

who

this

high level of

played the organizational role

movement.

In the absence

of participants to interview,

I

have attempted to approach

mentalUe through a close reading of several kinds of documents
concerns they were willing to articulate

in the specific setting the

an effort to bring the reader as close as possible to these people,

their

that at least capture those

document

I

reflects.

In

have used extensive

quotes directly from
although that

many documents.

may be

was not my

It

moves

the reader one giant step

most of the record
fiirther

annoy the reader,

the result, but rather to bring these nineteenth-century
actors as

directly as possible into the late twentieth-century.

translation

intention to

reflects information

Unfortunately, the necessity of

away from

the protagonists, and the fact that

about them, rather than by them, places them

out of reach. Bearing these problems

in

mind, however,

we

still

nevertheless gain

something from getting as close to them as these obstacles allow, and for
that reason

I

have begun each chapter with either a long direct quote or a long anecdote.
In two cases,
the chapter

on personal

life

and that on the Liberals,

I

have included a great deal of

material translated directly from the documents. If this

small part of the immediacy that

made my hours

method brings

to this study even a

in the archives so fascinating,

will

it

be a

success.

This

far

enough

first

is

a study of daily

in the past that all those

met Rafael Carrera and

why they chose
their

demands

it

me

made any

what they wanted,

American

who

experienced

his followers in the

it

When

are gone, can be studied.

secondary sources,

I

I

could not understand

did not satisfy me. While masses of people often remain faceless in history,

supposedly did

we

to the extent that something so ephemeral, and located

the course of action they did. Existing explanations of their motives and

these masses seemed to

to me, that

life,

in

extraordinarily so. Nothing about

sense to me.

order to understand

I

wanted to understand

why

they rebelled.

could not understand the rebellion of 1837,

history, until

we knew more of the

motivations of the people

who made

what they did and why they
better

I felt,

and

who
this

they were and

still

seems true

this pivotal event in Central

daily lives, the customs, the values,

it.

xi

and the

I

tend toward an obsessive detail orientation, which

will see as

that has

more
felt

my

failure to situate this

advanced dramatically

work

abstract issues raised by these details,

for later, or for others, the task

important discussions occurring

I

of peasants and

this

work

in the

I

of rural mulatto-ladinos

I

must leave

context of some of the

the field of Latin American history, especially that

work of Peter Guardino,

and, regarding Guatemala, Greg Grandin.

lives

politics

have kept to the pedestrian route, where

discussion which relates to the impact of peasants on polities, which has taken a
turn lately due to the outstanding

some

Rather than discuss some of the

a tight focus on the people of Mita.

of placing
in

help to explain what

in the rich historiography

in the past fifteen years.

more comfortable, and maintained

may

in eastern

I

hope

that

fiiiitfiil

Florencia Mallon, John Tutino

some of these

findings

on the

daily

Guatemala may be deemed worthy of

appropriation and thus transported to the higher levels of abstraction
to push forward the ever-changing fi-ontier of valid,

history of Latin America.

xii

if

at

which

we

attempt

provisional, generalizations in the
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thought

INTRODUCTION

OUR AMERICA
Sometime
of Santa Rosa

in late

May

in the district

or early June of 1837, a manifesto went out from the
Valle

of Mita east of Guatemala City urging the surrounding

settlements to join together to defend "Nuestra America"
(our America). Although

no date or signature,
launched a

this

it

bears

broadside clearly originated in the period of popular unrest
that

ftill-scale rebellion that

would sweep the Liberal government from power and

return Conservative political control to Guatemala for three
decades.

introduce the protagonists of this story, the

members of a

rural elite

It

also serves to

who

reacted against

the extension of the Liberal program into their social, political and
economic realm.

My

dissertation will attempt to bring to the existing historiography a deeper understanding
of

the lives and motives of the rebels

experiment of the 1830s.

It

who began

this rebellion

which terminated the Liberal

therefore seems fitting to begin this study with one of the rare

entries to the written record in

which the rebels present

The town of Santa Rosa,

in

league with so

their

many

own

others,

case.

moved by

the most sincere feeling caused by the unfortunate deaths of so

many poor wretches and
been buried which
epidemic
true but

is

it

inhuman manner

in

which they have

an offense to humanity, on the pretext that the

contagious, and

it

being clear that this

is

definitely not

has been observed that medicines [curados] have been

discovered
that

is

the

in

many

moreover

if

wells and springs, that this

they have tried giving

is

widely

known and

someone these very

medicines which have been sent free with their directions to the

towns, upon giving the drink according to the prescription the

They cannot help but assume that these are
poisons, nor can it be that some [natural] phenomenon is causing
the contamination and poisoning of the water because if it were
recipients die instantly.

thus,

it

would have had

to be a general operation [over the

area].

1

whole

'

Various powders have been collected
individual

in this

town and one

who

smelled them was attacked by a headache, began to
shake from head to foot, and died on the following day. We would

have to say

it

had

heard anyone say

all

is

the signs of cholera which in truth

we

contagious, but

will

we

have not

avoid entering into

dispute.

Now the question arises, to

what end

finished off?

Have we not been obediente

Government,

fulfilling its

is

our America being

to the

Supreme

laws and precepts? If we have not carried
out our duties as Citizens, why have we not been reprimanded?
Perhaps we have not been subordinate to our superiors and

We

maintained due respect?

must respond

that our

America,

lacking the enlightenment that other nations have, has enough of
value to play host to the foreigners who have caused the ruin of the

poor

we

artisans

and

it

is

not possible that the Catholic religion which

profess [be allowed to] disappear from

among

us and that

we

join other nations outside the association of Catholics.

Oh, what a

great sorrow to see the religion of Jesus Christ shine in

all its

resplendent glory in our day and afterwards disappear completely.
It is

clear that our temples will

foreigners,

become the dungheaps of the
and those Catholics who do not die will remain their

eternal slaves, subject to their laws that they are putting into

practice through the

new

codes.

Thus

towns to support the Holy Religion and

who

are attempting to ruin

it

the joint project of our

is

it

to destroy the foreigners

by poison, and

[to see to

it]

that the

ecclesiastical authorities are re-established, [and] that the religious

who

with their doctrinal teachings maintain the divine faith are

returned along with the Archbishop, although he be not of our

own

diocese.

We believe that our project does not oppose the
Government which

as

of now

is still

free

the people of color are being finished

off.

Supreme

of the poisons with which
Later the foreigners will

take measures to finish off the whites and remain

in

peaceful

possession of our America which produces great and growing

advantages for them.

There are important clues here, both to the

rebels' goals

and to

their identity.

After a brief analysis of these clues, this introduction will sketch the political context

which the subjects of this study
literature

'

AGCA,

realized their daily lives,

about these country people and their rebellion;

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, f 46.

See Appendix

2

in

and then review the existing

I

will

comment on

A for the document

that literature

in Spanish.

and outline the way

my

study will amplify and modify that picture. The

of the

last section

introduction wiU describe the sources and methodology
of the study and outline the

chapters to follow.

Who

were these

rebels? Their manifesto gives us

some

clues: they call

themselves

the people of Santa Rosa, united with other local towns;
they are loyal Catholics; and they
are people of color, gente

parch (brown

Three times they mention "our

people).

America," a construct they invest with religious, economic, and patriotic
components.

They

distrust the

government, which they believe

whom they blame

for the ruin

move

that the foreign heretics will

"brown people."

of local

artisans.

is

They end

against the white

Finally, the authors

poisoning them, and the foreigners,

their call to

power

arms with a warning

structure after finishing off the

of the document are members of a

local elite; this

is

apparent from the fact that the overwhelming majority of those of lower socio-economic
status

were

totally illiterate

and therefore unaccustomed to written communication and

incapable of this level of eloquence.

The

likely

author of the document was the rebels'

Mexia, a fifty-two-year-old

local

landowner

historiography of the region. That

Mexia and

is,

studies

The word "ladino"

who

military leader

Teodoro

has been an anomaly in the

of the

his associates in their rush to focus

charismatic twenty-two-year-old ladino^

^

who

first

rebellion have tended to overiook

on the dashing
quickly

figure

of Rafael Carrera, a

became the recognized

military

Guatemala today means a Spanish-speaking person, but connotes
a racially-mixed person who is, and was, not an "Indian. " The term is interchangeable
in

with the label "mestizo," more

common

in the rest

of Central America. This study

will

demonstrate that those ladinos of the early nineteenth-century Oriente labeled "mulatto"

by

priests

and census takers are properly seen as a non-white people, a mixture of African,

Indian and European strains.
ethnicity

I

am

indebted to Franz Binder for

of the population of this area and setting
3

me on

initially alerting

its trail.

me

to the

leader of the movement.

The

picture that has

considerable strategic and tactical

skill, at

emerged

is

one of Carrera, a youth of

the head of a rag-tag indigenous following

motivated by grievances that remain somewhat obscure. What
is

why

a person like

aberration

when

Mexia shows up

in fact

battle.

cannot explain

He seems

to be an

he was only one of a group of rural hacendados, an ethnically

mixed campesino (peasant)^

elite, that

exploited the unrest caused by the government's

handling of the epidemic toward the end of defending

Though

of the

right in the thick

this picture

its

often called the Carrera Revolt/ the rebellion

social

was

and economic

in fact initiated,

position.

funded, and

guided by a loose coalition of these rural hacienda owners. Mostly "mulattoes"

like

Mexia,^ these small and some not-so-small ranchers were able to take advantage of an

outbreak of isolated apolitical uprisings of indigenous people reacting to a terrifying
cholera epidemic.

As

a faithful representative of his cohort,

in the story that follows, cutting

The
rebellion

took place

will play a

a relief figure against a background of the

economic, social and moral structures that organized daily

The

Mexia

in the

life in

Although the word campesino,

translated as "peasant,"

English
*

The

word

I

political,

the Oriente.

Context

Political

context of the power struggle raging throughout

Latin America in the post-Independence period. Although this battle

^

major part

literally

one who

prefer the Spanish

word

lives in the

campo

is

sometimes

(country),

is

usually

for the subjects of this study since the

calls forth stereotypes unrelated to Latin

American

realities.

applicable section of the card catalog of the Archivo General de Centroamerica

refers to the rebellion as the "Faccion de Rafael Carrera.''
'

For a detailed discussion of ethnic

say that

more

Mexia

is

classifications, see

identified as a mulatto in various

to social or legal position than to color.

person, neither white nor "Indian."

4

It

Chapter

1

;

documents, but

means he was a

for

now,

this

suffice

it

term applies

racially

mixed

to

I

oversimplified as a conflict between Liberals and Conservatives,
historians generally

acknowledge

that the distinction

geographically specific.

between the two groups

What was common throughout

adjustment to the demands of independence

in

is

complicated and

Latin America

which various

was a period of

social sectors vied with

each

other for political power. In most of Latin America these sectors represented different
ehte groups, rarely did lower social groups succeed in laying claim to any significant
space
in

the political arena.

Formal independence came to Guatemala riding Mexico's

of six hundred thousand people

that

would

later

become

coattails.

The province

the nation of Guatemala accepted

Agustin de Iturbide's Plan of Iguala for the separation of New Spain from Spain on

September

15,

1

82 ^
1

The

statutory nature of the advent of Independence thus gave no

clue to the violent disturbances that

would follow

from the mother country could be approved by

all

Even before

the decision to separate

the politically active sectors of the

isthmus, regional differences and rivalries fi-om the colonial period fi-agmented the region.

Economically the Liberals were free trade advocates, which
relations with England.

This

in turn spelled

at the

time meant expanding

the ruin of local artisans and of merchants

linked to Spain, with the attendant alienation of both these sectors.

home of the wealthy merchant

families

As

the traditional

of the isthmus, a group deeply committed to the

Spanish trade system, Guatemala became the bastion of Conservative strength, while El

Salvador and Honduras tended toward the Liberal position. The Central American
provinces chose annexation to the Mexican Empire

^

The following summary

is

primarily Central America:

in

1

822, but with the overthrow of

taken fi-om various works by Ralph Lee

A Nation

Divided. 2nd. ed.
5

(New York,

Woodward,
1985).

Jr.,

Iturbide in 1823 they declared independence from

Mexico and on

July

1

of that

formed the United Provinces of Central America.

The new federated
Constitution of

1

1825.

program of liberal reforms, based on the

824, but the controversial nature of the reforms

active population

in

republic began a

meant

that the Liberals achieved only a

With Manuel Jose Arce

at their

head, the Liberals tackled the thankless task of

both within and between the federated

pressures, Arce increasingly

Conservatives and

in effect

leadership by 1826

The

a

war

moved toward

in

the context of bitter

states.

In response to these

the moderates, eventually joining the

converting the presidency and the government to conservative

Liberals responded to this development with violence, organizing

against the government

Honduras and

the politically

tenuous hold on the presidency

promoting an under-flmded modernization of the provinces
political divisions

among

El Salvador.

in

1

This

827

civil

in

the northern states of the nation: Guatemala,

war saw portions of the

District

of Mita,^ occupying

the territory between Guatemala City and San Salvador, ravaged by Liberal Salvadoran
troops, an experience which would not quickly be forgotten by local residents."

^

Francis Gall, Diccionario (jeogrdfico de (jucUemala, compilacion

critica,

2nd ed

,

(Guatemala, 1976) p 561. The area known as Mita, part of Esquipulas in 1821, became
part of Chiquimula in the Assembly's administrative division of November, 1825. In the

of 1836 for the new system of courts and juries, the Circuit Court of Mita
was created, and in 1839 with the secession of Los Altos the Assembly again reorganized
the administrative divisions and reduced the size of Chiquimula by creating the
redistricting

Department of Mita which included Jutiapa and

Jalapa.

the three districts of Santa Rosa, Jutiapa and Jalapa
*

During the

civil

in

The department was divided

into

February of 1848.

war, mitenos of all socio-economic levels complained about the ravages

of Liberal Salvadoran troops. See

for

example

AGCA,

B. leg. 2431 ex.50986, in

which

Luis de Arrivillaga, owner of the hacienda Ojo de Agua near the Valle de Santa Rosa,

wrote to the Minister of War

in

March of 1829,

to

complain of his diOiculty

in

locating

Rosa who he said had been helping the Salvadorans lay waste to the
area and "causing greater damage than the troops themselves." More likely the Santa
residents of Santa

6

When
Morazan,

they

won

the

war

in

1

829, the Liberals, led by the Honduran Francisco

dealt harshly with their former enemies, including the
archbishop

and some of

the region's most powerful families in Guatemala City. Determined
to eliminate

Conservative opposition to their program, the Liberals closed religious orders,
expropriated their property and sent their members into

Conservative government,

political

now

labeled

7o5

Having dispensed with the opposition,
office

of the defeated

intrusos" (intruders), suddenly found their

program annulled and themselves branded as

own, Mariano Galvez, to the

exile.^ Officials

in

traitors.

1831 the Liberals elected one of their

of governor of the

state

of Guatemala. Mindful of the

economic influence of the Conservatives, Galvez maintained a

conciliatory attitude

toward them while he moved forward on the new

and economic program.

Firm believers

in constitutional

radical social

government, the Guatemalan Liberals committed

themselves to providing rural public education, improving public health conditions,
eliminating administrative corruption, rationalizing the legal system, and funding

improvements through an economic modernization project
closely to the world market.

that

would

link

among

these

them more

They were counting on the attainment of economic

to soothe any lingering discontent

all

stability

the wealthy Conservatives, and indeed by 1834

the state had achieved a semblance of stability and economic growth, with earlier political

animosity seemingly on the decline. In 1836, the re-election of Galvez indicated some

Rosenos were simply taking advantage of the unrest
^

Some of these

AGCA,

B83.

among

his

own

regular clergy later sought secularization and received

12, leg.3592,

these religious

to pursue their

ex.82454, and B83. 13,

would appear

combatants,

in

in the

leg.

1

125, ex.25566.

it;

interests.

see for example

Some of

ranks of Carrera's supporters, some even

1837.

7

degree of support for

his

program,

needless to say, the largely

It

them

was

at least

illiterate

within the politically active population,

population of the Oriente did not figure in this group.

the Liberals' statewide campaign to reorganize the

into direct confrontation with the people of the Oriente.

economy

The

that brought

central features of their

program were: the reduction of the economic power of the Catholic Church, the
streamlining of agriculture for increased participation in the international market, and a
foreign colonization program designed to populate and bring into production large

uncultivated areas of the Gulf coast.

An

additional, seemingly minor, element of the

economic plan was the elimination of banditry along the highway

fi-om

Guatemala City to

San Salvador.

As

the Liberals extended their economic reorganization into the daily lives of this

rural people

unaccustomed to

into the resistance

own

attracting such attention fi-om the capital, they ran headlong

of Teodoro Mexia and

his fiiends, the local

hacendados. Left to their

devices by both Church and State during the colonial period, these

men had come

to

dominate a campesino community organized chiefly around the task of supplying beef to
the capital. Cattle ranchers for the most part, they displayed their wealth in the quantity

and variety of their animals rather than

in the

opulent style of their capitalino

counterparts, as their inventories and wills attest.

They married the mulatto daughters of

other local hacendados and established large extended families in small rough houses on

haciendas of moderate

size,

employing day laborers

who

dwelt on the property or in

dispersed settlements scattered through the valleys that crisscross the region. They served

as local

mayors and judges, played the

role

ofpatron (master or sponsor)

8

in the lives

of

their workers,

and may even have supervised some of the infamous bandit gangs

preyed on commercial

By
two

the

passing to and from San Salvador.

the 1830s, this regional

threats:

allies,

traffic

urban

elites

power

structure, a legacy of the colonial period, faced

with their long history as absentee landlords

European colonization companies. Hacienda

decades long, over ownership of land
chapters of this study:

in

that

and

their

histories reveal disputes, often

Two

in the Oriente.

in the area,

of these disputes figure

in later

the mid-eighteenth century the Santa Roseiios successfully

defended their village against efforts by members of the capitalino

elite to eject

them and

claim that land as part of the hacienda, later in 1834, just a few years before the rebellion

began, Teodoro Mexia requested a resurvey of his hacienda

by two capitalinos on opposite

sides.

These

battles

in the face

of encroachment

over land tenure represent a long

pattern of hostility between the "Guatemalans" or "Chapines," as those of the capital were

and

called,

this informal regional

power

structure.

A predictable result was the absence of

a shared vision of the polity, hence "our America," a place quite distinct from the America

of the

capitalinos.

When
issuing

this rural elite

from the

of local hacendados reacted against the reform program

capital, they did so not

because they opposed the Liberals as such, but

because they opposed the changes that liberalism was bringing. Although probably closer
to conservative than liberal ideas, the local hacendados did not see themselves as

Conservatives, but as righteous defenders of "our America" and the Holy Religion against

a traitorous government in league with foreign colonizers

state's resources, export the region's timber, import

heretical religion.

For reasons

I

will discuss, these

9

who

cheap

sought to exploit the

textiles,

and introduce a

hacendados were able to

enlist the

"

support of many of the subsistence farmers, day laborers, and
small-time bandits of the
area, creating a ftillfledged multi-ethnic, cross-class
popular rebellion that spread

first

across the District of Mita and later the state of Guatemala and
the Repubhc of Central

America.

Historiographicai Background

The

earliest study to address these rebels specifically is

lobar Cruz.
in its

Los montamses by Pedro

This chatty narrative meanders over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

search for the essence of the oriental (Easterner). Tobar opens with a confession that

his original interest in these "mountaineers"

barbarism.

It is

stemmed from

the old folks' tales of their

therefore not surprising that he found his subject to be a breed apart from

other Guatemalans, one

who

harbored "a

people of other parts of the republic" and

of reactions very different ft-om those of the

set

who

often killing without understanding why.""

in

the revolt

Even the

label

"fell into

"mountaineer"

and has clung to the people of the area throughout subsequent
they ever used to describe themselves, as

In spite

of Tobar's

my

essentialist bias,

the abyss of death,

studies.

This

He reviewed

the classic

interesting,

is

not a term

study shows.

he performed the valuable service of collecting

from widely scattered sources considerable information about the Oriente
period.

is

in

the national

works of the major Guatemalan and Central American

historians, evaluating their contributions to the historiography

Pedro Tobar Cruz, Los montaneses. (Guatemala:

1

on

this

area and discussing

959).

" Tobar, p 9. "///? cumulo de reacciones tan dife rentes a las de los individuos de las otras
partes de la Repuhlica caia en los ahismos de la muerte, matando, sin comprender
.

mtichas vecespor que mataha.
10

"

the biases of various authors.

period as Chortis,

He

Pocomames, and

backwardness as the

result

identified the indigenous

Pipiles,

groups of the pre-Columbian

and explained what he saw as

of their dedication to material

their

efforts rather than cultural

achievements.'^ Given the relatively inhospitable environment of this dry,

more

charitable observer might conclude that

anything other than survival

its

people had

fi-om surveys

size, population, ethnicity, literacy rates,

and

a

time to devote to

For mid-twentieth century readers interested

of their day, Tobar provided a variety of statistics
concerning the

little

hilly area,

done

in

in

the Oriente

the 1950s

social organization

of various

towns
Tobar's primary contribution may be

in

bringing the orientates under the historical

microscope as an appropriate subject of study. His findings provided a point of departure
for subsequent students

of the

revolt, e.g.

when he summed up

the uprising in Santa

Rosa

as "the reaction of a campesino group that runs around waving the flag of revenge and,

without knowing what

for, lays waste to

its

it

wants because

it

does not as yet understand what

surroundings."" (emphasis added)

whether these campesinos knew what they were doing

It is

this

it

is

looking

question of

that the present study will address.

Historians of Guatemala that Tobar Cruz discusses include Salomon Carrillo Ramirez,

Manuel Cobos Batres, Victor Miguel Diaz, Jorge Garcia Granados, Federico Hernandez
de Leon, Antonio Batres Jauregui, Lorenzo Montiifar y Rivera Maestre, Jose Nery
Rodriguez, and Pedro Zamora Castellanos.

Tobar, p 22.

" Tobar,

p.30.

" Tobar, p.5

grupo campesino que se revuelve agilando el pendon de
la re vane ha, y sin saber lo cfue quiere porque todavia no comprende lo que busca,
reduce a escombros las resistencias del medio ambiente.
1

,

"la reaccion del

11

The

first

serious

work on

Hazel M.B. Ingersoll, appeared

the rebellion in English,

in the early 1970s.''

Through her use of the term

"mountain men," Ingersoll betrayed her bias toward the
ranging

work

'The War of the Mountain" by

Liberals.

Nevertheless, her wide-

established a broad foundation for subsequent research

the rebellion and raised issues that

its

on many aspects of

other students have found intriguing. Ingersoll

outlined what have since been generally accepted as the leading causes
of the uprising: the

cholera epidemic, clerical manipulation, economic factors, and racial/regional
divisions.
In prioritizing the rebellion's causes Ingersoll correctly de-emphasized
the role of

cholera, pointing out that while the epidemic certainly triggered the

rebellion far outlasted

it.

She

also de-emphasized manipulation

epidemic. While not denying that

some

priests

by

initial

unrest, the

local priests during the

provided considerable support for

Carrera's forces, she avoided a simplistic assessment of the relationship between the

Church and the
men.'"^

rebels, pointing out that

She suggested the

capital fi-om religious

many

priests

possibility that a split in the

workers

in the field.

regular and secular clergy to be a

My own

more accurate

were frightened of Carrera and

Church divided the hierarchy

research finds the

split

predictor of the alignment of local priests

Hazel M.B. Ingersoll, "The War of the Mountain, a Study of Reactionary Peasant
Insurgency in Guatemala, 1837-1873." Unpublished doctoral dissertation, George
Ingersoll gives the best chronological account of

the actual war.

'Mngersoll, p.78.
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in the

between

during the uprising, with members of orders nationalized by the Liberals generally

Washington University, 1972.

his

supporting Carrera. Ingersoll dismissed religion as no more
than "the
link" in an environment that

It

was

was

propaganda

already explosive due to economic pressures.

to these underlying

Although she did not delve

final

economic factors

into the rebels'

that Ingersoll attributed the unrest.

demands, she deemed them worthy of close

attention and mentioned specifically the plea for a reduction in taxes,
the conviction that

the government

was poisoning

that foreign colonists

the water supply in order to appropriate land, and the belief

were receiving

preferential treatment.

Finally, Ingersoll included racial divisions as a

Galvez,

who

stated with alarm,

using the fears of the

cause of the uprising.

She quoted

"[W]e face a mcfi war, and the enemies of reform

men of barbarism and

are

ignorance."'^ She placed responsibility for the

defeat of the Liberal program on peasant illiteracy and alienation:

A basic

problem was

that the Liberal

government

tried to bring

reforms into an area where the peasant, by 'white' standards,
suffered an appalling illiteracy rate, where the Indians and mixed

their

bloods were culturally alienated from the

modem

world by three

centuries of exploitation by the whites.^"

In sum, Ingersoll presented an appropriately broad view of the causes of the

rebellion.

Unfortunately, her oversimplification of the ethnicity and class structure of the

Oriente tends to obscure the central role of the mulatto-ladino

financed and led the rebellion. "The

elite that

War of the Mountain" assumes

organized,

an Indian majority

Ingersoll, p. 80.
Ingersoll, p. 119.
^°

Ingersoll, p. 46.

She

cites

Hernandez de Leon, Efemehdes, VI:48 1-485.

These "mixed bloods,"

whom

are the mulatto-ladinos of my study.
13

Ingersoll called mestizos and zambos,

in

the area, when, in fact, the bulk of the population-and
certainly the

moving force behind

the revolution-- was mulatto or Afro-mestizo.

Although many consider the eastern region of Guatemala an under-studied

one historian who has never ignored

it is

Ralph Lee Woodward,

Jr.

His

first

area,

work on

the

rebellion, published in 1971, labeled the uprising a "social revolution,"
because Carrera

brought many of his lieutenants and other

racially

mixed ladinos

like

himself into the

government, thereby transforming a Creole stronghold into a bureaucracy dominated by
mestizos and mulattoes.^' Woodward's recent work on the subject, Rafael Carrera and
the

Emergence of the Republic of Guatemala, 1821-1871, emphasizes

politics

but

it

and the

split

also gives a

within the Liberal party as the primary reasons for Carrera' s success,

good

"cultural differences"

outline of the underlying causes of the 1837 rebellion.

between the Liberals and the

on to mention the following
head

tax,

the failure of elite

rural population.

factors: trade policies that

damaged

First citing

Woodward

artisans, the

then goes

two-peso

enforcement of obligatory labor on the roads, land tenure policies favoring

individual ownership, encouragement of foreign colonization, anti-clerical pohcies,

adoption of the Livingston Codes,'^^ the military force used to introduce and enforce these

^'

Woodward,

The Carrera Revoh," in Applied
Enlightenment: 19th Century LiberaUsm, Middle American Research Institute
publication 23,

"Social Revolution in Guatemala:

(New

Orleans, 1972). See also "Liberalism, Conservatism, and the

Response of the Peasants of La Montaiia to the Government of Guatemala, 1821-1850,"
in

Plantation Society 1(1) Feb. 1979: 109-129.

Adopted from a proposed judicial reform written by Edward Livingston for the state of
Louisiana where it failed to find acceptance, the Code was enthusiastically received by
the Guatemalan Liberals and went into effect at the beginning of 1837. In addition to
setting

new

standards for prisons which required the construction of modem buildings,

the code reorganized the justice system and introduced the notion of trial by a jury of
one's peers. See for example Rodriguez, A Palmerstonian Diplomat..., p. 138, and, by
the

same author, "The Livingston Codes.. ."

m Applied Enlightenment, (New Orleans,
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new

policies,

and

finally,

the cholera epidemic. Like Ingersoll,

Woodward saw

the

epideniic as the catalyst introduced into a pre-existing
antagonistic situation, what he

termed an "atmosphere of bitterness," and he attributed the uprising
to a wide range of

campesino grievances spanning

religion, politics,

economics, and social

government reforms "had created a variety of threatened and

As he saw

life.

it,

real grievances for the rural

peasants and had alienated important leaders of the people, notably the rural clergy."^
will

argue that the Liberals succeeded

in alienating all sectors

I

of the eastern region, with

the rural hacendados proving the most dangerous.

A student of Woodward, Michael Fry, chose the topic of the revolt for his
Master's thesis and doctoral

and gives the same

set

dissertation.^'*

of causes that Ingersoll

emphasized the cholera epidemic and
factors to

The former

clerical

which Ingersoll had assigned top

deals specifically with the rebellion

originally identified.

manipulation

priority.

in

Fry also de-

favor of the economic

Focusing primarily on land tenure, he

traced long-term disputes between communal-landholding Indian towns and large

landowners

in the Liberal period.

In his analysis, this tension over land

"almost inevitable. [and led to] religious, cultural and ethnic
.

between the

rural

.

and urban

sectors.

The

stability

strife.

made

the revolt

Antagonism existed

of traditional peasant

life

had been

1972). See Chapter 4 for further discussion of the code in Liberal reform strategies.

Woodward, Rafael Carrera and

the

Emergence of the Republic of Guatemala,

1821-1871, (Athens, Ga., 1993) pp.49-54.

Michael

F. Fry, 'Liberal

Land Reform

in

Guatemala and Peasant Reaction

in

La

Montafia, 1821-1838." Unpublished Masters Thesis, Tulane University, 1980; and
"Agrarian Society in the Guatemalan Montana, 1700-1840." Unpublished doctoral
dissertation,

"

Tulane University, 1988.

Fry, "Liberal

Land Reform.

.
.

"

p.2 1 fif.
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suddenly upset."^^ Thus Fry saw land, specifically Indian
ejidos

(common

lands), as the

key cause among others. While not denying the importance of
land disputes
western highlands, he attributed the greater unrest

in the

assimilation of its population, which spoke Spanish and

in

the

Oriente to the higher level of

was more

integrated into the

Creole-dominated system." This meant that the economy of the orientales was
more
closely connected to that of the capital and that they

The

liberal

boom

that

commitment
began

in

the

power

unified

by a

common

language.

to private ownership of land, propelled in part by the cochineal

1

820s, disturbed the pattern of communal ownership that

characterized campesino

division of

were

life.^"

Fry saw the combination of long-term grievances and a

at the state level as

an explosive mixture, concluding: "The juncture of

grievance and opportunity therefore produces rural revolts."^'

Like most other historians of this period. Fry portrayed the population of the
Oriente as predominantly indigenous, living

through the countryside, living

in valley

in

Indian pueblos, while ladinos were scattered

settlements or on the haciendas.

with this vision of the eastern population as overwhelmingly Indian

is

The problem

that

it

raises the

question of why an indigenous rebellion would be led by Carrera, a ladino. Fry attempted

to explain this as follows:

The peasants who

rallied to Rafael

response to profound

Carrera's revolt did so

political, social,

Fry, "Liberal

Land Reform...," p.49-50.

Fry, "Liberal

Land

Reform...,"

Fry, "Liberal

Land

Reform...," p.60.

p.

in

angry

and economic changes that had

60; Fry, "Agrarian Society...," p.221-222.

Fry, "Agrarian Society...," p.223.
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come to their region in the
momentum after 1821.^"
While the statement
"peasant" obscures

is

eighteenth century and had reached great

substantially true, the use

more than

it

iUuminates.

leading a revolt of indigenous people*^

of the ethnically neutral English

What

Would

label

did the ladino Carrera have to gain by

pueblo-dwelling indigenous people working

municipal lands see their interests as linked to those of landless mulatto/ladino

settlers

working as peons or labrador-jomaleros? Until we know more about these "peasants,"
is difficult

to imagine

Also writing

it

what might have motivated them.

in

the late 1980s, but departing from the focus

Solorzano chose to pursue ideological factors

conservadora o revolucidn campesina?

in his article

on

land, Juan Carlos

"Rafael Carrera, ^Reaccion

Solorzano brought a postmodern analysis to

the problem, locating the rebellion in a theoretical critique of positivist history. In his view

Positivism had distorted historiography and led to

impoverished simplifications of the history of popular classes...
denying them the quality of historical subjects prior to the advent of
the industrial proletariat. Thus, the periodic intrusions of

campesinos onto the primary

political plane in the past

have been

crudely interpreted as 'spasms,' 'campesino furies' lacking
deliberate conscious intention.

Solorzano pointed out that while Liberal historians had portrayed the peasants as ignorant
religious fanatics manipulated

^

by a reactionary

clergy, Marxists

who

challenged the liberal

Fry, "Agrarian Society," p. 3.

Juan Carlos Solorzano

F.,

"Rafael Carrera, ^Reaccion conservadora o revolucion

campesina? Guatemala, 1837-1873,"

in

Anuario de Estudios Centroamericanos,

Universidad de Costa Rica, 13(2): 5-3 5, 1987.

Here Solorzano is paraphrasing Jaime Torras, Liberalismo y Rebeldia
Campesina 1820-1823 (Barcelona, 1976).
Solorzano,

p. 8.
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interpretation had also failed to appreciate the
peasants' capacity to identify their

problems and formulate

own

their

own

responses. In addition, Marxist historians frequently

cast the peasants as a reactionary class because
they

opposed the formation of the

bourgeoisie, viewed as a necessary step in the forward
march of history:

Therefore, the mestizo and Indian masses appear

in

as historical subjects capable of impressing

history a particular

upon

both views not

dynamic, but as a maleable mass, controlled by the political
interests
of liberals or conservatives depending on the situation.^^

Solorzano insisted that the rebellion was the

of the campesinos' accurate

result

assessment of Liberal interests as directly opposed to their own, an
example of resistance

by a pre-industrialized people to the advance of capitalism
industrial revolution stimulated the international division

in agriculture.

The English

of labor, and Guatemalan

Liberals hastened to claim their place in that system by seeking to restructure agriculture
for participation in the world market.

economic structures they

In their attempt to modernize land tenure and

collided with the campesinos

way of life. He and Fry seem

who took up arms

to agree that the revolution

to defend their

grew out of campesino

efforts

to defend land rights and traditional agricultural practices.

Research Goals

I

have two goals

of 1837. The

first is

in

adding to

this

to retrieve the early nineteenth-century culture and society of a rural

area of Central America, and to explain

of urban

elites.

historiography on the Oriente and the rebellion

The second

is

some ways

to explain

how

in

which

this culture differed

p. 8.
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that

the clashes between the Liberal reformers

and the people they sought to reform grew increasingly angry

Solorzano,

from

until

they ended in

civil

war.

"Our America," the construct Mexia employed
different place

my

pomt
that

why

Rafael Carrera's subsequent rise to

would carry him

into political

life.^'

power

that has

him an opportunity to

made him

a natural focal

realize the miltary talents

This study finds him to be interesting primarily

he projects the profile of the other leaders. Like them he was a ladino, and

recent marriage to the daughter of a

man prominent

the path to local political and economic power.

Indians in favor of a loosely organized

show how and why

elite;

they were mutually exclusive.

for the story, the rebellion offering

in that

was a very

from the constitutional republic envisioned by the Liberal capitalino

research shows

It is

to call the local people to arms,

elite

My

in local affairs

his

placed him squarely on

research will decenter Carrera and the

of rural Afro-mestizo

cattle ranchers,

and

they capitalized on an outbreak of apolitical revolts begun by

indigenous people and succeeded

in

fomenting a regionwide rebellion that would

eventually topple the State.

Carrera's

uprising.

does

Mt?/wo/>'5:^^

Many of them

"capitalist"

name

nearly eighty

men and

are referred to as "capitalists."

a few

Who

women who

figured in the

were these people, and what

mean? Surely they cannot be the "horde of wild Indians" described by

the American diplomat John L. Stephens in his contemporary account.'^

Studies of Carrera

in

addition to

"Rafael Carrera of Guatemala: His
dissertation. University

Woodward's
life

of California

at

recent

work

include

Various

Max Moorhead,

and times," unpublished doctoral
Berkeley, 1943, E. Bradford

Bums, The

Poverty of Progress. Latin America in the Nineteenth Century, (Berkeley, 1980);
Keith Miceli, "Rafael Carrera: Defender and promoter of peasant interests in

Guatemala, 1837-1848,"

in

The Americas, 3\{\914):72-95.

Ignacio Solis, ed. Rafael Carrera:

Memorias J 8 37- 1 840 (Guatemala,

1979).

John L. Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan
(New York, 1969)p.84.
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attempts to

link the uprising

attacks on the culture of the

"capitalists,"

commanded

men
the

on the

soldiers

plains

common

people do not explain the leadership of these

Teodoro Mexia and

like

first

with the loss of communally-held lands or with Liberal

his

younger brother Benito, who together

engagement between well-armed
of Santa Rosa; men

and government

rebel forces

like the Solares brothers,

one of whom,

Antonino, became a leader during the guerrilla struggle and went on to enjoy a long
military career in the Carrera administration.

began the

rebellion, articulated

its

It

was these

demands, and provided

local ladino

its

logistical

haccndados who
and

financial

support.

If the rebellion

defined by

elites,

was

primarily fueled by a clash of rural and urban interests~both

of course-this explains the leadership of ladino clans

the Solares family

In this

new model of the

like the

rebellion, Carrera appears to

Mexias and

have been

brought into the movement by these local hacendados, a construction more compatible
with Carrera's youth and lack of social position.
the roots of the rebellion must explain

fi'om an Indian pueblo

" The primary

Lorenzana, and Carrera,

who

rich, racially

mixed

local

class

Carrera's

why none of the

leadership

leaders: the Mexias,

we

Memoirs and

came

Antonino Solares, Jose Clara

his

newly acquired father-in-law,

who

invisible, relatively

controlled the state's political apparatus.

several secondary sources mention an "Indian Zepeta"

May

and June of 1837

stirring

population, but he disappeared from the scene very quickly, even

would be

Indian or

might even say— of heretofore

capital

allegedly traveling around the Oricnte in

case, he

was

hacendados who had plenty of grievances against the major

merchant-hacendado families of the

"

any case, an adequate discussion of

can be seen as representing

group— an emerging

constitute a

In

the exception that proves the rule.
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if this

who was

up the

were not the

Furthermore, the Mexias and their friends had the resources
to launch a war against the
State,

something which cannot be said of Carrera or most of the
indigenous pueblos of

eastern Guatemala.

To
credit

say that these

them with

men

constituted a kind of rural upper class, however,

class consciousness. Carrera

is

is

not to

often portrayed as being tied to "rural

peasant interests,"'^ a phrase which obscures rural social structure and
suggests that these

campesinos saw

their interests collectively.

laborers shared few economic interests,

their social position.

And

was

it

cross-class alliance strong

this

In fact, while the

what unified the

regionalism that

hacendados of Mita and

rebels

made

was

their regionalism, not

possible the formation of a

enough to challenge the Liberal government. When

the

men

behind the Santa Rosa manifesto waved the banner of "our America" they meant to
the regional

spirit

of all the people of Mita. The response to the Santa Rosa

capitalinos by surprise, demonstrating as

their region

and the cultural practices

hierarchical social structure

while we

may

it

did the people's readiness to

that defined

it,

their

go

call

to

call

on

took the

war

for

even as they defended the

which extended a privileged position to these landowners. So

see the leaders of the rebellion as a rural upper class, that would be to

impose on them a construction they themselves did not have. They saw themselves as
defending their religion, their region and the best interests of all the people of that region.

It is

somewhat

surprising that

movement; my study

will

many of the common people joined

pursue the reasons for

this unified rural fi^ont

class-based perspective, might seem to be a strange configuration.

See for example

Ingersoll,

pill, and the Miceli
21

the hacendados'

article.

which, from a

If this rural eUte has until

now been

invisible in the historiography, the

be said of the broad spectrum of social groups involved
Indians, ladinos and urban artisans in the

in the uprising.

movement, and she quoted

same cannot

Ingersoll included

Max Moorhead's

assessment of the participants as "a confused body of political insurgents,
religious
crusaders, embittered peasants, and professional outlaws. "^^ Although
there

is

no

evidence that the participants themselves were confused, Moorhead was quite right

in

pointing out that they represented a broad array of social positions which can be conflising
to students of the rebellion. His categorization

terminology

is

a bit dated.

The

rebel forces

is

and

also remarkably accurate, if his

their allies

encompassed

local

hacendados, priests and defenders of the Holy Religion, both indigenous and mulatto
campesinos, and pockets of bandits

moving between

groundwork

will distinguish

on the commercial

The

traffic

Liberals succeeded

of all sectors of the population of Mita, and thereby

laid

for the creation of the united front that overthrew them.

In addition to presenting

I

specialized in preying

the state capitals of Guatemala and El Salvador.

in alienating substantial portions

the

who

new

findings

on regional

between the two phases of this

Woodward makes

ethnicity

uprising; the

and class structure,

revoU and the

rebellion.

a clear distinction between the "Indian revolts" that broke out

various regions of Guatemala

in

1837 and the "organized rebellion"

of these revoUs, the one which began

in the Oriente.'*"

that

This distinction

is

in

grew out of one
important to

understanding the uprising which began as just one more of many apolitical reactions to
various government programs, this time directed against measures designed to control the

Ingersoll, p.x.

Woodward, Rafael Carrera,

p. 62.
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cholera epidemic/*' The revolts

was no

list

of demands, and no

hand, included

state

all

show no

effort to unify peoples

identifiable political strategy.

of different pueblos, there

The

rebellion,

on the other

these features and in addition lasted for several years, overthrowing
the

government, and subsequently going on to destroy the Central American
Republic.

While the revolts emerged primarily

in

indigenous pueblos,'^ the rebellion that followed

was not propelled by communal-landholding
mulatto-ladino

peasants

Woodward

elite.

in [their]

demands."*'

Indians, but rather by the local hacendados, a

says "[l]ocal landholders supported-perhaps instigated--

My research finds that the local

landholders were the

"peasants," or rather a segment within the campesino community that seized the

began

after isolated revolts

succeeded

in

in several

communities of the

area.

initiative

They were the group

that

converting what was essentially an apolitical indigenous outburst into an

organized, multi-ethnic, cross-class rebellion with political aims.

Separating the

facilitates the teasing

preface to her

work

initial

revolts fi-om the subsequent rebellion

is

out of distinctions between the two phases. Ingersoll stated

that a "peasant revolt

had no "unifying ideology.

.

.

is

essentially reactionary,"

,

.

the

and that these rebels

may be

true of the

but not necessarily of the rebellion that followed. Using the terms revolt and

rebellion interchangeably, Ingersoll obscured the fact that

The

in

it

[they were] simply reacting to circumstances which

threaten[ed] their socio-economic security "[p x] These statements

initial revolts,

also useful in that

what began as a revoh very

AGCA section on asonadasy revoluciones demonstrates the fi^equency of minor

revohs during the 1830s.
Mataquescuintla, and Jumay
in

Sacatepequez

in

the East, Ostuncalco in the West, and various pueblos

in the central region.

Woodward, Rafael Carrera,

p. 62.
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much

like

there

is

many

others of the period evolved into something quite different. In
addition,

nothing necessarily "simple" about people "reacting to circumstances
which

threaten their socio-economic security "

economic security does not play a key
network of historical circumstances
specific

One can

scarcely find a rebellion in which socio-

part, but this factor is

that

must be analyzed

if

always located

we

in a

complex

are to understand the

meaning of security to the people involved and the reasons they

felt

it

threatened/*^

Methodology

One of the assumptions

that undergird this study

events that occur on what Solorzano called "the primary

understand what was happening below

this plane.

The

is

that

we

cannot understand the

political plane" until

scarcity

we

of knowledge concerning

the daily lives of this rural people has precluded any deep understanding of the rebellion

that carried them,

American

and especially

political stage.

their leader Rafael Carrera, into the center

In order to grasp

who

of the Central

they were and what they wanted,

we

need

to understand the particular constellation of historical experience in which they were

formed: the culture that produced them and the customs by means of which they

reproduced

that

this culture, their

made up

options as they saw them, and the alliances and animosities

their relationships, or the

meaning to them of the terms "we" and

This study will therefore focus on the daily

Mita

in the

two decades immediately following

life

"they."

and culture of the area known as

the declaration of Independence in 1821,

Mexico: Social Bases of
Agrarian Violence, 1750-1940 (Princeton, 1986), and Peter Guardino Peasants, Politics,
and the Formation of Mexico 's National State: Guerrero, 1 800- 1 H 57 (Stanford, Calif,

The works of John Tutino, From Insurrection

1996) are

usefiil

on

this point.
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to Revolution in

and

how

occurred

everyday concerns
in

1

837. This

set

work

up the conditions

for the particular kind

of various ethnic populations, household

membership, morality and sexual relationships, and labor
interactions

that

brings together a wide variety of data on the structure of life

in the region including the distribution

complex

of rebellion

patterns.

between the material conditions, the

will also

It

loyalties,

size

and

analyze the

and the deeds of this

rural people.

While

it

is

not rare for peasants to have changed the course of history, a lack of

knowlege about the

particulars of their daily lives has led to misunderstandings of their

motivations and to theories of manipulation by their social superiors,
has frequently characterized as misguided, but capable

at least

agenda, something supposedly beyond the "peasant mind."

whom

of developing a

It is

own

interests,

from being manipulated by Conservatives or
the capital

when

and

political

the basic assumption of

the current study that these campesinos of Mita, while overwhelmingly

quite capable of recognizing their

historiography

illiterate,

that the protagonists

of this

were
story, far

Liberals, actually manipulated elite groups in

they organized an extended war which effectively exploited divisions

within the ruling class and eventually carried their military leader to the center of the

political stage.

This rebellion represents a radical alteration of the national scene by a

understood group of country people
their foes the capitalinos.

On

It is

that

living a life that differed in

life

that

hope to

I

disinter

many

and

little-

respects from that of

revitalize.

a different level, this investigation into the history of one area of the country

touches on a current theme

in

Guatemalan historiography, the movement to displace

25

historia general (national history) with
specific regional histories/^

generalizing fi-om the capital to the "interior,"-as
rural Guatemala

the slightest justification, since the capital

is

not a port city but

country-has led to assumptions that what was true for those

The
is

practice of

often called without

is itself in

the interior of the

in the capital

must have been

true to some, possibly lesser, degree for rural people. This
study will contribute to a

growing body of literature
and demonstrates
urban and rural

that attempts to bring regional experience into sharper
focus

that indeed there

life,

have always been pronounced differences between

as well as fi-om region to region. All those

rebellion have mentioned regional differences, or a rural-urban

I

see that

who have
split,

written about the

as part of the picture.

as the overarching cause of the rebellion and the other causes as

split

contributing to

it.

I

will

show how

this

breach between the capitalinos and the orientales

opened and grew.

The primary research
Guatemala

City: the

for this study

comes mainly

fi-om

two

collections in

Archivo General de Centroamerica, currently housing the Archivo de

Protocolos formerly located

in the

Corte Suprema de Justicia, and the ecclesiastical

archive or Archivo Histdrico Arquidiocesano.

I

also rely heavily

on the microfilmed

records of the Family Center of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Guatemala

See the
Lie.

City.

article

Saints in

^

by

Lie. Edeliberto Ciflientes

Enrique Gordillo

generales de

Day

Castillo,

la historia

Medina,

Lie.

Juan Francisco

and Dr. Gustavo Palma Murga, "Problematicas

de Guatemala,"

in Estudios,

Revista de Antropologia,

Arqueologia e Historia, No. 3-92(May, 1993): 11-31. See also Todd
Siebold, "Guatemala:

Barillas,

The Dream of a Nation," unpublished

Little-

doctoral dissertation,

Tulane University, 1995.
In

1996 the collection of nineteenth-century protocolos

to the

AGCA;

an inventory

list is

available

upon
26

(notarial records)

was moved

request. Municipal functionaries of

In this effort to reconstruct the daily

1830s,

I

tried to read at least a

life

and concerns of the people of Mita

sample of every kind of document available

in

in the

these

collections, including censuses, baptismal records, matrimonial dispensations, wills,

notarial records, court cases, land surveys,

nearly every case the

words of the people

and personal and

in

whom I am

official

most

correspondence. In

interested, the illiterate

mulattoes or ladinos of the Oriente, have been recorded by some other individual, a scribe
or other literate person/^

I

did not discover a single journal or diary written by one of my

actual subjects, although a very

one charming love

few personal communications have survived, including

letter.

The methodological problem
words of the

subjects of the study

do not speak

to us directly.

if

that

is

when we do

not have access to the actual

of how to interpret the behavior of people

If what

we

seek

how

can

we hope

political authority for instance,

with them

that arises

is

they do not even talk to us in their

who

their motivations, for rebelling against

to achieve this level of communication

own words?

It is

my

position here that

we

are indeed capable of getting very close to their thoughts, their hopes, their construction

of meaning, through a careful reading of the record. This approach requires a kind of
immersion

in the times,

different type

based on gathering together various

of document

available.

documents have been

sent to the

of information from every

Over a period of several years

now
AGCA.

Santa Rosa de Lima, as the pueblo

bits

is

called, claim that

all

I

have pursued that

nineteenth-century

document signed by Teodoro Mexia that calls the
not
the people of Mita to Santa Rosa (see Chapter 5). The origins of this document are
completely clear; it may have been a collective effort by various local hacendados or
simply a statement by Mexia. A transcription of the document appears in Montufar's

An

exception, or so

it

appears,

is

the

Resefia Historia, 11:360.
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course, hoping to be able to reassemble these shreds
of daily

incomplete picture that
in

in

some way

represents what

it

was

life

into an admittedly

like to

be a campesino of Mita

those times, confronting this particular configuration of problems,
and inventing these

specific solutions.

Chapter one maps out the area and provides a demographic picture
of Santa Rosa

and

its

immediate surroundings.

economy, discussing material
the patronage system.

Chapter two analyzes the main features of the

culture, the

economy of banditry, and

Chapter three looks

thereof, exercised by the Catholic

at affective culture

Church during the

adversaries of the people of Mita, the Liberals

decade of the 1830s and

war

in

bring together the background of daily

economic

of

Chapter four introduces the

controlled the political system

in

social reform.

June of 1837. In the conclusion

life

basis

and the control, or lack

economic development and

their plans for

five outlines the steps that led to

who

period.

the

local

I

have

the

Chapter

tried to

with the foreground of the rebellion to present

a coherent explanation for the war.

I

will try to

them. Not because

suggests to

me

that

do justice

to the story

of the people of Mita without romanticizing

were so admirable— everything

I

believe they

I

would have been

women

about

this

period

their lives—but

because

it

is

time that

and men of the nineteenth-century Oriente entered history on something

approaching their

women

know

a Liberal, by definition hating and fearing these

people and the brutality and ignorance that marked
the

I

own

terms.

Looking down from

marching into Guatemala City

band of mountaineers bedecked
imaginable weapon, and he

in

in leafy

his

balcony on Carrera's

1838, John Stephens

may have

men and

seen a scruffy

camouflage and armed to the teeth with every

may have shuddered
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at their

determination to end what he saw

as a heroic liberal experiment.

the time has

guerrillas

why

and pick up
for

come

for us to descend into the street, at least for a

the province

called

I

hope

moment, and ask these

"Our America." This study can only provide some
if

it

succeeds

historical experience

left

him, but

down

their

hoes

motley collection of weapons, and what kind of future they envisioned

these questions, but

Guatemalan

many of us might even agree with

they came, what motivated them, what caused them to lay

their

what they

Indeed,

it

will

partial

answers to

broaden and deepen our knowledge of the

and of the daily

lives

of the people of one

rural area as

the colonial sphere and began the construction of a national history.
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CHAPTER I

MULATTO INTRUDERS
In

hacienda

1

756, Felipe Batres, resident of the capital Santiago de Guatemala,
sold the

known

as

Lo de

Pereira in the

Jumay

He owned

valley.

brothers, Nicolas and Miguel, also residents of the
capital.

resurvey the property to establish

its

the hacienda with his

The Batres brothers needed

boundaries, and in the course of the survey they

found that the hacienda was cluttered with 'Untrusos de mala/e''
(bad

The lawyer

illegal settlers).

...more than twenty

for the buyer,

little

area] called Santa Rosa.
said that [the land]

surveyed

was

houses

Asked
theirs

and although

Manuel Pelaez,

fiill

faith intruders,

stated that the survey disclosed

of mulattoes and

their families [in an

the reason for their settlement there, they

and

five or six years

ago Carlos Morales had

asked them for the papers they said they were
Guatemala and others of them said that it was an inheritance fi-om their
forefathers, concerning which I found out that it was true they had an
it

I

inheritance, but that their lands

were on the other bank of the

Esclavos, which land they had sold to

Don

river

in

Los

Ysidro de Sepeda [agent for

Juana Herrarte, owner of Ojo de Agua]. Therefore, finding themselves in
this area, some young people, descendants of Martin de Barsena to whom
Dona Juana Baquero, former owner of this hacienda, had given permission,
took the opportunity to settle there [de irse agregando], those who are
presently to be found there, with the permission of Dn. Felipe Batres
himself, past

owner of the hacienda who

sold

it

owner a
the lands were

to the present

little

over a year ago. And having spread the story that
realengas and found a corrupt functionary [comisario], which is nothing
new, the land was surveyed as realenga land, or as their own land, I do not

know

which, not having seen the papers, and having read them the title of
the hacienda which is one hundred and forty years old and which gives the
northern part of the estancia [ranch] as the dry gulch... [More specifics on
the boundaries of the hacienda

]

In

view of which the flimsy excuse

the intruders give for their presence vanishes and

it

seems

that

that [even] they

are convinced, since they went to the government protesting that they are
soldiers

what

is

and therefore the government should support them
not theirs. Nevertheless,

I

in

usurping

ordered them off the hacienda and

all

land from the river Los Esclavos on up within the period of one month.'

^

AGCA,

to

A.1, leg.6000, ex.52818.
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In an effort to have the mulattoes 'Hanzadosy quitados" (thrown out and

removed) from the hacienda Lo de

Pereira,

which had been sold to Manuel Pelaez, Felipe

Batres stated that they had enjoyed the use of the land for over 100 years, but
there were only

two

families

initially

and they worked on the hacienda. "But," he fumed, "they

have been multiplying and other fugitives have been joining them \pero habiendose ydo
multiplicando,

y agregandose a

he stated, that the land was

make

seek another place to

The

his

estos otros foragidos]:'

and belonged to

their

his

He had

repeatedly warned them,

hacienda and that therefore they must

home.^

residents of Santa Rosa, heirs of Antonio Gonzalez Donis, his grandchildren

and great-grandchildren Martin de Barsena, Simon Soriano, Miguel Damian Donis, and
Ysidro Gonzalez,' made several points

complained that the Batres brothers had no

were merely

stating that they

owned

it.

Their spokesman Simon Soriano,

in their defense.

title

to the area

known

as Santa Rosa, but

Furthermore, the Santa Roseflos pointed out the

disadvantage that would accrue to the government as a result of dispersing their

community,

viz.

service of the

group included a company of fifty men frequently employed

their

crown

for the

movement of laborers and

criminals as well as to maintain law

In scattering this population the government

and order

in the area.

services.

In addition they requested that, if a

new

in the

would

lose their

survey were to be done, "e/ dho.

Bosque'" (Juan Antonio Bosque), legal representative (apoderado) for Manuel Pelaez the

new owner of Lo de

Pereira, not be selected because he

2

AGCA,

A.1, leg.6000, ex.52818, f 115v.

'

AGCA,

A.l, leg. 5994, ex.52719.
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was an

interested party {le toca

a

este partich

pues

la pasion

that violence might erupt

In 1758,

que mamfiestay consta Je

among

him

Batres brothers' knowledge

who

Rosenos

He

apparently stayed

that the Carlos

told

Davalos

at the

Pereira "and include

all

Their lawyer warned

advice were ignored,''

When

he went to

that the

if

Lo de

Morales survey had been done without the
day betbrc the scheduled survey.

home of Miguel Damian Donis

the duration of the survey, had promised that

Lo de

if this

Miguel Geronimo Davalos surveyed the land

Pereira, Nicolas Batres told

Morales,

the Santa

la violencia)

in

Sama Rosa

tor

Batres gave him 40 pesos he would survey

the houses of Santa

Rosa"

(y

que se llevara en la medkla

lodas las casas de Sla. Rosa). Batres agreed to pay him the bribe and
these negotiations

were going on

"in front

of the aforementioned mulattoes

at a

location

known

as

Matazano

Pass " Batres reported that he spoke with a nephew afterwards, "and told him that the

mulattoes of Santa Rosa no longer wanted a survey, that they would be there as they had

been

was

[i.e.,

left

maintain the same legal, or

with said nephew," (y que

huviera medidas (pie estarian

And

in this

le Jijo

case

illegal, status]

and that's

que desian los Mulatos de

como se estahan y que quedo con

Sta.

how

the matter

Rosa que

lla

el dho. sohrino en ello).

the next day Morales surveyed the area anyway, double-crossed the Batres brothers-

Felipe Batres being indisposed at that time

favorable lo the Santa Rosenos.

in

the capital-and

came up with

According to the survey, they were the

a decision

legal

owners of

eight and a half caballerias of land described by witnesses as "plains of good quality,

appropriate for the breeding of cattle and other animals but not for any type of grain

crop

*

no

because they are lowlands and therefore not productive

AGCA, A

1,

leg.6()0(),

ex.52818, f 124.
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in

the dry period and for

that reason the land

caballeria,

is

worth 16 tosUmes" Morales valued the land

and granted the Santa Rosenos

title

at

16 tostones

to the land.'

Map

of Santa Rosa and Lo de Pereira from Morelos survey
The village of Santa Rosa consists of the houses located above the Los Esclavos river at
bottom of photo The hacienda Lo de Pereira is to the right of a line (on far right of left
Fig,

side
lies

of map)

1

that says, "this line

to the right.

This

map

is

the

is

found

in

measurement

AGCA,

A.

1,

that

knew about

them were seventy years
which the others agreed

'

AGCA,

old,

in

one

all

testified that they

forty-six.

in turn: first, for

The

many

A.l, leg. 5994, ex.52719.
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Note

that

North

as part of the Davalos survey to

the presence of the Santa Rosefios.

residents of the Valley of Jumay,

"

leg.6000, ex 52818.

Eight years later three witnesses were called
declare what they

Morales made

first

All

were vecinos and

could not sign their names.

Two

of

witness stated three points, with

years he had heard the Santa Rosenos refer

to that land as theirs; second, for

more than

forty years he had

Martin de Barzena and Joseph Sarsefio (the

Barzena and Sarseno had both married
bequeathed them the land, and
Letijios)

third,

first settlers)

heirs

the descendents of

to live in that spot and that

of Dn. Antonio (Gonzalez) Donis

who

he knew of no previous disputes {contradisiones

rii

between the hacienda owners and the mulattoes of Santa Rosa.

Gerardo Ocampo, attorney for the Santa Rosenos,

brown

known

citizens [Vecinos

Pardos] of the Valley of Jumay

whom

to

he referred as "the

at the site called Sta.

Rosa

in the

Division of Guazacapan,"' said they had been there since time
immemorial as heirs of Don

Antonio Gonzalez Donis.
markers recognized

in

He

also

mentioned that the Santa Rosenos did not accept the

the survey done by Bosque.

been substituted for a similar one. They

of the hacienda

Ocampo,

in spite

insisted that they

of what Bosque found

"this person's incorrect

They claimed

in his

that

one landmark had

were not within the boundaries

survey "...since," according to

procedures are well known, as he allows himself to be

governed by the bribes of those involved and not by the truth

that appears in the

documents." [pues son notorios los malos procedimtos. de este sujeto en dexarse

govemarpor

los

sobomos de

las paries y

no pr.

la justa. qe. aparece de los instnimtos.]

In 1759, the survey of Carlos de Morales, Juez Subdelegado del Partido de

Escuintlay Guazacapan, was approved by the Audiencia
signed by Licdo. Dn.

Domingo Lopez de

Rosenos were declared the
living.

legal

Urrelo, a

in

Santiago de Guatemala and

member of the

Audiencia.

The Santa

owners and residents of the land on which they were

The boundaries of the hacienda were determined

to exclude the village of Santa

Rosa, and the sale of this reduced hacienda by the Batres brothers to Pelaez was declared

AGCA,

A.

I,

leg.6000, ex.52818, f 124,
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good/ Unable

to find the Batres brothers in the capital,

hacienda, requesting that "any person

Lopez wrote

who knows how to

to

receives this dispatch by whatever means, immediately notify
said

Don

Felipe Batres in person."^

this

The Batres brothers showed

revealing.

toward land

suggested that the Santa Rosenos simply pick up and

move

was no common understanding of land and

The

hacienda as a productive

monetary value, but

unit,

Don Nicolas and

document by the people of the

their attitude

its

value.

capital

in the region

to

remove

one would guess

made

To

they

the Santa Rosenos,

The Batres brothers implied

that

it

was

it

was

also

daily sustenance,

and

a simple matter for the

to another area, the villagers disagreed. Reading between the lines,

that Felipe Batres

had never been troubled by the presence of a ready-

labor force on the hacienda until he sold the property to Manuel Pelaez

did not

when

an asset to be bought and sold, something with a certain

home, the foundation of their community, the source of their

community

very

capitalinos thought of the

certainly a place to visit, not a place to live.

the gift of their ancestors.

is

to another spot. Clearly there

although they were not unaware of the cash value of the land they claimed,
their

at their

read and write {persona blanca)

who

The language used throughout

them

want the people there or

at least

wanted to

establish clear

title

who

either

to that part of the

hacienda. At that point the capitalinos turned to the authorities for help in "throwing out

and removing" the "mulatto intruders" who had had the audacity to "multiply" on
land.

Although purchase and

sale

agreements customarily

'

AGCA,

A.1,

'

AGCA,

A.1, leg. 6000, ex.52818, f 172.

leg. 6000,

ex.52818, f 192.
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state the

their

servidumbre as part of

the hacienda's inventory,

became

when FeHpe Batres wanted

these people removed, suddenly they

intruders.^

The language Batres employed

also betrays an attitude prevalent

of elite groups. During the purchase of Lo de

among members

Pereira, Batres stated that he and his

brothers Nicolas and Miguel were buying the property
jointly since the three had always

worked together

in the

management of "the

[their] intelligence, industry

result

of natural

power
that

gifts

assets

and hard work.""'

which [they had] acquired by means of

The beUef that economic success

and grueling labor implies

that those with less

are stupid and lazy, a kind of social Darwinism that

developed between the Liberals of the

capital

and the

economic and

would play a
rural

Even Domingo Lopez of the Audiencia, who supported

the

is

social

role in the breach

people of Mita.
the Santa Rosenos' claim,

revealed his assumptions about the rural population in the language he used. Behind the

appeal that "any person

Batres brothers

lies

who knows how

the assumption that

to read

all

and write" deliver the message to the

the "gente parda" were

illiterate,

spokesperson for the Santa Rosenos, Simon Soriano, signed

that the

but

we know

his statement

with a

practiced hand.

In any case, the Santa

had they won? What was the

'

At

this

Rosenos won
village like

their case

and stayed on

But what

their land.

from the mid-eighteenth through the

early

time the word servidumbre was used to refer to access roads and other

community benefits traditionally supplied by the hacienda, but it seems any workers
living on the property were covered by this term as well. Certainly the assumption seems
to have been that haciendas might change hands, but
their usual functions.

'°

AGCA,

A.

1,

See for example

AGCA,

leg.6000, ex.528 1 8, f 61

nuestras inteligencias, industria,

y

:

">»

A.

1,

workers stayed put and carried out

leg.6000, ex.52818, f 51v.

emos administrado

trabajo adqiiirimos.
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"

los bienes

que con

nineteenth centuries, and

how

years after this dispute?

This chapter attempts to provide some answers to that question

as

it

did

it

develop into the cradle of a major rebellion just eighty

applies to the geography, the population and the social organization of the area.

Geography

The

District

of Mita was a nineteenth-century administrative unit

the eastern highlands of Guatemala, part of the Sierra

geographic focus of this study
valley,

named

is

one of the valleys

for the volcano Jumaytepeque.

Panamerican Highway, the traveler
capital city

which the

largest

called

is

village

east

warm

we

are concerned here

away which achieved municipal
original Santa

Rosa,

Nueva Santa Rosa and

Casillas

lie

status in

now known
To

warmer

on a nearby
Plata,

hill at

by several

climate than

of

its

was superceded by

a

1917 and took the

as Santa

the north

Rosa de Lima,

is

Its altitude

of 947 meters

neighbor the ancient indigenous village of Jumay located

an altitude of 1590 meters. This climate combines with the

Las Canas and Los Esclavos to create a

The census of 1880

rivers

to the east, Cuilapa and Barberena to

the south and Santa Cruz Naranjo and Fraijanes to the west.

a

Jumay

from Guatemala City on the

valley crossed

four leagues from Cuilapa, the departmental cabecera.

it

The

climbs the heights immediately to the east of the

of Santa Rosa with which

name Nueva Santa Rosa. The

gives

range.

Los Esclavos.

settlement a few kilometers

Mataquescuintla,

encompassed

that crosses this range, the

Heading

and then drops down into a beautiful

The

lies

first

Madre mountain

that

says that Santa

Rosa

is

fertile valley

rivers

La

favorable to a variety of crops.

located at the bottom of a ravine that crosses

37

Fig. 2.

Southeastern Guatemala
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an extensive valley which, although lovely,

somewhat unhealthy." The

is

gives no hint of its glorious past as birthplace of
the popular

movement

little

pueblo

that reshaped

Central American history, indeed, the only feature seemingly
worthy of notice by the rare
visitor

the

is

On

enormous ceiba which dominates the town

his

diocesan

visit

of 1768-1770, Archbishop Cortes Larraz, stopping
y

Cuajinicuilapa (today Cuilapa), which he

official parish seat at

28

around

five

saw

Los Esclavos, noted

as a

more comfortable

that Santa

This average of 8.9 people per family

families.

square.

people per family

Santa Rosa did not even rank

in

the 1820s, but

among

it

is

Rosa was

much

may be

location than the

inhabited by 250 people in

higher that the average of

simply a bad guess. At that time

the primary villages of the parish, but

under one of its neighbors, either the Indian town of Jumay or the ladino
Esclavos.

It

seems

insignificance,

that

however,

by the 1830s Santa Rosa had risen from
in the judicial division

at

was subsumed

village

this position

of Los

of

of 1836, Santa Rosa was named

departmental cabecera and assigned to the circuit court of Cuajinicuilapa.'^ Thus by the
focal period

By

of this study the

village

was the

the time of the 1955 census, the village,

once again to become a marginal pueblo,
which

it

gives

its

little

the

whole

part

now

Santa Rosa de Lima, had receded

of the nation's southern department to

name, rather than the eastern department of Jutiapa.

town had

the

administrative center of its area.

In the mid-1950s,

a population of 742, with a total of 5,169 people scattered throughout

municipality.

This population was organized into 1,020 families or

" Francis Gall, Diccionaho Geogrdfico de Guatemala, compilacion

critica,

5.

2nd

1

people

ed.,

(Guatemala, 1976)p.645.

From La Recopilacidn de Leyes by Pineda Mont
p.645.
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cited in

Diccionaho Geogrdfico,

per family

was 70

The

percent.

Indian population of the municipality

was

The main products of the area

mid-nineteenth century were

in the

percent.

1

The

illiteracy rate

sugarcane, maize, beans, potatoes, yuca, cotlee, tobacco,
and rice

This overview of the origins and geography of Santa
Rosa indicates that
important rural center

legality, the settlement

century

made

it

Its

warm

in

the early post-independence period

climate and

its

its

area,

Although of questionable

location at the point of convergence of several rivers

proximity to the

eighteenth century and to the cattle

in

was an

had a long history with roots extending back to the early
eighteenth

a fertile area, and

favorable position

it

fair at

the meat industry

I

and address questions of ethnicity,

new

Laguna

capital established

del Pino

gave

its

toward the end of the

local

hacendados a

want to turn now to the demographics of the

illegitimate births

and household organization.

Rthnicity and Legitimacy

While the meaning of the ethnic terms used during the early nineteenth century
not always clear and the term "mulatto"

may

refer to a variety

whatever the meaning of the term there can be no doubt
"mulattoes."'"*

if the

many

that

is

of genetic mixtures,

Santa Rosa was a town of

references above to "mulatto intniders," "brown citizens," and

so on, were not sufTicient to prove the point, the baptismal records of Santa Rosa and

Jumay would

be.

Virtually

all

children listed in these records

identified as "mulato libre"

" Diccionario Gco^rdfico,

by the interim

priest

who were

born to Santa Roscnos were

Andres Martinez, while

all

those from San

p. 644-647.

Although one solution to the ethnicity problem would be simply to apply the
"casta," that term appears very rarely in the various population records
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label

of the period.

Francisco Jumay were "indio." The records
beginning

seven baptisms were done

December
18 in

31.^'

in the

Four done

Jumay during

from the records

town of Jumay

that the priest

wherever the

normally within the

all

indicate that

weeks from November 20

on the

first

moved back and

first

priest

forth

in each,

baby from Santa Rosa, but the reverse

is

It

appears

between the Indian town and the

and that parents from both villages took

happened to be

week of life. Very

to

of January, then another

the three-month period between January 24
and April 25.

mulatto valley, spending a month or two
their children to

in the five

Santa Rosa follow,

in

November, 1786,

in

in

order to have them baptized,

occasionally there

not true.

is

an entry for an indigenous

The only mulattoes

that

show up

in the

baptismal records of Jumay during the period 1786-1794 are two
wives of indigenous

men, one of their babies
cases listed

is

and a mother

is

listed as Indian, the

Among

the

first

the legitimate son of a father identified as "Yndio tributario" from

who was

to have been living.

These baptismal records

also

make

with respect to their rates of legitimate
this period are

few

Jumay

a "mulata libre" from elsewhere. The baptism was done in Jumay,

where the couple appears

from

other as a zamba.

it

The

was

child

compare the two

possible to

births.

First,

identified as a mulatto.'^

however, since

of questionable accuracy, a word on

credibility

all

is

ethnic groups

population records

in order.

These

records certainly cannot be trusted to provide total births for the area. The year 1788, for

example, marked with an asterisk on the Legitimacy Chart (Table

Church of Latter Day Saints Archives,

roll

#1223807

1),

was an anomalous

bautisos, Santa

Rosa de Lima

1786-1794.

To add

to the confijsion, different priests used different ethnic terminology.

example Church of Latter Day

Saints, roll

See for

#1223808, Informaciones Matrimoniales,

Santa Rosa, application of Jose Nasario Salazar

in

1811

in

which the parents of his

intended are referred to as "mestizos" by one priest and "pardos" by another.
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year; a note in the baptismal record

on October

book informs

the reader that Father Martinez

1788 without turning over the books. The new

7,

priest

town

left

had to retrieve the

records from the Jumay sacristan and try to figure out, with the help of the townspeople,

which babies had been

assume

that

bom

some of the

since

March of that year and needed

baptism.

It is

safe to

inhabitants of the area had already taken their children elsewhere

to be baptized. Since the sacristan

is

identified as

San Francisco Jumay, thus suggesting

an Indian, the books were evidently

that the mulatto babies

in

of Santa Rosa would have

been especially underrepresented.
Problems of a more general nature also contribute to the
statistics.

among

of these

While historians generally consider baptism to have been a very important

rural

may

not represent

received baptism or

not

rite

people of the period whether ladino or indigenous, for a variety of reasons

these records

we do

unreliability

know

all

may have been

if baptism

However,

Some

children

bom in the

area

may

not have

baptized by priests serving in nearby parishes. Also,

was considered

indigenous and ladino campesinos.

can also be questioned.

children.

The
if

we

equally important

relationship

among

these particular

between ethnic terms and genotype

accept the label "mulato" as an indication merely

of an individual's general appearance, the documents can be considered
the ethnicity perceived by the priests, a perception based

appearance or place of origin than on any

real

more on an

knowledge of—or

reliable in

terms of

individual's

interest in~the ethnicity

of his parents.

The baptismal records of 1810 and 181
perceptual nature of ethnic categories.

ethnicity

When

1

present interesting evidence of the

an interim priest came to town

of all the Santa Rosa babies changed from "mulato" to
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"ladino."

in

181

When

he

1,

the

left

town, suddenly the Santa Rosenos became
mulattoes once again, but when he returned
they were again recorded as ladinos.^' Clearly
what had changed in this case was only the
terminology; the racial composition of the population
had not altered
fluidity

of this nomenclature suggests

in the slightest.

The

that the priests themselves differed in their

understanding of the meaning and the social impact of the
terms "mulato," "ladino," and
"pardo," thus seriously complicating our efforts to arrive
at any definite understanding of
their contextuallzed meaning.

The
means

fact that these baptismal records

that they afford us an opportunity to

people and poor ladino s/mulattoes.

cover two

distinct ethnic/cultural settlements

compare legitimacy

rates

among indigenous

Simply taking the overall average rate oihijos

naturales (illegitimate children) would obscure what turns out to be a significant
difference

between the

Chart (Table
rate for any

1)

illegitimacy rate for Indians

shows the

one year

vastly higher rate

and that for ladinos. The Legitimacy

of natural children among ladinos; while the

certainly questionable, the overall relationship of

is

somewhere

around 30 percent for ladinos to somewhere around 10 percent for Indians
consistent.

which

These

results are supported

quite

by other so-called unreliable records of the period

yield similar legitimacy rates.

There was one "esclavo"
legitimacy.

Don

is

The record shows

bom in

1791, an entry that broadens the definition of

that the child Elucterio

Montufar was the legitimate son of

Juan Montufar and Eugenia Sepeda, a slave of Don Juan Medina of the hacienda El

Church of Latter Day

Saints, Santa

Rosa,

roll

#1223808.

See for instance the expedientes matrimoniales
naturales reflects these

same percentages.
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in the

AHA in which the rate of hijos

Since

Jute.

calls into

it

seems extremely unlikely

that these parents

were married to each

question the usual meaning of the term "legitimate."
The most likely scenario

that Elucterio's father recognized

bom out

of wedlock to a legitimate son, and

simultaneously confusing the categories of "legitimate" and "natural."
There
indication of whether or not priests

if a

man

recognized his

were married.

It

seems

is

him and gave him the surname Montufar, thereby

converting him legally from a "natural" child

but

other, this

made an

child, the child

is

effort to establish the civil status

became

no

of parents,

legitimate whether or not the parents

that in Elucterio's case his legitimization did not save

him from

slavery, at least not right away.

Table

Legitimacy,

1:

Santa Rosa and San Francisco Jumay, 1786-1794

year

total

mulatos

baptisms

mulatos

indigenas

naturales

indigenas

illegible

naturales

or

other ethnicity

recorded

Nov. -Dec.

—

1

8%

8

0%

0

1

5%

1

1

9%

0

3

13%

7

15

2

13%

4

27

3

11%

0

—

2

10

7

2

29%

0

1787

54

35

11

31%

13

1788*

26

16

2

13%

10

1789

70

48

14

29%

21

1790

50

39

13

33%

11

1791

77

47

15

32%

23

1792

56

37

9

1793

75

48

16

jan-feb

10

7

2

0

1786

24%
33%

29%

1

1

0

1

1

1794
Totals
*

428

284

66%

84

anomalous year

44

30%

121

28%

12

10%

»

18

5%

This indication that some children baptized as
legitimate were actually the
ofTspring of unmarried parents

wedlock was

in fact still

between a high

Church and
that

rate

State,

that the

number of children born outside formal

greater than the records indicate

of legitimate

and

would suggest

means

births

Santa Rosa

if

is

If there is a relationship

and close supervision of sexual practices by
typical

of the mulatto settlements of the Orientc,

certain conclusions about social

life in

the region.

example, that the people of these settlements were probably

would mean,

for

living farther outside the

reach of the authorities than either the local Indian population or
capital.

It

elite

groups

the

in

This represents a significant divergence between the people of Mita and the

capitalino

elite,

two groups.

and

only one of several serious social/cultural divisions between these

is

it

''^

nthnically then, the people of Santa Rosa--and this includes the powerftil extended

family of Teodoro Mexia--were of a racial mixture most often labeled "mulato" at the
time, although they

would

later

be called ladinos. Their high rate of ////av naturales,

relative to the indigenous population, indicates a considerable level

outside marriage which

little

social control

in

of sexual

activity

turn hints that representatives of Church and State exercised but

over these marginally

legal rural settlers

Household/Family Organization

For a deeper look

at the social

turn to the census of 1821

See Chapter

3 for

AGCA. Al
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Someone

organization of the Santa Rosa area,

Since census takers of the colonial period

we

listed

need to

men and

development of this argument.

leg.

3023 ex.29143. The

has penciled

in

year of several of those

original census has

the date 1821, which

listed,

Teodoro Mexia
45

no

official

date on

seems to match the known ages
included.

it.

in that

women on

different

task which depends

pages of ^padron, the reconstruction of households

on matching famiUes by joining separate

Although the casas are numbered consecutively within each
there

was no

same casa number

effort to assign the

to

household.^' Nomenclature customarily called for the

Hsts

is

a demanding

of male and female casas.

section,

male and female,

men and women of the same

woman

to retain her

maiden name

after marriage, but fortunately daughters received their
fathers' surnames, certainly if the

parents were legally married and in

Thus the surnames of daughters
of their fathers and brothers
main

criticism

dangers.

is

if

they were simply cohabiting.

on the women's page correspond

to the surnames

on the men's page and make the match

not that

it

is

tedious, but that

it is

possible.

listed,

and

this is

However, since the only

no more

alternative

is

reliable than

children of a logical age,

it

i.e.

in

any other aspect of the

to declare the padron useless for a

household study, and since most of the households

of this system do make sense,

The

fraught with statistical

Accurate matching of households depends to a great extent on the order

which the casas were
census.

listed

listed

of this process

some cases probably

in

Santa Rosa matched through the use

they combine a parent or parents of a logical age with

seemed better to hazard

it

in

an effort to obtain a general

picture of family or household patterns.

This census, Padron del Valle de Santa
Valle of Santa Rosa and

its

Surroundings),

are geographic areas; the tenth category

is

is

Rosay sus contornos (Census

divided into ten parts.

all its

ambiguity, directly into this study,

into "family," "household," or

meaning of the designation

first

of the

nine sections

simply labelled "Ciudadanos Indios del Valle de

Since the meaning of the term "casa" to people of the period
carried the term, with

The

List

open to debate,

in

favor of a translation

some other term which might not

"casa."

46

have

is

I

accurately reflect the

Santa Rosa." The chart of the

total

population of the area (Table 2) indicates that the
adult

population, aged 14 to 45, constituted one-half
of the total, with

52 percent and men somewhat

less at

although there

may have been
Table

Valle de Santa

Ml =

and 14 years, with

birth

a greater effort to record

2;

Ml

Some

M2

M3

MT

HI

H2

H3

HT

total

360

48

701

270

321

53

644

1345

26

28

8

62

23

28

6

57

119

15

22

5

42

19

14

7

40

82

Cruz y Potrerios

23

35

3

61

12

9

2

23

84

Hac de Ojo de Agua

2

6

9

9

7

1

17

26

9

10

21

14

8

1

23

44

190

76

99

25

200

390

Paraje de Brito

4. Sta.

5

all girls.

293

2 Boca del Monte
3

boys than

HI = males to age 13
H2 = males, 14 through 45
H3 = males, 46 and up
HT = total males

= females, 14 through 45
= females, 46 and up
MT ^ total females

Valle de Santa Rosa

all

more boys than

slightly

Rosa and Surrounding Areas, by Age Group

M2
M3

1

at

Total Population, 1821

females to age 13

location

predominant

48 percent of their respective categories. Just over

40 percent of the population was between
girls,

women

6 Hac de Los Jutes

1

2

7.

Llano Largo y Amberes

81

98

8,

Agua Blanca

16

28

2

46

23

20

4

47

93

9.

Hac. de Pereira

9

17

1

27

15

8

3

26

53

17

21

4

42

36

48

8

92

134

491

625

85

1201

497

562

169

2370

41%

52%

7%

10 IndiosZ-as -V. de S R.
Totals

1

i

100% 43% 48%

1

10

1

9% 100%

were uncodifiable, including them, the total of column MT would be
1203. Indios/-as represent 5 .6% of the total. Although this sample is too small for
significant comparison between these settlements, the age breakdown may be taken as
Notes:

Two women

generally typical of the whole region at this time.
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children

may have been

those over age 45,

Of the

is

left

just

out of the census altogether. The number of old
people,

under ten percent, with a few more

ten categories listed on the census, the largest

Rosa with more than

people.

totals

The

three

men than women.
is

the actual Valle of Santa

half the total population listed: 1,347 out of a
total of 2,370.

only other area of significant population

is

Llano Largo/Amberes which

settlements of Boca del Monte, Brito, and

little

of around a hundred people each, while the three haciendas

between 26 and

53.

It is

lists

nearly

Agua Blanca
listed

in the village

The
400

contain

have fewer,

not clear whether the 92 "Indian Citizens" listed in the

category were living only

i.e.

final

of Santa Rosa or were scattered throughout the

surrounding settlements.

To

understand household organization a closer look

at these settlements is

necessary, beginning with the largest and most important, the central village
of Santa

Rosa. Definitions of terms and categories follow:
casa

-

designation of separate household/family by censustaker

simple nuclear

extended

-

-

household of a married couple with children only

household that includes one or more people whose surname and age

indicate they are elderly relatives, in-laws, or orphans;

couples living together; household that

two or more married
includes one or more individuals with

different surnames.

female headed

-

household headed by a woman,

grandmother, aunt or eldest

sister;

with no dependents.

casados/-as

-

married

men/women

48

i.e.

a

widow,

does not include

single mother,

women

living alone

The

ladino population of

Santa Rosa, was organized
casa.

chose to look

1

1

in just

,347 listed for the central village of the area, the Valle
of

over 270 casas^^ averaging around

at three basic types

female-headed, although the

latter

two

members per

five

of families, simple nuclear, extended, and

are by

no means mutually

exclusive.

The

obstacle to using this data to develop a clear picture of
household organization

first

is

that

24

casas out of 274 (8 8 percent), proved impossible to match
and therefore unclassifiable.

The only

thing that

is

clear

is

that they

may have contained

cases they

be simple nuclear families

is

were not simple nuclear

nuclears.

The number of casas

families, although in

that

seem

glance to

132 or 48.2 percent. These ostensibly nuclear families include

729 people, or 54 percent of the population of the Valle of Santa Rosa
into the question

at first

some

of whether these

families

were

Before delving

truly nuclear in the sense

separate physically and economically from extended family members,

I

of being

wanted

determine the normal size of nuclear families and the ages of the parents

to

Table 3 shows

these results.

The
two

largest

children

group of nuclears consists of small

Adding together the two

families,

couples with only one or

B and

largest categories,

C, shows that nearly 70

percent of these 132 families had four or fewer resident children, although the average

ages of the mothers shows that they were

still

in their

childbearing years. There

one nuclear family with nine children and a closer look
(single

The

women) who might be

actual count depends

the data

I

at this

the mothers of some of the

on various

factors, as will

took the number of casas on the women's

which were not included on the women's

the men's

list

members)

to arrive at a total

young

of 274 casas, the number used

49

children; there

also the

is

clear in the discussion

(268) and added the

list

only

casa reveals several solteras

become
list

is

(for lack

six

of

casas on

of any female

for statistical purposes.

possibility that

some of those

adjacent casa, making

members of this

family

may

actually belong to a

of an extended family rather than a separate nuclear

part

it

listed as

Table

unit.

Simple Nuclear Families,
Valle de Santa Rosa, 1821

category,fam. size

B

3-4

C

3:

% of total

total

av. age, father

av. age,

mother

53

19.3

31.4

25.6

5-6

36

13.1

40.1

32.1

D

7-8

29

10.6

50.3

39

E.

9-10

13

4.7

42.8

35.5

F.

10+

1

.4

44

43

total nuclears

132

48.2

total casas

274

100

5

This inverse correlation between the number of families and family size
suggests

two

conclusions.

The

first is

that the

young

adult population, those

who were

at the

age to

begin a family, was large. Clearly, young adults were not being driven from the
area
search of land or work.

a temporary condition

likelihood that they

in

The second, and

tentative, conclusion

the life-cycle of these families.

would be joined by orphaned or

likelihood that one of the adults in the nuclear unit

epidemic also increased. What becomes clear

narrow

definition,

was vulnerable

sudden death of a partner or of a
nuclear

member

is

As

is

that the nuclear unit

families

was

grew older the

elderly relatives increased; the

would

die in childbirth, accident, or

that the nuclear family, with

its rigid,

to the pressures of individual economic survival,

child's parents

in

would be

into a nuclear family, thereby converting

likely to introduce a

it

i.e.

the

non-

into an extended family.

Likewise, the death of one of the parents of a nuclear family would convert

it

into a single-

parent, or non-nuclear, family. In any case, the nuclear family cannot be viewed as a stable

50

unit, rather

it

was vulnerable

to claims by extended family

members who had

lost their

independence. Since old people were cared for by their children, the nuclear family has to

be seen as a temporary condition which many young couples passed through before
reaching middle age,

i.e.

after they

parents began living with them.

It

stopped living with their parents and before their

was

the extended family, a flexible unit encompassing a

variety of relationships, that consituted the only bulwark against hard luck and provided

some degree of stability,

may have been
Not

the norm,

continuity and

was always

economic

at the service

surprisingly, the smallest nuclears

the husband in the smallest families

was

3

1

were

The nuclear

also the youngest.

down

nuclear families were young, led by adults

The average age of

40.

In the next category, large

in the largest families, the

to 42.8. This indicates that

who had

it

In the next largest group, middle-

.4 years.

age of the husband was 50 .3 years, and

husbands' average age dropped back

family, while

of the extended family.

went up to

sized families, the husbands' average age

families, the average

security.

most simple

not been married long.

Suspect Nuclear Families

The problem with
that

it

this portrait

of the nuclear family of Santa Rosa, however,

must surely exaggerate the frequency of that form of household. In order to get a

more accurate

idea of the real extent of the nuclear family

of how many of these ostensibly nuclear

families

were

we must

families that initially appear to be nuclears, looking for those

relatives.

This analysis resulted in a

who

of "suspect" nuclear

list

return to the question

actually living physically

economically independent of relatives. Using surnames and ages,

with

is

I

and

inquired into the 132

could possibly be living

families,

i.e.

those

who

below them on the census.
share a surname with the household listed directly above or

51

Close inspection of these families strongly
suggests that many of them were
parents, married children or

dwelling,

it

the

Even

siblings.

if

must have been next door or very close

These suspect nuclears
of a

grown

single family

same sense

raise

some questions about

of origin marry and

settle

down

they were living

in a

living with

separate

to that of an extended family

the definition of a family.

member.

If members

next door, are they nuclear families in

as the nuclear families of the present-day industrialized
world, where

adulthood fi-equently carries with

it

the expectation of total geographic and financial

independence from parents and siblings? The answer
criteria applied, but

it

may be

that significant

is

a matter of judgment and the

changes have occurred

nature of the

in the

nuclear family between the early nineteenth-century and now.

The designation of a

separate casa

number may be

chiefly an indication

census taker's recognition of some individual as a head of household,
although

household might not have been a physically separate

unit.

The

fact that

many

of the

this

ostensible

nuclears share a surname with an adjacent family on the census suggests that
they were

not nuclei in the sense of living apart, completely responsible for their

own

maintenance. Applying the method of checking for overiapping surnames
casas revealed 59 "suspect" nuclears,

relatives.

i.e.

families that

may

individual

in

adjacent

well have been living with

Subtracting these 59 suspect nuclears (see Table 4) from the total of 132

ostensible nuclears leaves a balance of 73 or only 26.6 percent of the total 274 casas listed

in the

Valle de Santa Rosa.

Compared with

found among indigenous households

Rene Reeves,
of National

in

San Juan Ostuncalco for the same

"Liberals, Conservatives,

Politics in Nineteenth

dissertation. University

the statistic of 6 1 percent that

Rene Reeves

period,^^ this

and Indigenous Peoples: The Subaltern Roots

Century Guatemala," unpublished doctoral

of Wisconsin, 1999. Analyzing the 1830 census
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for Ostuncalco,

is

a very low percentage of nuclear households.
Even

if

have designated as suspect nuclears may not belong

in that category, but

Table

we

grant that

some of the famiUes

I

were indeed

Suspect Nuclear Famihes,
Valle de Santa Rosa, 1821

n

I.

B.3-4 members
o"

0

average age

C.5-6 members

4:

13

4

25.8

32.3

1

IV.

III

1

4

c^"

average age

E.9-10memb.

Totals

n.

5

0

0

60.2

0

28.1

3

38.5
3

35.3

44.7

3

0

0

1

5

41.3

0

0

0

0

41.4
0

1

1

44
6

15

18

5

2

13

&

wife's parent(s)

V.

IV.

husband's brother

VI. wife's sister

brother

sister

of nuclears

percent, undoubtedly less than half of all casas in the

village, but nevertheless a substantial plurahty.

At

five persons per family, the

people represented by 73 families would be 365 (27 percent of the
living in nuclear families,

59

III.

somewhere between 26 and 48

It is

11

49.2

living separately as simple nuclears, everything points to a percentage

nuclears.

15

1

3

0

1

husband's parent(s)

were

27

1

11
1
J / .J

average age

F.>10 members
cf age

Totals

29.6

8

average age

D.7-8 members

5

30

1

VI

V.

number of

total population)

who

about one-half of the 54 percent indicated by the ostensible

worth noting here

that the

number of families decreases

as the size of the

Reeves uses "nuclear" to include casas with a servant, whereas I mean only two parents
and their children, the two sets of figures are comparable however because he found
almost no servants

among

indigenous people. Whether a census taker's bias

nuclear families might have skewed the results

53

is

not clear.

in favor

of

family increases, indicating that newer
families with younger parents were

be

living with

more

likely to

extended family members than older couples.
Patrilocality

There are several intriguing aspects of these "suspect"
nuclears
characteristics

One

society.

although

two

of household organization which

is

we

can take to be generally true for

a strong tendency toward patrilocality.

listed as nuclear,

seem to have been joined

largest categories consist

An

is

that

analysis

sister

might be living

at their

childhood

determined by analysis of the census.

home

Of the

of the 59 casas which,

living with the

of families

in

between the husband of one couple and the wife of another,
combination which gives no information about

this

to other households, reveals that the

of families which could be

or his brother. The next largest category

that indicate

patrilocality.

after the death

husband's parents

which the suspected

i.e.

tie is

a possible brother-sister

Whether

this

brother and

of their parents cannot be

half dozen families that

seem

to have

had

married children living with them, only one involves a daughter's family, while the
other
five are the families

Only

by

living

twenties

of sons.

five out

of the whole group of "suspect" nuclears had broken with

with the wife's family.

named

Of these

five,

Garcia, they were married to

two of the wives were women

tradition

in their late

two men named Rojas, and seem

to have

been part of the household of a 55-year-old soltera named Garcia, presumably the
single mother,

widower

though possibly an aunt.

in his fifties,

who

Two

of the

five families could

be living with a

shares the surname of the wife in the suspect nuclears,

probably her father. The remaining family of these five

is

i.e.

a small nuclear with one child;

the family seems to be living with the wife's father, an octogenarian married to a

54

sisters'

woman

thirty years his junior.

Other occupants of this household were four sons
aged seven to

twenty-nine and a forty-year-old

had

widow with

their grandfather's surname.

three daughters aged eight to eighteen

who

Thus, four of the five families living with the wife's

parent or parents were in fact living with a single parent
and surely were either heirs to the
family

home

or had already taken over primary responsibility;

the single parent

was

it

might be more true to say

living with the nuclear family than vice versa.

The

fifth

seems to be

a situation in which the octogenarian, listed as a
labrador, had succeeded in keeping

his

all

children around him, possibly due to having accumulated
sufficient property to support

and provide work for several

permanent

families.

These

five matrilocal families

living arrangements, suggested in part

group are on the average

six years older

by the

fact that the

seem

to be

husbands

in this

than their counterparts living with the husband's

parents, and in part by the fact that the older unit

is

breaking down, perhaps creating an

opportunity for the younger nuclear household to take over leadership of the
family.
In these

few famihes

husband's surname

seem

that

invariably a

is

to be living with or near the wife's parent(s), the

common

Santa Rosa name, so none of these

men

appears to be a geographically exogamous mate. Indeed, endogamy within the village
striking feature

of this

their neighbors, or in

marriage^'*

society.

Young men

some cases

married the

girl

a former sister-in-law. Dispensations of impediments to

and many court cases leave the

distinct impression that foreigners

^'^

if

a

were treated

young man had

left

he was up to no good. As for young women, the evidence suggests that they

rarely left the area

of their

See Chapter 3 for

a

next door, widowers married

with suspicion. The prevalent assumption seems to have been that
his village,

is

birth unless the

fijrther discussion

whole family moved away together.

of these expedientes matrimoniales.
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In the

expedientes matrimonmles, people from out
of town, and they were few and

hastened to explain the reasons for their
presence or their interest

The overwhelming majority of applicants came from

the town.

in

the

between,

marrying a citizen of

same

they sought to marry. Another pertinent feature
of these documents

far

is

parish in which

the prevalence of

cousin marriage, frequently due to the small size of the
villages and the resulting scarcity

of partners outside the applicant's extended family

endogamy, and surname
There were
population of 1347,

12.4.

More

1

09
this

striking,

analysis

different

means

however,

surnames: Dones, 135; Garcia,

of the census bears
surnames

the average

is

1

All this suggests the prevalence

1

this out.

listed for the Valle

of Santa Rosa. With a

number of people per surname was

the fact that just over

1;

of

400

nearly

inhabitants shared four

Alvarez, 83, and Zalazar, 76.

A few

more than 150

inhabitants shared the four surnames Barrera, Castellanos,
Gonzalez, and Rueda.

Thus

over 40 percent of the inhabitants of the town had one of these eight
surnames. There

were 33 surnames with 10 or more members each, these surname groups, averaging
just
over 30 members each, represent 999 inhabitants, or 74 2 percent of the town's
population.

Cleariy,

young people stayed and

settled

down

in

the village, creating these

large extended family networks.

Non-nuclear Families

As

the discussion above demonstrates, the nuclear family represented a significant

portion of the population, but nevertheless fewer than half of all casas were nuclear.

Extended or multiple families-meaning families of vertical or horizontal extension,

i.e.

including elderiy parents/grandchildren or unmarried siblings/cousins~and casas of two or

more married couples

sharing a surname constitute 23 casas, or 8 .4 percent of the

56

total.

8

Many of the
likely they

unmatched/unclassifiable casas probably

into this category as well,

fall

were made up of some collection of relatives

living together, but the

daughters bearing their fathers^ surnames makes matching
impossible.

numbers were frequently assigned within a

several casa

distinct nuclei within the larger unit, the

statistics.

Indeed, that would

the area, as

I

it

as

separate casa

is

children

vastly underestimated by these

the extended family the normative household
type in

probably was

If

census takers were operating on the assumption

number would have been simply

a recognition that this nucleus might at

that

of the female-headed household,

children and single mothers or female guardians.

make up

the largest single

group

Indeed,

them the seven widowers who were
total casas in the Valle

after nuclear families in these statistics.

number of widowers,

since

men

their

Out of

Adding

living with their children yields a percentage

headed by widows or widowers. Widows, not

constituted five and a half times the

i.e.

widows and

the 274 casas listed for the Valle de Santa Rosa, 39 were headed by widows.

to

of 16.9

surprisingly,

generally lost no time

remarrying.

The onJy other group of significant

size

casas headed by solteras with children. This
variety of factors

^'

of

point split off or take over primary responsibility for the household.^'

widows with

in

suspect,

single household in recognition

extended family

Another non-nuclear family form was

of the

I

absence of

extended family constituted the normal household type, the
assignment of a

that the

some

believe

make

If,

most

Reeves

finds

would tend

no extended

is

is

that

of single mothers: there were

not a reliable figure, however, since a

to reduce or increase this group, e.g.

families

that ladino residency in Indian

among

1

ladinos, but this

is

some of these

children

probably an indication

towns of the Occidente was comparatively recent while

the mulattoes of the Oriente had had over 100 years to create their clans.
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might have been siblings of the

soltera, rather than her offspring.^^

the ages of the soltera and the younger

members of the household,

least 14 years older than the oldest child

cases she

was

closer to

20 years

case

if

the soltera

called her a single mother; in

rather

were

living with parents or

women was

of the young

more accurate

total

the mother of one or

more

single

These "hidden"

single

more common

mothers

Who

were the heads of household

unmarried mother? The largest group,

mother of the

young

single

children

the house.

of the

own

impossible to

women who

8

in the

1 1

single

in these

casas,

mother

who were

heads

total

was probably

members than

alone.

casas which seem to include an

was headed by
herself;^^

a widow, either the

some widows had one or more

fall

in

seven casas, was headed by other single women, usually the

single mother, but

tell, in

one

28

shared her surname rather than the surname of the older children

A smaller group,

single mother's

It is

who

mother or the

1

i.e. it

for unmarried mothers to be living with other family

In this

So, for a

mothers made up a larger proportion of the

group of single mothers than those who were heads of household,

who

siblings.

children in the household.

of single mothers these possible "hidden"

at

possibility that

casas where they were not the head of household must be added to the

of household.

was

is

most of these

grown

coded the casa according to the head of household, ignoring the

I

indication

There were however many single mothers

older.

were not heads of household, but

I

The only

sometimes a possible older

most cases, whether a woman was

into this category in

my

statistics

sister

or aunt.

Six of

truly a single mother.

could have been older

Some

sisters,

especially half-sisters, of the children in the casa; other might have been unmarried aunts

or cousins. In any case, these households were clearly female-headed and the economic
reality

My

would have been the same.

widows apart from single mothers, so if the widow herself were
mother she would be listed under widows, thus disguising her single-

coding system

the single

lists

motherhood.
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the possible single mothers were living with their parents or a married older brother, while
five

were

living with single

living with her

widowed

mothers, ten, appears

group of eight were

in

men who

father.

shared their surname, presumably brothers.

In terms of family size, the plurality of these single

medium-sized casas of five or

living in small casas

children in the

1

six

members. The next

of three or four members. The

children of these "hidden" single mothers

depending on various

is

just over 50, actually

mothers

which would mean

in the Valle

that 14 percent

de Santa Rosa.

Of these

of the village children

in

largest

number of

between 52 and 56,

Adding these 50 children to the

possibilities.

total

total

of 41 natural

8 casas headed by single mothers yields a total of just over

living with single

One was

90, 79

1821 were

90 children

were under age
illegitimate.

14,

Since

other sources indicate about a 30 percent illegitimacy rate, what does this finding mean?

One

possibility

conservative.

that

is

An

my method

of counting natural children on the census was too

even stronger possibihty

is

that

many couples who were

not legally

married were listed as "casados" on the census. The evidence points to the 30 percent rate
fi-om the baptismal records of 1786-'94 as a better indicator of the prevalence of

illegitimate births for the area, although there is

some

possibility that the rate decreased

over the thirty-year period fi-om 1790 to 1821.
These, then, are the central features of ladino household organization

of Santa Rosa

patrilocality

in the early

and

village

temporary nuclear

decades of the nineteenth century: a strong tendency toward

endogamy, along with a commonly-occurring but

family.

fi-equently

While the nuclear family might have been the desired goal of

many young people-although census
was

in the Valle

data alone does not warrant such a conclusion-it

indications that
the form of less than half the casas on the census and there are
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it

was

weakly defended against the claims of
extended-family members who found themselves

in

need of a home.

Surrounding Settlements and Haciendas
This description of the village

known

as the Valle of Santa

Rosa would not be

complete without widening the focus to include the
surrounding settlements and
haciendas.

The following depiction of the

settlement pattern

in

the area surrounding the

of Santa Rosa covers the other eight geographic
divisions of the census, including

village

three small settlements and several local haciendas.
These "suburbs," as they can be

considered, must have been rather closely connected
to the main village. For one thing,
the few artisans in the area

all

lived in Santa

agricultural occupations: workers,

suburbs patronized the weavers,

Rosa proper, while

the outlying areas

tailors

and shoemakers of the

its

Another clue

village.

surrounding settlements

that the

is

"Indian Citizens" gives no indication of where these people
were living, they
living together in a

listed.

only

managers or owners. Presumably, the people of the

mtimate relationship between Santa Rosa and

been

list

to the

list

of

may have

group or dispersed throughout the settlements and haciendas

There are other clues to the relationship among these settlements

in

the brief

descriptions that follow.

The

three small settlements included on the Santa

Monte, Brito, and Agua Blanca. The

who presumably
different

largest,

Boca

lived at the entrance to Santa

surnames

listed, 3.3

are

Monte, boasted

Rosa's monte (wooded

1

Boca

del Cid with 12 individuals in 4 families.

of Boca

Monte being

fairiy

del

19 inhabitants

area).

There are 36

people per surname. The largest surname group

Monte was
del

del

Rosa census

in

Boca

Everything points to the settlement

new, attracting primarily young families~in some cases
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del

.

accompanied by an

elderly relative- or female heads of
household

brother or other male relative. There

Rosa and

slightly

areas and beginning to settle in

smallest of the three settlements

Santa Cruz Naranjo.^^
will

some overlap of surnames with

is

It

may have been

of 1743 included "some haciendas

Esclavos.

In

the Valle of Santa

more with Llano Largo y Amberes; people may have
been

two more densely populated

The

accompanied by a

1

was

now

part

del

Monte.

of the municipality of

of the property of a Sebastian Brito whose

part

called

Brito,

Boca

leaving those

Buena Vista

located in the Valle of Los

82 1 , the area known as Brito was dominated by the Herrartes;
they may

have been related to the Herrarte

sisters

Manuela and Juana who

inherited

two of the

region's largest haciendas in the mid-eighteenth century.
Although there are 15 different

surnames

listed, 5 .5

people per surname, exactly half the 82 inhabitants shared the

surname Herrarte, here spelled

The

Errarte.

third small settlement

was

called

Agua

Blanca, presumably after a small river

by the same name.^° There are 93 names on the census;
except one 36-year-old "pioneer." There
that the settlement

was

fairly

young

in

is

all

quite a variety

the

men

are listed as labradores

of surnames

listed,

suggesting

1821

In addition to these three small settlements, there were five haciendas listed on
the

Santa Rosa census. Since their owners played an important role
history of these properties

-

is in

order.

The

"Labor'' Santa

Diccionario Geogrdfwo, Santa Cruz Naranjo,

AGCA.
Today

it

A.

is

1

leg. 6005

in the rebellion, a brief

Cruz de Buenavista was

p. 587.

ex.52885.

an aldea of the municipality of Santa Cruz Naranjo. Diccionario

Geogrdfico, Santa Cruz Naranjo,

p.

588.
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titled in

1750 near the pueblo Santa Cruz Epaminondas between
Cerro Redondo on the west and
the haciendas of Amberes and

Don

Gregorio on the

east.^'

The

original

owner, Felipe

Batres, bought the eight and three-quarters
caballerias of realenga land for three
tostones

per caballeria, or a total of 13 pesos,
interesting primarily because

The survey

real.

1

two of the

that established the boundaries

three witnesses were Santa Rosenos

is

who would

play an important role a few years later in the
legal battle between the "mulatos intrusos"

and the Batres brothers

at

the hacienda

Lo de

Pereira, the story that

These two witnesses were Miguel Damian Donis, aged
48,
aged 38,

who

signed his name.

The witnesses assessed

began

illiterate,

this chapter.

and Simon Soriano,

the land at no

more than four or

five tostones per caballeria, stating that the
area flooded in the rainy season

and was

therefore useless for raising cattle.

Witnesses played a key role

in

these surveys. Their function

was

to assess the

value of the property. They were invariably local people
considered to be reliable and
trustworthy, as well as intimately familiar with the land in
question. Very probably the
party interested in purchasing the property

exchange for
to be

made some payment

their assessing the land at a reasonable price,

team players

familiar with local political culture.

Santa Rosenos show up as witnesses on

this

survey

in

to the witnesses in

meaning

that the witnesses

had

In any case, the fact that these

two

1750 indicates that they occupied a

leadership position in the area.

^'

AGCA.

A.

disappeared.

1

leg. 5995

My best

ex.52735. The

guess

is

that the

name Santa Cruz Epaminondas seems to have
pueblo is the one now known as Santa Cruz

Naranjo, presumably for the river Naranjo that runs through the area, although the
Diccionario Geogrdfico does not mention an earlier name.
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By

1834, just three years before the rebellion, the owners of the hacienda
Santa

Cruz Buenavista, Teodoro Mexia and
(see Fig.

At the time they were engaged

3).

new

his brothers, requested a

in

survey of the property

two boundary disputes with

their

neighbors, and they denounced at the outset any excess land
which might result from the
survey.

Sure enough, just over

six caballerias

were found to be

untitled

and the witnesses

estimated their value at 12 pesos per caballeria." Although this amount
was about eight

times what Batres had paid for the land

Fig. 3.

The two

Map

AGCA,
titles

750, apparently the surveyor Juan Vasconcelos

is

left

are labeled

J.

Vasconcelos

Casa de Cabildo and Casa

del

uncomposed

1,

ex. 12

The surveys of the period

lands within the boundaries of the hacienda.

were frequently very confusing,

as the following note

from

this

".

.

.con
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Indeed,

survey

mucha confucion los limitesy divicion de dhas. y otras
de la poca luz de razon que dan unosy otros instrumentos."
indicates:

C Teodoro

down.

Seccion de Tierras, Santa Rosa, paquete

nearly always found

the

1

of Santa Cruz Buenavista by Surveyor

rectangles at the far

Mexia. Note that North

in

tierras,

a causa

considered

it

He

insufficient.

the price at 18 pesos, a

fifty

refused to accept the witnesses' valuation
of the land and set

percent increase over their estimate. This
case

steep increase of the selling price over the
witnesses' estimate, and

Teodoro Mexia was not
place until

1

Mexia

my

"for

pleased.

It is

it

seems

curious in

its

likely that

interesting to note that the purchase did not
take

843, well after the Mita rebellion. In that year, a letter signed
by Jose Benito
brother Teodoro Mexia" stated that the "revolution.
brought us a great
.

scarcity

is

of financial resources and

The

negotiations."

it

was no longer

went on to say

letter

.

possible for that period to continue the

that this delay

of nearly ten years was

now

having

serious consequences, and to request a resurvey or
authorization to go ahead with the

purchase.

The surveyor Jose Maria Cervantes authorized

Mexias paid the
involved

in the

1

the issuing of the

8 pesos per caballeria that had been set earlier.

boundary disputes

The 1821 census

lists

1835

in

of Teodoro Mexia.

I

The two neighbors

Teodoro Mexia and most of his brothers and

(Fig. 3), there is a

sisters

house on the property labelled as the home

have not been able to establish the family's actual location

I

been able to

of Santa Cruz to Llano Largo, they may be two names for the same

Potrerillos,

which

in the twentieth

municipality Santa Cruz Naranjo,

was

under

map of Santa Cruz

time of the census, whether Santa Cruz or Llano Largo, nor have
relationship

and the

failed to press their claims.

the category "Llano Largo y Amberes" (see below), but on the

Buenavista drawn

title,

century would

become an

originally a hacienda

of eight

been cut off the west side of the hacienda Amberes.^^ In 1753,

at

the

clarify the

location.

aldea of the

caballerias

Ramon

de

la

which had

Rosa Mexia,

Teodoro 's grandfather, bought the land from Josef de Solorzano who had purchased

AGCA.

Al.

leg. 6048

ex.53409.
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Amberes from Manuela de Herrarte who had
Ramon's

Potrerillos belonged to

inherited

bought

in

1787.

purchased

in

The 1801 survey found

In

appear

faith,"

their

,

part

was

still

the

first

place.

pesos for the land

in

An

as "property holders in

extended battle ensued

who

receipts to

show

that they

right to

had paid 135

the fact that they were "rustic laborers... ignorant of the details of

was not

sided with Pineda, a decision that

sufficiently

compelling to convince the

was approved on

The Mexias were

appeal.

deprived of their right to use the six caballerias and informed that they

owed back

rent for

years.^'

Although
capital, the

this

document

lists

in the village itself or at

of Manuel Mexia, Teodoro's

AGCA,

states that the children

census of twenty years later

Rosa, living either

^*

which

while Pineda argued that Potrerillos had never been

The Mexias produced

the judicial process. " This argument

70

in

1801, and their lawyer argued that they had done everything within

power considering

judge,

had

not legally clear, and they were

of Amberes, but rather realenga land and therefore Manuela Herrarte had no

sell it in

their

title

their father

this excess.

removal from the land.

the Mexias fought to defend their

a survey done that

in

of untitled land within the

six caballerias

the status of these excess lands

and sought

1800,

80 1 the Mexias claimed ten

1

denounced by Jose Pineda of Pinula who referred to the Mexias
bad

By

father.

1753 plus two more they said

boundaries and the Mexias sought to purchase

By 1815

who

heirs, his eight children,

year as vecinos of Santa Rosa residing in the capital.
caballerias, the original eight

from her

it

father,

of Ramon Mexia were

many Mexias

as residents of the area of Santa

Llano Largo y Amberes. At

were no longer

A1., leg.6053, ex.53512.
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living in the

least the children

living in the capital, but rather

on

their haciendas

Since by the time of the census Amberes
had belonged to the Davila

family for several decades," the Mexias
must have been at Llano Largo, presumably the

eastern portion of Potrerillos just to the
west of Amberes.
to have disappeared from the area and

It

may have been

a secondary

constituted the Mexia's

name

I

have not been able to establish

for the area

home base Very

seemed the

exact location.

its

of Potrerillos or Santa Cruz

likely the

about the formal boundaries of these haciendas and
the areas in whatever

The name Llano Largo seems

census taker knew and cared

little

easiest way.

the casas cannot be matched; there are 16

women?

Citizens" at the end of the census, e.g. the

more married women than men
Possibly

lists

some of them

in that

casados and their sons with the same surname

are listed under "Indian

for both Santa Cruz/ Potrerillos

that the

two

women

lists

listed

presumably ladinas since

daughters

listed

were

ethnicity

of their

wives

these marriages actually indigenous

in

exercised

little

care

in

they were Indian

ethnically

with their mothers on the ladinas

sisters,

if

under "Indias," were married to Indian men

If so, that raises other questions: if these

were

listed

list,

listed

may be

It

they

under "Indios."

mixed marriages why were the

while boys, presumably sharing the

women, an

Or were

indication that census takers

distinguishing ladinas from Indias, but
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two

women

with their fathers as "Indian Citizens?"

See section on Amberes y Llano Largo below,

and Los

under "Indios." Unfortunately, the

are so out-of-order that they are impossible to match

listed here,

should have been

listed

most of

Where were

Jutes include a casada with a daughter by the surname Chulaque
and there are

casas on these

little

settlements, and simply labelled

Santa Cruz/Potrerillos differs from the other divisions of the
census

the husbands of all these married

that

were more

careful in

the

identifying the

their

wives

at

male tributary population? And where were
these Indian men
Santa Cruz and PotreriUos?

Valle de Santa Rosa?

On

The census does not

tell us.

the Jauregui family and later by the

Amvillagas. Both these surnames are from the
capitalino
is

no hacendado

surnames, both married
All the other

men

men

with children, one

and, as might be expected,

different

in his fifties, the other in his late thirties.

are listed as "domestics." There

men's surnames are

elite,

on the census; there are two mayordomos with

listed

With

other haciendas? In the actual village
of the

The hacienda Ojo de Agua was owned by

there

living?

is

no dominant surname;

in fact, all the

different, indicating that these

people came simply to work on the

hacienda and had not had time to intermarry. The

total population, including children,

was

twenty-six.

Another of the

Geronimo Orantes,
Orantes children

local haciendas

was

called

46, a blacksmith married to

listed,

aged three to 20.

Los Jutes and belonged

Dona

Of the

when presumably he was

list

other men,

two are

oldest, largest

listed as

domestics

living with them.

of Santa Rosa property owners

the head of this hacienda with

Amberes, one of the

Don

Trinidad Padillo, 45; there are nine

and two as labradores. All have wives and one or two children
the Orantes children, Torivio, appears on the

to

its

One of
in

1837

three trapiches.^**

and most important haciendas around Santa

Rosa, lay to the north and west of the village between the rivers Las Canas and La Plata
the fork where they meet the

Peraza Conde de

36

la

Los Esclavos

river.^^

Originally titled in 1608 by Antonio

Gomera, a president of the Audiencia,

See Chapter 2 for further discussion of this property

AGCA,

A.1, leg.6049, ex.53428.
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at

list.

as Nuestra Senora del Refugio

de Ambelez, by the eighteenth century

it

had become simply Amberes.^*

owner was Manuela de Herrarte who had
Presbitero Jose Solorzano,

who

inherited the land

in turn sold

it

from her

(cattle hacienda) consisting

it

was

1

752 the
She sold

father.

to Presbitero Francisco Seaga.

sold in 1792 by Jose Pablo Lebron, the
priest of Guanagazapa,

hacienda de ganado mayor

In

When

it

it

to

was

characterized as an

of forty caballerias of land. The

property included over two hundred head of cattle,
over a hundred horses, various work
animals, and several houses.

The

hundred pesos of this staggering
capitalino

named Jose Joaquin

selling price

total

Davila.

was 8,200

pesos. Three thousand,

had already been paid by the new owner, a

The remaining 5,000 pesos was

to be paid off at

the rate of 1,000 pesos per year plus five percent
interest, although there
stating that the principal might remain

new owner

that the

two

mortgaged as long as the

interest

is

a note attached

was

paid,

meaning

could pay just 250 pesos per year to contmue to operate
the

hacienda.^'

A new survey in

1801 found the cattle ranch to consist of over 88 caballerias,

neariy half of which were not included in the

interest

title.

The

witnesses, never free of vested

of course, described the ranch as made up of precipitous

ravines with insufficient water for planting grain crops, and only
animals,

ahhough one of them alluded

to the area's

AGCA,

A.1, leg.6048, ex.53409, f 91.

AGCA.

A.

as follows:

yeguas,

1

1

40

many

lions

hills, full

good

and

leg.6049 ex.53428 (1792). The property included
caballerias,

burro obrero,

1

of impassable

for pasturing

tigers

and hinted that

in the sale is listed

209 reses de afio arriba, 39 caballos, 12 bestias mulares, 70
pollino (young ass), 3 azadones, 2 achas, 2 machetes, 2

aparejos, casas de vivienda y cocina cubiertas de paja, corrales cercados de madera,
y
potrero.
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it

Fig. 4. Valle

de Santa Rosa and Surrounding Haciendas
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was

therefore not even an excellent location for
raising animals.

and the witnesses' estimates of the value of the
untitled portion at

20 tostones (10 pesos) per

relative to local real estate values.

Based on

this description

land, the surveyor set the price

caballeria, rather a lot to

A dispute developed

in the

of the

pay for land,

course of this survey. Josef

Suares and Josef Solares, the owners of La Casita, a smaller
hacienda to the northeast of

Amberes, argued

that

but the result favored

Amberes was appropriating

Amberes

rather than

La

their land.

Casita.

The

Another survey was done,

battle

was

finally settled in

1818 when the owner of La Casita, Severino Solares (see Lo de Pereira below),
gave the
Davilas permission to pasture their cattle on the disputed land.

On the

1821 census the residents of Amberes are

listed

with those of Llano Largo,

without any indication of where one stops and the other begins. The

both areas was 390 people. There are two hacendados

of these,

Don

Juan Reyes, was also the

fi-equently reserved for the

married to

aged 50,

Dona

1

.

Evangelista

was her

towards the beginning, one

in the area.

Reyes, aged 60, was

The second hacendado was Juan Evangelista

Davila,

to have been married to a twenty-year-old del Cid. Josefa Davila

the daughter of Jose Joaquin Davila

brother.

The

Avila, followed by fourteen casas

who bought Amberes

first fifteen

in

is

casas are dominated by the

of mixed surnames before the

here labeled Llano Largo. Though not the

settlement,

it

official

first

name

Davila, or

group of Mexias.

name of any hacienda or

must have been an area towards the southwest of Amberes where

hacienda met Potrerillos, the Mexia ranch that had been created
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was

1792, presumably Juan

Since the Davilas are clearly linked to Amberes, the Mexias can only have been living

what

of

individual listed at this location, a position

most important person

Josefa Davila, 5

who seems

first

listed

total population

in the

that

mid-eighteenth

at

century by cutting off a portion of Amberes.
There

Amheres

in

own

This

their

also a reference to the llanos de

the literature on the original battle
between the Santa Rosenos and

government troops
Mexia's

is

in

June, 1837. This battle

may have occurred

literally in

backyard.

may be

the place to elaborate on the

motives for and role

in

Mexia

the rebellion of 1837

is

family, since an understanding

central to this study

and

serves as an important source of information
about them. Here the reader
useftil to

Teodoro

consult the family tree reproduced as Figure 5

this

may

of

census

find

it

Unfortunately, the 1821 census

did not gather information on ethnicity except to
separate out the "Indian Citizens," but
the village baptismal records

parents or godparents, and

fill

all

the gap.

Many of the Mexias

appear there, either as

are designated as "mulatto libre."*"

Ramon Mexia and

Augustina Velasquez, Teodoro 's grandparents, are identified
as "mulatos
de Santa Rosa." In one application Esteban Mexia and
"mulatos de los Potrerillos." The

first

his wife

Mexia appearing on

Maria Lemus are called

the census

a widower, labrador, and one of the eight children of Ramon de

libres del Valle

la

is

Esteban, aged 65,

Rosa Mexia and

Augustina Velasquez. At the time of the census, four of Esteban's nine children,
ranging
age ft-om 12 through 29, were

still

thirty-five year old daughter, her

living with him.

husband and

The next casa

listed is that

their four children ranging

from

of his

five to

eleven, followed by the casa of another child of Ramon Mexia, Esteban's sister
Cleta,

aged 43, her husband, aged 60, and three unmarried children, ranging
29.

The next casa

See

also:

Mexia and
"mulato

AHA,

is

that

age fi-om 22 to

of a 22-year-old Dolores Mexia, possibly Esteban's daughter.

Expedientes matrimoniales, T2 135, June 1818,

his intended

in

in

Rafaela Donis are "mulatos crioyos," and he

libre."
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which Teodoro
is

subsequently

in

Fig. 5.

The Mexia Family

Ram6n ie la Rqsr Mexla
I
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Tree*'
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3 Jose
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AGCA,
Mexias

A.l, leg.6053, ex.53512.

A witness supplied

one of their many land disputes, he argued
needed a great deal of land.
in
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this family tree to

that the family

was

support the

large and

and her husband. The following casa

husband Luciano Dones

is

only one person, San Marcos Mexia,
40, her

Usted as absent. This

of "casa" and "household" were not

Marcos Mexia was

lists

identical

is

a case which suggests that categories

because

is

it

extremely unlikely that San

living alone in a physicaUy separate
space.

More

likely she lived

with

the inhabitants of the next casa, her daughter
Josefa Dones, aged 20, and Josefa's thirtyfive year old husband.

After skipping

two

casas, the

Mexia name appears again with

70, another daughter of Ramon Mexia. Petronila, a

Lemus with whom

widow, had been married

to Pascual

she had eight children; five of them, ranging in age
fi-om 19 to 30, were

living with her at the time

of the census. This casa

is

followed by that of the widower

Agustin Dones, 80, three of his eight children ranging
child,

the casa of Petronila

in

age fi-om 25 to 42, and a young

probably a grandchild. Agustin had been married to another
of Esteban's

Maria; he was also the father of Rafaela Dones, Teodoro
Mexia's

The next

3

1

first

sisters,

cousin and wife.

casas do not contain any Mexias, but they are followed by the
next

group of Mexias, the children of Manuel Mexia and Ubalda Josefa
Quevedo, Teodoro's
parents.

This group of Mexias

is

introduced by Teodoro, aged 32, listed as a hacendado

married to Rafaela Dones, aged 30; living with them they have one
seventeen days old, and a thirty-year-old
servant.

The next casa belonged

woman named

to Teodoro's mother,

of Manuel Mexia. Eleven younger people are
her children, while the

two youngest may be

Castillo

child, a

who may

daughter

have been a

Ubalda Quevedo, aged 60, widow

listed in the casa; nine

of them appear to be

the children of her twenty-five-year-old

unmarried daughter Dominga. The young men

in the

house were Teodoro's brothers: (see

Fig. 6) Pedro, 27, Jose Maria, 22, Viviano, 18, Rafael, 15, Benito, 10; Eusevio, 27,
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and

f

^

»^

'
*

^

^

A

4^^>JL ^.^^y

•

,

^./V,^

^

.

g

Fig 6 Signatures of Four of the Mexia Brothers
On the right folio, the signature of Juan Vasconcelos is to the right, under the text of the
survey; Teodoro's signature, nearly illegible, appears to the left of
Vasconcelos, followed
by those of Jose Maria, Rafael, and, at lower right, Bibiano (Viviano). AGCA,
Sec de
Tierras, Sta. Rosa, paq.2 ex. 15.

Marcos,

18.

government

By

Some of them would join him

sixteen years later

when he

faced the

soldiers.

the 1830's

Teodoro Mexia and

his brothers also

owned

the hacienda Santa

Cruz Buenavista (described above) located south of Potrerillos near the pueblo of Santa
Cruz Epaminondas."^ The owners of this property during
been Felipe Batres and

*^

AGCA,

his brothers.

Uncomposed

Sec de Tierras, Sta Rosa, paq

1

ex.12
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the late eighteenth century had

lands found in a survey done

in

1

750

were sold

to Batres for three tostones per
caballeria, less than the witnesses'
valuation of

the land at four to five tostones due
to droughts in the dry season and flooding
during the
rainy season.

Another of the old and important haciendas around
Santa Rosa was Lo de

home of the wealthy
workers
this

listed

Pereira,

patriarch Severino Solares and his large
family. There are no

on the Pereira census, confirming the hypothesis

that the conflict that

opens

chapter between the Batres brothers and Manuel
Pelaez on one side and the residents

of Santa Rosa on the other was a dispute between
the owners and the workers of this
hacienda.

The Valle of Santa Rosa

constituted the labor pool for the hacienda.

All the adults listed at Pereira are in couples
with the exception

Solares daughter

one was

whose deceased husband was

surname Solares. Four of the men are

other five

his first

men

a Dones; eight of the couples had children,

Only one family on the hacienda contained no members with
the

childless.

Antonio, 22, and

of one widow, a

Don

listed as

hacendados; Severino, 70;'' Benito, 24;

Pablo Pivaral, 36, married to one of Severino's daughters. The

are listed as labradores. This generation of Severino's children

came

marriage to Luisa Monterroso; most of the older children of this match
were

and had already

left

the parental

home by

fi-om

giris

the time of this census. Three years after

Luisa' s death in childbirth in 1807, Severino married Benita Pineda, 24
years his junior.

Benita's ethnicity

impediment to

was given on her

birth certificate as "espaiiola."

There was an

their marriage: the afinidad licita (legal relationship) that

the fact that Benita

was the daughter of Luisa Monterroso 's second

His marriage application gives

stemmed

cousin.

fi-om

Severino and

1810 as 54 which would have made him 65
1821, not 70 as given on the census, more evidence of the unreliability of the ages
attributed to people on many documents of the period.
his

age

in
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in

Benita obtained dispensation of the
impediment and by the time of the census had had
several children

who

are listed here.

Practically a capitalino himself, Severino
Solares had

left his

origins in Santa

Catarina Pinula just east of the capital, and by
the 1830s held several large haciendas

around Mataquescuintla and Santa Rosa.^^
Mita

rebellion.

after Carrera

Two

One of them, Antonino, became

of his sons played important roles
an officer

in

in

the

Rafael Carrera's army and

took control of the government he was named corregidor
of Santa Rosa.''

In 1848, General

Antonino Solares would defend Carrera against the Lucios
uprising

that

emerged out of Mita.'*^

The

of ethnicities attributed to the Solares family demonstrates
the

of establishing the meaning of ethnic terms during the period.
Both Antonino's

difficulty

and

variety

his sister Francisca's applications for dispensation

that their parents

ethnicity

were

state

"ladinos," but Severino's application to marry Benita gives
the

of both of them as "espanol." To add to the

Francisca's application

of impediments to marriage

is

a Monterroso, very likely a

conftjsion,

one of the witnesses

member of Luisa's

family,

in

and he

is

identified as a mulatto

The

Of the

Solares' hacienda

is

five haciendas listed, one,

the final hacienda represented

Los

have been devoted to blacksmithing

Michael Fry, "Agrarian Society

in

Jutes,

in

was a

*^

small family operation which seems to

1821 and later to trapiche sugar production;

the Guatemalan Montana, 1700-1840," unpublished

doctoral dissertation, Tulane University, 1988.

AGCA,

B.

AGCA,

B.l 19.2, leg.2536, ex.58361, f

1

on the Santa Rosa census.

19.3, leg.2546, ex.59323.

1.
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another, Ojo de Agua,

was owned by a

production, a third, Amberes, was
but apparently had established a
Cruz/Potrerillos and

Lo de

resident of the capital and devoted strictly
to

owned by an

home base

Pereira

elite

family that hailed from the capital,

at the hacienda;

and the

were the respective homes of the

last

two, Santa

large

Mexia

clan and

the important Solares family, both of which
provided leaders for the rebellion of 1837.
Indian Citizens of Santa

The men's and women's censuses included a
indication

of where

in

the area they were living.

Rosa

list

of "Indians," without any

Unfortunately, this census

not a

is

good

source for an analysis of Indian families or a comparison
between ladino and indigenous

households of the Oriente. The casas under "Indian Citizens"
cannot be matched, the

number of casados
are unclassifiable.

some
on

or

double the number of casadas and thus the majority of these
casas

As mentioned above under Santa

Cruz/Potrerillos,

it

is

possible that

of the unmatched casadas of that area were married to the unmatched
casados

all

this list

is

of Indians, but that cannot be

women of Santa

may belong

women

Cruz/Potrerillos to the

56, while the total of men in those

together, but

it

reliably determined.

scanty evidence. In addition,

we

listed as Indian Citizens yields a total

two categories

would not be
cannot

Interestingly, adding the

is

57, suggesting that these

two groups

safe to proceed to conclusions based

know whether

on such

the census taker carelessly listed

indigenous females as ladinas under Santa Cruz/Potrerillos or whether some of the
listed

of

under Indian Citizens were married to ladina workers

men

living at Santa

Cruz/Potrerillos.

About the only conclusions

that

we

can safely draw come from analyzing surname

groups. There are only three and a half people per surname
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among

the "Indian Citizens,"

indicating that these people did not
have a long history in the valley.

scenario

is

that they

came down from

The most

the Indian pueblo of San Francisco

work, and continued to move back and forth
between the valley and

their

likely

Jumay

to find

mountain

There are twelve surnames that the indigenous
people on the census do not share

village.

with ladinos: Abrigo, Cangrejo, Cuchs,
Gomes, Guerra, Guite, Lantan, Rosana or Rasana,
Ulua, Usid, Varelas, and Yupe, In addition, there
are three surnames that appear on both
Indian and ladino

lists,

but primarily

All the "ladinos" with these

census taker

fluidity

made

little

among

surnames were

distinction

the Indians: Carney, Chapeta, and Chulaque.
living

on haciendas, possibly because the

between Indian and ladino hacienda workers. This

of ethnic categories supports the tentative conclusions
reached

ethnicity eariier in this chapter regarding the
difficulty

boundaries between poor ladinos and Indians

Rosa census comes

in the

of establishing clear

in the Oriente.'*'

discussion of

class

and caste

This analysis of the Santa

to a close with these "Indian Citizens."

In addition to the nine settlements broken out on the
census, there are a few key

spots in the surrounding area that figure in the reconstruction
of the rebellion of 1837.
First, the

altitude

pre-Columbian Indian town of Jumaytepeque, located high on a

of 1,590 meters. In 1935

with

this village,

its

hillside at

ever-declining population,

an

became

an aldea of Nueva Santa Rosa. At the end of the seventeeth century, Fuentes
y Guzman

gave the population as 88

tributary Indians;^^ in

1740 Alonso Crespo gave the

total

population as 220 Xinca Indians, producing maize and wheat. In 1768-70 Cortes Larraz
y

Carol A. Smith, "Origins of the National Question in Guatemala: A Hypothesis" in
Carol A. Smith, ed., Guatemala Indians and the State: 1540 to 1988 (Austin: University

of Texas Press, 1990): 72-95.
48

Quoted

in

Diccionario Geografwo, Jumay,

p. 447
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gave the population as 389 Chorti-speaking Indians
of 93 tributary Indians, or possibly
Fuentes y

Guzman

period

five

A

census taken

in

more heads of household than

1

806

listed a total

lived there in the

At the end of the eighteenth century, Jumay and
Santa Rosa
*

shared a single priest and a single baptismal record
book, both of which travelled back and
forth

between the two

locations.

Downstream from
settlement of the

their

name from

the river

Los Esclavos

same name, one of the

oldest in the area.

by Santa Rosa, lay the

The

the indigenous people enslaved by the Spanish

to subdue, but by the mid-eighteenth century,

population of 1 26

in

25

on the renowned bridge
commercial

that passed

traffic

families.

when

Los Esclavos was

Just to the south, the

built at the

village

and the

river take

they proved dilTicult

a ladino settlement with a

Camino Real passed over

end of the sixteenth century to

facilitate the

the river

passage of

between San Salvador and Guatemala (Figs 7-10) Today vehicular

Fig 7 Sixteenth-century Arched Bridge over the River Los Esclavos
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traffic

on the Panamerican Highway passes over a

modem

bridge about

1

00 yards

south that exhibits greater commitment to function than
form, but the traveller

northward

will

structure that

to the

who

looks

catch a quick glimpse of the nine brick arches of the
beautiful colonial

now

serves only a small

numerous renovations

it

number of pedestrians and

retains the graceful architecture that led Fuentes
y

mu.,:

jRio
k

us

im

Fig. 8.

cyclists.
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Despite

Guzman

to

descnbe

it

in

it

as "an excellent and marvellous stone
bridge," while Jacobo Haefkens,

the 1820s, pronounced

it

who saw

"the pride of this country."*'

Fig 9 Pedestrian Crossing Los Esclavos Bridge, Formerly Part of the

Diccionaho Geogrdfwo, Los Esclavos, p 49
81

Camino Real

Fig. 10.

Close-up of an Arch of Los Esclavos Bridge

Cuajinicuilapa, once subordinate to

century

visit

become

Los Esclavos, had by the

the chief administrative center of the area

In the report

of his diocesan

of 1 768-1 770, Cortes y Larraz gave the population of the town
as 800,

products as the big four that typified the eastern highlands

beans and sugarcane; and

Now known

its

name probably comes from
fruit tree

cuajinicuiles.

lies

altitude

primary

at that time, cattle, maize,

name

it

received

in

1920, the town

is

the present-day

about two leagues to the southeast of Santa Rosa. The

the nahuatl suffix -apa meaning "place

which proliferated
At an

its

chief sins as thievery and lasciviousness.

as Cuilapa, the

departmental cabecera and

of a

early nineteenth

in

of added

to the

name

the area, called a cuajinicuil, thus: place of

of 893 meters,

it

has a climate somewhat warmer than that of

82

Santa Rosa. In 1740 Alonso Crespo
described the area as

flat

and wanii with a

total

population of 145 Spanish-speaking mulattoes.
In the election

Guatemala

in

of representatives to the Congress of the
United Provinces of

1821, Cuajinicuilapa

1825 the town was annexed to the
political-administrative unit.

of the

circuit court

was

listed as part

of the division of Guazacapan. In

capital city, first for judicial

The judicial

purposes and

divisions created in 1836

of Mita. The Cuajinicuilapa census of 1821

made

lists

the

later as a

town

the seat

a ladino population of

1,808 and an indigenous population of 319 for a total of
just over 2,100 people.'"

One
would seem
Vista.

in the

local hacienda that

to belong there,

Originally titled to

is

Don

does not appear on the Santa Rosa census, although
the one

known

as

Don

Gregorio, or sometimes Buena

Gregorio Fernandez de Cordoba

legacy of Sebastian Brito about sixty years

it

later.

in 1679,'^

it

was included

When Dona Juana Herrarte's

brother Jose bought the property in the mid-eighteenth
century,

it

was valued

at

3,170

pesos for the land, 597 head of cattle, nearly 70 horses, 12
work animals and a few pieces

of furniture.

Of this

amount, only 25 pesos was applied to the purchase of the land

In 1759, the hacienda

came

caballerias to her administrator

was

into the

Mexia family when Dona Juana gave these 12

Ramon Mexia

af^er

he had married into her family. Mexia

prohibited fi-om selling or alienating the estate, which

was

to be passed

the legitimate children of his marriage with Maria Augustina Velasquez.
stated that the gift

was

"in recognition

which Ramon Mexia had managed her

'°

AGCA,

A1.44, leg.3022, ex.29140.

AGCA,

A.1, leg. 6053, ex.5351

itself

of the

care, zeal,

haciendas...

1.
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on

intact to

Dona Juana

and impartiality {desinteres) with

many

times even at the risk of his

own

life,

protecting them from robbers

who have pursued

and of course because of his

him..."

marriage to Augustina."

Inl816 when

the Mexias had

some problems with

neighbor Severino Solares, aged 62, "espaiiol"
stated that although he

was not bom

in the

in this

Jumay

their title to this property their

document, defended them. Solares

valley he

had business there and had

been familiar with the area since the age of twelve."
The decision

in the

went to the Mexias who were spared the expense of taking
out a new
through the support of their rich and powerftil neighbor
it is

interesting to note this friendly relationship

key role

in

between two

organizing the rebellion just twenty years

owner of this hacienda, now runs through

title,

whether

never know. In any case,

families destined to play a

later.

According to the Diccionario Geografico, the
original

we will

case eventually

river

Don

Gregorio,

named

the municipality of Santa

which also includes an aldea named Don Gregorio.

after the

Cruz Naranjo

How this aldea relates to the hacienda

once owned by the Mexias remains unclear.
There were two other important haciendas

that lay near the Valle

although not near enough to have been included on the census.

of Santa Rosa,

One of these, Cerro

Redondo, located about halfway between Nueva Guatemala and Santa Rosa, appears
the 1768-1770 visita of Cortes y Larraz.

west of Laguna del Pino,

site

It

lay six leagues east

of a large annual

on the way to Cuajinicuilapa there were "some

" AGCA,

A.1, leg.6005, ex.52885.

" AGCA,

A.1, leg. 6053, ex.53511.

Jacobo Haefkens quoted

in

cattle fair.

little

of Petapa and two leagues

He mentioned

that further along

settlements of quite a few people,"^*

Diccionario Geografico, Cuilapa,

84

in

p.

559.

possibly a reference to the present-day crossroads at Barbarena where the road to
Santa

Cruz Naranjo and Santa Rosa turns off the Panamerican Highway

to head north.

Lying to the west of Cuajinicuilapa, south of Santa Rosa, lay the large hacienda of
El Zapote and San Juan de Arana,

owned by

the Barrundia family.

The Camino Real

crossed the whole length of the southern portion of the hacienda. There were 220
inhabitants listed

on the Cuajinicuilapa census of 1821. Eight of the men, ranging

from 22 to 66, were

listed as

in

age

hacendados; one of their number was Teodoro Mexia's uncle

Luis Feliciano Mexia, a widower of about 50 with six resident children.

Conclusion
This then

But how does

is

the Valle of Santa

all this

Rosa

at the

detail relate to the rebellion

moment of independence from

Spain.

of Mita? Several factors important

in

the uprising emerge out of the conditions sketched above, the main ones being the patron-

client relationships reflected in this settlement pattern, the relative

weakness of the

as seen in high rates of single

motherhood and

authorities in controlling private

illegitimacy, the attitudes

life

of the Liberal

elite

toward

rural people,

history of land disputes in the area with their negative impact

economic position of rural hacendados
treat these topics in greater depth, for

The
social

patron-client relationship

like

now
was

and

on the

finally,

the long

social, political

Teodoro Mexia. Succeeding chapters

and

will

a brief summary will sufiBce.

the system through which

members of lower

groups gained the protection of their more powerful neighbors

providing labor power The next chapter concerns

itself with

system ofpatrocinio, taking the settlement pattern above as

in

the local

its

exchange for

economy and

backdrop.

this

This pattern

can be described as a central village spawning other small settlements, intermingled with
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extensive, productive haciendas.

ranches lived on the ranch
settlement.

In

itself; in

some

cases, the labor force of these large
cattle

others, the laborers lived in the vUIage
or a nearby

In either case, the interdependence of
hacendado and jomalero rooted in the

mutually beneficial exchange of labor power for
legal protection, loans and usufruct land
rights established the pattern that

The high

rate

life in this

soldiers for the rebellion.

of natural children and single mothers recorded

and on the census hints
affective

would provide foot

at

is

baptismal records

the failure of Church and State to exercise
effective comrol over

rural area during the early nineteenth century.

Chapter Three which

in

This

is

the subject of

based on court cases (juicios) and dispensations of
impediments to

marriage {expedientes matrimomales)

In fact,

Teodoro Mexia's marriage

application

serves as one example of the sexual morality that
characterized this rural mulatto/ladino
culture, a moral

code

that differed in important

ways from

that

of elites

in the capital,

and

acted as a social adhesive that drew together people from
various levels of eastern society

and helped forge them into a coherent oppositional

Here we have
towards

force.

also caught a glimpse of the attitudes of the Liberal capitalinos

their rural compatriots, attitudes that

would widen the breach between

the

would inform

two groups. Not too

the policies which in turn

well hidden in these surveys

and hacienda records are the arrogant assumptions of Felipe Batres, Domingo
Lopez,
various surveyors, and even a lawyer for the Santa Rosenos, people

who

generally

considered these racially mixed campesinos an ignorant, immoral band of outlaws. While
it

would be a mistake

to superimpose today's democratic values and the operative

assumptions of a culture of identity

politics

on the campesino of the

early nineteenth

century, the adversarial relationship of these land disputes must have brought
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home

to the

Teodoro Mexias of the

Products of a culture with a

slightly higher

power diminished or

in

some

by the rich families of the
bitterness

reality

of their second-class

rural

socio-economic ladder only to find their

cases nullified by the legal and political
apparatus controlled

capital.

between

local

people and the absentee landlords of the capital
that

characterizes the short history of Lo de Pereira
which opened this chapter
isolated example.

similar

his

status.

degree of social mobility than that of the

had reached the top rung of the

capital, they

The

of Mita the harsh

District

The people of Las

Casillas, just to the north

is

not an

of Santa Rosa, faced a

problem with the hacendado Francisco Oliveros who
attempted to throw them off

hacienda

in

1834."

The

histories

of Amberes, of the Mexia holdings

Don

Gregorio/Buenavista and Potrerillos, and of other local haciendas
demonstrate a clash

both of interests and of cultural assumptions between

elites in the capital

and the

rural

hacendados.

The involvement of the

capitalinos also

the fight. During the seventeenth century,

began

settling in the area, there

land, but as the

demand

for

shows

when

that the land in this area

the racially mixed population originally

seems to have been an abundance of marginally productive

meat

in the capital increased, the

value of the land increased.

Supplying the market with meat was becoming a lucrative pursuit,^^ and
land

was

cattle

was worth

close to both the city and the annual cattle fair at

Laguna

this

del Pino.

good grazing
While the

barons of El Salvador and Honduras faced substantial losses on the road to

" AGCA,

C.

1, leg.

172, ex.4564.

Oscar Pelaez A. "Economia urbana de la Nueva Guatemala de la Asuncion; El
problema del abastecimiento de came, 1871-1898," m Economia urbana periodizacion

y

historica de Guatemala, dos estudios. C.E.U.R., Universidad de San Carios, 1993.
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Guatemala, the ranches around Santa Rosa
benefitted from a location practically
next door
to their market.

Here the Mexia clan serves
powerful force
certainly an

in local political

model of the extended family

and economic

life.

that

Ramon Mexia was

became a

a self-made man,

example of "intelligence, industry and hard work,"
to quote Felipe Batres's

self-congratulatory phrase.

Mexia had

as a

risen

Through

loyalty, dedication,

and an advantageous marriage,

from hacienda manager for Doiia Juana Herrarte

in the

century to owner of two local haciendas which
he passed on to his

mid-eighteenth

heirs.

Mexia's

marriage to a relative of Dona Juana produced eight
children

who

married, and in their turn created a generation of
over 50.

was one these

Teodoro Mexia-mulatto,
first call

to

arms

cattle rancher,

in the revolt

rebel troops in their

first

of Mita,

and a force

who

It

in local

lived to adulthood,

politics-who sent out the

helped finance the rebellion, and

engagement with government
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grandchildren,

soldiers.

who

led the

CHAPTER II

BESIDE THE RIVER
In January 1837, the jefe politico

government

Guatemala a document

in

capacity of Santa Rosa. This

number ofcargas
owned,

list

of Cuajinicuilapa submitted to the

that serves as a unique snapshot

of the property holders of the

village,

state

of the productive
along with the

(loads) of grain, head of cattle, horses,
mules, and even beehives they

establishes the Valle de Santa

Rosa

as a prosperous place

beyond any doubt. The

Liberals passed legislation in January, 1837,
that led to property assessments in
areas.

In

all

likelihood these property

lists

were intended to justify an increase

some
taxes or

in

the imposition of another forced loan.'

Manuel

Flores, the jefe politico

up the property

list,

of the

district

ended the document with a note

and the person charged with drawing
in

which he commented

at

considerable length on the streams and rivers flowing
through and around the area.

According to a Guatemalan saying, "At the side of a
lives well,"

and Santa Rosa serves as a case

valley land and

warm

in point.

river or at the side

of a

rich

man, one

Abundant water combined with

rich

temperatures to provide the Santa Rosefios with the natural

resources necessary for a healthy local economy which
that supported the rebellion.

Flores' note follows in

in turn

generated the financial base

its entirety:

N.B. The population, according to the last census, is 1800 people, all
ladinos. Most of the houses are of straw; there are only 12 houses and 17
ranchos of tile. It is ringed by rivers: the first of these is called 'de

^

Mario Rodriguez, A Palmerstonian Diplomat

Esq. (Tucson, 1964),

p. 138.

Rodriguez

in Central America: Frederick Chatfield,

states that these assessments followed passage

the Livingston Codes.
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of

Pereyra;'

its

spring

to the west, from which

is

south to join another which

which also begins

in

is

said to drain

the east and

is

it

flows east, then turns

from the Laguna de Ayarce

called 'del Valle.'

In addition, there is

another small one that begins on the mountain
of Belen which lies' to the
north and bears its name. The three together in
one body pass through
more than half the village. On the west side there is another
about 600
yards from the village which originates in the north
and runs south, which
is

called 'la Plata.'

There

is

also

one called

'las

Canas,' which starts

in

the

west and runs east. All these rivers come together to fonn
the great river
which goes to the town of Los Esclavos and has that same
name. The
temperature is somewhat hot, although this cannot be stated

degrees for

in

lack of a thermometer

This

is all

These places lack any industry.

the information that

we

have been able to gather with as
much precision as possible in reviewing the necessary documents.
Government of the Districts of Cuajinicuilapa and Jalpatagua.
January 30, 1 83 7.
Manuel Flores^

The purpose of this chapter
the District of Mita

provides a

vital part

is

to reconstruct as closely as possible the

The document quoted above,

the 1837 property

of the picture, but before entering

return briefly to the 1821 census discussed in Chapter

list

of Santa Rosa,

ftirther into its analysis

One

economy of

I

want to

for a look at the occupational

data that suggest the context within which social and economic relations occurred
will turn to the notarial

documents of another

of the material culture of the area
district

from various vantage

activities, specifically the

Finally,

points,

I

village

of the

district that

Later

provide a glimpse

having explored the legal economy of the

want to end the chapter with a look

economy of banditry which played such

at illegal

a significant role in the

escalation of bad feeling that burst into open hostilities in June, 1837.

Labor

The occupations

listed

on the 1821 census provide some clues to the economic

organization of Santa Rosa and

-

AGCA,

its

surrounding settlements (see Appendix C). Not

B84.3, leg.3597, ex.82610.
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I

surprisingly, agricultural jobs

occupations are

in agriculture

scale farmer).

listed,

dominated the economy.

468 Gust over 88 percent) were

Of the 530 men whose
labradores.^ Also involved directly

were two mayordomos, seven hacendados, and one
laborero grande

Most of the

others, (nearly seven percent)

were

skilled tradesmen: tailors,

weavers, carpenters, blacksmiths, butchers, a musician,
and a saddlemaker. Seven
listed as

domestics, and two, both "Indians," as servants, the
distinction,

two occupations

these last

(pioneer).

As

men were

was one marmero

less than

listed as crippled, absent,

Flores noted in the citation above, there

were 36

weavers,

not clear. There

Non-productive men constituted

population: five

there

is

skilled

tailors,

workers

or both.

listed

first

between

and on^pionero

or exiled.

was no

true industry in the area, but

lived right in the

cousin Victor, a married

la

treated in the historiography as an urban

If

(sailor)

any,

are

on the census. Twenty-two of these artisans were

Mexia, one of the children of Ramon de

rural artisan population

if

men

one percent of the adult male

Most of these (17 of the 22)

among them Teodoro Mexia's

(large-

Santa Rosa

man of 26 and

Rosa Mexia. Artisan discontent

phenomenon, so

is

main

it

is

village,

the son of Jose

is

sometimes

interesting to consider this

representative of other growing and prospering

settlements of the Oriente, these artisans constituted a small but probably important sector

of the

rural population.

literate

members than

Presumably the

the

much

larger

skilled professions

group of labradores/ jomaleros, and may therefore

have made up a disproportionate share of the

^

There

is

boasted a higher percentage of

politically active population.

no clear difference between the categories ofjomalero and labrador during

this period.

Different census takers

seem

categories, but the basis of this distinction

to
is

make some
not clear.
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distinction

between the two

Together, the hacendados: four members
of the Solares family

and

his son-in-law at

Amberes; and Teodoro Mexia

at

The four haciendas on

total.

institution.

typical

is

made up

1.5 percent

the census represent an interesting variety
of that

For example, Ojo de Agua, owned by the
Arrivillaga family, was managed by

two mayordomos,
pattern

Davila

Llano Largo; along with the single

laborero grande, Francisco Marroquin of
the village of Santa Rosa,

of the

at Pereira; a

there were five other working males listed,

of the absentee-owned haciendas of the

"domestics" performed

the

all

work on

cannot be determined ft-om the census;

"domestics." This

all

area.

Whether the

five

the hacienda or whether local people were hired

it

may be

that

day laborers were hired fi-om the

surrounding settlements during the hacienda's busy periods.

As Chapter One
represents

demonstrates, the category of Llano Largo Amberes actually
y

two haciendas. The Davila

family, here

made up of two hacendados and

their

wives and children, had owned Amberes since the colonial period,
so by process of
deduction

this

we

have to assume that Teodoro Mexia, the

census division, was living with his family

category of the census

lists

at

what

third

is

of the hacendados

listed in

here called Llano Largo." This

the heaviest population outside the actual village of Santa

Rosa. Ninety labradores, or nearly one out of five labradores on the census,
are

listed as

residents of Llano Largo.

There are two other haciendas

listed here.

forge with only six working males: the blacksmith

" I

the

have not encountered
first

great

this

engagement of the

was

name anywhere

rebellion

else,

The

Los

first,

Jutes,

Don Geronimo

although

it

which took place on the

may

was

Orantes, aged 46, two

refer to the location

"llanos de

Amberes." So

the confusion surrounding the actual borders of these estates that

that the census taker confijsed Santa Cruz, a

house, with an area which

may have been

a blacksmith's

Mexia property and the

site

it

is

likely

of the family

referred to by local people as Llano Largo.
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of

domestics, and three labradores-a pattern
which suggests a thriving

work

few

for a

on the census

families

Lo de

is

four hacendados

who grew

their

Pereira, the

listed:

own food on

the property.

home base of the wealthy

smithy providing

little

The

last

of whom

legal battle

all

the patriarch Severino Solares with his

but one appear to have been

concerning

Manuel Pelaez on one

this

two

sons, Benito, 24, and

no workers

living

side claiming that the residents

sides, the

it

land.

If there

census clears

Rosa and

is fair

to

family.

it

were any doubt about the

up

living at

men

its

that they

all

500

were

families

haciendas.

to

the lengthy

relationship

were

virtually

must have come

fi-om

surrounding settlements.

assume

that the four agricultural haciendas, excluding the

lived in the actual village

listed

where they were

living or

working.

on the census.

of Santa Rosa, with most of the

Llano Largo and Amberes. In addition, there are 44 "Indios"

reference at

was

definitively; the fact that there

smithy of Los Jutes, provided work for most of the 468
labradores
Just over half of these

It

of the Valle de Santa Rosa had

on the actual property of Pereira means

the village of Santa

Indeed,

members of the

five labradores

hacienda that began Chapter One, the Batres brothers
and

usurped a section of hacienda

between the two

listed

Solares clan. Here there are

Antonino, 22, and his son-in-law Pablo Pivaral,
36. In addition, there are
listed,

hacienda

The census

listed

tells

rest

with no

us that just under

existing by combining subsistence farming with day labor on these

Given an average of five members per

family, this represents a lot

of people

dependent on a very few hacendados-seven, according to the census, plus one laborero
grande,

two mayordomos and

a blacksmith. Careful dissection of this census thus lays

bare the structure of economic relations underlying the patron-client relationship so

important

in

shaping the societies of the period. Through the process of hiring the
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working men, and to some extent the working
women, of the

area, these

established vertical relationships with the
rest of the population.

de Agua, was owned by an absentee landlord
from the capitalino
hacendados, certainly the Mexias, and even the
Solares family

of the

just east

capital,

hacendados

Only one hacienda, Ojo
elite

The other

who had come from

were long-term residents of the area who wielded
great power over

the local population through their control
over employment, the weight of their
judicial proceedings,

Pinula

and

word

in

their ftinction as creditors.

Capital

This

outlines

summary of the occupations

of the

local

economy. The

chapter, the property

following

is

a

list

number of property holders
casas

details

drawn up by

summary of the

listed

on the 1821 census suggests the broad

emerge

Jefe Politico

in

document which opened

the

Manuel Flores

list:'

312

listed

(houses)

328

haciendas

3

trapiches

23

cargas de maiz

(maize)

4,305

fanegas de

(beans)

5

cargas de trigo

(wheat)

27

cargas de rapadura

(sugar)

arrobas de queso

(cheese)

ganado vacuno

(cattle)

ganado de cerdo

(hogs)

692

ganado

(horses)

365

frijol

caballar

559

69
1,339

mulas

(mules)

bueyes

(oxen)

106

caballos de servicio

(work horses)

294

mulas de servicio

(work mules)

239

'

AGCA,

5

Sig.B84.3, leg.3597, ex.82610.
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in

this

January, 1837.

The

ganadolanar

(sheep)

colmenas

(beehives)

21
1

Although perhaps not especially impressive

08

at first glance, this list

does

summarize a great deal of information about
the productive capacity of the
discussing

some of the more

striking aspects

speculation about the nature of the

of these data,

had

listed

three.

than property holders,

in

a

little

clues they provide, and

sheet.

First, there are

more

30 property holders had two houses and one

maize or a few animals, often hogs. Presumably,
although

specified in the document, these

listed as the

women were

property of another

Arrivillaga, the absentee landlord

listed.

summary

in

After

Fourteen property holders, many of them women,
had no house; of these, most

had property only

was

in fact,

fi-om a

area.

want to indulge

economy based on some of the

add some information that cannot be gleaned
houses

I

in fact

As noted above

in

One

living with family

members

in a

this is not

house that

property holder without a house was Mariano

of the hacienda Ojo de Agua, one of the three haciendas

the census analysis, the Arrivillaga family

was not

in residence,

making a house unnecessary. The two mayordomos, whose names
do not appear on the
property holders'

modest structures

list,

and the hacienda's other workers must have been

that did not merit inclusion in the hacendado's property

of a house completes the picture of Ojo de Agua as

strictly a

any kind of retreat or home base for the Arrivillaga

family.

The two other hacendados
Los

Jutes,

who

living in

listed

list.

some

This lack

productive unit, rather than

each had a house. They were Toribio Orantes of

appeared on the 1821 census as an eight-year-old boy, and "Ciudadano"^

Miguel Barrundia, a younger brother of the famous duo of Jose Francisco and Juan

^

A republican term often,

though not exclusively, used to designate a
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Liberal.

Barrundia, of El Zapote, the family
hacienda west of Cuajinicuilapa which
does not appear

on the 1821 census but does show up on
brothers, three of whom appear

such, but both Antonino and

One

the 1837 property

on the property

list,

were not credited with

Leon had two houses on

highly productive sector of the local

rapadura, most of it destined for aguardiente.

the

a hacienda as

their property.

economy was

As

Mysteriously, the Solares

list.

list

trapiche production of

shows,

in

regard to foodstuffs

production of rapadura was second only to that
of maize, the staple of both rural and

urban

The

diet.

trapiche, a primitive

means of processing sugar cane using a mule- or ox-

driven tumstyle to press the juice from the
cane,
areas of the Oriente and

it is

three.

a prominent feature of all the

interesting to note that there are 23 trapiches
listed

document. All the hacendados had

had

was

at least

warm

on

this

one; Toribio Orantes at the hacienda Los Jutes

Orantes had 25 cargas of rapadura on hand, according to
the

list,

while Benito

Solares with only one trapiche had 50 cargas of rapadura.
Ojo de Agua, the Arrivillaga
property, had 80 cargas and Barrundia at El Zapote had
200 cargas. Neariy

all

the

trapiche owners had oxen and mules, sometimes in
significant numbers. Indeed, the

number of oxen tends

to be a better indicator of the

number of cargas of rapadura

produced than does the number of trapiches.

One

valuable aspect of this document

assets and productive capacity

There

is little

credited with

reasons

why

of various

is

the opportunity

it

provides to look

local haciendas, but here a

warning

is in

at

the

order.

overiap between the category "hacendado" on the 1821 census and those

owning a hacienda on

this

might be

true.

this

First,

1837 property

who were

list,

the hacendados in question? In 1821

those designated as hacendados were: Teodoro Mexia, four
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and there are several important

men of the

Solares family, and

two men of the Davila

family,

all

living

on

To

their haciendas.

these

laborero grande of the Valle of Santa Rosa,
Francisco Marroquin.
that in the

listed

1837 document none of these men

on the

blacksmith

latter

document belong

who appeared on

to;

is listed

listed

in

we come up

A

list?

separate but related question

for purposes of the

would

among

appear on the property

list,

their

and adding together

with; nine houses, three trapiches,

wandered

freely

work

horses,

over a vast

two sheep, and 19

territory, arriving at

be:

workers and other

members of the

all

the assets listed as

beehives.

cattle,

45 hogs, 35

Since cattle and horses

even an approximate

total

a challenge to the district authorities charged with drawing up the property

of wills from Santa Catarina Mita (below) shows
counted them

in

that

to this the healthy distrust in

who

surely

were drawing up the

must have been

list.

Analysis

owners of large herds of cattle

round numbers, frequently followed by the

Add

were they

408 cargas of maize, 17

cargas of wheat, 61 cargas of rapadura, 8 arrobas of cheese, 186
horses, 24 oxen, 29

The haciendas

on the Santa Rosa census of 1821.

property-less people of the area? Looking, for example,
at the seven

their property,

note

1821, and Ciudadano Miguel

successfully able to hide substantial portions of their assets

who

startling to

It is

the 1821 census, Mariano Arrivillaga the
absentee landlord

were the Mexia and Solares brothers considered hacendados

Solares family

single

Toribio Orantes, one of the sons of the well-to-do

Barrundia of El Zapote, a hacienda not even

census but not the property

added the

as having a hacienda.

of Ojo de Agua, the hacienda run by two mayordomos

Why

I

qualification

"more or

which the Santa Rosa property owners held the

list

as a

first

less."

Liberals,

step to increasing taxes or imposing a

new

forced "loan," and the figures become very questionable indeed. Having acknowledged

this

problem with the data, however,

I still

think there are
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some

interesting elements here.

The

assets held

on the three haciendas

data, suggest something

of the nature of life

listed do, in spite

there.

of the

unreliability

of the

Property on the Arrivillaga hacienda in

1837 consisted of one trapiche, ten cargas of maize, 80 cargas
of rapadura, one arroba of
cheese, 200 cattle, 12 horses, 25 oxen, 25

work

horses, and ten mules. In 1821, the

hacienda had a total population of 26, made up
entirely of workers and their families, yet
in

1837,

it

boasted an enormous amount of rapadura and very

together with the large number of work animals,

may

little

maize. This fact,

suggest that Arrivillaga was

producing primarily aguardiente while the workers met most
of their
needs.

Add

to this trapiche production the large

picture that emerges

is

that

own

number of cattle on the

subsistence

property, and the

of the typical absentee-owned hacienda: a strong emphasis on

production of high-profit goods by a small number of families supervised
by a couple of

mayordomos whose

lives

were nearly indistinguishable

Contrast this sketch of Ojo de

Agua with Los

fi-om those

of the

laborers.

Jutes, the small hacienda

the Orantes family, which did not even rank as a hacienda on the
1821 census.

forges were not included on the 1837 property
Jutes

was

surely

there

how

still

list, it is

impossible to

a working smithy at the end of the 1830s, but given

was engaged

in the

production of rapadura.

It is

Agua and Los

the 1821 census and the 1837 property

list,

Since

whether Los

three trapiches

it

interesting to note, however, that

were 100 cargas of maize on hand. While we cannot know

the population of Ojo de

its

tell

owned by

fi-om these

documents

Jutes had changed over the 16 years between

the fact that the locally-owned hacienda

stocked ten times more of the basic staple food than the absentee-owned hacienda raises

some

interesting questions about vertical social relations
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on these two haciendas. Another

unknown
some

is

whether some haciendas or large farms had an
unusually low or high stock of

particular grain at the time the property

The

hacienda on the property

final

El Zapote, had a house, a trapiche,

list,

list

was drawn

up.

the Barrundia estate of San Juan de Arana
y

200 cargas of maize, 200 cargas of rapadura,

arrobas of cheese, 350 head of cattle, three
horses, eight oxen, 13
mules.

The

local people can contribute to a

Wheat, for example,

is

haciendas

more complex

diet.

It is

Can we assume
hacienda,

made

total beehives,

on

The Solares
people,

i.e.

their hacienda,

sure to have a

account for 17 of the

com

total

has traditionally been

two absentee

good supply? Beehives

families

of 27 cargas of wheat

wheat and, as people who

lived

on

are also provocative.

none of them belonged to the three haciendas

clan,

owned

picture of social relations in the area.

no wheat on hand, while the Solares

that the Solares liked their

owned by absentee

capitalinos and those

therefore interesting to note that the

landlords, Arrivillaga and Barrundia, had

living

owned by

usually linked to Spanish tastes, while

the staple of the indigenous

who were

horses, and ten

Cuajinicuilapa census of 1821 listed a total
population on this land of 220.

Some comparisons between the
by

work

15

listed,

listed.

their

Of the
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two of which were

landlords and presumably devoted chiefly to production for market.

however, had 19 beehives, the

rest being scattered

among

the

common

those with no more than ten cargas of maize and a few animals. Most of the

48 beehive owners had fi-om one to four beehives; two small but successful farmers with
over ten cargas of maize and a good number and variety of animals had seven or eight
beehives each. This pattern seems to indicate that there was some production of honey

beyond family

use, probably for local sale.
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Inheritance

These two documents, the 1821 census and
the 1837 property
deal of information about the

haciendas.

economy of Santa Rosa and

Unfortunately, everyone

who works

supply a great

list,

surrounding settlements and

its

with data of this nature

knows

that they

are not statistically useful because of the
great range of inaccuracies and downright

misrepresentations they contain. They can only
suggest a general picture; to round

what we
this

really

need

record has been

is

numerous

notarial

it

out

the notarial documents of the period and, in
the case of Santa Rosa,

lost.

There

is,

however, a village

in

the District of Mita for which

documents from the 1820s and 1830s are

available.

That village

is

Santa Catarina Mita about 30 kilometers northeast
of Jutiapa. Formeriy a pueblo of

Pokomam-speaking

way
this

Indians,

by the

eariy nineteenth century Santa Catarina

to losing that identity, as the 1813 census
discussed

record can of course

did join Santa

Rosa

tell

of June 1837,' and

it

well

on

in

may

Santa Rosa, Santa Catarina

therefore be considered

representative of some of the settlements of Mita that
opposed the Liberal government.
is

safe to

assume

that the elements

of daily

life

documents did not vary tremendously across
that a review

of this evidence

environment of the Oriente

and material culture

this rural district,

ethnicity

AGCA,

we

emerge

It

in legal

can therefore hope

economic

in this period.

of the population compares with

that provides this information in detail

'

and

that

will contribute to the effort to recreate the

Before delving into the notarial record, however,

how the

its

below makes apparent. Although

us nothing of legal transactions

in the rebellion

was

that

was done by

Sig.C.l leg. 197 ex.5261 f 19.
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we

need to

know

a

of Santa Rosa. The

the Church in 1813.

It

little

last

about

census

gives the total

population of Santa Catarina Mita

in the

Province of Chiquimula as 5,397, more than

double the population of the Valle de Santa
Rosa.
percent,

were labeled

"las

demas Castas"

Of this total,

nearly 3,000, or 53

(the rest of the racially mixed) and listed
after

1,300 "Espanoles" (24 percent), 1,100 "Yndios"
(20 percent), and 179 "Mestizos" (3
percent).

A note in the census indicates that there were eleven

"aldeasy valles"

in the

area and 30 haciendas, although the breakout
of the population includes only seven or
eight haciendas

central village

and about ten

valles.

It is

interesting to note that the residents of the

of Santa Catarina amounted to fewer than 100
Espanoles, 20 Mestizos, and

over 600 each Indios and Castas, meaning that indigenous
people and racially-mixed
people made up over 90 percent of the town's population.
This was not true of the
section

known

Quequesque, the source of several of the

as

below, which on

this

in

documents examined

census shows a population of just under 200 Espanoles and
just over

100 castas, there were no Indians or mestizos

was spread out

notarial

in

Quequesque. The

rest

of the population

a diverse mixture across the haciendas and valles of the area.
Just to

note two intriguing features of this census:

first,

the tiny population of mestizos

is

striking,

given the popular image of Central America as a region of mestizos,
and second, only

about 60 percent of the Indian population of the area was
Catarina, indicating that there

town of Santa

was some blending of indigenous people

surrounding settlements as Creoles and ladinos

The

living in the

moved

notarial record for the years 1821 to

into their pueblo

into the

and multiplied.

1836 fi-om Santa Catarina Mita consists

of 46 documents including municipal matters, powers of attorney, purchase and
agreements and legacies. These
people

who

last consist

of 17

died intestate, and one death-bed

list
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wills, five inventories

of debts. While

this

sale

of the goods of

sample

is

too small

to be statistically significant,
close examination of these wills and
property

lists

gives

some

indication of the material culture of
the rural upper class of the Oriente,
and of common

practices related to inheritance.

women.

All the

men were

Sixteen of these documents

come from men, seven from

married except a priest and a widower; of the
women, four

were married, two were widows, and one was

single.

were legitimate children of the

were recognized

two were

testators, three

Of the

we

died were simply not mentioned. Four of the
stated that they

The

were hijos naturales,

can assume that many children

1

7 testators, one

A total of
who had

and three men,

and inventories from the 1820s show four ranchers with
over 100

wills

on the 1824 census which

lists

13

Two

cattle,

of these four are designated as hacendados

hacendados or medium-sized labradores with

100 head of cattle. During the 1830s there was only one

Due

woman

and

children of unmarried mothers.

i.e.

with the largest herd amounting to 400.

will

at least

by a rancher with over 100

to the size of the sample this change cannot be considered
statistically

significant, but

it

may

key element of the

These

suggest a

shift

away from

cattle-raising, possibly in favor

local agricultural picture, raising sugar

wills

borrowing among

of another

cane for trapiche processing.

and inventories also give a picture of the structure of lending and

this

group. Total credits held by these 23 people amounted to over 700

pesos, or an average of 69 pesos

came

illegitimate children,

children of unspecified origin that had been
raised by the testators.

ten children are mentioned as having died;

head.

78 heirs represented, 73

to about half that amount,

owed

i.e.

to the

just over

by the nine debtors. While most debt

lists

1 1

creditors.

Total debts by this group

350 pesos, or an average of 41 pesos owed

do not mention
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interest,

one inventory adds

interest

on the outstanding

practice of lending

Not

all

money

credits to the assets

at interest

of the deceased, indicating

was not unknown

debts were expressed in cash;

many

that the

in the area.

testators listed debts in fanegas

or beans, animals, or other goods which had been
delivered on credit
to be listed exactly in the form they had been
issued; totals in reales

*

of com

Indeed, debts seem

may

represent several

debts negotiated at different times so that, for example,
three debts of five reales each to
the

same person would be represented by a

The

reales.

significance of these debts in reales

borrowed a few

of 15

is

reales, not

not clear, but

reales at a time, while wealthier people

represented in pesos.

If so, there

support of other documents to
institution in the Oriente.

expressed

total

in reales to

may be

make

poor people

that

borrowed the larger sums

a record here of debt servitude, but

case, there

wealthy testators. The

in

may be

it

needs the

a credible contribution to our understanding of that

Whatever the

and nearly half the debtors were

it

converted into pesos and

total

were eleven people owing debts

of these small debts was

1

17.5 reales,

debt to the same individual, Francisco Avalos (see

Appendix D).
Property

listed often includes

houses, usually of bajareque with a straw roof,

although one had masonry walls and a

(216

sq.ft),

to

medium,

15ft.

x

27ft.

(405

cooking. The small houses mentioned

between

six

and ten pesos. Several

tile

roof They range fi-om quite

Most used

sq.ft.).

in these wills

wills

mention

pesos, presumably structures considerably

more

small, 12ft. x 18ft.

a separate structure for

were usually valued

sale

of a house valued

elegant than these, but

at

somewhere

at several

all

the

A fanega of maize or cana was valued between one and one and a half pesos.
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hundred

more

valuable houses seem to have been
located in the actual village of Santa
Catarina or

Quequesque, not on the

outsidrts.

According to contemporary inheritance law,
the surviving spouse was
one-half of the property, while the remaining
half was to be divided equally
children regardless of gender

member, to be

in

Testators

"tutor" for their

commonly appointed

entitled to

among

the

a man, often a family

minor children and manage the

child's estate until he

reached the age of majority. In 1837, the Liberals
passed legislation that guaranteed free
selection of heirs, but prior to that time the
authorities enforced the law that protected the
legal rights

power

children.

to inten/ene in defense

which he
first

of legitimate

wife

left

One

will

of minors.

In

from

this

March

1

group demonstrates the
836, Rafael Martinez

state's

made

a will

m

everything to his second wife and nothing to his three
minor children by his

who was

deceased.

Nor

did he appoint a guardian for them.

to have been living with their mother's mother and
Martinez

The

children appear

may have assumed,

especially

since his wife had brought no assets to the marriage,
that he had no financial obligation to

these children.

When

he died a few months

later,

however,

his

view of the matter and alerted the mayor to the questionable

mayor

in

executors took a different

legality

of the

will.

The

turn requested a ruling by the First Constitutional Court of
Santa Catarina which

overturned the

will.

An

inventory of the estate followed, a procedure which took several

days and itemized assets totaling neariy 400 pesos. After deducting the

legally

mandated

quinto-the portion the testator used to pay various taxes, the remainder of which was

his

to distribute as he wished-Martinez's debt to a clothing supplier for an invoice totalling

95 pesos, and the costs associated with the inventory

200 pesos remained

to be divided equally

totalling

between himself and
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about 68 pesos, just over

his first wife,

with the

deceased wife's share going

in total to their three children

portions for the three existing children
of his

first

and

his share divided into four

marriage and the fourth child

his

second

wife was expecting. The inventoo' of
Martinez's estate states that his exclusion
of the
children

was "opposed

The

legal."

final

adjudication

portion of the quinto

of his assets

to the law in evei^ sense and therefore

left

left

[it]

the second wife with just under 10
pesos which

set aside for her

1837 to

this Liberal

and

die,

move

unborn

tradition, to

he could have cut
to

fi-ee

child.

The grandmother who was providing

his older children

wills

make

have been accommodated on what

means

a

home

Had Martinez waited

out of the will legally, but prior to

the testator's hand, the authorities were obligated,
both by law

specific reference to a hacienda as part

but the quantity of goods and the number of animals

was no

the

defend the rights of legitimate minors.'

Only four of the

there

was

over after covering the deceased's tax obligations,
plus a quarter

for the older children received an allowance
for their maintenance
until

does not appear...to be

clear definition

we would

call

in

some of the other

a hacienda

It

of the property,

wills could only

therefore seems likely that

of what was or was not a "hacienda," which

a place of "doing" or "making," or a productive unit. Like
so

after

much

all

only

else during the

period, a "hacienda" seems to have been in the eyes of the beholder,
a term that might or

might not be applied to any good-sized farm.

An
included

interesting feature both

in this notarial

(settlement)

'

is

record

is

of these

wills

and of the purchase and

sale

agreements

the fact that the servidumhre (service) or the pohlacion

very often mentioned as part of the property being transferred. Clearly,

Archivo de Protocolos, hereafter AP, Jutiapa, 1821-1851, testamento de Rafael

Martinez, pp. 106-1 18.
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establishing the fact that a hacienda
had available laborers

these

little

made

attractive,

and

settlements occupying land on or just off
the hacienda constituted the labor

pool for the local hacendados. Although
some jomaleros v^ere
often nothing formal

bound them

were the incentives? What
a

more

it

good worker over

to the land; they

better lot awaited

were

debt to ih^r patron,

in

free to go, but realistically,

them elsewhere?

A man who

a period of time acquired a reputation
as an

what

proved himself

homhre de

hien, a

mortgageable asset that served to help him meet
the need for food, wood, medicine and
the unanticipated

wedding or interment, while

reputation behind and

badly) or vagrant.

ausente, which

was

likely to

In place

may mean

reason, but could also

man who

left his

settlement

be viewed as a malentretenido (one

who

of an occupation, a census sometimes noted

that he

mean

a

worked with a mule

that he

for the capital, leaving his wife

had abandoned

train,

or

spent his time

that a

was gone

his family to

left his

for

man was

some good

wander around or

worse off than a widow who could

at least

to head

marry again

if

the opportunity arose.

There are a few, but only a few, references to slaves and slavery

There

is

slaves

was

no

will

in

these wills.

or inventory that includes a substantial enslaved
workforce.

a field slave, one

was

runaway, presumably another

woman. This does

a ladies' maid, one a ten-year-old boy and the third a

ladies'

not give us

None of the

much

maid since the complaining slaveholder was a
information about slavery

in

Mita, but perhaps this

is

a silence that speaks. These scanty references to the institution leave no doubt
that, while
slavery existed in the area, African slaves did not

The

'°

cost

would

Slavery

make up

the majority of the workforce.

surely have been prohibitive and any substantial expenditure

was abolished

in

Central America in
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1

823

on slave labor

was

quite unnecessary, given the availabiUty
of low-wage laborers, both indigenous
people

and "mulatos" with the necessary agricultural

The four

testators

Sandoval, a married

who

skills.

specified that they

woman; Carlos Barquero,

and Cresencio Lemus, hacendado.
give us the opportunity to look

All

were

more deeply

were hijos naturales were Rosalia

blacksmith; Ermenegildo Salinas, labrador;

rich in property and/or animals.

into questions

These

wills

of material culture among well-

to-do rural families and therefore bear closer
inspection.
Rosalia Sandoval had had an illegitimate child herself
before marrying. At the time

of the

will,

1823, she had been married for twelve years but the marriage
had not

produced any more

children.

She evidently came from a wealthy branch of the Sandoval

family since she brought 30 head of cattle and 4
other animals to the marriage, she also
stated that she contributed a solar with a tile-roofed
house that she and her husband

Her

was her

principal heir

son, although she

left

1

built.

2 pesos to her husband.

Another hijo natural Carios Barquero, a blacksmith successful enough
to pay
peso, 4 reales in taxes in 1824,

showed a

certain pride in his

humble

burial in the public cemetery, stating "...my burial shall
be that

He had

originally

then married a

them

woman

with

whom

large trunks and

requested

that

I

am."

children.

He

he subsequently had five children, although three of

was pregnant again

to as his "few goods," they included

fully

He

of the poor man

been married to a widow named Godoy, but there were no

died; his wife

complete and

origins.

1

at the

time of the

will.

He

two houses, one with cement

listed

what he referred

walls and

tile

roof; a

equipped forge; a nativity and other religious pictures and icons, three

one small one, four

tables

and a long
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list

of other household goods.

Another of these

He

had brought to

to bring.

1

peso

1

Together they had 13 children, seven of whom were
listed

Also

in taxes.

in his will,

he

listed

last testator

of only two hacendados

35 pesos,

who

1

1

on the

in 1824.

had nothing

living at the time he

will,

which has no

made
date,

him among those who paid
else with his

22

reales,

reales.

was an

1

hijo natural.

Crescendo Lemus,

is

one

824 census. His mother was a Lemus from

points to his being related to the other hacendado, Jose

Chinchilla, through Chinchilla's mother, also a

land in

his wife

28 work animals and "anything

stated that he

listed

Quequesque and everything

owned

lists

aged 43

D gives an itemization of his debts which totalled 36 pesos,

his credits equaling

The

Salinas,

only 3 head of cattle on his

824 census makes him the owner of 74 head and

brand." Appendix

and

was Ermenegildo

marriage two milk cows and five other animals;

For some reason, he

his will.

but the

his

illegitimate testators

Lemus from Quequesque. Crescencio

Quequesque worth 300 pesos, although he

did not give the

name of his

hacienda. With his wife Francisca Figueroa he had eight children. Francisca brought 15

animals to the marriage; what he brought was apparently listed on a page that has been
torn out of the book.

cattle

When

he made

(The census of 1824 gives 300,

his will in April

this

populations

.

or clothing."

.

.at

both

He

sites

in

may

discrepancy

the census for tax purposes, or simply the sale of

donkey; 12 caballerias of land

1823, he listed assets of 400 head of

some

Metapan; a male slave ten years of age, and

and their

tribute.

"
.

.

There

in

is

land.

AGCA,

Sig.B.84.3

leg.
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1

"
.

.

1

.the

no mention of household goods

stated that as a bachelor he had had a son

goods and

on

animals.); 50 mares, 50 horses,

" Lemus appears on the Quequesque census of 1826 where
pesos

indicate an underestimate

who had been

his

worth

143 ex.26188.

is

raised to the

given as 2,500

age of 20 by
horses

"...in

his (Crescencio's)

to that son 8 head of cattle and 4

left

recognition of the obligation involved and
so that he will not have any claim

against the property

wife,

mother, and he

.

...

"

His executors were;

Marcos Figueroa who was

listed

first, his

wife; second, a likely relative

of his

on the 1824 census as a 53-year-old married
man

with 140 head of cattle; and third, his brother
Agustin

Lemus who appears on

the

same

census as a 37-year-old married jomalero with
30 head of cattle. At the time of the

was

the senior regidor of Santa Catarina, yet he

was

will

he

clear about his origins as an

illegitimate child.

The other hacendado
Chinchilla, a married

listed

man of 58

on the 1824 Santa Catarina census

years

who was mayor of Santa

Crescencio Lemus, he was taxed 5 pesos. In

May

1

is

Catarina

Manuel Jose
in

1825. Like

826, he wrote a will leaving

everything to his family, his wife Severina Marroquin and
their eight children.
for his hacienda in full at the price

caballeria.

of 1,280 pesos.

In addition, he listed property

oxen, 30 mares, 18 horses, 25 mules,
corrals enclosed

pistols,

all

and

by stone walls; two

his clothing,

his children, three

be managed by

1

donkey; a house with

silver place settings

which he did not

at

itemize.'^

He

its

and a

Manuel de

los

Chinchilla appears on the

Catarina census) where his

paid

50 pesos per
less; five pairs

of

kitchen, aguar, and

silver cigarette case,

divided his animals equally

of whom were minors. The share of the female minor

his son-in-law,

AGCA,

valued his land

of 300 head of cattle, more or

^^AGCA, Sig.B84.3 leg.l 139 ex.26053, 1824
de Manuel Crescencio Lemus, pp.l5-19v.

3,054 pesos.

He

He had

Reyes Rios, married

child

two

among

was

to

to an older daughter.

census; AP, Jutiapa, 1821-1851, testamento

Quequesque census of 826 (as distinct fi-om the Santa
worth is given as 300 head of cattle, 71 horses and mules, and

B.84.3,

1

leg.

1143, ex.26188.
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According to the census, Reyes Rios
was a married jornalero of 30 with 40
head of cattle
in

1824.

The

will

of Chinchilla's wife Sevenna Marroquin
also appears

in

these records;

she stated that she had brought
29 animals to the marriage, her husband
seven. She

claimed that 86 pesos was

named

her husband as

owed

first

to her for a slave sold to

Dona

Gertrudis Tovar. She

executor, followed by Crescencio Lemus,
the other hacendado,

probably her husband's cousin, the third
executor was the son-in-law mentioned
above,

Manuel de

Reyes Rios.'"

los

There are no

wills

made by indigenous people

in this

group, but there

undated inventory of the goods of an indigenous
man, Manuel Gonzalez,
intestate leaving

and valued

at

minor children

lists irrigable

100 pesos, an old house on a solar and another

pesos, a forge with

its

sugar molds

real each,

at

The inventory

at

one

assets

girl,

died

land planted in sugar cane

in

Suchitan, each valued at 6

40 fanegas of maize

at

two pesos each;
reales

six

widow, 22 pesos four

reales, paid in

arrobas of sugar

After subtracting debts

over 60 pesos; the cost of the inventory, nine pesos
two

allotted to the

one

bellows and other tools worth 40 pesos; agricultural
tools; nine

one and a half pesos each, and a beehive worth 4

totalling just

who

is

reales,

and the share

maize and sugar, the remaining

of just over 150 pesos were divided equally between

his

two

children, a

total

boy and a

each got a house, one half the land, and a half share of the forge.
The mayor

appointed the children's uncle to act as their guardian and to manage their
inheritance.

One of the more

interesting wills

was made by

the priest of Santa Catarina in 1825,

Antonio Morales. Morales had inherited considerable property from

"

AGCA,

B.84.3,

leg.

1

139, ex.26053, 1824 census;

de Manuel Jose Chinchilla, pp.40v.-42v.
0

AP,

his

mother, a

Jutiapa, 1821-1851, testamento

Sandoval, a local family enjoying
comfortable circumstances. In place of the
abolished

mandatory contribution

for the

mdemnization of manumitted

voluntary contribution of the same amount
to that Hind.

He

Morales made a

slaves.

also

made

the rebuilding of the pansh factory,
and gave 25 pesos "for the poor

animals to two nephews, as well as to a boy
and a
infancy.

To

a

young boy who was

still

girl

alleviation

"to carry out

He gave

several

he stated that he had raised from

with him he gave a young bull and 30 pesos.
The

most interesting legacy was 80 pesos and 24 head
of cattle to be

one of his executors,

"

a contribution to

what

I

set aside

by

nephew,

his

have secretly communicated to him for the

of my conscience, without anyone,

either judicially or extra-judicially, being

allowed to request an accounting of this amount..."

Morales stated

300 pesos, and

that he

that he also

along with part of a house

had sold a house

in

Santa Catarina to

this

same nephew

for

wished to leave him nine head of cattle, and ten work
animals,

in

Espinal that had been his mother's.

He

stated that his

property consisted of over 40 horses, a donkey, 20
mules and about 200 head of cattle,

out of which a shipment of young bulls would soon depart for
sale

property to several brothers, the largest share going to a
brother

while three brothers with the surname
that he

In

had no debts, but

one case,

had used a
claimed

it

his sister

set

in

that he

Godoy were

for his handling

of gold jewelry to pay for the

payment

who

Guatemala.

wills that

of her husband's

He

were

away

will; in

stated

the other, he

after being delivered to her.

remaining was to be spent on masses for his soul and those of his parents.

Ill

left

in dispute.

testator's masses, but another family

for a slave that had run

He

shared his surname,

to receive 50 pesos each.

had served as executor of two

was suing him

in

member

Anything

Some of these documents
credits.

wrote

One of the most
183

in

1
.

contain a valuable record of the testator's
debt and

interesting in this respect

is

of Francisco Avalos, a

that

will

he

After stating that he and his wife of 40 years
had no living children, and

leaving ten pesos to a

girl

approval of his wife," he

he recognized as

listed his assets;

his hija natural, a child

he had "...with the

a house with a solar, a couple of irrigable

trapiche, tools, saddles, and household
goods, along with

of oxen, a mule, two horses and one that was

lost.

some work

All this he

and

lots,

a

animals: three pairs

his wife

had acquired

through their hard work, he noted, because neither had
brought anything to the marriage.

The
to

striking aspect

of his

him of 196 pesos, 76

wood

at

owed 20

1

.5

reales each,

will is the

reales;

long

list

of debtors included, representing a

owed

22 fanegas of maize, grano, and mazorca, 15 tareas of

and nine tareas of sugar cane

hides at one real each.

total

The

at

one peso each.

largest debt, 50 pesos

was owed by Agustin Lemus, of the wealthy Lemus

the smallest

was 6

may

in reales

and

represent long-term debt from

marginal groups to the more financially secure, debts that

at 13

family of Quequesque;

of a peso. These small debts

fanegas of maize or other agricultural products

also

and 30 arrobas of sugar

reales each,

reales, or three-quarters

He was

may have

in

more

served to bind a

laborer to a patron.

While there are many other interesting
documents, those examined

in detail

a prosperous group of men and

resources.

wills in this collection

above are

women

in the

Both Chinchilla and Lemus had

sufficient to

countryside

make

who

of notarial

the point that there

was

controlled ample financial

large herds of cattle, their wives and the other

female testators represented here had a few luxuries
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in the

form of personal belongings

such as jewelry and clothes.

It

comes

as

no surpnse

they comemplated the Liberals'
plans for the

that these people fell

economy and

that they

some alarm

as

were prepared to

defend their sources of income.

Banditry

The documents analyzed so
list

far in this

chapter-a census from

1

82 1 and a property

from 1837, both pertaining to Santa Rosa,
along with a group of notarial documents

from Santa Catarina-give some idea of the

what of clandestine

activity?

legal

economy of the

While generally more

difficult to

documentation, activity occurring outside the parameters
important

in

set

District

of Mita. But

grasp due to the lack of

by the law can be

at least as

defining economic and social relations as that
which takes place within those

parameters.

Any

investigation into illegal activities in the District
of Mita in the early nineteenth

century must begin with the fact that
legal

system which

outlaws by

many of these

at best tolerated their presence,

definition.

settlements existed at the margins of a

a status which

dunng

which seems to have characterized Santa Rosa and

the period

horse thievery to

cattle.

is

therefore not surprising.

distilling illegal alcohol to

Much of this

Sub rosa

its

The

variety

of illegal

surrounding settlements

activities included everything

from

robbing local haciendas to butchering stolen

In fact, cuatrero (horse or cattle thief)

against area outlaws.

their inhabitants

For those whose very existence placed them outside the law, the

step to engaging in illegal activity must have been
a small one.
activity

made

is

one of the most

illegal activity
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common

charges brought

was probably accepted by campesinos

and capitalinos

alike as

easily regulated

One
Bonis,

both an inevitable and a traditional
element of life outside the more

urban areas.

Santa Rosefio

alias Judas,

who

lived

and died a bandit

trial

that resulted

nature of a robber's

hacendado's wife,

life

festival

of San Juan, June 24, 1798, and the

shows us something of his

during the period.

V^pWa,"

Donis and

character, or the lack of it, and the

According to the testimony of the
his

companion Juan Bautista Canana, "known

Negrito or Indito," burst into the house the day
after the
the hacendado Bartolome Corado, mulato litre,
57, a

wound

the nurse described as

nearly falling out...." Donis

more than

in cash, a

festival

of San Juan. Donis

blow with a machete

five fingers wide, "...fi-om

was wounded on

which

still

managed

One of them

dealt

were

young niece

two horses and

tremendous fortune for such an undertaking.

testified against

asserted that Donis had recently escaped fi-om jail and

was widely

reputed to be "a professional troublemaker and robber."
Another swore that Donis and
his wife Tiburcia

Canana, mulata, 3

Los Esclavos a few days
that

Donis asked him

that

when

if

1,

a native of Antiquisaya, had

after the festival

of San Juan, seeking

he wanted to buy some

silver.

come

to his house in

shelter for the night

and

A maid in the house also testified

she and Tiburcia went to the river to wash, she heard the sound of money in

Tiburcia's pocket and that "there seemed to be a lot of it." There were several other
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as

opened a

his brains

to escape with

Various witnesses, most of whom are identified as mulattoes,
Donis.

that

the forehead by Corado's brave

attempting to defend her injured uncle, but he

over 600 pesos

of the century was Pablo

mulatto and hijo natural of Juliana
Donis. Donis and his brother-in-

law robbed the hacienda Sapotitan on
the
lengthy

at the turn

witnesses,

argued

all

Donis had been otherwise occupied on
the n.ght

that

won 200

very damaging to Donis^s case,
and although the lawyer tor the defense

m

question and that he had

pesos playing dice, the court found the
defendant guilty and sentenced

by hanging. After losing
the intervening years

escape from

jail like

his appeal,

in jail

so

Donis was duly hanged on

May

6, 1802,

fiini

to die

having spent

His partner seems to have had better luck,
making good his

many other

prisoners of the day and very possibly
returning to

Antiquisaya.

It is

the documentation that follows the case
itself which

costs and the cost of the execution

charged against Donis's assets

was poor and had

wife together

30 caballerias of land

that should be paid

a large family.

heir the surviving son

When

his

of two born

He
to

in

most interesting

of 330 pesos 2

and testament, dated

mother 12 cows which were

stepfather, as well as

mentioned a debt

to a total

In his last will

he died, Donis claimed that he and
inherited from his

amounted

is

in

owned two

May

5 the

Samororo, near Santa Rosa.

\et\ his cattle

the judge of Jumay valley went to collect Donis

stepfather to establish the fact that

all

of Santa Rosa validated the dismal

details

Pablo had

It

left in his

had long since been sold to pay olTthe debts accrued

15

that the

he

man

as his only

born prior to their marriage.

s

goods

to

pay the costs of

was on them

I

le

did not take long for Donis\s

of the story

1

In addition

named

to his brother and

his wife, a child

as the testimony indicates, a picaro.

day before

the possession of his brother and

and he forgave a debt to him, saying

him and

which were

horses, and that he had

trying and executing him, however, the authorities found
that the joke

was indeed,

reales

Court

wake was

The

debt, and the

cattle left

at cards, the

mayor

by Pablo's mother

church's broken

machete, and the long

toll

of assorted damages that constituted Pablo's
true legacy. As

for the 30 caballerias, Donis's
grandfather Miguel
original inhabitants

children, so Pablo's

of Santa Rosa, had

Damian Donis, one of the founders and

only 10 and a half caballerias to his
seven hving

left

mother was due only one and a half caballerias,
which she

to the legitimate child she had with
her husband, Pablo's stepfather.

out that by 1800 the ten and a half caballerias

among 63
that

direct heirs.

One witness pomted

by Miguel Damian Donis was divided

While not especiaUy important, one interesting

Manuel Mexia, Teodoro's

father,

detail

of the case

money

to pay for Pablo and Tiburcia's wedding.

the stoiy of Pablo Donis of Santa Rosa, "un
picaro ladron de profesion,

one witness described him, and

is

bought a cow fi-om Pablo's stepfather for 12 pesos;

the stepfather stated that he needed the

Thus ends

left

m turn left

typical in

many ways of the

"

as

breed.

Petty thieves like Donis had been harrassing the
area's well-to-do hacendados and

honest small farmers for
Liberals.

many

years and would continue to pose a dilemma for the

There was, however, one group of thieves

and presented a serious challenge to Liberal
1830s; these were the bandits

who

in the area

who were

efforts to streamline the

economy

much of the

Mita had been engaged

from petty
in the

preyed on the major trade routes that snaked through

the area, one passing through Jutiapa and the other through
Jalpatagua,

Salvador. For

far

on

their

way

to El

colonial period a segment of the population of the District of

in the

business of preying on the traffic passing on these two

ancient commercial arteries. Pedro Valenzuela and other legislators
specified the towns of

Santa Rosa, Jutiapa, Jalpatagua and Sacualpa as the chief centers of banditry and accused

AGCA,

A.

1, leg.

54 19, ex.46229. Contra Pablo Donis
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(alias)

Judas por ladron.

the municipal authorities in these areas of sheltering
the bandits and benefiting fi-om, or

even directing,

their activity.'^

A few of the
The

banditry.

settlements of the district gained a reputation far and wide for their

village

of Sacualpa (now San Jose Acatempa), located one kilometer off the

Camino Real about halfway between
notorious of these. The aldeas that
sides

of the highway as

it

Cuajinicuilapa and Jutiapa,

made up

relatively

low

far the

most

the settlement were scattered along both

passed through this

cover for highwaymen. The

was by

hilly,

level

wooded

area that provided perfect

of agricultural productivity

in this cool,

dry mountainous area-it certainly compares unfavorably with the warmer, wetter climate

of Santa Rosa-may have augmented
example, "towns
to Sacualpa or

had Sacualpa

in

its

in

their

numbers. Allusions

which innocent people are hard to

find,"'"'

in the

documents

to, for

are slightly veiled references

perceived partner-in-crime, Jalpatagua. David McCreery could have

mind when he characterized the Oriente

as "a land of small, hard-scrabble

ladino farms and valles interspersed with a few surviving Indian communities and large

but... not

very productive haciendas."'* Given the rocky

the cool climate, agricultural

An incident

fi'om

economy of banditry.

AGCA,

C.

1, leg.

life in this

1817

terrain, the scarcity

of water and

area must indeed have been a hard scrabble.

will serve to

introduce

In July of that year, Petrona

some of the common

Monroy

features of the

reported to the authorities in

172, ex.4556, (1834): re poner bajo regimen militar a los pueblos de

Sacualpa y Jalpatagua por los muchos robos.
''

AGCA,

'*

McCreery, Rural Guatemala, 1760-1940 (Stanford,

B. 11 9.2, leg.2521, ex.56962.

1994), p.44.

Calif: Stanford University Press,

Sacualpa that as she was travelUng through
the area on her

had accosted her and stolen 60 pesos

in

cash

in

way

to the capital, five robbers

addition to "rosaries and clothing

belonging to her and her family,"
altogether totalling more than 100 pesos.
She

charged that

all

the help she got from local official
Olayo Corleto

guesswork as to who the perpetrators might be
and a promise
their houses.

When

she appealed to Judge Jose Maria

to his superiors that for

some time

was some educated

that he

would check out

Ruano he responded by reportmg

there had been a group of six well-armed
bandits

operating in the area. All his efforts to bring them
to justice had

because they were "serious criminals

who

come to

naught, he said,

ha[d] resisted arrest," and the citizemy of the

surrounding areas was unwilling to lend a hand.
Castillo, Felipe Cervantes,

later

He

idemified the suspects: Antonio

Manuel Jose Garcia, Florencio Garcia, Gregorio Colocho, and

another whose name he did not know.

The attorney

general in the capital promised

Ruano

that the authorities

of all the

surrounding territories would be notified of the problem and,
foreshadowing the next
century's concern for

human

bandits "by force if they

rights,

resist,

he ordered

who

assist

Shortly after the

official

him

will

Monroy

may be

criminals, because in

AGCA,

A.1,

leg.

much

less

whatever happens the

have to answer for the consequences...."'^

robbery, Jose Vicente de Aragon, the highest judicial

of Escuintla and thus the person ultimately responsible

Sacualpa, reported that the area

19

the towns of the region to capture the

but without causing them unnecessary harm,

disrespecting their lives, although they

judge and those

all

for the administration

was plagued by a band of seven robbers who were

5448, ex.46697.
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of

fugitives

from jail. Some of the names he gave
corresponded exactly with those given by

Ruano of Sacualpa;

others were similar.

Appealing for help

in

dealing with this tough

problem, he went on to say.

As

it

happens, these are not the only robbers

valley
rest

who

are

employed

There are others

in that

in stealing cattle

and other animals, and all the
of the neighborhood, even those who are the
mayors, are buying [any

animals] they bring although they know where
they come from, because
they get them for a very low price, and thus
they are all robbers.

Of all

the functionaries on the local scene, only
Judge

these activities, according to Aragon,

who

Ruano was

not compromised by

stressed the implications of the involvement of

the ftjnctionaries of Sacualpa and Jalpatagua:
"...since they are thus complicit with the

robbers

in

suspects

these crimes, they reftise to lend their support to the
efforts to capture these

when

there

is

an accusation or a complaint," even warning the robbers and
thus

undermining judicial efforts to control the
Sacualpa had such a
aldeas, Sacualpilla or the

situation.^"

terrible reputation that in

Lower

Valley, gave vent to considerable spleen in

avoid being relocated to the main

village, the

Upper

had the 25 families necessary for recognition, and
obligations to Church and State

directed at groups

Real, and they

who were

named

1800 the population of one of its

that the aldea

The claimants pointed out

living unproductively

several aldeas which

They argued

Valley.

^"

insufficient

AGCA,

A.

1,

water

leg.

in the

5433, ex.46499.
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for

had always lived up to

its

was

{mfructuosamente) on the Camino

were known

Upper Valley even

battle to

that their aldea

that the relocation

to cause problems for the public

and to shelter outlaws {malhados). The people of this aldea,

was

its

its

Sacualpilla, argued that there

current residents: "Those

who

don't

get up early, don't get any water
and several arguments {pleitos) and
fractured heads

{roluras de caheza) have resulted,"
they stated

They claimed

that the population

of

Sacualpilla lived in peace and harmony,
without stealing each other's tools or
animals

they should happen to be

drunkenness or scandal,

left

"We

outside the house overnight.
live in

visit

the aldea plagued by

contentment, peace and tranquility with our
wives and

children," they wrote. Finally, they
invited

suggestion that led to a

Nor was

if

government inspection of their settlement, a

by the head justice of Escuintia, Francisco
Solivera,

who

heard several witnesses on the matter. All
the witnesses agreed on the central points:
they

knew of no

robberies

in

the aldea, nor any hidden distilleries,

robbers or cohabiting couples, "but rather

employed

in

down from

sowing

their cornfields,

everyone

and tending

less

peace and

lives in

their cattle,

the upper valley to plant in this area since there

much

with

is

any sheltering of
tranquility,

many people coming

available land...

addition, they stated that the residents had always
given whatever service

Crown and Church on
from Sacualpa, and

that there

from the settlement's
In his report

plentiful

He

public

works or
were

at

in

"

was required by

cofradias since only a ravine divided Sacualpilla

most four or

five

people living there

who were

of May 1800, Solivera observed

and readily available

in

that the

water was certainly more

the lower valley and that the houses

were clean and

was swampy and

lower valley had a good house, enough animals "to maintain

one of the bare

essentials

of life

120

life,"

neat.

unhealthy,

the reason that the population of that settlement had not grown, while everyone

(corntield),

not

original families.

also noted that the only land available in the upper valley

milpa

In

in

the

and the indispensable

since, as Solivera observed, "food

is

scarce

in this area."

Solivera expressed concern about the
difficulty of blending the

population of the lower valley with that
of Sacualpa given the inferior land to be
assigned
to those from Sacualpilla and the
scarcity of water in the upper valley

In closing, Solivera

expressed the opinion that the government
stood to lose more through the relocation

program than

it

could possibly gain because there was no
good reason for

excellent reason against

if

it.

The

residents of the aldea had resolved to

it

move

and one
to other areas

they were forced to relocate, and this would
have a negative effect on the real servicio

(royal service) and the public good, he wrote,
because they

would take with them the

animals which enabled them to conduct gangs
of laborers or groups of prisoners, thereby
depriving the government of this service

on July

4, 1800, iht fiscal

It

may seem

that

I

decided the people of Salculpilla could stay where
they were.^'

have devoted an inordinate amount of attention to

rather insignificant document, but

it

was already occupied

land

their yields

came down

water and good

land.

in

the village of Sacualpa. water

Residents of the Upper Valley

The aldea seems

The main

settlement,

geographic advantage except

AGCA,

A.

1,

one

was scarce and

who wanted

to increase

to Sacualpilla, the lower valley, to take advantage of
available

to

have earned an honorable reputation for

fulfilling its duties to the central authorities

cohabitation.

this

offers a rare and probably quite accurate picture of

the inauspicious agricultural conditions

good

Solivera's recommendation carried the day
and

its

and refusing to shelter outlaws or permit

on the other hand, located

in

an area that boasted no

proximity to the Camino Real, chose to focus

leg.6049, ex.53426.
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its

economy on

that single blessing, eventually bringing

down on

its

head the

ire

of the

exasperated Galvez government in the 1830s.

There are various indications
officially

that banditry

was a normal and accepted

activity,

proscribed perhaps, but nothing out of the ordinary. Clearly, people from

various socio-economic levels were involved. The capitalinos' suspicion that local mayors

and other

were deeply compromised seems

officials

to have been well-founded.

In one

curious case from the mid- 1820s, two mayors of Sacualpa accused their counterparts in
Jutiapa of sheltering

Cuajinicuilapa and

two horse

Los

thieves

Esclavos.^^

who had

stolen several mules and horses

Even the petty nature of many of the

involving a single animal and resting on "evidence" that

by association, lends a

certain

humdrum

The judicial proceedings
from those

quality to the

was

whole

that characterize western jurisprudence today,

guilt

and for

was

some

rumor or simply

guilt

business.

documentation

that generated this

degree of explication. The method of establishing

largely

cases,

from

the

differ substantially

this

same

reason merit a

as that

employed

in

determining the boundaries of a hacienda or ascertaining a man's reputation: la voz

publica (public voice), the opinion of respected community members. If there were
actual witnesses, either to the crime or to the attempt to liquidate the ill-gotten gains, they

would of course be
in their absence.

heard,

if not,

however,

it

was common

The usual method of assertaining

take the testimony of three local

guilt or

men of recognized

practice for a

innocence

credibility, a

trial

in this

process

to proceed

period

known

was

as

informaciones, basically an investigation into the accused's reputation and means of

22

AGCA,

B90.1,

leg.

1254, ex.30649.

»\
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to

support

In rTUKlcrn

day western junsprudcncc

th.s

kmd

ol tnal

by liearsay would be

completely unacceptable, of course. The
potential for collusion among a few
of the

town's cUi/ens

who

m.ght, for instance, be part of a particular
political tendency, or have

a grudge against one of their fellow citizens,

common man of the

Oriente

obvious

is

In the culture

of the iadino

the early nineteenth century, however,
everything

in

depended on earning and maintaining a reputation
as a consistent worker, associating w. th
other

"homhresck

hicn,"

prevailing assumption

te dire

(good men) and obtaining the protection of a/^a/rw/

was

quicn cres (Tell

me

one was what one^s

that

with

whom

friends

you associate and

were Ihme con qnien anJas,
y

Til tell

you who you are

The cornerstone of the judicial system, then, was la
voz puh/ica,
hearsay

While our present-day system attempts, even

individuals from persecution by indilferent,
or in

Spanish colonial system concerned
especially the

members of the

lead to convictions based not

on

his reputation,

In spite

impression that

on

his "character" as defined

worked

no surprise however

won

In

built into this

as well as any other and

to protect

cases even hostile, majorities, the

the lights of groups,

in

a particular robbery, but rather

system, one gets the distinct

maybe

better than

of the system

at

some

It

comes

as

the local level entrapped

.some cases, although there might be no indication that the

his case, the

instance, a resident

fails,

a word:

by those above him on the social ladder.

that vindictive applications

some innocent people
complainant

abuse

otlen

in

).

This approach could, and frequently did,

on a man's participation

for

it

more with protecting

propertied class

of the potential

it

itself

some

if

The

countercharges seem quite plausible,

of Santa Catarina Pinula sentenced
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to

two years

Pedro Dionisio,

at

for

hard labor, wrote to

the

Comandante General

to say he had completed eight

with good behavior and that the
warden could

pardoned

since, he said, "I

was charged

for

me of the

theft

aforementioned wife."

No

imprisonment.

the Santo

in

He

testify to that fact

prison

asked to be

my

wife,

and smce

I

am

of an ox, which [case] he won, thereby
keeping

He

Tomas

no more reason than the concuhmato
(sexual

relationship) which Francisco Arnvillaga
had with

accused

months

a poor man, he

my

stated that his elderly parents had
suffered the costs of his

response or other action

is

indicated in the document, but certainly
the

structure of the justice system allowed
for this type of abuse of the
social "betters."" In another case

Ygnacio Hernandez sought

his

common man

by

freedom claiming

his

that

the bandits held a grudge against him
because of his loyalty to the hacendado of Quesada.
It

was

his

he stated,

cooperation with the authorities that had invoked
the revenge of local thieves,

who had

first

come

to his house intending to

kill

him, and later denounced him

to the authorities as a robber

Another case

Ruano of Las

in

which the accused attempted to justify himself is

Casillas near Santa Rosa.

Ruano defended

his

Identifying himself as

"more or

Thus the economy of banditry

that characterized several

two major highways between Guatemala and San Salvador

" AGCA,

B90.

less a lahraJor,"

1, leg.

1267, ex.30834,

letter

his loss."

of the settlements along

consisted of two distinct

of Pedro Dionisio.

AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

1267, ex.30834, letter of Ygnacio Hernandez.

" AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

1267, ex.30848.

^*

of Lucas

robbery of a mule from the mayor's son, stating that
the mayor had

taken Ruano's shotgun and that he was only attempting
to recover

the

that
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types: petty thievery

by those who preyed on

professional, even inter-state,

their neighbors or

highwaymen who operated

The Santa Roseno discussed above, Pablo
Donis, was

in

on nearby haciendas, and

gangs of half a dozen or

representative of the

first

so.

group,

although his robbery of the hacienda
Sapotitlan must be considered grand
larceny, given
the amount of silver involved.

Gamblers and ne'er-do-wells, Pablo and

advantage of any chance opportunity that
came
other hand, set their sights a

much

bit higher.

their way.^^

Although fewer

in

greater threat to Liberal hopes of placing the
state's

Chapter Five, was Manuel Ygnacio Gonzalez

business.^^

and when

who

According to witnesses, Gonzalez owned

his children

professionals,

economy on
will

were unaccustomed

on the

brought

a solid footing.

make another appearance

his

sons into the family

real estate, cattle, horses

were marched off to jail, Gonzalez pleaded

his daughters, stating that they

took

number, they constituted a

One of the most famous of these highwaymen, and one
who
in

The

his ilk

in

and mules,

vain for the release of

to any kind of hardship, having been

raised "delicately."^*

Some
fi-om real live

writers, generally those at a comfortable distance in
both time

highwaymen, have succumbed to a

and space

certain temptation to romanticize these

Most of the 45 cases in B90. 1 leg. 1267 ex.30834 are examples of petty thievery.
Among many additional examples, see B90.1 ex.30086 leg. 1236 concerning stolen
2'

AGCA,

B.89.2,

28

AGCA,

B.

leg.

oxen.

1228, ex. 29728, ajailbreak by Gonzalez and his two sons.

19.2, leg.2521, ex.56962.

There are plenty of examples of cattle theft on
a large scale, e.g. Sig.A. leg. 186 ex.3728: a hacienda worker and his accomplices, some
from the Oriente, charged with rustling 60 or 70 head. AGCA documents A. 1, leg. 5421,
ex.46238; A.l, leg.5434, ex.46539; and A.l, leg.5450, ex.46743, concern one'ciaro
1

Pineda and two associates,

all

of Sacualpa, charged with "various robberies."
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fellows.

has

left

Francisco Vidaurre, the owner of
Quesada, a large hacienda abutting Sacualpa,

us a chilling reminder that

some of these

people, far from the dashing Robin

bandits

Hoods we might

were indeed very disagreeable

prefer to cast in that role.

Writing to

Carlos Salazar, Francisco Vidaurre
mentioned the "very famous malhechores of
Sacualpa

and Jutiapa," and continued as follows
concerning one Jesus Corleto:
This

man

enjoys an ancient and widespread reputation
as a robber and a
notonous one, who knows how to make others
just like him out of his sons
at a tender age. Moreover, he is a
man who is immoral in the extreme as
the case instituted against him in the Second
Constitutional Court

demonstrates: [he

is

charged with] incest and statutory rape of his

own

daughter.

Vidaurre went on to point out that Corleto had
already spent considerable time

one robbery, maintaining himself while incarcerated on
his release

his illgotten gains,

that

upon

he had run to Coatepeque and had recently returned
to Sacualpa loaded with

goods. Vidaurre wondered

how

it

was

that this

known

criminal remained at large.

Actually, Vidaurre's mention of Corieto and his family
of bandits

the main purpose of his letter which

and worked

at

Quesada

for

many

was

years.

to clear the

This letter

patronage system fundamental to social relations

defended

and

in jail for

his reputation

in

name of an

is

old

was

peripheral to

man who had

lived

only one of many that highlight the

the Oriente.

Frequently the accused

by stating that he was working on a hacienda and had the support

of the hacendado, sometimes providing a

letter to

prove

it.

Vidaurre also figured

in

the

case of Ygnacio Hernandez discussed above, Hernandez stated that the hacendado
of

Quesada would vouch

AGCA,

for his character.

B., leg. 2520, ex.56958.

Frequently a

man would be

Letter from Quesada, 1835.
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released into the care

of an upstanding member of society
who was made responsible
his actions, as

to

go

to

work

happened
in

in the

case of Lucas

the capital for Vicente

for his

whereabouts and

Ruano (above) who escaped jail by agreeing

Corado

In different

ways,

all

concerned: the

accused, the authorities, and the hacendados,
relied on the patron-client
system for
certification

common man's

of the

In addition to the

bandits, there are

some

character and as a

means of social

echoes of the patronage system that resound

hints

of the repercussions on family

impact of family dynamics and roles on these
proceedings.

of wives

in petitioning

life,

Many

it

not

is

uncommon

in

the trials of these

and vice versa,

the

i.e

One of these concerns

the government on behalf of their husbands.

innocence come from male prisoners,
husband's freedom.

control.

the role

While many pleas of

to find a wife soliciting her

wives bemoaned the hard times on which they and

their

children had fallen after losing the husband's
labor, reminding us that for the marginal
families

There

of the area dependence on the two-parent family was an
economic necessity

are,

however, some interesting cases from higher socio-economic

levels.

Bonifacia

Martinez of Sacualpa, for example, complained that her
husband, Juan Pineda, had been
falsely

accused of killing a neighbor

husband had been made the

fall

in

of the

Castillo has

com

fact that

I

of the

was not involved

in the fields, all

ft-om their uncle Sirilo Martinez.

prohibited by article

even

if

my

financial

1

consequences for

at all,

embargoed my three houses with

and livestock

While Martinez claimed her

guy, the bulk of the letter does not address the question of

his guilt or innocence, but rather that

In spite

a drunken brawl.

all

her:

Juez Comisionado Ricardo
the

goods

of which constitute

inside

gifts to

my

This embargo or confiscation

and the
sons

is

83 of the founding charter [Carta fundamentaf] and

husband were guilty

this

would be an undeserved punishment.
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Martinez also claur.ed

that the nu.nnc,

detnrnental to her interests and

if

m

wh.ch these assets were being
managed was very

the sit..ation continued she

would be ru.ned

She asked

the authorities to return her
property to her conlrol.^^

As

way The
families

Martirie/. indicated here,
fa.nilies functioned as a unit

and were perceived

that

twin concepts of collective guilt
and guilt by association went unquestioned,
the

of bandits were assumed to be benefitting
from banditry, and people

sheltered bandits

made themselves outlaws by

that act

As we

shall

see

in

who

Chapter Five,

the children of the notorious bandits
of Sacualpa and Jalpatagua marched off to
Livingst
>ton
just the

same

as if they had been robbers themselves

consider peripheral to the
their lives,

economy of banditry

and the justice system showed them

In short, participants that

we

might

ollen paid a steep price for the outlaws

little

in

mercy.

Conclusion
This brief review

the

economy of the

of a few documents has helped to reconstruct

District

artisans, mainly

general

way

of Mita on the eve of the rebellion of 1837.
Production was

overwhelmingly agricultural and based primarily on

few

in a

weavers and

cattle

tailors, struggling to

and sugar cane,

eke out a

living

f here

were a

by clothing these

poverty-stricken agricultural workers, although most of their work
was probably done for
the rural

their

elite.

There were a

significant

number of haciendas, some

directly supervised by

owners and some supervised by representatives of absentee owners, producing

primarily unrefined sugar, maize and cattle destined for the Guatemala
market.

AGCA,

B.90.

1,

leg.

The

1267, ex.30834 Letter of Bonifacia Martinez, August, 1836.
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labor

force for these haciendas

throughout the

The

notarial

who were

slaves

production

making a
These

district,

in

will

came from many

and

this labor force

was responsible

documents of Santa Catarina Mita

for

the area.

own

its

provisioning.

indicate that while there

either Africans or their descendants,
slavery

was not

were some

the primary

mode of

Nearly 25 percent of those with sutlkient
property to warrant

were h,jos naturales and two of them had

notarial records also

of sale.

small and medium-sized settlements
scattered

In addition, they

make

it

clear that

illegitimate children

of their own.

peons went along with the hacienda

add to evidence from the census and the property

establishes the primacy of the patron-client
system in organizing social and

list

at

time

that

economic

relations.

These
and

tools,

and

wills

that

members of the

and inventories show

that wealth

was measured

most people had small houses and few

rural elite

primarily

luxuries, although

in

animals

some

had accumulated impressive amounts of personal property.

This record also cleaHy establishes a wife's ongoing claim
to the value of the property she

had brought to her marriage, the property of husband and wife
was not blended into a
single set

of assets. The practice of partible inheritance emerges

clearly in these wills and

inventories, along with a high level of social acceptance of
a parent's legal obligation to
will his

properly to his legitimate children

Church

for

masses to be said

for

The coinmci cial

all

the testators

left

something to the

them

In regard to the clandestine

to the area.

Nearly

economy, the record shows

that banditry

was endemic

corridors that ran from the city of Guatemala to the capital of

the republic in San Salvador had long been plagued by
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highwaymen

Local hacendados

led a risky existence, maintaining
at best a precarious hold

on

but most of them had learned to live with
the situation and

many were probably

from

it,

just as the capitalino authorities
suspected.

It

their

was when

the best economic interests of the
republic, as they saw

them-

goods and

their lives,

benefitting

the Liberals-operating in

set

out to terminate this

hoary tradition that they unwittingly
summoned the forces that would soon bring
to a close.
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their era

CHAPTER III

AN UNTIDY LIFE
One

hot afternoon

Magdaleno Hernandez, a
hours

later,

in

1819,

in

the village of Masagua, south of
Escuintia,

"creole" aged 20,

where he died

shortly thereafter.

Archila, a "pardo" or "mulato" aged
15, the

two

to the particulars.

girlfriends,

Magdaleno,

which

others-and

throw her

fill

in

hit

It

seems

went down to the

who was on

jug with water,
for that,

river for a

clutching his intestines to his belly, he
staggered back to the

the village mayor,

words

went down to the

my

many

that Petrona

witnesses testified

in

water jug.

When

almost the same

accompanied by

"Want me

to

fill

infiiriated

Magdaleno who began

calling her

names-"whore" among

her in the neck, knocking her down, after which he
tried to grab her and

the river.

Some of the

witnesses testified that after Magdaleno had offered to

is

that Petrona's brother Carlos,

rushed out of the water to defend her, grabbed

his

stomach.

One

is

here," and that

better looking than your face."^ In any

witnesses agreed on the events that followed: that Magdaleno

and attacked Magdaleno, cutting open

hit

Petrona and

who had been swimming

his

in the

machete which was lying nearby

Magdaleno managed

to get to his

witness took pains to explain that Petrona was referring to "the hidden part [la
parte ocuita]"
'

your

love?" Petrona answered that her mother had
not sent her to the river

knocked her down, and
river,

uncle,

the girls arrived,

the bank, apparently called out to Petrona,

Petrona had responded, "What I've got here
all

home of his

12,

Petrona's jug with water, he added, "...your handsome beau
(galdn)

case,

A few

In the homicide case against Carlos

Dorotea Archila, aged

river with her

swim.
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uncle's house, but died three hours

Carlos testified

later.

in his

defense that he never had

any intention of killing Magdaleno,
but he became enraged when he
saw the man beating
his little sister,

and he only acted to protect

her.

Citing the senousness of the

cnme and

the death of the victim, the court
sentenced Carlos to six years at hard
labor on the public

works projects on the Motagua

river, a virtual

death sentence

in that

unhealthy

enviromnent. Carlos's mother entered a
plea for reduction of the sentence,
stating that she

was an

invalid

and single mother with just these two

contribution to the family

economy would

cast her

There are a variety of interesting elements

children.

sister, labelled

loss

of Carlos's

and Petrona into extreme poverty.^

in the case,

possible class difference between the victim,
a "criollo" and

and the brother and

The

not the least of which

nephew of the

village

is

the

mayor,

"pardo" or "mulatto," children of a single mother.

Also, Carlos's rash act might have been viewed
with

some

leniency today, given the clear

lack of premeditation and the likelihood that
his self-concept as older brother and

man of

the house required a strong defense of his
sister's honor. For our purposes, however,
the

most

instructive aspects

blamed Petrona

of the case

lie in

the area of gender relations.

for the incident, calling her flirtatious remarks to

Several witnesses

Magdaleno "harsh" or

"annoying" (una chacota mui pesada). Descriptions of the
incident by functionaries of the
court say she responded to a sincere offer of help with offensive
insults (palabras
injuriosasj, even as they breezily overiook evidence that he
called her a whore.

a

bit surprising that

a

giri

so

young would be prepared

with a twenty-year-old man, but Petrona's

'

AGCA,

life

to

engage

probably differed

in this kind

in several

It

seems

of repartee

ways from

that

A.1.15, leg.5434, ex.46522, (1819): Contra Carlos Archila por homicidio en

Magdaleno Hernandez
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of many twelve-year-old

girls today.

For one

unusual for a fourteen-year-old
to be a
this

thtng, ,n her society

mamed woman-indeed.

case was a casada of fourteen-so
a twelve-year-old

of flirtation. For another,

in

a culture

in

tongue

at

one of the witnesses

some

girl

women

will

had certainly reached the age

was considered

perfectly acceptable and no

might be well-advised to cultivate a sharp

explore gender relations and affective

life in this

I

would not venture

rural areas differed

from

their counterparts in the city.

common

people of

Although the authonties

in the city

a better chance than their equivalent in the
countryside of controlling the

sexual relationships of common people, the
difference here

rebellion

and

to argue that Liberal

morals differed from Conservative morals, or
that the morals of the

may have had

rural culture

differences between the morals of elite
groups in the capital on the one

hand, and the people of Mita on the
other.

economic

in

an early age.

This chapter
suggest

was not especally

which a young man's making suggestive,
poss.bly

even lewd, comments to a twelve-year-old
just cause for her brother's
assault,

girl

it

status, not

of region. The two groups

of 1837 were the Liberals

in the capital

is

primarily one of socio-

that confronted each other in the

and a cross-class

alliance representing

various social positions in the countryside. The purpose
of this chapter

is

to explore the

separate constellations of affective attitudes and sexual
practices that characterized these

two groups and how these

differences

may have

contributed to the process of polarization.

My argument rests chiefly on a comparison of the

sexual behavior of women rather

than men. The Liberals of the capital, like other dominant males

in

western society,

probably practiced a sexual morality that permitted them nearly unlimited access to

women of all

social groups.

Indeed, the prototypical Liberal of the day, Jose Francisco
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Barrundia, fathered a child out of
wedlock, although he legitimized his heir
five years later

by marrying the

child's mother, a circus dancer.^

Barrundia's case

is

The only

surprising aspect of

the fact of his marriage.

The case of the twelve-year-old Petrona,
however, allows us
fi-eewheeling affective

life

of women of the lower

classes, a life in

a glimpse into the

which a

girl just

leavmg

childhood had already developed the ready
wit and the sharp tongue that constitute
the
essential

weapons of self-defense

While similar incidents occurred

in

in

doing unchaperoned battle with lecherous
young men.

urban areas

among occupants of lower

the authorities in

more populated

"disorderly"

as the priests sometimes termed

life,

social groups,

areas were better able to control this "untidy"
or

considerable evidence of this untidy

life

it.

Fortunately for historiography,

has survived, chiefly in the court cases and

dispensations of impediments to marriage that serve
as the documentary sources for this
chapter.

I

have not attempted the quantitative analysis of these
dispensations which would

certainly yield valuable information

on the fi-equency of such elements of the disorderly

as premarital sex, adultery, and cohabitation.

existence of these relationships and

The anecdotes used here simply show

some of the

life

the

sanctions employed against them. While

the records of court cases are both relatively straightforward
and fi-equently consulted, the

dispensations of impediments to marriage granted by the Catholic
Church are a more

obscure source and merit a brief discussion.

Canon law defined various

relations as incestuous

and thus impediments to

marriage within the Church. These obstacles were divided into two categories:

'

David Vela, Barrundia ante el espejo de su tiempo (Guatemala, 1956). Vela

Barrundia,

who was

twenty-four years

58 when

his

son was bom,

earlier.
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may have had

states that

another illegitimate son

imped^entes, those which were eligible
for a diocesan waiver, and dinmentes,
those which

were not waivable. The "impediments"

for

which couples sought dispensation were:

consanguinidad, a blood relationship up
to the fourth generation, afmidad licita,
a
relationship

ilicita,

an

between one of the applicants and the former
spouse of the other, afmidad

illicit

relationship

between one applicant and a

relative

of the other; crimen, a

previous adulterous relationship between
the applicants with a promise of marriage

if

the

current partner(s) di^&^pubUca honestidad
(public honor), having announced the intention

of marrying another; and

finally,

having taken a

vow

of chastity or

religion.

'

Although

the couple's reasons for seeking the dispensation
were recorded not by the applicants

themselves but by the parish

priest, if

read with care the dispensations can

tell

us

much

about sexual practices and the prevalent attitudes
toward them.
Careful examination of these dispensations reveals an
environment of sexuality as
yet relatively free of Euro-Catholic morality with

concept of sex as

sinful unless for

gendered double standard. Cleariy the

priests struggled

reproductive purposes, and

its

valiantly to bring this moral

code to

many

duties,

lives

their parishioners, but given their small

and the conditions of life

challenging to say the very

least.

its

The

in the

Oriente at the time, their mission was

struggle to survive which dominated and shaped the

of the vast majority of the region's population presented the

serious obstacles.

numbers, their

The demands of agricultural

life in

priests with several

the period, coupled with the

complete absence of technological improvements to reduce the work load, produced a
situation in

^

which the survival of every individual depended on finding a partner and

These applications

for dispensations are

Arquidiocesano (AHA), located

in

housed

in

the Archivo Historico

the cathedral in Guatemala City.
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forming a heterosexual
undesireable,

neither a

it

was

man nor

to sustain

life

economic

life.

a

unit, the basis

unthinkable.

woman

of this

Living alone was not only

Moreover, according to the sexual division
of labor

could perform the whole range of
agricultural tasks necessary

without violating social norms. These
facts made
Finding a partner with

step in the construction of an adult

Endogamous marriage

in

whom

to set

women

indispensable to

up housekeeping was the

essential first

life.

the context of the small size of most of
the villages of the

area constitutes another formative factor
selection

society.

in

gender relations

While the

seems to have prevailed, men faced a narrow
range of possible

rule

of male

partners.

In

most

cases any female possessing the most basic
qualifications was deemed an acceptable mate.
In this market, the

law of supply and demand raised a woman's value

to evaluate potential mates

particular

woman

on the

basis

of practical considerations

might make to their economic

lives, i.e.

Men were

forced

like the contribution a

as a property owner, a hard

worker, or a good childbearer, rather than choosing a
mate based on affectional
preference.

economic

While

women may

have been objectified,

this objectification

centered on their

role rather than their sexual role.

What

follows will focus

attached to virginity

in

the

first

on premarital sex and the

young women of Mita. The second

relatively

low value

part explores adultery and

cohabitation, along with the authorities' frustrated attempts to
control these practices.

Fmally,

I

will

consider a few dispensations that provide clues to the sexual mores of the

Liberals and discuss

would

some ways

in

which the sexual morality of the hacendados who

lead the rebellion departed from these standards.
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Premarital Sex

Many

dispensations include statements that
demonstrate the primacy of practical

considerations over female chastity

Asuncion Mita (see
los

Fig.

1

1) in

in

the choice of a mate.

A case in point

comes from

1820, where Gregorio Mexia, 24, a
mulato of the Valle de

Quiebrachos applied for a dispensation to marry
Maria Prudencia Rodriguez, a

mulata of

was

1

8.

Gregorio was an hijo natural and

also dead.

his

mother was dead. Maria's mother

In the application the priest
explained Gregorio's reasons for wanting
to

marry Maria Prudencia:
himself alone and having his fields intermingled
[mancomunados] with the land of his intended's father;
the
...finding

of finding another woman in the area to many
due to
widespread knowledge of the illicit relationship he
has had with his
mtended for some time up to the present date at
which time he
hopes to be able to clear his conscience by marrying
her, as well as
to avoid the fatal consequences which
may come upon him if her
difficulty

father finds out about the

illicit

Maria Prudencia also emphasized
...her

consent to the

that she might

illicit

marry him

relationship he has with her...

practical considerations in her statement:

relationship
at

some

was not based on

point, but rather

the hope

on her youth and

the fact of their proximity, living in the same house.
This proximity
made her give in to human weakness and they have continued in
this sorry state until the present time when
her suitor, in spite of the
fact that

her,

he does not

and since

owe

her her virginity, has promised to marry

this is the best

opportunity to marry without the
unfortunate consequences she could expect from another for having
lost her original state

of virginity

adding that she finds herself
subject to the demanding and loathsome control of her
stepmother

who, as

.

.

.

legitimate wife of her father, has custody of her, and the

appointments of her house being very sparse since her father's
poverty is well known. In acquiring this suitor for her husband she
will at least have the satisfaction of getting a good man and
a hard
worker with whom she will be somewhat better off.^

AHA,

Expedientes Matrimoniales T2-131, Asuncion Mita, April 1820, MexiaRodriguez.
'
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Fig. 11.
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Here the young woman mentioned her
a factor

another

in

her decision to marry.

offer.

The

loss

loss

of virginity to someone other than
her suitor as

She made

it

clear that she could not be sure
of getting

of her estado natural (natural

state)

made

her a less attractive

choice, she acknowledged, but clearly
the practical considerations mentioned,
especially

the fact that Gregorio's lands were
joined with those of her father, took
precedence over

an ideological factor

like her virginity or lack

of it.

There are a great number of cases that
underscore the
female chastity as an important commodity

everyone except the
in

priests.

the application, but

In

Gualan

who seems

a dispensation in order to marry

in

in the

marriage market,

1827, Juan Jose Leon,

to have been a

Manuela Rivera,

...given that

he

why he wanted

knew about

value attached to

slight, that

whose age

grown man with some
24.

It

to marry such a

these impediments.

is

is,

to

not given

resources, sought

was Juan Jose who brought up

the subject of Manuela's sexual relations with
his brother and

caused the priest to ask

slight

two of his

cousins,

which

woman,

He

answered, in order to
avoid the danger of [sexual] incontinence in which
he found himself, living
outside of the village and thus in no fear of the
authorities, and there not
being any other woman to his taste and all the others
of the area being his
relatives

When asked

have prompted him to

settle

on

her.

her reasons for agreeing to marry Juan Jose, Manuela
said, "...finding herself

orphaned, poor, going fi-om one house to another forever
pursued by men;

meet her needs and escape these dangers

it

in

order to

seemed a good idea to enter the married

state

with said Juan Jose Leon." Manuela's feelings were obviously not the
issue, the suitor

needed a wife and

his intended

was poor and homeless. Her previous sex

out marriage.^

^

AHA,

T2-142, Gualan, February 1827, Leon- Rivera.
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life

did not rule

Another case of a young man who refused
to be swayed by
previous adventures came up in
1827, this time
applied to

priest

was

many two

in

his girlfriend's

Mataquescuintla. The couple had

years before, but the ceremony had
not been performed because the

leaving the parish.

When

the marriage

suddenly became necessary. The application

was about

to take place, a dispensation

states:

There was a denunciation that the girl, after
having had the marriage
mterview, had had illicit relations with a first
cousin of her suitor and
suspendmg the wedding I called the girl before
me and under

after

religious oath

she confessed that the accusation was true,
but that there was no

commitment.

The

priest added:

have carried out with the greatest discretion,
since it has still not
come out, and is therefore icnown only to the person who
accused the girl,
her father, and the suitor who nevertheless
insists on going ahead with the
marriage/
All this

The

I

struggle to establish an economically viable

intangible asset like virginity.

In

Gualan

in

1836,

first

life

weighed more heavily than an

cousins Dorotea Ypina and Diego

Arellano applied for dispensation of their consanguinidad
and the priest adduced the

circumstances of Dorotea's father: "The intended's father
family of young giris with no male to look after his

daughter, and for this reason the

giri

living in a different

elderiy and

interests,

seeks the dispensation.

of Zacapa expressed the motives of Juana Chacon,

and

own

is

much

In

1

in

Rio Hondo, of which she

^

AHA,

T2-142, Mataquescuintla, February 1827, Aguirre-Avila.

*

AHA,

T3-106, Gualan, August 1836, Arellano- Ypina.
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less

is

those of his

827, the parish priest

16, in these terms: "she

house because her father just about neglects

and related to pretty much everybody

burdened with a

is

her, she

motheriess

is

very poor

a native and

resident."^

Another example

for wanting to marry Jose

...she is

very

of Maria Josefa Melgar,

that

14,

of Tocoy. Her reasons

Comelio Abelar, 22, were

much

carrymg on an

is

in

illicit

love with her suitor and they have
been

relationship for about three months;
she finds

herself homeless because although
she has a mother, the mother got
mamed and her stepfather doesn't get along with her and
makes
her live away from home, for which
reasons she requests the
dispensation.'"

Her
left

suitor faced a similar situation, his father

alone "without anyone to care for him."

who

sought to marry

in

was dead,

As

this

his

mother

case shows,

it

ill,

and he feared being

was not only women

order to secure a living situation. In 1836,
Martin Miguel

Corleto, 23, of Sacualpa (currently San Jose
Acatempa), sought permission to

Juana Maria

Castillo, 17, with

whom

Although the couple acknowledged
pregnancy, Martin had his

own

in;

now

consanguinidad

in

that their interest in marriage

reasons.

himself orphaned since his father

of his aunts took him

he was linked

left

in

the fourth degree.

stemmed from Juana's

His priest included the comment,

the country for El Salvador

she has died and he

is left

without

many

"...he also finds

some years ago and one

this protection,

abandoned and poverty striken.""
While the vast majority of cases indicate that female chastity was
not a highly
valued commodity, there are a few exceptions to the
Peralta, a

^

AHA,

widow of Amatitlan,

rule.

expressed fear for her

In

life if

Tomas

T2-142, Zacapa, February 1827, Terrasa-Chacon. In

mothers were

first

cousins

whose parents

prevalence of intra-familiar unions

in

in turn

were

first

the area.

AHA,

T3-1

"

AHA,

T3-106, Sacualpa, December 1836, Corieto-Castillo.

Tocoy, January 1831, Abelar-Melgar.
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Herrera,

who had

this case the couple's

cousins, an indication of the

^°

14,

one example, Catarina

courted her for years, discovered that
she had once been involved with

his brother,

although this brother was long dead.
She even attempted to solve the problem
by running

away, as her testimony reveals:
having seen that

it

was not

possible to marry him because she

knows they have an impediment, she had run away
from

this

town

with the goal of excusing herself from
this marriage. on account of
havmg had sex with her suitor's brother, now dead;
.

.

that this

relationship

is

secret and her suitor doesn't

know

it

and she has

always feared for her life if she told him about
it, especially now
that he is resolved to marry her; that
if she did not marry, both her
soul and her honor were in danger, and
that her daughter who is at
the dangerous age would perish along with
her.^^
Since Catarina

was not

suitor's concern,

and

a virgin, having been married before, that
obviously

we know

was not her

nothing of his relationship with his deceased brother.

Perhaps Tomas's anticipated rage upon learning
the truth of Catarina's relations with
brother

was motivated more by

the relationship between the

his

two brothers than by any

concern for the moral code of his bride-to-be.

Another case
importance

priest

gave

is

that

this

that can be considered

an exception to the rule of virginity's

of Manuel Orellana and Brigida Orellana of Guastatoya

slight

(Sansaria).

The

version of the applicants' situation;

parents of the bride-to-be are advanced in age, and in addition
burdened with family; wishing to marry off" this daughter with the only
suitor that has appeared, the father of the aforementioned
bride-to-be fears
...the

with good reason that

once

this is lost his

if

she doesn't marry him she

daughter

will

may

lose her

honor and

remain unmarried.

Notwithstanding these few exceptions, the overwhelming body of these
dispensations shows that the Euro-Catholic value system with

its

differing standards

AHA,

T3-1

AHA,

T3-106, Guastatoya (Sansaria), April 1836, Orellana-Orellana.

13, Amatitan,

September 1831, Herrera-Peralta.
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of

sexual behavior for the

over

this population,

two

sexes, had not yet completely
extended

to this Rile of the slight importance
of a

and

on the

fidelity in

side

other.

little

on

influence

While there are certainly some exceptions

woman's personal

sexual histoiy, the weight

of practical rather than ideological
considerations. Not

woman were

a

moral authority

and that the sexual double standard
therefore had

men's and women's expectations of each

definitely

its

is

that chastity

not desireable, but material considerations
took precedence.

Adultery
If this evidence suggests that
premarital sex

future mates of both sexes,

was

what of fidelity

was both common and acceptable

after marriage^

In the course

of doing

to

this

research,

I

appear

court cases, especially during the late colonial
period before the disruptions that

in

struck by the fi-equency with which the charge
of adultery seemed to

accompanied independence wreaked havoc on the judicial
system. Adultery
fairiy fi-equently in the

dispensations of impediments to marriage. Furthermore,
the

documentation bears out the
female partner

in

also arises

common

understanding of adultery as a transgression by the

a marriage.

These cases, emerging

either out

of the judicial process or out of applications

to

marry, provide valuable information on the sexual behavior
of married women, and the

evidence suggests a surprising degree of female control over
sexuality.

women
reason.

exercised

While

in

some choice

in their

It

seems

that

sex partners, often not for any apparent economic

some cases women may have engaged

in

adulterous relationships almost

as a form of insurance in the event of the death of their husbands, others

seem not

had any hidden motive, but simply to have acted on an

is

that adultery necessarily led to separation

attraction.

There

no evidence

of the couple or couples involved.
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to have

We do

not.

of course, know
but

how

conjugal relations suffered as a result
of the adultery of a partner,

does not seem to have terminated the
marriage. Women's

it

production and reproduction of life seems
to have given them a
their

own

lives

by reducing somewhat

addition, while Catholic marriage

one

life

was very much

was

in question.

their husbands' control

little

more power over

over their

activities.

certainly a lifetime proposition, the
length

Abbreviated

Who knew when the

fragility to the contract.

essential role in the

life

In

of any

spans contributed an element of

next epidemic, war, drought, labor draft, or

pregnancy would lead to the death of the partner,
thus clearing the path for marrying one's
lover?

In addition to shedding light

enormously valuable
these areas, and

is

detail

on adultery

itself,

on the nature of daily

interesting in both

its

typical

life.

many of these

One

case that stands out

and atypical aspects,

Manuel Mendizabal by Juan Francisco Pineda of Sacualpa

against

cases yield

is

in

both

the one brought

in the 1790s.

Manuel

and Pineda's wife Petrona Rustrian apparently maintained
a relationship over some years,
in spite

which

of several

fell

arrests.

During one of his sojourns

into her husband's hands

in jail,

Manuel

sent Petrona this note

and thus entered the court records as evidence:

Dear jewel of my heart and all my love,
I hope this finds you enjoying perfect

health.

Although enduring

my misfortune in this dismal prison, I remain your negro and faithful to my
little cutie, my soul cherishes you, don't
forget me
Greetings to my fiiend
...

Domingo, and what does he say about those
don't eat together any more, and

3 pesos,

we
send me

because here

can collect them he should
one for my maintenance and with what's left over he can pay whoever
comes to see me. Tell me how you're getting along, and don't stop loving

me. This unhappy

if I

you know that I am here. It's going
slowly, so don't stop doing whatever you can for me with Joseph Crera
letter will let

(sic)....

With

that

[I

bid you] good-bye,

sweetie, good-bye... though

coming back

I

my beloved

negrita,

remain here for 10 years

to you, and take care

of yourself as
144

I

if you

my little

won't lose hope of

were a prisoner

because your negrito is in jail, and with
uncomfortable and it's night.

that,

good-bye, because

1

am

May God bless you many years for my consolation,
your devoted
slave who is begmning to yearn
for you, and wishes to see you
more than
to wnte you. You well know
his name

Dear Jewel of My Heart and All My Love (c. 1791)
{Querida prenda de mi corazony todo mi querer)

Fig. 12.

Various witnesses refer to other notes that Mendizabal
sent to
jail,

indicating that he

Mendizabal was adept

was no
at

stranger to prison

life.

As we

shall see,

received a disproportionate amount of space here,

between the sexes and between the

AGCA,

Al.,

however,

escape and, whether for practical or sentimental reasons,
seems

always to have defied the authorities and returned to
Petrona's

may have

his lover while in

authorities

and the

5441, ex.46613. Causa criminal
Franco. Pineda contra Manuel Mendisabal.
leg.
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pr.

side.

it is

common

Although

rich in detail

this case

on

relations

people.

concubinato que sigue Juan

On September

Juan Francisco Pineda, "espanol," owner
of a mule tram,

14, 1788,

and vecmo of the Valley of Sacualpa,
appeared before the
criminal in tow.

Pineda charged

a 28-year-old mule-driver

his prisoner,

for Pineda, with having

with his wife, Petrona, causing damage to
his "honor,

Pineda

sleeping there as well, to protect

not go to sleep in the

it

testified that

on, and since he had lost a

let

hut in the

the rest.

field,

He

he decided to see

intended to

make

his wife tell

house to

visit

a son

if he

until night "in

would have

it,

happened

alias "Bolillo,"

illicit

relations

household [a su

in his

that

milpa and

one night he did

Hermenegilda, the maid, to warn

home. Although he heard them, he
hide {pellon) fi-om his

could catch the perpetrator of that crime as well as

little

left

on one of his

of God and no respect for the

fear

in

had found out about the relationship once when he
school six leagues

he returned to the house and saw Mendizabal

woods

his

a formal complaint, since every time he

He

who was

at

it

good blanket {chamarra) and

journeys, Mendizabal entered his house "with

Sacrament [of marriage]."

and

he had been working

Mendizabal not to come because her husband was
did not

his person,

fi-om the animals, but

and he overheard

field,

mayor with an escaped

Manuel Trinidad Mendizabal,

who sometimes worked

honrades persona y casaV

local

order to catch them

away

in the

and, having forgotten something,

doorway.

in the act."

He

He

decided to hide

planned to

kill

he ended by tying up Mendizabal and bringing him to the

wanted Mendizabal prosecuted and reminded the

left his

them, but, as

authorities.

authorities that his reputation

stake and that putting Mendizabal at liberty would jeopardize both his

in the

life

and

was

God

He
at

his

marriage.

The mayor, Pineda's
knowledge of the

situation.

brother-in-law,

One

summoned

local people to testify to their

witness, Francisco Xavier de Arana, vecino of Sacualpa
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and a resident of the nearby settlement
of La Caldera,
Francisco

left

home on one of his

trips,

testified that

whenever Juan

Trinidad Mendizabal lived conjugally

[mancJahlemente] with Juan Francisco's
wife Petrona, that she had Mendizabal's
food
delivered to wherever he
Jutiapa.

De Arana

was working, and

that she lent

him her husband's horse

to

go

to

stated that he had once personally
advised Petrona to end her

involvement with Mendizabal so her husband
would not find out, and she had answered
that she

wanted to end

it,

but that Mendizabal persisted.

to Mendizabal, the response

was the same:

that he

Another witness, Francisco Vanegas,
27,
him

de Arana gave

wanted to end the

testified that

this

advice

relationship.

Mendizabal had stayed with

rancho on two occasions, that one time Petrona
herself had asked Vanegas to

at his

invite him,

and

anything about
friend

When

that she sent over his meals both
times.

it

to her husband.

On one

Petrona asked Vanegas not to say

of these occasions Mendizabal asked

that his

Antonio Juarez be allowed to stay over as well and
Juarez ended up staying

for

three days, after which, as Mendizabal admitted
to Vanegas, he had given Juarez a blanket

and some clothing to induce him to

leave.

The next day Juan Francisco discovered

his

loss.

The Pinedas' twenty-year-old maid, Hermenegilda de
Mendizabal always came to stay
journeys.

He

slept in the

house when Juan Francisco was away on one of his

same room with Petrona and they maintained the

husband and wife. She stated

a

in the

Silva, testified that

that

Mendizabal accompanied Petrona to the

relationship of

river

when she

Petronay qe. llapudiera dexar esso con Manuel Trinidad no lo
fuera a saber su marido a lo qe. le respondio dha. Petrona qe. ella lo queria dexar pero
.que el dixo

qe. el

la

era el porfiado,

y el mesmo consego

le

dio a Trinidad y el

queria dexar...."
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le

respondio

qe. lla la

went to wash

his clothes,

and that Petrona had sent her to
warn Mendizabal on occasions

when Juan Francisco was expected home.
While Mendizabal was

in

custody, on October 3, 1788, Mariano
Garcia, vecino of

the Valle of Sacualpa, brought a
case against him for horsestealing.

Several other

men

were involved, one of whom was the same
Juan Antonio Juarez who had once
accompanied Mendizabal to the house of Francisco
Vanegas. The ammals
in the incident

is

that Garcia lost

were a mule worth 60 pesos and a horse worth
50 pesos. Here Mendizabal

referred to as a vecino of the capital;
the other three

Five days

later,

Mendizabal was interrogated

were from Sacualpa.

in jail in Cuajinicuilapa.

Antonio

Juarez's brother Luciano admitted his
involvement and gave information about the other
suspects, including Mendizabal.

He

also

mentioned the blanket that Mendizabal had

stolen from Juan Francisco Pineda to give
to his brother Antonio. Mendizabal, on the

other hand, maintained his innocence.

He

insisted that he did not

charged with horsestealing or the reason for

his arrest.

His age

know

at this

that he

was

time was given as

twenty-five years and, unlike the witnesses, the
suspects and the aggrieved husband Juan

Francisco Pineda, he signed his name.

Another of Mendizabal 's

arrests

came

in April

of 1791, when a mayor, a

councilman, and the village secretary, accompanied by 16 men,
marched on the hut

belonging to Juan Francisco Pineda

Amving

at

1

1

at

La Caldera on

Quesada near Sacualpa.

:00p.m., they caught the lovers practically in the act {quasi delinquiendo),

Mendizabal was discovered naked, hiding

under the

the hacienda

child.

His

pile

in

the bed of Petrona' s son, Eugenio, indeed,

of clothing, however, was found

They were placed under house

arrest until the next
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at the

head of Petrona's bed.

day when they were taken to Sacualpa,

two leagues away, where Mendizabal
soon found himself back
detained

in

March,

while Petrona was

a secure house.

How Mendizabal
late

in jail

1

managed

to gain his

freedom

after this arrest is not clear, but in

792, the authorities, having learned that Mendizabal
could be found

Juan

at

Francisco's house, went there with a
military picket to arrest him. The
mayor went inside

alone where he found Mendizabal
refrained from taking

escandalo) those

in

him prisoner

at that

who accompanied

cahildo the following day

Juan Francisco's room,

He was

moment

in fact in his

bed.

The mayor

so as not to scandalize (por no dar

him, and ordered that Manuel be brought
to the
sent to

jail

and placed under

maximum

security

{mjo

todo seguro) from which he escaped immediately.
Although the local authorities swore
they

made every

effort,

he was not captured

until

June 23,

Mendizabal was once again placed under maximum
about three weeks
neighboring house

later

his

house

This time he was not discovered

his wife

lived the conjugal

more

years,

It

that

security,

life

house of a

local

from which he again escaped

in his

until the 14th

of September, when

house. Juan Francisco charged Mendizabal with "taking

and some furniture." Juan Francisco also stated that he had not

{ha

vivido...

inmahdahlemente) with

his wife

Petrona for four or

due to Mendizabal.

was during March of 792,
1

that the village scribe Vicente

Granados,

testified

one day as he was passing the house of Mayor Josef Pineda, he saw Petrona

with the mayor. Needing a

and asked

widow.

during the night, leaving the grating against the wall
of the

Juan Francisco caught him

from

at the

that she sell

bit

of com, and, knowing

him one real of maize. She

day, and that she had something to

tell

him.

When

149

that she

told

him

to

talking

had some, he called to her

come

to her house the next

he arrived, she asked him to read her a

note,

which he

release

depended on

that this

happened

Mendizabal was

added

He

did.

that,

in

it,"

it

asked that she send 12 pesos "because

his

but that the note was not addressed
or signed. Granados stated

the presence of the maid Hermenegilda,
and during the time that

in jail,

but he would not swear that Mendizabal
had written the note.

perhaps out of gratitude for his having read
her the

some maize and two
it

only recalls that

pieces of meat. If this gift to Granados

He

Petrona gave him

letter,

was meant

to

buy

his silence,

failed.

Petrona can hardly have expected greater discretion
from Granados than she

expected of herself, however. In her testimony of
March 22, 1792, she stated that she had
heard ("ha llegado a mi noticia") that Manuel
Mendizabal was being prosecuted for
various crimes, and that her husband Juan Francisco

and for

my

living in

shame and detriment

to

my

life

was accusing him

"for these deeds,

on account of the aforementioned

Mendizabal \por cullos echos y el de viviryo asonrrojaday
con el detrimento de mi vida

por occasion del susodho. Mendisabaf]

"The better to serve God" she brought a

"

and criminal complaint against Mendizabal, both for the above
and for trying to
in

civil

trick her

a note brought to her the previous year by an Indian
in which he asked her to send the

brand that Juan Francisco used to identify
she sent, not the branding iron

itself,

his animals.

"Moved by

feminine compassion"

but a drawing of the brand, "unaware of the

malicious intent (deprevada malisia)" which motivated him. The very
same day he stole

two oxen from her husband
act

and, copying her drawing, he branded and sold them, which

had damaged her honor and her marriage (sacramento). She told the judges

had suffered "repeated abuses to

my

person and honor, since before

pardoned and [my husband], overiooking

his suspicions,
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took

me

this

event

I

that she

was

back [pues que estaba

lla

antes de este echo perdonada,

mandoi

and

[I

y disimuladas sus sospechas, y recojida de

was] living conjugally with him (as

God commands),

everything has been bitterness and conflict
[amarguras, dessasones,

added

that for

some time Mendizabal had not

to the area to disturb her marnage.

that she

rights.

lived in the area

She ended with a plea

The case

y conflictosY She

that justice be done, she

God

swore

and exercise her

legal

sons, Dionicio Pineda, signed her statement
for her"^

against Mendizabal

cases, in various ways.

consider hearsay.

but since that event

of Sacualpa and only came

had not made her statement out of malice,
but to serve

One of her

dho. mi

For one

If several

is

typical

of other court cases, and

thing, the evidence in the case

is

mostly what

people have heard somethmg to be true,

"Testimony" involves people

telling their story in their

own

especially adultery

it

is

we would

taken as true.

way, including rumors they

have heard from other people, references to the
reputation of various other people
involved

in

the case, and other statements generally considered
inadmissible

court of law

Another

common

feature of the case

"maximum

to hard

characters

away from home

work

in this

in

of being placed under

.,

leg.

work

in

He

several ways.

is

sell

helpers,

and

in addition

had a

mUpa

it

Franco. Pineda contra Manuel Mcndisabal
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pr.

is

seems, since he

that he

and a couple of pieces of meat to give to the

5441, ex.46613. Causa criminal

The husband

secure-due more

financially

case than to belonging to a wealthy family, or so

had maize to

AGCA, Al

the story are also typical

as the result of his

was an arhero who employed
his wife

in spite

security."

The main
frequently

today's

the facility, not to mention the

is

frequency, with which Mendizabal breaks out of jail,

in

worked

himself,

village scribe in

concubinato que sigue Juan

exchange

for reading her Mendizabal's
note.

adultery cases, the husband

other hand,

was

was

politically

Also, and this

well-connected

is

in

the village.

a marginal person who, whatever
his feelings

generally exploiting the relationship

Petrona to jeopardize her position

In this case,

in

surprisingly

may have

rode

his horse,

various ways,

and made off with

in

mule team

also typical.

occupation

goods or

travelling

Often the lover

in

in

his possessions

an adultery case

His

which he enjoys some freedom of movement,

skills as

a

ate his food, slept

suggests

His occupation as

employed

in

an

typically in transportation

of

as a "musician."

willing to do.

She was not

in several

ways

some of the

Her marriage gave her

necessities

of life, which she

particularly discreet, her son, the family maids, the
local

and various witnesses knew of her relationship with Mendizabal.
Indeed, her

husband complained
there

on the

was

alias "Bolillo"

effectively rootless,

is

a certain financial security and she could provide

scribe,

lover,

between the capitals of Guatemala and San Salvador
was

Petrona herself is typical of the adultresses

was

been,

addition to enjoying her

that he liked to dnnk,'^ and he had a criminal
record for horse thievery.

driver of a

The

in

Mendizabal did not hesitate to ask

cook and laundry woman, he made good use of
her husband's brand, he
in his bed,

common

that public

was no one who

defend her marriage

An

in

did not

knowledge of the ''concuhinafo" was so widespread

know of the

affair

Also typical

is

that

Petrona's choice to

court and testify against her lover.

aspect of the case which characterizes not only adultery cases but court cases

in general, is the legitimacy

of the authorities

in

the eyes of the

problem goes to court, people tend to respect, or

A drunkard

in

Guatemala today

is

fear, the

common

Once

a

law and the power of the justice

often referred to as a "holo."
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people.

system above any loyalty they might

The

scribe

Petrona

and the Pineda family maids

sells

each other; there

testify in

their associates.

Discretion

is

the better part of valor

if that

In short, they collaborated with authority,

Frequently suspects gave

own

interests.

would jeopardize

one more indication

He

and furthermore, he refuses to

power of the justice system and

he has an alien

it

did they

that, in this society,

power,

alliances, functioned vertically rather
than horizontally.

sense, he represents the true outlaw

at least

Nor

their individual situation.

Certainly there are exceptions to this rule, and
Mendizabal

the

thieves.

the band of horse thieves breaks
apart in the face of authority, they betray

attempt to protect their co-defendants

thing,

honor among

support of the aggrieved husband, and

information to the authorities that was damaging
to their

and thus

is little

out her lover to stay with her husband,
clearly her only viable option for

Even

survival

feel to

set

seems

of standards.

rat

place,

was

direct

communication with

illiterate.

its

one of them.

defies authority completely.

on

his pals

or his lover.

He

He does

In this

not admit a

stands alone against

against the cowardice of his lover and his
accomplices,

In addition, he represents an

that he himself wrote the

Petrona would gain access to

is

anomaly

in that

he can write,

message above. One wonders how he thought

contents, since she, like most

women

of her time and

Perhaps the depiction of his chained heart was included as a means
of
his "negrita."

This study does not attempt to find the frequency of aduhery,
but just the fact of
its

existence and the sanctions imposed on

Manuel bears

it

tell

us something. The case of Petrona and

a certain resemblance to other adultery cases found in court records of the

early nineteenth century.

For one thing, the married party

course, indicate that married

men were

is

the

woman. This does

not engaging in extramarital sex, or even
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not,

of

maintaining another wife and, perliaps,
children. The evidence for
that, found

in wills

leaving property to illegitimate
children as well as in dispensations
where one of the young

people suddenly discovers

his

hidden parentage,

is

The charge of

incontrovertible.

adultery, however, applies to the
sexual behavior of women rather than
men.

In addition,

those complaints which reach the
courts, and with something

have to

assume

many, possibly most, incidents do not get

that

who occupy

a position

in

or close to the local

power

we

like adultery

that far, are brought

by husbands

structure; in this case, Juan Francisco

Pineda was related to the mayor. These
husbands can be absolutely certain of the results

of a public
strange,

airing

i.e.

the desire to

culprits outright,

already

of their private

make

lives.

In fact,

what

at first strikes the

reader as a

a public fuss over the affair rather than just

becomes understandable when we consider

knows what has been going

on, in

treat his wife's infidelity privately, the

some

that the

kill

the

bit

two

whole community

cases for years. In place of choosing to

husband goes for the moral "high ground," placing

himself on the side of law and order, secure

in the

knowledge

that he himself is part

of the

cohort that defines local law and executes local order.

While the court case of Manuel Trinidad and Petrona includes

all

the elements of

epic drama, the dispensations of impediments to marriage
indicate that adultery

generally a

more humdrum

affair.

was

Particularly revealing in this regard are the

dispensations of the impediment of crimen (crime) that arose in the
case of an adulterous

couple seeking to marry afler the deaths of their spouses, especially
a promise of marriage while the mate of one or both was

impoverishment that was the
applications, as an

1

829 case

likely result

fi-om

still

living.

if they

had exchanged

Fear of the

of losing one's partner emerges

clearly in these

Los Esclavos demonstrates. Ricardo Guzman, a
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.

widower often months, sought
Ricardo

testified that his

to

many Bemarda

Ramires, a

widow of one month.

wife had died and, "seeing that his
intended's husband was

suggested marriage and she accepted, and
they have continued the relationship
with
hope..." Three witnesses testified
that the couple's relationship

was

public

ill,

he

this

knowledge and

the parish priest added the following:

[T]he applicants are involved in a case
of crimen for having had the
complete and consumated carnal act with an
agreement of future
mamage expressed and formally accepted while the
consort of the
mtended was ahve. .They have had this illicit
relationship for more
than two years, the applicant is very
poor with a lot of children, all
young, and the authorities pursue them.
.

.

.

In 1831 in Quezaltepeque, Francisco
Perez and Paula Agustin, an indigenous

widow and widower, sought
admitted that he had had

"and

[his wife]

but they by no

dispensation of the impediment of crimen. Francisco

"illicit

being already

dealings" with Paula while his

ill,

ill...

means imagined her

[she] told

poor and alone with
her death, but rather

relationship,

An
that

it

him

death...."

that, yes, they

was

natural."

and that the suitor's

intriguing aspect

still

alive,

Paula admitted that she became involved

widow

and: "that with his

would get married

if

Two

first

first

consort

she died, that finding herself

children, she agreed to the proposal, but they by

it

was

wife

he proposed marriage and she was agreeable to the
idea,

with Francisco because of her weakness as a
already

first

no means imagined

witnesses stated that that they

knew of the

wife had died of natural causes.'^

of this case

is

the use of the verb "imaginar" in such a

way

almost seems to suggest a magical power to cause a person's death by imagining

it;

18

AHA,

T2-142, Los Esclavos (parish of Cuajinicuilapa), March 1829, Guzman-Ramires.

19

AHA,

T3-1 14 ,Quesahepeque, April 1831, Perez- Agustin.
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both applicants assure the priest
that they

came of natural

causes." This case

term, and of course

we

themselves or from the

camiot

priest,

is

no way imagined the death, but rather

"in

unique

among

know whether
but

it

this

hints that the

those examined for the use of this

wording comes from the couple

common

people

the impediment oi crimen as extending
to something Uke the

One

consistent feature of these cases o^ crimen

is

may have understood

power of wish

knew

fiilfillment.

the couple's insistence that they

had not contributed to the deaths of their
previous partners. In 183 1
not only the couple but the whole town

it

that the suitor,

in

Zacapa, however,

Clemente Oliva, had

the husband of his intended, Cayetana
Pena. In this case there

was no

official

killed

impediment,

but just the possibility of crimen led the
priest to apply for the dispensation. The
death

happened

in

a fight between Oliva and

Tomas Avendano,

According to Oliva, Avendano started the

the aggrieved husband.

fight

having found him with Cayetana and in order to
escape being
killed himself, after having defended himself
to the utmost, [Oliva]
...for

killed him, but that this

woman,

that

was not premeditated together with the
although he had said to her that if they were widowed

they would marry, he never planned to kill him, that his
wife died
four years after he had killed the man, and that she
died a natural
death as was clear to their priest at the time....

A witness confirmed that Oliva's wife had died four years after the fight and that Oliva had
acted

in self-defense.

for so

many

The

priest stated the couple's reasons as follows: "the scandal that

years they have created, the great love they have for each other, and
the

widower being burdened with

children and not having a

"scandal" they supposedly created over

many years appears

affection for each other and a reason for the

20

AHA,

T3-1

14,

Zacapa,

May

woman to
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The

here as both proof of their

Church to grant the

1831, Oliva-Pena.

care for them...."

dispensation.-"

At times adultery
dispensation

occurred

Anacleto

was sought just on

in the

is

and

the chance that an impediment
existed. This situation

in

Tocoy.

he was not sure there was any blood
relationship with Maria de

Jesus: "since her parents

bom as

that could not be untangled

case of Anacleto Juarez, 24, and
Maria de Jesus Ortega, 19,

testified that

results, but

webs of consanguinidad

led to

were [considered]

adcautelam there

legitimate children, and if true,

no impediment

a suspicion that both her mother and
father, although

is

stated within marriage, are children
of other men, and in this case the impediment

a blood relationship in the third and fourth
degree...."^*

The

rate

hovered around
their fathers,

learn

1837,

of births outside marriage among the population
represented
thirty percent,

and since these children often did not know the

when they reached

the age of marriage they

of a blood relationship with

when Jose Ricardo

in this

study

identity

of

were sometimes surprised to

their intended partner. This situation arose in
Sacualpa in

Cabrera, hijo natural of about 30, sought to marry
Marcelina

del Transit© Sermefio, a mulata

of about 22. The impediment was the possibUity of

consanguinidad, according to community gossip.

One

witness stated that he had heard that

Ricardo's natural father was the half-brother of Marcelina's
father, "but that he only knew

from hearing about

was unaware of the
their ignorance

when

it,

not to be able to be sure or to swear

possibility that they

were

half-siblings.

it

.

." It

seems

Both applicants

that

it

said that he

did not

T3-1

testified to

of the relationship and to the urgency of the marriage. Ricardo stated

came to getting married, an impediment in the second
degree was discovered of which he had been unaware, because

AHA,

that the couple

is

it

is

the son of the brother of his intended's father; that he

know him

as such, but that certainly

some people

say so; for

Tocoy, April 1831, Juares-Ortega. See also T3-106 Sacualpa, March
1837, Cabrera- Sermeno, for a case of hidden consanguinidad.
14,
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.

which reason he is applying for
dispensation of the aforementioned
impediment since he has great affection

for the aforesaid Marcelina,

who at present finds herself pregant, having
mamage which has not been carried out on
poverty.

.

Marcelina seconded her suitor's testimony
relative....that

long since planned their
account of his

stating: "she doesn't

know

if

she's his

they need to get married to cover her
honor because she finds herself

pregnant and cannot be abandoned.... "^^

Why
did not, the

did people share their hidden
parentage with the priest^ Often because

community gossips would,

as

happened

in Chiquimulilla in 1836.

Hernandez, 27, and Seferina Lupercia Aleman
y Godoy, 30,
possibility

The

pair

failed to

actually not have

members of the community

known

certainly

priest

made

Serapio

suitor's mother.

the facts of Serapio's parentage, but

knew, as the

they

mention the

of consanguinidad through the adulterous
relationship of the

may

if

some

helpful

clear in this note:

Although according to the baptismal record Serapio
appears to be
the son of Martin Emandes, in fact he is not.
Scarcely had one
proclamation been made when three reliable witnesses
denounced
that the aforesaid Serapio, although

the son ofMartin

bom

within marriage

was not

Emandes

but rather of Marcos Crespin. This has
been confirmed by the mother of the indicated Serapio in
a
voluntary declaration. The intended's mother being
therefore first
cousin to Serapio, since they are children of two brothers,
it is clear
that the suitor finds himself linked by a blood
relationship' in the
third degree collaterally with the intended.
.

AHA,

.

T3-106, Sacualpa, March 1837, Cabrera-S ermeiio.

" AHA, T3-106,

Chiquimulilla, June 1836,

Emandes- Aleman y Godoy. See

also T3-106,

Jocotan, October 1836, Cuevas-Lugo for a remarkably similar case, and T3-1
14,
Amatitan, May 183 1, Dias-Aguilar for a case in which the suitor had long since had

adulterous relations with the mother of his present intended.
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Couples with More Resources

Some of the

dispensations supply important
clues to the morality of the

Europeanized upper
discourse on

classes.

more

In addition, the occasional
application includes an extended

some aspect of sexuality

that demonstrates the
superimposition

of elite moral

constructs onto the sexual practices
of common people. After reviewing
a few
applications

from wealthy couples

common

of the

people emerges,

authorities in terminating

illicit

I

in

which a standard of sexual morality

will discuss the

distinct

from

that

double standard and the role of the

relationships.

Marriages to consolidate the holdings and
strengthen the finances within an
extended family were quite

common among

wealthier couples, as the following case

demonstrates, and, not surprisingly, female
chastity ranked higher
these applicants. Typical of this group

and

and the

in

of

was Gregorio Trabanino of Zacapa, who had

married a relative, Rita Chacon, several years
later,

in the estimation

eariier.

Rita died in childbirth eleven months

1837, Trabanino applied for dispensation of the
impediments of both blood

legal relationship {afinidad licita) in
order to

marry

his

former wife's

sister

Dolores. The priest expressed Gregorio's
reasons as follows:

.
.

that he hopes.

family,

.

to preserve his succession in the

and he could not achieve

that

end with

same lineage or

his first wife.

..

and

surely this giri his relative,

away

in

on account of her isolated life hidden
one of the small valleys of Rio Hondo, will remain

unmarried

According to the

if this suitor

first

members of extended
would waste away

many

in

families

does not take her for

witness, there

families,

was nothing unusual about marriage between

and he also stressed the likelihood that the young

her village

of this

his wife.

if not

married to Gregorio:

Villa [Zacapa] systematically

procede to

preserve and perpetuate their line by means of marriage, and...
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woman

Citizen

Gregono Trabanino had

wite and offspnng

at the

same

considenng that the intended

the fatal misfortune of losing his
time in a bad delivery that

lives in a deserted area at

some

distance, specifically in a valley

of few people four leagues fi-om
Zacapa, the seclusion and retirement
of the lonely retreat where she
lives and finally, her
orphaned state and lack of support due
to the
death of her honorable parents, it
is not easy but rather very
difficult
that she be presented such a
fortunate offer as that which Citizen
Gregono Trabanino is making her, under the
most loving relations of
blood and as her brother-in-law. And
the proof is that this maiden
has remained a virgin untU now in
spite of having reached the age of
twenty-four.

The use here of the term
contract philosophy,

whom the

is

"citizen," a

concept that grows out of liberal thought
and social

a clue to the political tendencies of
the user as well as the person to

appellation refers.

Dolores, facing a "remote and hidden"

by the

priest, to find

which she
level, to

lives,

an appropriate

she very

suitor: "given

much needs

a partner, a

seemed

relieved, at least as expressed

her orphaned state and the distance at

man of good

reputation, and of the

same

assure the preservation of her family, of her
honor, and of her inheritance under

his protection

and

care..."

The widowed

suitor's

testimony of the witnesses,
stated, "the

of both

life,

mutual benefit and

their families

interests."

all

Another

concern for

his lineage

and family

interests

is

reflected in the

of whom mentioned the young woman's honor. One
utility

of this marriage

is

well-known, for the preservation

and especially for the honor of the orphaned

said, "Especially the giri's

girl

and of her woridly

honor and the preservation of her holdings

gently and firmly require the alliance with Citizen Gregorio Trabanino,
in

whom

are

happily combined the most desireable attributes for the welfare of both."
All witnesses

AHA,

T3-106, Zacapa, March of 1837, Trabanino-Chacon.
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could sign their names, and
this tnarriage.

all testified

Here the vested

to the benefits accrtting to
both applicants through

interests

of the extended family and the

virginity

of the

intended were directly related.

Another case
families, a

in

which the suitor obviously sought a

Dardon, owner of a hacienda

main pansh

in the capital.

The

that marriage to his cousin,

of view of family

interests.

suitor,

in

virgin bride involved

two

San Luis Jilotepeque, and a Jauregui from
the

Joaquin Dardon, 33, "espanol," clearly
expected

Maria Petrona Jauregui, 21, would be favorable
from the point
In a rather

pompous note

to the priest he wrote

of his struggle

to choose an appropriate mate:

I

have had to deliberate a long while

in resolving with whom I
should effect [the marriage], and in the long
space of my meditations concerning a proposition so
important I have not been able to
find umted m another person the
circumstances in relation to my
own that occur in Citizen Petrona, and only these qualities
can
promise a secure future in marriage. And since in
these

cases it is
indispensable that one seek that compatibility
the absence of which
generally makes unfortunates of those who
marry with[out] it, and
this evil passes into society, I have
had to decide exclusively and
necessarily on my relative, and consider this
motive

of sufficient
urgency to overcome the obstacle of the impediment...
Joaquin employed

his intended's

circumstances and the arrival of the planting

season to introduce a note of urgency into the situation.
The priest recorded
...to

and

unite the family interests in view of his intended's

many

his

wish

brothers

and the advanced age of her parents; he also pointed
out the need to effect [the marriage] quickly, since he has to
leave to
oversee the work at his hacienda now that the rains have begun and
any delay will complicate his situation...

AHA,

sisters,

T3-1

14,

elite

San Luis Xilotepeque and Sagrario, Nueva Guatemala,

Dardon- Jauregui.
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May

1831,

Once

again, the witnesses,

would be "advantageous
priest

one from each of these

for both applicants."

elite families, stated that

Both witnesses signed

their

the marriage

names. The

concurred with them, stressing the
benefits of uniting the two families'

interests,

and

the urgency of the prospective
bridegroom's departure for his hacienda.

The

last

of these more

financially secure couples

is

Mariano Duran, 44, and Maria

de los Angeles Gonzalez, about
25, of Aguachapa. Both were legitimate
children and
both signed their names; Maria stands
alone
neatness of her signature. The impediment
suitor and Maria's mother, a

woman

in this

was

sample of pretendidas for the practiced

the previous relationship between the

closer to his age.

sought the dispensation to "cover her honor."
There

pregnancy and the marriage that

is

Maria was pregnant and they

is

rarely encountered

a sense of disgrace about both the

among

applicants of lower social

status:

Now that

the pregnancy

about to become noticeable, since the
suitor owes her her virginity, and since marriage
is the way to avoid
is

serious displeasure to the family.

For these reasons, and because
Duran, although old enough to marry without the
consent of his
father does not wish to displease him since
he is an octogenarian
and he has always lived with him and cared for him, wants
to
dispense with announcing the bans and to keep his
marriage
..

secret.

The

suitor assures the Archbishop that there

and

that as

soon as

the Church and

The

fact that

Mariano wanted

of a nearby town.

AHA,

of

the marriage public.

to

keep

his

pregnancy suggests that he expected to

priest

no other impediment

his father dies they will receive the blessings

make

not to upset the old man.

is

marriage secret

in spite

inherit his father's estate

The couple was married

in

of his intended's

and wanted to be sure

the house of Maria's mother by the

We can only speculate as to the sentiments of Maria,

T2-142, Aguachapa (Ahuachapan), March 1828, Duran-Gonzalez.
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a literate

twenty-five-year-old

forty-four-year-old

woman, faced with marrying

man more concerned

her mother's former or current
lover, a

with his inheritance than her honor.

These few cases are representative of
couples higher on the socio-economic

The

struggle for survival did not structure
their lives, and this investigation
into their

sexual mores indicates that female chastity
ranked considerably higher

than

scale.

did

it

among

among

this

group

the racially-mixed subsistence farmers
of the area.

The Double Standard
Often the
clearly,

woman

sometimes

in the

of women with active sex

form of astonishment

lives

emerges quite

that a pretendiente wishes to

with a colorful sexual history. In the case
of an Esquipulas couple

who

thirties

priests' disapproval

applied for dispensation of an

widow of five

years,

and two uncles of her

illicit

relationship

suitor, a fact

marry a

in their

between the intended, a

which the lady herself had

revealed to her fiiture husband, the priest pointed
out in wonderment, "even stUl

wholehearted wish to marry her."
also hinted at the

love for

work

some time and

his

altar:

"they have been in

has been necessary to attract them by the subtlest methods in

order to induce them to marry.
In the case

it is

In pleading the case for the dispensation, this
priest

invested in bringing these sinners to the

it

mid-

"^^
. .

.

of Geronima Monterroso,

19,

who had

run away fi-om home, the priest

expressed the opinion that marriage might direct her back to the straight
and narrow path:
This young

woman

abandoned

his family; she has

three

AHA,

is

the daughter of a

man who

has gone crazy and

been separated fi-om her mother

months or longer and nothing has

sufficed to

make

for

her return to her

T3-1 14, Esquipulas, February 1831, Ynteriano-Escovar.
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now

control; this conduct leaves
her exposed to continue in the
error of her
ways, and it may be that by marrying
she will be corrected.^«

In a case

and had children.

of her

from Santa Catarina Mita the
applicants had been involved for

The impediment was

suitor's cousins.

the

illicit

The community knew

relationship of Rita Sandoval with

everything revealed above

life

two

Rita's sexual history, which
according to

the priest severely reduced her
chances of finding another suitor: "Since
the

about thirty and has led a disorderly

six years

woman

is

she will not find a mate, especially
since

public knowledge.... "^^

is

In an otherwise um-emarkable
case

from Gualan, a witness commenting on the

behavior of the pretendida also captured
a timeless truth about the parent-child
relationship: "...the intended

governance of her parents

does not cease to be somewhat ill-behaved

who

are the last to

Concerning young men, however, the
life"

know

her

priests

faults.

in spite

of the

"'°

made no mention of a

"disorderly

or the possibility of losing an opportunity
to marry due to past sexual adventures. In

the case of Gregorio Trabanino and
Dolores Chacon, discussed above, the priest and
several witnesses

show us something about

the social expectations surrounding male

sexuality in their expressions of sympathy
for the

without an appropriate outlet for
solitary life

AHA,
T3-1

was endangering

T3-1

14,

widower who had survived

his sexual urges.

The

five years

priest feared that Gregorio's

his soul:

Santa Catarina Pinula, February 1831, Varias-Monterroso.

Santa Catarina Mita, April 1831, Sandoval-Sandoval. See also T3-106,
Palencia, March 1836, Aroche-Cordova in which the priest states
that the widely known
afmidad ilicita will preclude the pretendida' s finding another partner.
'°

14,

AHA,

T3-114, Gualan, April 1831, Aldana-Aldana.
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.the declarant finds himself
in

ongoing danger of incontinence
as his spint
'
suffenng the most bitter and
difficult anxiety due to the
vehement
affection he feels toward his
intended ...this ardent desire has
reduced him
to uch a state that he cannot,
nor does he want to, seek another
mate but
rather prefers to remedy his
weakness through marriage and thereby
^ find
peace for his soul ...
_

s

A

witness elaborated on Gregorio's
suffering, stating that he had
not the slightest doubt but that
the suitor finds himself in grave
danger of
incontinence since he was barely married
to his first wife for eleven

months and because he is still young and
robust, though at the same time
calm and collected; so much so that in
his widowhood, far fi-om having
given any sign of entertainment or
release in Sex, on the

contrary he
has been seen to fi-equent the Holy
Sacraments of penance and
communion [H]e wants only this girl for his wife,
and in fact for some
time now the only girlfriend of C.
Gregorio

town rumors

Trabamno mentioned

is

the aforementioned

A second witness agreed
the

Holy Sacraments

the pleasures of his

"in

first

and added that

Ana Dolores Chacon.

he, too,

had frequently seen Gregorio attending

order to be able to preserve his virtue,
especially endangered after

marriage which lasted very

Gregorio's battle with
priest's reference to his

his baser

briefly."

emotions even takes on a heroic quality

would already have brought him
hope of a remedy.^'
all

uncontrollable, and,

sexuality

is

family

^'

AHA,

made by men, convey

noticeably European,

name

It is

to consider.

the

a male sexuality that

much more

no accident

The

role

is

the

probably

to ruin, but for the comfort of the

employed outside marriage,

people of the Oriente.

in

ongoing struggle

against the strongest of the desires: Passion,
which for him
very Angel of Satan, who tormented the
Apostol, and who

These statements,

in

evil.

is

powerful, almost

This representation of male

so than anything expressed by the

that this couple

was white and had resources and

of the Church here was to sanction a

T3-106, Zacapa, March 1837, Trabanino-Chacon.
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common

relationship within

which sex was not

evil,

and to comfort those

who found

themselves, temporarily

we must

suppose, without that sanitized option.

Efforts at Social Control

Many

cases demonstrate local authorities'
efforts to terminate relationships

between couples who refused to marry.

In the case

of Lino Asencio, a widower of fif^y,

and Cornelia Asencio, also a widow (age
not given), the

priest

of Jutiapa had actually

separated the couple although they had
been married the previous year
Af^er nine months of married

Esquipulas

had been

in

It

affiliated

was

the couple had

the sacred pilgrimage to

Week

to "revalidate" their marriage,

their application for the revalidation

an adulterous relationship and

that they lived in a

who

with the previous government, labelled "intruders."
They decided to

dispensation of a distant blood relationship.
first in

made

Ahuachapan.

Januaiy and heard a sermon denouncing
marriages performed by priests

return during Holy

priest.

life,

in

i.e.

to be married by the current

which brought to

light the

They had been together

later as cohabitants,

remote underpopulated area, the

for twelve years,

and they had a

priest expressed

need for

child.

Noting

concern that

if

the

dispensation were denied "perhaps love of the child and the
other circumstances

mentioned would lead them to continue
conjugal

life,

old vices."

On

the subject of their

the priest had this to say:

...m these

two months

they have not
left

in their

since they found out

known each

what was just expressed

other, but not for that reason have they

the conjugal bed, since the declarer has been suffering from

temporary impotence during the two months mentioned.

.

.

finding

himself very sorry for having married secretly, by means of the
revalidation he wants to make up for the scandal committed.

Weighing

their culpability

and the truth of their claim to abstinence, the

archdiocese:
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priest

wrote to the

They

are folk

who grew up

acquamtance with them

I

view

that they did not contract

the case suggests, but

proceed

m

in the

it

it is

countryside and from

their

my

marriage as being effective

with the

evil intent that the

nature of

certainly also true that they did
not

the total innocence which

would perhaps excuse them
from punishment; and with respect
to having abstained from

knowing each other after their conscience
bothered them because of
the news they came to have in
these last two months,

consider
mistaken, since they never felt fear of
their
Christian conscience nor left the
common bed....'^
I

that they

Thus,

in

may be

the eyes of the Church, their status
as country people absolved them
to an extent,

but the fact that they continued
sleeping together cast doubt on the
sincerity of their
repentance.

One wonders where

they should have slept

if

not in what was very likely the

only bed in the house, but the priest's
suspicions concerning the unlikelihood of
their
abstinence would seem to be confirmed
by the fact that they had already maintained
a
sexual relationship outside the auspices
of the church for
that they should

now

abstain because their marriage

church that had performed

it

must have seemed a

to their sleeping arrangements.

was

more than

legalistic nicety

who does

most outrageous transgressions of the

of Luis Caput, a widower of 40, and Juliana

application).

The impediment was a

idea

only marginally related

the earmarks of a

not appear to have been fooled.

Faced with the prevalence of premarital and extramarital

that

The

called into question by the very

The purported temporary impotence has

story invented for the benefit of the priest,

to prevent at least the

a decade.

sex, the

Church struggled

incest taboo.

Saquil, 18 or

An example

20 (both ages appear

in the

sexual relationship between Luis and Juliana's

mother, and before granting the dispensation the Church recalled
the couple to

clarify the

question of whether the suitor might be the father of his intended.
Luis insisted that he

AHA,

is

T2-142, Jutiapa, March 1827, Asencio-Asencio.
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had not become involved with

Juliana's

mother

until three years previously,

one year

after

he became a widower, and that Juliana was "the legitimate daughter of the legitimate
marriage between Ambrosio Saquil and Leona Luna", and that therefore he himself was
not, "nor could he be" his girlfriend's father.

that

seems to have been

priest

commanded

saw above,

in glove, officials

in the area to bring

with

reliable

of Church and State exercised such powers as

outlaw relationships into the

fold.

Frequently, as

we

the authorities appeared in the nighttime to arrest a couple living out of

wedlock, placing the man

and upstanding

in jail

local

and the

woman.

It

woman under house

Anselmo Aguilar Tenas,

30, and

arrest [depdsito] with a

would be a mistake, however,

authorities complete success in terminating illegal unions.

to attribute to the

A case in point is that of

Geronima Vega, 25, of Santa Catarina Mita. The

as well as the witnesses, stated that the couple had run

two

satisfied

answer and the dispensation was granted."

Working hand
they

The

away

suitor,

together, that they had had

children in their three-year relationship, and that the authorities had failed in various

attempts to separate them. The parish priest expressed a

have been shared by many of those engaged

..in

mood of resignation that must

in this uphill fight:

the opinion of the undersigned, there

is

no other means of

preventing the scandalous cohabitation of the two applicants than
to join

them

in the

bonds of matrimony since

all

the resources

within reach of the parish priest to prevent spiritual harm are
useless in these cases in which the

man and woman have proven

obstinate and persist in their

relationship.

" AHA, T3-106,

AHA,

illicit

Acasaguastlan, August 1836, Caput-Saquil.

T2-142, Santa Catarina Mita, April 1827, Aguilar Tenas- Vega.
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It

seems

fa.r

,o say,

however,

that ,he authorities did
const.tutc

others that mot.vated couples
to legalise their rclat.onsh.ps

widower of V.lla Nueva, and

h.s twcnty-three-year-old

Chinchilla represent one
example.

They have been

in

an

one lactor among

M.guel Ygnacio Cabrera, a

pretend.da M.caela (Jregor.a

The pnest summarized then motives

as follows:

relationship for many years which
neither respect for both their
parents nor the harsh treatment of the
authorities has been able to
terminate,... they want to clear their
illicit

consciences because they consider
themselves in danger of dcalh
from the plague we are experiencing
(the cholera epidemic of
1837), and third, that the girl finds herself going
from house to
house because she has been put out of
her own, and can find no
refuge apart from that which the
(^lurch offers
of marriage.

Here the

priest

her wilhm the bonds

'

chose to emphasize the /./effectiveness
of parents and the authorities

in

terminating this relationship, but the
pressure of their efforts, combined with individual

conscience, the possibility of premature
death, and the pretendida's homelessness,
must

have been considerable

Not infrequently the authorities had made
many attempts
legitimate union before ultimately meeting
with success.

An

to bring a couple into

extended and interesting

application from Santa Catarina Pinula
demonstrates this point and in addition serves as an

example of Liberal

Widower
sister.

attitudes

toward some of the more "disorderly" aspects of rural

Nicolas Maria Garcia sought to marry Eusevia
Torres, 40, his former wife's

The indigenous couple had been

four children,

two of whom had

other an invalid.

was seeking

AHA,

life.

Nicolas's

first

died.

living together for ten years

Of the

wife had died

Villa

Nueva,

May

liad

produced

remaining two, one was an infant and the
in childbirth,

to marry after their long cohabitation

T3-106,

and

was

that

and the main reason the couple
Eusevia had not recovered

1837, Cabrera-Chinchia.
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after the birth

of the

last child

and she feared dying

in sin, leaving

two

illegitimate children

with no one to raise them. The
priest described their circumstances
as follows:

becoming a widower he did not have
thought of marrying the one he now
seeks as
..^before

relations with or any

his wife, that

already a

widower

he was

five or six years

when he linked up with her in
and debased relations without any
other intention and that
now, seeing the difficulty he feels at the
idea of separating from a
woman with whom he has had four children, he
seeks to marry and
is applying for the
dispensation of said impediment in order
to put
an end to this crime by marrying the
mother of his children.
sinful

In regard to Eusevia the priest added:
since she has been so sickly since
her last delivery she requests that

dispensation of said impediment be granted
since she wants to die in
peace, in some degree make up for the
scandal she has caused in
ten years of living in sin with her brother-in-law,
and have the
consolation that once legitimized her children
will have someone to
feed them and bring them up.

The

first

witness, a neighbor of sixty, supplied the
background which features

interventions by both Church and State.

He was aware

the couple wanted to marry

because

when Father Mariano Maceda was

interim parish priest Nicolas

spoke to him concerning the matter, but the priest did not
do the
paper work so they could marry. He also knows by
rumor

that they

are living in

and that they have had four children, and that the
authorities have exhausted their resources in order
to put an end to
this scandal without achieving anything, which
is why he considers
sin,

the dispensation necessary.

This case contains a legal opinion written for the Church
by Joseph Maria Orantes,
notary for the archdiocese. In his recommendation that the dispensa
be granted he argued

The

Indians,

on account of their

rusticity, poverty,

and misery, have

been especially favored and excused from many of the Church's
precepts, and the unwaivable impediments to marriage that extend

up to the fourth degree, apply to them only to the
second degree, from which can be inferred the Church's greater

to

all

the

faithfiil

leniency toward them than toward other Catholics.
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Orantes commented on the stoicism
of the Indian woman:
I

assume

that the parties

deposited

m

must have been separated and the
woman
the care and vigilance of a
zealous citizen of the town but for

1'^'

^^^""^^

women
to elude their guardians to seek
the protection of the man wherever
he may
be. And although he may
repeatedly treat her badly, these women
are
long-suffering toward the end of
preserving their relationship, thus in
this
type ot long-term lascivious relationship
only the death of one of the
partners is sufficient to separate them.

hITh

The danger

to the couple's souls

was

these'

therefore great, in Orantes's opinion,
because if

they did not receive the dispensation
they would continue

denied

in their sinful

ways:

this grace,

they will return to their old relationship
living in
the woods as they have until now.
Like outlaws, fleeing from the
eyes of their priest and of the authorities,
they will refrain from

coming

to

town and

as a result they will be deprived of
outside

of the teachings of their priest, and of the
good example of the
rest of the faithful. In this deplorable
state they will no longer care
for their souls, nor the precepts
of God and the Church, and when
they least expect it, death will attack them
helpless in the woods
These two pretendientes are probably exposed
help,

to

and.

.

.

they

know

that

among

all

these risks

those of their parish the same

impediment has more than once been dispensed
for
and seeing themselves deprived of the same

similar reasons

grace, they

become angry

and...

run the road of perdition until they

may
fall in

the

final sin....

Orantes closed by itemizing the benefits to be gained

The

in the state

of matrimony:

of charity, then, which moves the holy Church to seek
to
prevent by every means possible the loss of any of her
children,
seems to require in this case that dispensation be granted
spirit

to those in

question
state

in

order to provide them

of matrimony a Christian

at

life;

one and the same time

in

the

legitimacy, subsistence and

upbringing for the offspring, and the appropriate consolation
to the
ailing mother.

AHA,

T3-1

14,

Santa Catalina Pinula, January 1831, Garcia-Torres.
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Here Orantes summanzed the reasons

that

must have

led

many couples

to the altar after

various years of cohabitation:
recuperation of the spiritual path,
fears about

life

after

death, and legitimacy, sustenance,
and upbringing of the offspnng.

Since these applications represent
only those couples actively seekmg
to marry,
they camiot provide a
all

statistical picture

cohabitating couples,

Surely

Why?
very

of the number of these couples as a
proportion of

the authorities' success rate in
bringing couples to the

i.e.

many couples continued

to cohabitate, but

many chose

to legitimate their union.

Certainly there must have been a
psychological factor about which

little,

some sense

that,

having found a person with

desireable to join the established

commumty and

whom

to

make

we

can

a home,

legitimate the offspring.

pregnancy among the applicants, and frequent
mention of "covering the
certainly suggest a relationship in this
culture

altar.

it

know
was

The high

giri's

in

of

honor-

between marriage and childbearing, a

understanding of and preference for legitimacy.
But

rate

clear

addition to this psychological

motivation, the documents reveal an important
role for the authorities in setting and

enforcing a Euro-Catholic moral standard.
Undeniably this moral code, though possibly
not definitive, exercised

mentioned

their fear

some power

of living and dying

intrusions into their lives.

So

it

unmitigated success nor abject
others.

in

seems

failure,

the minds of the people.

in sin;

we

many

Many

applicants

also mentioned the authorities'

can attribute to Church and State neither

but cleariy their influence

was one

factor

among

Creole couples with more resources certainly seem to have been
guided by the

precepts of Euro-Catholic morality.

It is fair

reach, but had yet to achieve hegemonic

to say that this moral

power over
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code was extending

the popular culture of the Oriente.

its

The Sexual Mores of Rural
There are no

stories

of Teodoro Mexia frequenting church services to escape the

temptations of Satan. In 1818,

impediment of the relationship

widow whose husband had
course

in

Elites

when he was 33
that prevented

died four years

years old, he sought dispensation of the

him from marrying Rafaela Dones, a young

earlier.

This dispensation serves as a short

contemporary use of ethnic terms. Teodoro and Rafaela are referred to as

"mulatos crioyos," "crioUos," and "ladinos." Teodoro also receives the label "mulato
libre."

Teodoro's grandfather, the family patriarch

Velazquez are called "mulatos

libres."

The

Ramon Mexia,

application states that

and

his wife

Agustina

Teodoro and Rafaela

seek dispensation of their relationship as cousins on both their fathers' and their mothers'

sides.

Teodoro's father and Rafaela' s mother were brother and

cousins through that relationship;

in addition,

sister,

making them

Teodoro's mother was the

first

first

cousin of

Rafaela' s father, making them second cousins as well. Teodoro's reasons for wishing to

marry Rafaela were:
fact that she

fact

of her

their

sinjflil

was pregnant and

relationship

"for that reason her

living outside the village,

other than her father

who had

{mala amistad) of three years duration, the
honor was facing

total ruin,"

and the

"exposed to a thousand dangers," with no protection

sent her away.

marriage, and noted that she had heard

it

Rafaela expressed her free consent to the

said that there

were impediments to

their union,

but she herself did not know. Teodoro signed his name, but Rafaela could not write.

At

least

two of Teodoro's

relationships. His sister

siblings also

needed dispensation of various

Maria Ignacia married

their

mother's distant cousin,^' and

his

The application of
brother Jose Maria married the illegitimate child of another brother.

AHA,

T2-142, Santa Rosa, April 1827, Quevedo-Mexia.
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Jose Maria Mexia, 31, and his
mece Josefa Casado, 19, daughter of
his brother Lupercio
Mex.'a, states that the couple
had been engaged in an

According to the

priest their relationship

iUicit

relationship for

some

time.

had caused

scandal throughout the neighborhood
and in their own family The
mtended is a poor orphan who has grown
up to the age of 1 9 under the
protection of an uncle whose family
persecutes her and causes her to
sutler such hard work that many
times she has fled the house thereby
endangenng both soul and body. Her suitor
feels so certain that he offers
not to omit any procedure or expense
toward the end of achieving his goal
thus rescuing her status and honor,
and legitimating any offspring
that

result.

If this marriage

may

not realized, the result will be that
these
unfortunates will be abandoned to their
passions and the intended deprived
of the advantages that will be hers as a
result of the comforts of this suitor
and [she will find it] impossible to marry
another.^*

The other
as

much from

is

local family fi-om

which leaders of the rebellion emerged did not
diverge

Catholic standards as the Mexias seem to
have done. The patriarch of this

family, Severino Solares, "espanol"
and

Luisa Monterroso

in

1

owner of the hacienda Lo de

Pereira, lost his wife

807. Already mother of many children, Luisa died
in childbirth, but

Severino's application for his second marriage
three years later carefully notes that she
received last rites and that her child

There

is

no mention of whether the

was

delivered by cesarean section and baptized.

child lived or died, probably a matter

of secondary

importance. In 1810, Severino, then 54 years old, sought
dispensation of the impediment

of ajinidad

licita in

order to marry the daughter of his deceased wife's second
cousin.

The young woman, Josefa Benita Pineda, was 30 years
of the town of Pinula, Severino's birthplace just
Severino's son Antonino

most

who would join

east

of the

an "espafiola" and a resident

capital.

Eight years

Rafael Carrera in 1837 and

loyal generals, married his stepmother Benita's

AHA T3-1 13,

old,

younger

Santa Rosa, January 1832, Mexia-Casado.
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sister

later,

become one of his

Damiana

Pineda.

In

Antonino's application for dispensation
of the blood relationship of fourth
cousins,
parties are labeled "ladinos,"

and Bemta by the
the

in

same

priest

priest

who

whereas the

who had

label "espanoles"

officiated at Severino's

was

all

applied to Severino, Luisa,

second marriage. Interestingly,

used the term "ladino" described Sevenno
and

the application of a daughter,
Francisca, only one year eariier.

his family as "mulatos"

In the application

of

Clara Maria Solares, another daughter
of Severino and Luisa, her parents are
"espanoles;"
Clara sought the dispensation to marry
a "mulatto" of Santa Rosa, Pedro Jose
Cambray.^^

Unlike the Mexias, the Solares' applications
for dispensation of impediments do
not indicate cohabitation or any departure
from Euro-Catholic standards of morality. In
the cases of both Francisca Solares
and Antonino Solares, the

man,

in

Antonino's case considerably

other respects, their slates are clean;

woman was

older than the

so, as

he was only 20 and

his intended

if there

were any skeletons

in

was

27, but in

the closet, they stayed

there.

The Solares

family, although based out in the countryside

on

their hacienda,

originated in Pinula just outside the capital. There
are various indications that they

represent a transplanted urban

upper

levels

elite

and are not as good an example of the mores

of rural society as are the Mexias. In addition to the

frequently labeled "espanoles," Severino twice married

Antonino also chose a

woman from

there, the sister

at the

fact that they are

women from

Pinula, and his son

of his stepmother.

In Severino's

application to remarry, the priest took the trouble of mentioning
that Solares

was a

benefactor of the church, that he had contributed to the building fund and offered to

continue doing so; the priest stopped just short of linking Severino's continued
generosity

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day

Saints, roll
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#1223808,

p.

145

to the granting

making

of the dispensation, but we can
assume the Church fathers were
capable of

this connection.

Conclusion
It is

emerges

in

not particularly surprising that the
affective

life

common

of the

people that

these documents departs significantly
fi-om that of elites, whether of liberal
or

conservative bent, in the capital.

been a culture of affect

in

What

is

interestmg, however,

is

that there

Mita that crossed barriers of socio-economic

encompass both common people and the

rural

seems to have

status to

hacendados. This shared affective culture

acted as a form of social adhesive, uniting
the various sectors of rural society that
would

coalesce into a vigorous opposition force in
June, 1837.

The body oicostumbre

(set

of traditions) that provided the standards and

guidelines by which people measured their honor
and integrity carried the moral weight of

common
that

law.

Far fi-om suggesting that the people of Mita were
//wmoral, the costumbre

emerges here, and of which we catch occasional glimpses

dispensations,

shows

that rural people

demanding, moral code. The

adhered to a

different,

facts that a dispensation

eight pesos during the period of this study, the
value

in these court cases

and possibly more

was not cheap-normally

of a good milk cow--and

involved negotiating bureaucratic hurdles--a process usually
avoided by

-and

and

costing

that

common

it

people

yet that this transaction took place with such fi-equency
as to leave a massive record

speaks of the importance attached to legitimizing the couple relationship
society.

Premarital sex does not seem to have been viewed as

cohabitation were fairly

may even be

fair to

common,

but legitimizing the offspring

sinful,

was

in this rural

adultery and

clearly important.

It

say that, of the dispensations reviewed for this study, the majority of
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those sought by non-elites
enlisted the pregnancy of the

woman

marrying. Receiving the blessing
of the Church mattered;
that nothing else could.

it

as

one of the reasons for

legitimated the union in a

While references to attending Mass
are extremely rare

m

contemporary documents, costumbre
called for adherence to the sacraments.
The
cycle

was marked by Catholic

rituals at birth,

and

it

seems to have combined versions of the

their holy days, iconolatry,

hard to reconstruct,

is

visible manifestations

m— saints

of Catholicisi

and the sacraments-with respect for
the elements that play

a crucial part in the agricultural
cycle and thus tend to

become

deified.

All

of which does

not explain the role of a figure like
Diegito, a mischievous Cupid-equivalent
to

man may

life

marriage and death. The religious

syncretism practiced in the Oriente
of the early nineteenth century
but

way

direct a prayer for a long-haired

woman. Presumably Diegito

other enigmatic figures in a cosmology
that

is difficult

is

whom

a

accompanied by

or impossible for an outsider to

decipher.

Elites in the capital, already

won

over to a sexual morality and a concept of sin

defined primarily by the Catholic Church and not
disposed to entertain other approaches
to the question, could only view the territory
beyond the confines of the city as a moral
desert.

Indeed,

it

seems clear

that in this regard the social radicalism

of the Liberals

constituted a greater threat to rural culture than the
Conservative vision ever could have.

While the Conservatives were content to

let rural

people

live

by whatever guidelines they

chose, the Liberals sought to create a nation of citizens, with
or without their consent.

They

believed, as Jose Francisco Barrundia puts

for the people

the Catholic

"would not long be

Church did not stop

resisted

at its

it

in the

next chapter, that what

by them." Liberal

economic and
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efforts to limit the

political role, but intruded

was good
power of
on

its

moral authonty through legislation
establishing
popularly

known

civil

marriage and divorce-a measure

as '7a ley de penos (the dogs'
law)"-and inheritance laws which freed

the hand of the testator and thereby
strengthened the claim of illegitimate children
on their
fathers' goods.

Given what

we

have just seen here of the importance to

the Catholic sacraments and legitimizing
their offspring, there can be
in

moral values between Liberal

elites

and the people of Mita.
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rural people

little

of

doubt of a clash

CHAPTER IV

THE LIGHT OF CIVILIZATION
On
soldiers

June 16, 1837, immediately

and rebel forces

Galvez, issued this

in

call for

after the first

engagement between government

Santa Rosa, the governor of the
state of Guatemala, Mariano
an extraordinary session of the
legislature:

The convocation of a special session of
the Assembly has never
been more necessary than at present.
The obstacles of barbarism

and Ignorance that seemed to be
yielding to the light of civilization
are now re-emerging in the pueblos,
and the enemies of reform are
making them their tools of reaction, a
race war is quicidy breaking
out on all sides.

Nor

is this evil

alone, the enemies

of the Republic the
unjust opponents of the State of
Guatemala, never leave off inciting
[the people] against the Guatemalan
name. Plans are being made to
attack the national administration and
that of the State of El
Salvador as a step prior to invading and
destroying that of
Guatemala. There has already been partial success

within this state

bad feeling towards the Guatemalans by
letting
wrongly understood that the term refers only to
residents
in inciting

it

be

of the

This infernal contagion has been spread in
Los Altos, in
Chiquimula and Verapaz, and the Government has not
been able to
detain its progress; and in truth this clever
means of ensuring that
the State itself will tear apart its innards is the
most dangerous
[notion] ever invented. There are propagandists
and even presses
capital.

in

Quezaltenango that are spewing

foreign invasion. Religion

is

this poison,

the pretext that

is

specific [grievances] to excite a conflagration

and yearning for
added to other

of the Pueblos.

The importance the Government has attached to the
uprising of Santa Rosa is a result of its belief that the
cancer can
spread with the speed of electricity.
This explanation,
people's representatives
balanced.

surround

The

bom
may

of conviction,

is

only so that the

see the crater over which

we

are

State must save itself fi-om the fatal evils that

and

must be [done] through the political foresight
of the Assembly. The Government discharges its function by
denouncing the danger, and its responsibility ends when this
it,

this

document is delivered. The Legislature will doubtless conduct
as demands the welfare of a great State which has entrusted to
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itself
it

its

destiny;

I

expect so, [as

I

am] sure of the pure and

patriotic motives

of the representatives.
Guatemala, June

M Gdlvez^

16, 1837.

This document contains a number of important clues to Liberal sentiments

concerning the rural population. For one thing, Galvez made a clear distinction between
the "barbarism and ignorance" in the pueblos and the "light of civilization,"

i.e.

liberal

thought. In addition, he suggested that the Conservatives were manipulating these
ignorant rustics for the purpose of defeating Liberal reforms.
uprising as a race war, raising what

was

He

also characterized the

surely an already high level of anxiety

among

white Creoles. Galvez also referred to "the uprising of Santa Rosa," settling responsibility
for the unrest squarely

nomenclature

in

on

that pueblo, as

many

did.^

Acknowledging the importance of

the construction of identity, Galvez cited the popular belief that the term

"Guatemalan" applied only to residents of that

city.

He

also mentioned the use of religion

as a pretext to unite people with otherwise differing interests, and he ended by conveying a

sense of a government under siege which hints

at

the Liberals' vision of themselves as the

standard bearers of reason forging ahead against superstition and traditional vested

interests.

The focus of this chapter
of the

state

and

their

2

AGCA,

these Liberals, their attitudes toward the rural people

agenda for Guatemala and the Republic. Here there

documentation, and the reader

'

is

who

wishes to

know more

about the

is

no shortage of

liberal project in the

C.l, leg.197, ex.5261 f48.

See for example

AGCA,

C.l, leg.197, ex.5263 and 5264; C.l, leg. 196, ex.5238, and

Hemeroteca Nacional de Guatemala (HNG), Boletin Oficial Nos. 20 and 24
(June 23, 1837 and July 27, 1837).
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early post-Independence
period can turn to

document quoted above,
from

its

"barbarism."

was

it

The

cultural relativists,

of the new

legislation they passed

the

common man

heavy yoke imposed on him, as the
Liberals saw

They underestimated

marked the

emerges

dunng

clearly in their

the 1830s.

They were not

to leap at the chance to free himself
of the

it,

by the Spanish during colonial

colonial period, and even found

travelling in both directions.

its

state

ways

was a two-way

to benefit

from

The

it.

street that served

people

This Liberal failure to understand the rural
population,

creative capacity for cultural adaptation
and reproduction,

its

combined with

the measures the Galvez administration
imposed as a result of this myopia,

popular reaction,

times.

the extent to which he had adapted
to the hierarchical social

patron-client relationship, to take one
example,

values, and

m the

indicated

and they never questioned the superiority
of their goals and methods.

They may even have expected

structure that

As Galvez

sources.^

the mission of his government
to rescue the countryside

Liberals' vision

development program and the

many

would

lead to

political resistance and, finally, civil war.

Liberal Attitudes

The
until its

struggle for independence kept Central American
Liberals busy for

achievement

Amercica meant

that

1821.

in

its

The attainment of this cherished goal

was

that

of the

The most dynamic economy

British, while Latin

in the

years

Mexico and Central

proponents suddenly faced a major construction project

the political and economic spheres.

the time

in

many

in

both

western worid

at

American trade networks had been established

by and were connected to the more sluggish Spanish and Portuguese systems.
Although a

See works by Antonio Batres Jauregui, Jorge Garcia Granados, William J. Griffith,
Lorenzo Montufar y Rivera Maestre, Julio Pinto Soria, Mario Rodriguez and

Ralph Lee Woodward,

Jr.
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growing contraband trade between
the colony's merchants and
the
propel the independence movement,
Guatemala's legal
Creoles

who dominated

originated

it

British

economy and

had remained connected to Spain.
PoUtical

m the metropolis and were

still

largely controUed

had helped

the conservative

institutions

by pem^^lares reflected the

administrative culture of the Spanish
crown. Enthusiastic advocates of what
they

more

rational poUtical

task of cleanng

which

saw

as

and economic structures, the Liberals
eagerly tackled the enormous

away those

traditional structures

of the colonial period that blocked the

creation of new institutions.

Filled with

economy with

Enlightenment ideas of a society of civil rights
based on a booming

a happy productive workforce, the
Liberals

saw

their rural

countrymen as

the unfortunate result of hundreds of
years of Spanish indifference toward the needs
of the

labonng population of America, as crude semi-humans
condemned to a
pleasures of the mind that raised

new methods and

man above

devoid of the

the beasts. Certain of the superiority of the

systems they were bringing to their

the obstacles they faced, and one of these

life

was

new

nation, the Liberals cataloged

the very nature of the rural population.

The

reports of British consul Frederick Chatfield are
illustrative of Uberal attitudes towards

these people. In February 1838,
Chatfield quoted one observer

attacked

Rome,

when

Carrera's forces occupied the capital for four days,

who compared

saying, "...the sight

was

these "hordes" with the Visigoths

awfiil

and horrible--to witness 4,000 barbarians

rude, half-naked, drunk and elated, vociferating with
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who

all

their

might 'que viva

la religion

y

mueran

los estrangeros (Religion forever.

Death to Foreigners[)].'- Chatfield himself had

this to say:

The

rebellion of Carrera,

which is a war of Barbarism against Civilisation
has smce the departure of President
Morazan from the state of Guatemala

assumed

fresh vigour.

.It is

a

war

for the destruction

of Property and for
power in the country in the hands of the mulatto or
to the exclusion of the European race.^

the concentration of all

coloured classes,

These comments concern the Carrera movement
interested observer, to say the least, the British
Consul

good

relations with the liberal

simplistic

eariier

and come from an

whose function

government and to support Galvez

and xenophobic, but nonetheless

can turn to an

directly

document.

similar,

in

it

was

to maintain

power. For a

less

view of the people of the Oriente, we

A direct participant in the struggle to create new

administrative systems in the early years after independence, the
jefe politico of

Chiquimula Juan Antonio Martinez made the following report to

Guatemala
census

City.^

He began by

his superiors in

outlining certain difficulties involved in talcing an accurate

in 1825.

The

extent of the ineptness of the mayors of these pueblos cannot

be believed. This Province having been subject exclusively to foreign
corregidores and boasting very few sons among the educated are the
primary reasons for

this inferiority in

regard to enlightenment, as well as

[the fact that] a disposition to effect the orders given

them

is

not to be

found among the municipal authorities of these pueblos.
Given this ignorance, confusion in the manner of executing these
orders is a necessary and inevitable outcome, [along with] a lack of

Mario Rodriguez, A Palmerstonian Diplomat...,

p.

142, quoting from Chatfield to

Pahnerston, February 16, 1838, Foreign Office 15/20.
^

Chatfield to Palmerston, No. 50, August 16, 1838, F.O. 15/20, quoted in Rodriguez

p. 149.

^

AGCA,

B84.3,

leg.

1

140, ex.26088: Juan Anto. Martinez letter of July 9, 1825,

Chiquimula.
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enthusiasm due to not finding good
counsel

in their

fellows townsmen nor
to consult [experts] outside
the pueblo. This leads to their
yieldmg to apathy and a cool indifference
and returning to the rustic

the

means

occupations from which they eke
out their scanty maintenance. There
may
perhaps be one who carries out an
order, and in his coarse manner
ends up
domg the opposite of what it specifies, or
at the very least executes it
to no

Now take

into consideration the multitude

of mayors of this type
produced by the recent creation of small
municipalities, [and] the complete
disorder of these settlements, with
houses dispersed

over great distances
reaching even into uninhabited places
and impassable hilly areas which
alone would be sufficient to exhaust
even the most enthusiastic census
taker

Add to this the instability of a considerable number
of the
inhabitants who live here today, there
tomorrow without

establishing any
domicile for long and consequently impose
on the mayors the necessity of
either omitting or duplicating them
in the lists.

With

all

these problems in mind, Martinez stressed
that until these settlers were reduced
to

villages controlled

treasury

by government, justice and

would be minimal and

police, their contribution to the national

their dispersed settlements

would reduce government

resources due both to the expense and inefficiency
of distributing government orders and
to the

many

facilitated

court cases that resulted from "crimes

by the wilderness and absence of civil

whose frequent

perpetration

is

life."

In a revealing reference to the liberal program,
Martinez stated.

The undersigned.
from

.

.

is

his calculations that in

doing everything possible, never discounting
his judgment, and subject to the resolve of this

high Government, the doors of prosperity will open in
this beautifiil
province which for now lies in the most inferior state of
enlightenment,
agriculture, and the arts.

A

few municipalities have sent

in

copies of the census

do not follow the instructions and format given to
agents]. because the more explanations are given them,
these

.

.

lists,

but

[the

the less they

understand

The

violations

committed by the greater part of the mayors

collecting taxes, and the difficulty presented in assigning

them the

corresponding duties are considerable. They have not maintained any
system in calculating the charges; they have not given receipts to many of
those who paid, nor even made a list of them. Therefore, the mayors who
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hemselves blocked

^ew

canning it out, and neither the earlier
ones nor these
ones] know what is to be done,
and this Government is working
,n

truitlessly to resolve the

problem.

Martinez noted the need for a complete
and accurate census, along with the
necessity of
recognizing the extreme poverty of
the population,

"its

tremendous backwardness with

regard to enlightenment, commerce,
agriculture and industry,... [and] the
ineptness of the
agents

whose

assistance the

Goveniment

necessarily requires and for which

it

waits in

vain."^

He

called

on the

legislators,

who

he said were

dedicated to the single purpose of pulling
the Province out of the state of
abandonment in which it was maintained by the
tyranny, to open in it the
fountains of the prosperity of which it is
capable to differentiate its sons
from the beasts, and to use whatever riches
might be acquired for the
indispensable and worthy duty of contributing
to the common cause of the
State.

He

also pointed out the difficulty of conducting
the state's business, given conditions in

the countryside:

Most of the
individuals

Municipalities are such in

who do

not live

in the

name

only.

They are made up of

places they have to gather.

methods as can be imagined and as

As many

continually adopt are insufficient to
insure that they hold regular meetings. They live
outside the pueblos and
I

devote themselves to working the land and similar
occupations from which
they gain their simple maintenance, and applying
themselves to [meet] a
need so much preferred, they continually fail to attend their
meetings.

With respect to the

priests assigned to the area,

Martinez had

this to say:

The

parish priests,... charged with overcoming the obstacles to taking
the
census, continue in their age-old apathy and indifference regarding
the

See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread
of Nationalism, (London and New York: Verso, 1991), Chapter 10, for an interesting
perspective on the census as one of three "institutions of power" in the colonial state and
^

a resource for studying the "mentalites" of British colonial census takers,
pp. 163-164.
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matter, in spite of the fact that
they may be the only ones capable
of
carrying .t out with the slight help
that is lent them for this, and
perhaps
better with some recompense
from the State's public funds.

As

a dedicated Liberal and the chief
bureaucrat of Chiquimula, the capital of
the

Oriente, Martinez

was

well situated to assess the abilities
of local functionanes and his

evaluation certainly merits serious
consideration. There can be no doubt that
these

were

ill

prepared to perform the most basic
administrative functions, much

leadership of one of the nascent nations
of Latin America

mistake, however,

remedying

this

was

in

Where

less

the Liberals

men

assume the

made

underestimating the magnitude of the difficulties
involved

their

in

problem. They expected, as Martinez hinted
above, that the removal of

restrictions benefitting traditional vested
interests based in or linked to the metropolis

would soon bring
create the

new

the prosperity which

citizens

who

in their

would fund the public education necessary

turn

would lead the

state

of Guatemala to

its

to

rightful

place at the head of a dynamic Central
American nation.

Nearly a decade

later the situation

was much

the same.

The March,

1

834

departmental report of income and expenses for
Chiquimula showed a monthly

500 pesos. Government agents complained

that the contribucion

the pueblos completely disregarded the matter of
tax collection.
abolition

of the aguardiente monopoly,

stating that while the

manufacture and sale of liquor could not make up the whole

The

deficit

was paralyzed and

deficit,

it

helped.

public treasury has been

harmed by [suspension of the
from reporting any improvement, are

monopoly], and the pueblos, far
headed for complete immorality. There are very few in which aguardiente
is not made and sold publicly by nearly all the inhabitants
The mayors and
councilmen

who

should contain

this

abuse are the

first

since the law cannot possibly be said to be enforced

damages State

interests.

It is

if

to encourage

not

in

it,

an area that so

absolutely necessary to continue the
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that

The agents protested

income from the

of

the

government aguardiente monopoly
because
pueblos the only trade

is

in

many of the department's

the manufacture and sale of this
liquor.*

Here Jose Antonio de Ariza echoed the
sentiments of Juan Antonio Martinez
above when
he bemoaned the mayors' lack of
formal education and
enforcing the law according to
their

own

The

The

Liberals

hoped to bring

their practice

of interpretmg and

lights.

Liberal

to Central

Program
America some of the reforms associated

with the French Revolution of
1789, the newly formed federation of the
United States of

America to the north, and the 1812 reform
movement
sea change

in

western history

social contract

known

in Spain.

These

ideas, part

as the Enlightenment, included the
concepts of the

and constitutional republican government,
man's "inalienable"

his capacity for using

of the

reason to understand and organize the
worid. Having

independence from Spain, and subsequently
defeated the Conservatives

in

rights,

and

won

the

civil

war of

1826-1829, the Central American Liberals turned
to creating a new state based on these
radical ideas.

civil rights,

Believing the

common

people would quickly see the benefits of a society
of

the Liberals set about passing legislation
that

would modernize and

inheritance law, the justice system, and the
institution of marriage.'

They

rationalize

failed to

appreciate the importance of tradition and de
facto legal practices as they legalized
inheritance by illegitimate children,

trial

by a jury of one's peers, and

civil

marriage and

divorce.

AGCA,
'

B.

1

19, leg.2522,

The Livingston Codes

political unrest

ex.57026, (1834). Report fi-om Jose Ma. Ramires.

(see Introduction, note 22) are often cited as one factor in the

of 1837-1839.
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These moves scandalized the people of the Oriente who, while they themselves

may have produced

illegitimate children

and engaged

in adulterous relationships,

nonetheless acknowledged the role of the Church in defining the parameters of moral

and castigating the transgressor. As

were

suspicious.

situated

Accustomed

above them

far as

being tried by a jury of their peers, local people

to a system in

in the social hierarchy,

judge them. The Liberals
social experimentation

life

which

legal

judgments were made by people

they doubted the capacity of their peers to

failed to appreciate the

magnitude of this popular resistance to

and the introduction of more democratic processes. Jose Francisco

Barrundia, labeled "the ideologist of Central America[n] liberalism" by historian Mario

Rodriguez,^" even went so far as to oppose categorically the appointment of judges to
replace the jury system where

it

failed to inspire

popular support.

Certain that the rural

population would soon see the benefits of the judicial system, Barrundia wrote,

"Institutions beneficial to the people are never long resisted by the people.

In addition to passing

civil rights legislation

"^^

and reorganizing the justice system,

the Liberals' ambitious social project included plans for comprehensive public education,

improvements

in transportation

and higher

levels

of public heahh and

safety.

Key

to the

success of this social program was, of course, a heahhy tax base and efficient tax

collection,

The

two elements of modem economic systems

that

were foreign to the province.

Liberals understood that everything depended on restructuring the

participation in the world market, and they

July 183

1,

the directors of the

Rodriguez,

AGCA,

A

were

p. 80.

C.l, leg. 196, ex.5247, August 20, 1837.
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for

enthusiastic advocates of fi-ee trade.

Economic Society wrote

Palmerstonian Diplomat...,

economy

In

to the executive branch opposing

the protective tanffs requested
by the Guatemala City weavers.

had been 637 weavers

in the city in

1

man had

fairest price.

greatest

the right to buy from

Leaning heavily on

good

for the greatest

import barriers

force

The

to

to the marketplace and cast their
opposition to

buy

buy goods of inferior

capital generated

fabric

more

made

the "victims" of the

of good quality cheaply, they argued, why

quality at a higher cost?

three or four thousand weavers weigh

The

best quality at the

they applied the concept of the

majority, they said, should not be

If a million people could

them

whoever could provide the

utilitarian principles,

number

for the weavers' plight, but
argued

terms of the right of the majority to
purchase over the right of the

in

minority to manufacture.
minority.

that there

820, a number that by 1831 had dropped
to 73, the

members of the Economic Society
expressed sympathy
that every

Acknowledging

Why

should the imerests of

heavily than those of a million consumers?

by a million people saving a few reales per
yard on cloth would

contribute to the domestic economy, and
the results would benefit the whole society.
In
effect,

they wrote, a tax on imports amounted
to privileging a few weavers over the

poor people who could

European thinkers
with arguments

ill

Adam

still

many

afford to support local artisans. Leaning heavily
on the

Smith, Say, Ricardo, Mill and Bentham, they
defended free trade

heard today.

Believing that the buyer's freedom to purchase
what
mterests impoverishes a country is an error unsupported

is in

his best

by reason.

people's wealth

A

the fruits of its labor and the ease of free exchange.
business with another is poor because he produces only

lies in

He who cannot do
for his own consumption;

who

he

has the freedom to buy and sell to the
whole worid increases his production and multiplies his wealth.

and

If gold

silver are

worth more

in

Central America than in Europe,

not necessary to dictate laws prohibiting

its

American

and

want to export

will

Europe than
preventing

in

it.

If gold

export because no Central
silver

have greater value

in

Central America, no law will be capable of completely

export because vested interest
out by subterrenean means. ..
its
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will figure

out

how

to take

it

it

is

impossible to buy foreign products
except
for national products. If
foreign goods have
It IS

in

exchange

increased, undoubtedly

^"^
dZlT
domestic products, the wealth of
the nation has also

^" increase

^''''h

The authors expressed

Regarding
to exercise

It

who produce

this point

increased.

the fear that any trade barriers
imposed on European imports

would bring about corresponding
continued, "Those

m

Europe against Central American
goods, and

tanffs in

wealth must be free

in their

agreements and exchange.

expenence has already spoken. Wherever
governments have

tried

comrol the consequences have always
been harmful."'^

was

this idealistic

understanding of economic laws that
informed Liberal

attempts to construct the healthy
economy which would support the social and

political

restmcturing of the province. Believing
that the economy would blossom
automatically

when economic

restrictions

imposed by the Crown during the colonial
period were

lifted,

the Liberals set about strengthening
Guatemala's ties to the British, based close by
in the

colony of Belize. Galvez acknowledged
the extent of trade with that colony
when he
refen-ed to

it

as "the

warehouse

for Central

America from which

contraband traders supply themselves."'^
Woodcutters based

in

all

our merchants and the

the British colony of

Belize were taking advantage of the sparse
population of the Guatemalan northeast to
enter and extract the resources from the area
around

Lake

Izabal.

conceived a plan to populate the area and stop the
contraband
1834, the governor signed a contract with a
Belize and

HNG,

" Quoted

in

William

J.

1,

Griffith,

at the

same

time, and in

company formed by Marshall Bennett of

Cados Meany of Guatemala. The agreement

Boletin Oficial, July

The Galvez government

specified that the

company would

1831, p.88-105.

Empires

in the Wilderness, (Chapel Hill, 1965), p. 8.
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bring English colonists to
populate the northeast portion of
the state and

would gain

full

rights

in

exchange

over the resources of the area.
According to historian William

Griffith, these colonization
projects

were

the development of his state.Just

"part

weeks

J.

of the grand design formed by Galvez
for

after his election in 183

presented his colonization plan to
the legislature, labeling

it

"the

1, in fact,

first

Galvez

mterest of the

State."''

The

priority

Galvez assigned to the colonization
plan makes clear

the liberal plan for the economic
development of the state. Like so
projects since, however,

presumed a higher

it

than actually existed. In the

final analysis,

level

part,

of foreign commitment to

The documents

Both

individuals

that

some

the benefits that were to accrue equally
to both

Although a small

in stripping

much

valuable

wood

its

fi-om the region.

have survived show that many people fi-om
the Oriente,

financial resources,

understood exactly what was happening.

and munipaiities wrote to Guatemala to oppose the

plan.

In January,

1836, the municipal government of Esquipulas wrote
to the state government supporting
the colonization plan in theory, but opposing

ready for

it,

it

in practice

because the people were not

having just thrown off the yoke of slavery. In
April of the same year, the

municipal leaders of Zacapa went a

in

local gains

did arrive, they never significantly
increased the population. For

however, the company succeeded

especially those with

importance

many development

partners went almost exclusively to
Bennett and Meany's corporation.

number of colonists

its

bit further,

writing that they supported the

colonization program in general, but that they opposed
Bennett and

Griffith, Empires..., p.vi.

Griffith, Empires..., p.8.
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Meany

in particular

because they had got control of the land
for one-twentieth or one-thirtieth
of its value and

had already stripped

it

of its most valuable resources. They
pointed out

had been made known beforehand,
there were plenty of Guatemalans

that if the

who would

have

rushed to take advantage of this
profitable opportunity. They also
objected to the
the government had not consulted
them before making the decision.

Galvez and two

legislators at the

Rome on

because

it

fact that

A response from

end of April, 1836, cited the experience
of Sparta which,

according to them, had fallen because of
depopulation and the
foreigners.

pnce

the other hand

managed

failure to

welcome

to increase in power, size and influence

pursued the opposite policy, according to the
three authors. They offered a

strong defense of the colonization
contracts, emphasizing the need to
increase the population of the area.

Bennett and

Meany

agreement was not

The

The Legislature passed

a decree

carry out the colonization or pay for any
fulfilled in the

point here

is

wood

fill

the void and

demanding

extracted

if

that

the

period stipulated.'^

that those with capital in the Oriente

were upset not about the

colonization plan or the idea of introducing
foreigners to develop the land and increase the

population, but because they themselves had not
been offered the contracts. The Galvez

government was

willing to sacrifice the domestic capitalist sector
to the interests

foreign capital.

Its

hacendados and

their capacity to grasp the flaws in the plan,

mistake was

to benefit local people.

AGCA,

One

in

of

underestimating the shrewd business sense of the rural

one of which was

its

failure

strongly argued letter from the municipality of San Nicolas

C.l, leg.190, ex.5015, (1836).
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-

"

Chingo
Dated

in

the District of Mita

May

showed a

sophisticated understanding of
the problem

24, 1835, a year after the contracts

were signed,

it

expresses

some of the

legitimate fears of local people
concerning this aspect of Liberal
economic development.
Its

author Justo Urrutia complained
that the planned improvements

communications would not

whose

m fact benefit the settlers themselves,

real interests lay in exporting
the area's resources.

plans to

make

the rivers navigable, to

open roads, and to

reminding the government that these
improvements

in transportation

but rather the foreigners

Urrutia referred specifically to
build bridges, quite correctly

in transportation

would only help

foreign colonists to "transport
the products they take out of the
lands they hold;

redounds to

power

their benefit,

and not to

that

and

of the inhabitants, who are

left

all

the

this

without the

to take advantage of these
unclaimed lands which pass into the control
of others."

Urrutia eloquently pleaded the case
of the

little settler,

pursue a development program based
on local needs.
settlers' situation.

"[HJaving sacrificed their

lives,

and begged the government to

He

pointed out the irony of the

abandoned

their families,

and

contributed whatever they could to
assist their government, this [same
government] takes
fi-om

them the

riches

of their

majority of the population

was

land, turning those riches over to
other owners."'^

was

surely not capable

of this depth of analysis,

its

basic truth

not lost on them.

" Currently the town of Jerez in the Department
of Jutiapa, according to the
administrative division drawn up in 1836, it was then
part of the circuit of Mita.

" AGCA, Bl

19.2, leg.2520, ex.56920,

San Nicolas Chingo,

May

24, 1835,

"...<

haviendo sacrificado sus vidas abandonado sus fami lias
y contribuido confom
facultades, pr. sostener su govienio este les quite las
riquezas de sus terren.s
entregandolas a otros duefios.
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While the

It is

letters like this

lower social groups

in

one

that point to the

common

the Oriente. Urrutia's letter

is

distinct

from those of the Liberal

not only a failure in
state

its

own

right,

two groups came

capitalinos.

and

it

power

represents one

to see the,r interests as
coinddent and

tWs sense the colonization program
was

government and the population of the
Oriente.

saw

common man,

rural

but actually served to widen the
breach between the

seemingly divergent class interests
against a
that

In

between upper and

an example of how the

structure sometimes chose the
role of advocate for the

step in the process by which
these

interests

itself as acting in the
interests

political

It

helped to umte rural people with

regime

at the state

and federal

level

of the whole population.

The Galvez government turned a deaf
ear

to local people's fears

for exploitation contained in
the colonization contracts.

of the potential

Popular rejection of this aspect of

the Liberal development plan
represents an escalation of the xenophobia
in the east to

which the uprising of 1837 gave "overt
expression," as

Griffith wrote.

"Thus,

it

may

not

be overstating the case to assert that
resentment against the concessions and
the slowness
with which the govermnent responded
to popular warnings helped to weaken
respect for

both the state and national governments
and to give strength to the forces that
ultimately

overthrew Galvez and disrupted the Federation. "^^
to say that the colonization contracts
letter

were a factor

from San Nicolas shows beyond any doubt

the contracts, but understood their implications

Clearly,

it is

not overstating the case

that contributed to the rebellion.

that the orientales not only

all

knew about

too well.

Unfortunately for the future of liberal government

in

Guatemala and on the

isthmus, the colonization contracts were not the only
element of the liberal economic

19

Griffith, p.289.
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The

.

project that

was

would bring the Galvez

also the problem

of securing commercial

banditry discussed in Chapter
the fact that people

faction into collision with the
people of Mita.

who

There

on the highways and ending the

traffic

Two. The Galvez government could
not continue

to ignore

enjoyed the geographic advantage of
Uving along a major

commercial route were siphoning off the
proceeds

that

would otherwise go to funding the

modernization fundamental to the Liberal
program. The next chapter takes up the

of the Liberals'

efforts to locate,

details

and subsequently relocate, the bandits
of the District of

Mita, a campaign that echoes those
of other areas of Latin America at other
times.^"
Resistance

Having

briefly explored the Liberals' beliefs

about and attitudes toward the rural

population, as well as their hopes and plans
for strengthening the economy,
finally to the

I

will turn

matter of how their vision of the nation under
construction predisposed them

to react in the face of popular resistance
to their program.

The

specific

measures applied

to the District of Mita in the years
preceding the rebellion will occupy us in the next
chapter, but our focus here

the Oriente.

is

This discussion

the disagreement between

the formation of liberal policy and

is

two

its

articulation with

life in

enriched by the illuminating documentation generated
by
factions of the Liberal party soon to

become

bitter enemies,

one led by Governor Mariano Galvez, the other by Jose
Francisco Barrundia. Indeed, the
dispute over the handling of popular resistance seems
to have been a major factor
decision taken by Barrundia, a strong constitutionalist,
to lead the

See Peter Guardino, Peasants,
Guerrero,

Politics,

more

radical Liberals

and the Formation of Mexico 's National State

1 800-1857, (Stanford, Calif:

Stanford University Press, 1996), p.2, for
an interesting discussion of the process of state formation in which centralizing

governments

strive to

in the

monopolize force and violence.
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out of the Galvez camp.
in

While the governor maintained

his

commrtment

to social control

the interests of preserving
a tenuous peace with the
Conservatives and thus their

continued participation

in the

economy, Barrundia and

suspension of constitutional
guarantees.

It is this

his followers

brooked no

division in Liberal ranks that
has

sometimes been credited with paving
the way for the success of the
Carrera movement

in

toppling the state government of
Guatemala.

A point of minor importance, but nonetheless
Mariano Galvez
began

that

called the Legislature into special
session

this chapter,

is

on June

that

16,

when Governor

1837 with the

letter

Barrundia, the representative from
Totonicapan, did not attend.

Regular sessions of the legislature had
ended
until

interesting,

August, so Barrundia

may

in April

and were not due to begin again

very well have been far away

unable to return to the capital, but

it

is

in his

western

district

and

also possible that, anticipating the
legislators'

imposition of martial law on the towns
of the district and knowing he could not
sway them

from

their path,

he opted to boycott the session.

Whatever the
continued repression

first

it lift

case, Barrundia lost

in the Oriente.

shots were fired, Barrundia and

no time

On August

in

4,

making known

his opposition to

1837, less than two months after the

two of his colleagues proposed

to the Legislature that

the restrictions imposed on the towns of the
District of Mita and normalize the

situation.

They were of the opinion

that the

armed

threat in the Oriente had diminished to

such an extent that constitutional law should be returned
to the area. The proposal was

The importance of this

widely recognized, but see especially Mario Rodriguez,
which the author refers to "the Barrundia-Galvez

split is

A Palmerstonian Diplomat,

in

dispute of 1837-1838, which bred the fiiture caudillo of Guatemala..."
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p. 152.

rejected,

and Barrundia responded with a
long,

citizens' rights.

He

stirring

defense of constitutional law
and

wrote, in part.

Whatever the

of disorder created outside the
settlements by rebel
bands according to the constitution
and the law this in no way justifies
the
alteration of constitutional rule
in the towns that are
loyal to the
Government. To understand otherwise
the constitution and the federal
law
by which [some] want to authorize
this procedure is literally to
depart from
their text and to defeat their
goal completely. Suspension of
these
guarantees and the establishment of
a power repugnant to law and
liberty
can only be earned out according to
the constitution and the principles
of
the whole people, in response to
an urgent
level

need, to avoid a greater evil

and only for the period absolutely
necessary. If the existence of a band
of
60 armed men committing isolated attacks but
not capable of openly
attacking Government forces, [a group]
that has formed and exists in the
shelter of the mountains and hills,
were a reason to abolish all judicial
procedure in the very settlements that
perhaps suffer or have suffered from
[the acts of] the rebels, if for this
reason they were to be deprived for an
unspecified period of the security of the
law and the most important rights
this would be the same as unjustly
creating evils ten times worse in these
towns and dangers more threatening to individual
liberty and that of the
public than any amount of disorder and
attacks to be feared from the rebel
'

bands. In effect, the guarantees destroyed
or threatened by the aggression
of a few disorganized men acting outside the
settled areas do not produce
nor should they produce, as great a fear in
the peaceful and honest citizen^
as the loss of secunty of person and
property through the destruction of the
civil and cnminal procedure that
secures public order and protects against
arbitranness and the oppression of unlimited
power. Against the former
the people have recourse to individual and
public force; against
arbitrary'

acts without legal guarantees they have

suffenng

in

order that their situation

no recourse but submission and
not grow worse. The Secretary

demonstrated that the Government had secured guarantees
against the
rebel faction, but

power and

it

is

also

up to the Assembly to secure guarantees against

arbitrary acts, and this

is

an even more

difficult

and overriding

point than the first--in the former there is individual
suffering, while in the
latter the whole society suffers, and once
the chief means of securing
liberty

easily

and procedural order have been abandoned, other social controls
are
relaxed and arbitrary power becomes monolithic under
the same

pretexts elsewhere.

easy for the character of a suffering people to
accustom itself to despotism. For all these reasons there is no founding law
nor free institution that permits the sanctioning of unconstitutional and
extraordinary power beyond the precise limits and time period necessary
It is

to contain a serious threat to order, and this threat has to exist and be
continually reproduced among the population in which guarantees have
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™

"'^^
or
offhe
the current for^^^^
force of the existing groups
[of rebels]

The

letter

P^^i^l character

.

begs the legislators not to
abandon their long-term commitment
to

constitutional

government

in their

rush to contam what Barrundia
and

many

others

saw

as

a short-term threat with no
possible hope of success.
In addition to

factions, this

and

showing how the

document

his cohort.

lines

were forming between the two

also provides further information

In the course

of presenting

distnct, Barrundia objected
to certain

on the

liberal

of Teodoro Mexia

fate

his reasons for normalizing
the situation in the

economic punishments applied

to local hacendados:

also requested the cessation of
embargoes and confiscations In spite of
government denials, I showed that these
[measures] were carried out in the
case ot Teodoro Mexia and against
the property of Marcelino Estrada
I

after

\ns execution,

and that the magistrate of this very
district. Citizen Manuel
Arnvillaga, had told me that embargoes
had been used in Santa Rosa and
Mataquescuintla and that he had asked that
they be lifted and reduced to
simple fines. I stated that these fines
imposed by the Government at the

begmmng were
what

little

in

some

cases equal to confiscation, since they
absorbed
miserable property remained in the embargoed
and
fined

families ..My goal

not to end past embargoes, but to remove
from the
government the power to continue this policy
because the Government
might believe itself authorized to continue
imposing these embargoes and
fines for an undetermined period
without any limits or moderation which
obviously against the most basic law at any
time and under any
circumstances, regardless of how critical and
dangerous they
.

is

is

may seem.^

Barrundia wrote

this letter in

August 1837, which

strictly

speaking

parameters of this study, being several months past
the beginning of the
value

in this

context, however,

lies in

23

outside the

rebellion.

Its

the evidence of the economic repercussions for

Mexia and other hacendados of having begun

22

lies

the rebellion.

From

the very beginning of

AGCA,

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5263, Guatemala, August
19, 1837,

J.

Barrundia

AGCA,

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5263, Guatemala, August
19, 1837,

J.

Barrundia
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the uprising, the Liberals
promised amnesty to those

swore allegiance to the govermnem,
but they always
to those

who

who had begun

had been involved

the rebellion,

in the kiffing

clearly intended to punish these

i.e.

Mexia and

who

turned in their weapons and

specified that the offer did not
extend
his fellow

of government agems.

two groups to

the

full

hacendados, or to those

The Galvez govermnent

extent of the law.

In addition to confiscating and
embargoing the property of some rural
hacendados,

the government proposed the
relocation of the inhabitams of at least

two Indians pueblos

involved in the rebellion, Jumay and
Mataquescuimla. Correspondence from Secretary
of

War Carlos

Salazar to the Legislature dated
June 19, 1837, shortly after the outbreak of

hostilities, states:

The Chief of State has advised me

to inform the Legislative

Body

that the

masses of the rebel faction have been defeated,
but that innumerable
individuals must be waiting in nearby
rugged mountains for the bulk of the
forces to return [to the capital], and
that this will be repeated every time
the

[govemmem]

which due to
That as a

its

forces return, and that this applies especially
to
position has always maintained absolute

Jumay

independence.

result, the

Government

finds no other means of securing order
than that of removing the inhabitants of
said pueblos to other points if such
can be found, or prohibiting them fi-om returning.
To repopulate
Mataquescuimla with the honest citizens of Palencia who
have no land

and

to settle

Days

later,

them

in the

houses of the emigrated

rebels.^'*

on June 26, Governor Mariano Galvez decreed the

following.

The Chief of State of Guatemala, considering that the
pueblo of
Jumay on account of its geographic position does not contribute

anything

to the State; that

inhabitants have been remiss in the payment of their
taxes, not contributing to [cover] the public
expenses in any
its

other way, and

that having taken part in the sedition that

murdered

their

governor and

began

in

Santa Rosa, and having

have not appeared [before the
authorities] nor turned in the ringleaders and authors of
these barbaric
attacks, indicating by this conduct that they belong to the
rebellion,
employing the extraordinary powers that have been conceded to him
by the

24

AGCA,

his wife, they

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, (1837),
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Legislative Body, and keeping
in
the current year,

DECREES

""^^"""^^ "^'^

Cua^^^^ap^''

'"^Tk
of both

.nhll!>
inhabitants

mind Article 6 of the decree of
June 18
i
of
« ot

^'^'"'^'''^

transferred to

P^^bl^^

be

common to

the

[pueblos];

The

hacienda and other assets belonging
3^
to cofradias will be turned
over
to the connmssioners the
Government has appointed
Santa Rosa,
4 Part of the lands of the pueblo of Jumay will
be given outright to the

m

.

'''' "°

pon""
5.

The General Command of the

torce so that this decree

may be

-^i-d-1

First Division will act as a

carried out.

This, then, represents the
other side of the Liberal

Galvez and

split.

Carlos Salazar were prepared to
go to any lengths to put
the rebels.

For those with some

assets, like

embargoes and confiscations, while
Mataquescuintla

it

Mexia and

for the inhabitants

meant relocation, the

loss

peacekeeping

25

down

his Minister

of War

the rebellion and punish

his fellow

landowners,

this

meant

of the Indian pueblos of Jumay and

of common lands and an end to whatever

degree of de facto independence their
struggles had achieved during the colonial
period.

The Galvez

faction,

no doubt convinced

that survival

of the

"barbarians" a better future regardless of their

own

with popular opposition, as

next chapter.

AGCA,

we

shall see in the

C.l, leg.197, ex.5264, and

HNG, Boletm
200

wishes,

liberal state

promised these

was prepared

to deal ruthlessly

Oficiall^o.ll, p.65, June 26, 1837.

'

CHAPTER V

PATRIOTS OF MITA
Early in

on banditry.

834, the state government

1

In a letter dated

March

the legislature a report from
the

mail carrier to Sonsonate.

1

8,

in

Guatemala City mounted a

Congressman Pedro Jose Valensuela
presented

mayor of Jalpatagua concerning

Blaming

frontal assault

local bandits, the

the murder of the weekly

mayor reminded

the legislators:

At other times I have already informed
the authorities that there is a
band
of robbers operatmg regularly in
the area around Jalpatagua,
Conguaco and
La Sacualpa, and they have recently
assaulted two local country houses
{casas de campo) xhty stay right
in the town of Jalpatagua....
.

.

He

requested a detachment of troops to
pursue these bandits. Valensuela seconded
the

mayor's complaint,

citing the

danger of highway travel through "the
towns of La

Sacualpa and Jalpatagua... because there
are a great many robbers

reminded the legislature

that in 1831 martial

advised renewing this policy
directed at the

in

at

those points."

He

law had been imposed on Sacualpa, and

Sacualpa and Jalpatagua,

highwaymen who had escaped sanction

or, failing that, a

in that year.

by stating the absolute necessity of taking effective
measures to

decree

He ended

his letter

halt the frequent assaults

in the area.

On
safety

April 24,

when Valensuela

again wrote to

insist

on

legislation to secure the

of the highway to El Salvador, he stressed the involvement
of local

authorities:

Assaults and murders occur repeatedly, and since the
municipal
fiinctionaries of Jalpatagua, Santa Rosa, Jutiapa, and
La Asacualpa are

'

AGCA,

C.

1 ,

leg.

1

72, ex.4556, f

1 ,

re

poner hajo regimen militar a

Sacualpa y Jalpatagua par los muchos robos.
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to

los pueblos de

complicit

it

successfully

is

impossible to control this evil
Force cannot operate

when

political authority

undermines

^

it.^

Valensuela proposed several
measures: the suspension of
municipal functions

towns, the appointment of
ajudge to

tty the

that the bandits

might threaten

Just

were

serious,

those

cnminals. and the administrative
redesign of

the area to bring Jutiapa
under the control of the district
of Cuilapa.

added

in

and would

kill

In

summing

up, he

any witnesses whose depositions

their activities.

two days

later,

on the 26th of April, a

of its members expressed concern

for the

many

Real and travellers passing
through "Jutiapa,

la

letter to the legislature

attacks

on haciendas along the

robberies, "the municipalities of the

in

Cammo

Sacualpa, Jalpatagua, y Sta. Rosa,"
and

stressed the importance of taking
action to provide for the public safety.

Valensuela, the authors accused
authorities

signed by five

Going beyond

these towns of direct involvement

towns mentioned refuse to

in

the

aid the administration

and many of their members sometimes
make up the squads of bandits." They proposed
that the

government take measures

to terminate defimtively the illegal
activities

extending from "...Santa Rosa to the Rio
de Paz or the border between

of El Salvador, handling the bandits and municipalities

in

this state

and that

whatever way the government

considers most consistent with the public safety."^

While Santa Rosa and Cuajinicuilapa were sometimes
included on the

towns to be cleared of undesireables, they do not seem
specific action.

^

AGCA,

C.

1,

The government

leg.

1

72, ex.4556, f 3,

autoridad la traiciona.
'

AGCA,

did,

list

of

to have been targeted for any

however, warn the settlements of the entire area

"Lafuerza no piiede obrar con exito ciiando

"

C.l, leg.172, ex.4556, f 5.
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la

that a, the first

news of another

capture the culprits within
a

assail,

week

establish martial law and
this force

govenunent also noted

that the

on the highway,

either the local authont.es

or a milita^ force would
be dispatched to the area
to

would be matntained

mumcipaUty of Jutiapa

at local expense.

"still

The

had not bothered

orders of the departmental
chief," although specifically
which orders

On

would

is

to

obey the

not mentioned.'

the last day of April, the
Legislature attempted to respond
to these conditions

with Order no. 54, which stated:

[A]ware

that the

measures applied to date have not
solved the problem of
robbery .n Jut.apa, Sacualpa,
Jalpatagua and Santa Rosa, due to
the lack of
cooperation and even complicity
of the municipal authorities of the
^"
dT'T""'"^'
ocated in the area and the commercial

Legislature] agrees to authorize
the
in

whatever way

it

^^"^^g^
interests

who

Government

the hacendados

trade for them [the

to deal with the problem

believes consistent with the
public safety.

Recognizing an attempt to impose
martial law on the Oriente, the
more

socially radical

Liberals reacted immediately, pointing
out the unconstitutionality of Order
no. 54.

"[EJxtraordinary powers can only be be
granted in

or sudden invasion."'

would

clearly

legislature

be

25.

cases," they argued, "insurrection

Since neither of these situations obtained,
extraordinary powers

illegal, said

on June

two

The

the advisory council, returning Order
no. 54 to the

council advised the legislature to use the
powers

it

already

had to cope with the problem.

Although

it

failed, this

attempt to impose martial law on the District of
Mita

represents an important step in the escalation of
hostilities between the Liberal

AGCA,

B, leg.2530, ex.56913, f

AGCA,

B, leg.2530, ex.56913, f 7,

13.

letter

from J.M. Cobar, Secretary, to the Asamblea

Legislativa.
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govemmen. and
mral

the people of this area.

political leaders

were deeply compromised

the interstate highway, resolved
that

have

it

Some members of the
in the

legislature,

economy of banditry

believmg that
that fed

on

they could not get dejure martial
law they would

if

de facto.

Relocation
Early in the following year legislators
determined to end banditry on the highway

made

their next

and

fatal

move. In February 1835, they began a
campaign of forcible

relocation of presumed wrong-doers
{malhechores), the bandits of Jalpatagua,
Sacualpa,

and Jutiapa. The program involved
the removal of these people, along
with
families in

many

cases, to the area that

would become Livingston.

Its

their entire

purpose was

twofold: to end highway robberies on
the main commercial routes leading
southeast from

Guatemala City toward San Salvador and

at the

same time

to colonize and develop the

northeastern portion of the state of Guatemala.^
True to form, the Liberals rushed the

program

into place without proper preparation.

Since no housing had yet been provided

and no areas cleared for the planting of crops,
the involuntary colonists were to be held

in

the Castillo de San Felipe, a prison, with
each household ostensibly receiving an allowance

of one real per

adult per day to maintain the family.

colonization program

colonists

'

AGCA,

was

a

low

was

essentially a

priority.

The

B., leg.2520, ex.56913.

Understandably perhaps, since the

form of punishment, meeting the needs of these

result,

however, was that many people were led off to

The Diccionario Geogrdfico does not

fix an exact
date for the founding of Livingston and gives several versions
of the town's beginnings.
The name comes from the North American legislator who authored the
Livingston Codes

adopted by the Liberals of Guatemala. The campaign I describe in this
chapter
represents one of several failures to colonize the area in the first half
of the nineteenth
century.

appreciate the assistance of Ana Vela Castro
early history of Livingston.
I
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who

acquainted

me with

the

^

pnson where they apparently

lived,

and

in

some cases

died, in desperate
circumstances.

Moreover, many of these people
were innocent. Nevertheless, the
wives and children of
accused bandits, along with

by the

military

men who

stoutly protested their innocence,

and exiled to the colony, where

clemency and permission to return
home, and

were rounded up

living conditions generated

finally led to flight

by nearly

many
all

pleas for

the

deportees.^ This chapter will
look at the mechanics of this
relocation campaign and at the
role

it

played

in

the escalation of hostilities
leading to the rebellion of 1837.

These colonists were to be selected
District

of Mita. To

fi-om the alleged bandit population

identify them, authorities

of the

employed the standard judicial practice of

interviewing several respectable
citizens and relying on their opinion
of their neighbors. In
the pueblo of Sacualpa in February
1835, a

following mamier:

citizens

first,

Ygnacio Perez, the jefe

de honradez (honorable),

Sacualpa, labrador,

list

illiterate,

viz.

of "known" robbers was prepared
politico

of Cuajinicuilapa, called

Jose Maria Sermeno, aged

fifty,

in the

in three

married, vecino of

Siriaco and Paulino Ximenes, aged
sixty-six and fifty

respectively, both vecinos

of Sacualpa, the elder married, the younger
a widower, both

labradores, both

Perez then asked these

illiterate.

bandits of the village.

the

names on the

list

Sermeno provided

men

forty-five

and Paulino gave the same

list,

to

make up

a

list

of recognized

names; Siriaco Ximenes agreed to
only changing one

first

name, a

discrepancy which the secretary duly noted.

On July

1

of the same year the new military and

political chief of the district.

Captain Rafael Belches, followed the same procedure when
he ordered two honorable

'

AGCA,

B., leg.2520, ex.56913, February, 1835.

*

AGCA.

Sig.B. leg.2520 ex.56961. February 6, 1835
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all

men of Achuapa^

to be called in and
questioned concerning "those

(the public voice) labels
robbers."

Two

citizens

whom la

.ozpublica

named Lopez were mterrogated; one
was

a regidor of the municipality,
the other a labrador, both
were natives of the town, of the

age of majority, the regidor
a bachelor, the labrador married;
neither could sign

They agreed on

the local thieves:

Gonzalez (of whom more

later)

A somewhat more

his

name.

Manuel Antonio Cambara, Pablo Gonzalez,
Ygnacio

and

his

sons Aniseto and Felipe.'"

systematic approach

was used

the

same year

in Jalpatagua.

The

authorites created something called
the "Inventoi^ List of Cases of
Azacualpa, Jalpatagua,

and Cuajinicuilapa" which includes

some women

listed as well."

those to be relocated would
these convictions

relying

forty-five cases, mostly against

This method suggests

at least

publica.

The

"

establishing guilt or innocence

is

Captain Rafael Belches,

Mita based

who

potential for unjust accusation built into
this

obvious, but, as

in Cuajinicuilapa.

we saw

This military

At the time, Ahuachapan, now

part

"

B.

AGCA,

B., leg.2520, ex.56955.

1

the

way

district level in the

1,
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was

politico

was

the

administered.

1935.

of

of Jalpatagua may

expectation that he would achieve

of El Salvador, was included

19.2, Ieg.2521, ex.56962, July

it

it

political chief of the District

man and former jefe

Chiquimula.

AGCA,

Chapter Two,

method of

of the relocation campaign was

1835 became military and

very well have been promoted to the

in

much depended on

in the administration

in

of

the process of interviewing "honorable"
citizens and

standard judicial practice at the time and

Perhaps the key figure

effort to ensure that the lists

be based on actual convictions, even
though many of

came about through

on the "voz

some

men, although there are

in the

department of

de facto martial law

in the region.

Assessments of Belches' effectiveness
and Ws judgment

vary widely. Fugitives from
the area characterized his
regime as a reign of terror,

according to a

letter to the central

Chiquimula, the area to which

government from Mariano Trabamno,

many of those

jefe politico

of

fugitives ran. Trabanino found
their tales

convincing and wrote to the capital
inquiring into the nature of Belches'
instructions and
passing on this information:
"...everyone swears that he has
indiscriminately shot and

contmues to shoot anyone he wants..."
Several of these
justice expressed their fear

tried

of suffering the same

and sentenced for robbery, had served

showed

his legal

fate as

from Belches'

fugitives

style

of

Maximo Osorio who had been

his sentence,

and

later,

"even though he

papers {atestado judicial), [had] been
executed by Belches." People also

stated unequivocally that Belches
had ordered the execution of a

wife's lover after discovering

them

together.

man who had

Trabanino seemed doubtful that

killed his

this

punishment was appropriate, and questioned
whether Belches might not be overstepping
his

bounds: "As

I

said, I

do not know what

instructions Belches has,

also charged with punishing crimes
of passion {delitos de sangre)
banditry]. "'2

costumhre

^^^^ Trabanino, though a confirmed

(tradition) that protected the right

Liberal,

[i.e.

shows

of a husband to

kill

I

his

both

do not know

if

he

in addition to

acceptance of local

his

wife and her

lover with impunity.

On the
held by

8,

other hand, there are examples of the high regard

some of the townspeople of Cuajinicuilapa,

m which Belches was

as expressed in a letter

of November

1835. Informed that Belches would be replaced by Sargeant
Pedro Ovalle,

citizens

some

wrote to the government to complain. They referred to Ovalle as a
person "of

AGCA,

B., leg.2520, ex.56926, Chiquimula, July,
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1835

is

little

enJightenn,ent.

who

barely signs [his name]
mechanically, bu. without knowing
the

alphabet," adding:

All the municipal leaders

of the pueblos of these districts
are unfortunately
untrained and uneducated and
at every step we have to
clanfy our doub s
w, h an informed person who
can direct us m the performance
of our
duties. How then are we
going to be governed and guided
by a Jefe
perhaps even more ignorant than
we?.... Since [Belches] set
foot in these
pueb OS he has elicited respect and
fear from the wrong-doers and
great
affection from good men.
Those given to vices and violence have
disappeared from this town and it
maintains a calm never seen before
The
law is earned out and respected
because of his exactness and in a word
since Garcia left we have not
seen any Jefe like him until this one
came.'

They requested

that Belches'

appomtment be renewed, ending

their letter with

an

admission that reflects the very problem
they raised: "Since no one of the
Municipality can
sign his name, the Secretary signs
for us

of Domingo Gutierrez, a signature

was common

that

all."

This statement

practice for a trusted individual to sign
for those

letter.

have

at least

As matters

letter represents,

stand,

a

list

we

followed by the signature

matches the handwriting of the

the controversy surrounding Belches'
style of governing
this case to

is

it

who

letter.

Certainly

could not, but given

would be more convincing

of the names of the men who supposedly formulated

have no way of knowing

although certainly

it

indicates

it

how many of the

some degree of support

in

this

town's leaders
for

what seems

this

to

have been an iron-handed approach to the area's
problems. Since the municipal leadership

was probably

in

the hands of the wealthier propertied residents
of the area, this evidence

of their support for Belches' policy of mano dura (firm
hand)
It is

father

not surprising.'^

interesting to note, however, that Belches supported
the plea

of a convicted

AGCA,

is

cattle thief

made by

The accused, brother of the very Maximo Osorio

B., leg.2520, ex.56949, Cuajinicuilapa, 1835.
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the

-

mentioned above
sentence,

whom Belches had

was sentenced

reportedly executed after Osorio
had served his

to death, but his father Luis
Osorio wrote a letter swearing his

son's innocence. Belches, citing
the father's failure to defend

Maximo, recommended a

pardon since the father seemed so
convinced of the innocence of his
younger son

The

great

number of documents generated by the

picture of Captain Rafael Belches
that
final analysis

must have seen

it,

of that aim, but several cases show

made an

had actually done wrong, and

was not

liberal statist

in

He seems

is

a striking absence of charges of

fiercely

determined to see

it

realized.

who

administered the relocation

campaign were as incorruptible as Belches, and
a few corrupt or
to jeopardize the legitimacy

official

of the whole

project.

To

vindictive administrators

take just one example,

of Sacualpa, seems to have been responsible for several
unjust

deportations.^^ Late in 1835,

Manuel Medrano wrote

to Carlos Salazar, vice-president of

the legislature, to plead the case of his
brother-in-law Jesus Pineda

AGCA,
It IS

B.90.

1, leg.

who

a sense the perfect Liberal of his day,
totally committed to the

program and

Juan Guinea, an

and punish those

exercising a program of government
terror

Unfortunately for the Liberal cause, not aU
those

managed

to have been ruthless

indiscriminate in the

effort to single out

simply to control the local population.
Moreover, there

He was

in the

maintained a clear commitment

was not

that he

application of military justice, that he

corruption.

He

to clean up the area.

that he

program give a

complex and somewhat contradictory,
but

he emerges as the ideal military
governor.

to his duty, as he

in pursuit

is

relocation

who had been

sent to

1267, ex.30834. Letter of Luis Osorio.

interesting to note that the concept

of exile or deportation refers not to being sent
out of the province or the country, but rather out of the individual's
area or region. Even
today, campesinos sometimes refer to people who have left the area
as en exilio.
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the Castillo del Golfo by,
as
investigation,

all

Medrano put

it,

witnesses swore to Pineda's

"the bandit Juan Guinea." In
the

good

reputation, and the administrator

nearby hacienda Quesada also
defended the young man
safe conduct passport for

of the

Salazar responded by ordering
a

him to return home and notifying
the

authorities in

Cuajinicuilapa not to arrest him.'^
In another case involving
Guinea, Bacilio Salguero of Comapa
charged that he and
his family

had been sent to Livingston unjustly
because of the animosity between him and

Guinea, and witnesses from the town
supported his claim. Even Captain
Belches wrote a
note acknowledging the problem
between the two. Salguero stated that he
and his wife

and children were "suffering a thousand
needs"
therefore begged permission to return
to

of having done no wrong, and he

in spite

Comapa with

his family.

The

letter is

accompanied by four statements from residents
of Comapa, including the mayor, to the
effect that Salguero

had lived

in the

area for twenty years and during that time
he had

never been in jail for robbery or spreading
gossip {chismoso), that he had always made
donation

mass, and that he had never failed to appear

at

when summoned.

The

his

alcalde

of

Zapotitlan, Gil Corado, also wrote him a
letter of support after calling in four
witnesses

from the community who

all

vouched for

his character.

Perhaps most

telling is the

statement of Ygnacio Perez, jefe politico of Cuajinicuilapa,
to the effect that there was

enmity between Salguero and the commisioner Juan
Guinea, and that

appeared on the
Salguero

AGCA,
B.90.

won

B.

1, leg.

1

list

he should be allowed to go free because

his case

and on June

8,

it

if

Salguero's

would be Guinea's

name

doing.

1835 received permission from Belches to return to

19.2, leg.2521, ex.56969.

For other

injustices attributed to

1267, ex.30834, letter of Damiana Trinidad Sermeiio, and

B
'

ex.56958.
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Guinea see

leg
o

2520

,

Comapa - While
this

not

all

of the men deported by Guinea
were innocent, a

whose motives were widely

government's

Sometimes the
relocation program.

up the

area,

However,

his

lists

impartiality,

judicial

villages

of undesireables.

authorities themselves pointed out
the dangers inherent in the

Mariano Trabanino of Chiquimula who
supported the move to clean

warned of the danger of rounding up the
innocent along with the

He

suggested that a commission of six or eight
capitalinos be selected to

of local robbers.- While he may have
been

how were

methods may

they to

know who

right to

tmst the capitalinos'

the local robbers might be?

strike us as chancy, they

were probably

While these

rather reliable in rural

of the Oriente where the same famihes
had known each other for generations and

were intimately

familiar with the details

of each others'

lives.

Certainly mistakes happened however, for
there are a great

people

guilty.

proposed solution betrays the lack of insight
that characterized so much of

Liberal thinking.

draw up

distrusted could seriously undermine
the legitimacy of the

to clear the area

effi^rt

local official like

who

many

letters

from

claim to be innocent, and a surprisingly large
number of them succeeded in

convincing the government. Typical of these
appeals
Salazar in which

is

two men of Asuncion Mita complained

included on Belches'

list,

a letter to Vice-President Carlos
that they

had been unjustly

after calling witnesses to establish their
reputations, Salazar

agreed with them and ordered them put

at liberty.

In another case, a vecino of

Jalpatagua wrote on behalf of his brother-in-law Norberto
Enriquez. The author swore

AGCA, Bl 19.2,

leg.2520, ex.56918, Cuajinicuilapa, 1835.

AGCA,

B., leg.2520, ex.56913, letter of Mariano Trabanino,

AGCA,

B., leg.2520, ex.56957,

Asuncion Mita, 1835.
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March

1 1,

1835

that Enriquez

a

man who

had been

later

listed for

no greater crime than

turned out to be a

known robber

"known robber" was a boy of about
tried

nor gone to prison, so

fifteen

his reputation

that

he had married

In the testimony

when he married

was not known

it

his daughter to

comes out

that the

the girt and had neither been

to Enriquez.

The case ends

with a note signed by Rafael
Belches agreeing that Enriquez's honor
had been proven."

More commonly, however,
revealing case

case

is

is

that

the accused

seem to have been

guilty as charged.

of Manuel Maravilla of Sacualpa who
appears on various

Hsts.

One
His

one of those on the inventory of forty-five
cases from Sacualpa, Jalpatagua, and

Cuajinicuilapa.^'

He is

also listed as a

called in early February,

known

bandit

of Sacualpa by the honest

citizens

1835 to give testimony before Ygnacio Perez,
jefe politico of

Cuajinicuilapa.^ Apparently he went
to Livingston, because he and his wife
Rita and their

baby are

listed as deserters

The case

on an undated document

against Maravilla that appears

January, 1835, a few weeks before the

mare

fi-om Eustaquio Cabrera

Maravilla

was

his statement

and

first

selling

it

his

on the court's inventory

deportations.

He

in Sonsonate.^'*

thirty-three, married, a vecino

because he could not write

entitled "Livingston Deserters."^

of Sacualpa, and a labrador.
name.

He

AGCA.

Sig.B. leg.2520 ex.56955, 1835.

AGCA,

B., leg.2520, ex.56961, February 6, 1835.

AGCA,

B.90.

1267, ex.30834, though undated, this
a document dated May, 1835.
B., leg.1267, ex.30843.
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in

his testimony,

He

did not sign

defended himself against the

B.90.1, leg.1267, ex.30834, letter of Eugenio Diaz.

1, leg.

took place

faced charges of stealing a

According to

AGCA,

^ AGCA,

list

list is

folded together with

charges, stating that

it

was

his

own mare that

the

two witnesses saw with

him.

He

attempted to discredit the witnesses
against him by accusing one of
having grown up
the

home of the

complainant's brother and the other of
being a convicted criminal.

Maravilla had a record, however.
Asked
that he

if he

had been a prisoner before, he stated

had served a year and sixteen
days for complicity

addition, he

traveler

in

was a

fugitive

in the

murder of Juan Luna. In

from Guastatoya where he had served time
for

assault

on the Camino Real, and he had once
been convicted of stealing a horse

on a
in

Conguaco.

A note dated January 27,

1835, indicates that the departmental chief sent
the

prisoners Maravilla, Onorato Archila,
and Juan Antonio Grijalva, captured by the
alcalde

of Sacualpa, to Guatemala where they
were to be held

number of people had been
their families

who

after escaping

collected to send

them

in

should not be restrained {deberdn

from Livingston, Maravilla claimed

"just for living there."

He

in prison until

a sufficiently large

a cuerda to the Gulf "together with
ir sueltas)

that he

"

In his petition, written

had been expelled from Sacualpa

protested that he had not been involved in the
murder of Juan

Luna with which he was charged, nor

in the

other "unfortunate events." Finding the living

conditions in Livingston intolerable, he had run off
to Antigua where he
living

by working on a ranch.

He

stated that he did not

subject to arrest and imprisonment at any

moment. For

was earning

want to continue the
his

own good,

fugitive

his

life,

as well as that of

<

his wife

freely.

and children, he requested a safe conduct

letter that

would enable him

to

go about

A note from the Juez de Primera Instancia of Sacatepequez verified Maravilla's

claim that he had been cleared of the charge of involvement in the
assault, robbery, and
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murder of Juan Luna and

his servants, but

found guilty of the

theft

of a mule, and

that

testimony implicated him in the
disappearance of other animals.^'

Like Maravilla,

who

had found a position on the ranch
of Joaquin Galvez

in

Antigua, one of his fellow prisoners
sought the protection of a patron
to avoid being

deported

Juan Antonio Grijalva, charged
with robbing the "romerisu^ o
comercimtes"

(pilgrims [to Esquipulas] or
commercial travelers)

on the highway, and

with Maravilla to await the departure
ot^cuerda for the Gulf, stated

sent to

in his

Guatemala

testimony that

he was a "dependent" of the hacendado
of Quesada, Citizen Francisco Vidaurre,
who
could vouch for him.
Several aspects of Maravilla's story

make

it

a typical case,

among them

the role

played by a patron, the pettiness of
the charges, and the fact that his family
accompanied

him

into exile.

He

represents the

common,

garden-variety petty criminal the government

sought to remove from the area, part-time
bandits living
chronic annoyance than a serious threat
to society, but

at the

margins of the law, more a

whose predatory way of life

challenged the Liberals' political power
as well as their economic project.

Often prisoners and deportees saw
the accused the benefit of the doubt in

had established

guilt, officials

their appeals denied.

many

cases, but

refused to bend.^^

An

25

AGCA,

B.90.

in

1, leg.

authorities granted

where trustworthy

interesting

convicted bandit Manuel Ygnacio Gonzalez, one of
those

informaciones taken

The

example

listed as a

local citizens

is

robber

that

of

in the

Achuapa, a man the voz publica named leader of a robber band

1267, ex.30834, letter of Manuel de los Reyes Maravilla.

26

See for example AGCA, B.90. 1, leg. 1267, ex.30834, letter of Pascual
Valensuela
and Juan Antonio Hernandez, in which Ygnacio Perez denied the appeal
of two prisoners
in the capital

who

sought to avoid deportation with the Sacualpefios.
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that included

swore

two of his sons Witnesses

that they

knew nothing of any

in the investigation into

robberies, and that

Gonzalez to be a businessman
(comerciante)

who

a mule-breeding business,"
as well as a property

also

Gonzalez's character

on the contrary they knew

had "assets

known

in cattle

as San Juan del

and horses and

Rodeo Two of

these three witnesses were related
to Gonzalez, but said that fact
had not influenced their
testimony. Everybody stated
that Gonzalez's sons had been
imprisoned in Guatemala and

Chiquimula, but then released; nothing
had been proven against them, but
rumor had

it

they were robbers.

In his statement,

Manuel Ygnacio Gonzalez accused

his

enemy Nicolas Salguero,

of slandering him. According to
Gonzalez, Commissioner Belches had
proceeded not on
the basis of any written complaint,
but rather on verbal reports

enemy" whose only

interest lay in

made by

his "capital

doing him harm. Because of these unwarranted

accusations, Gonzalez complained:

the authorities have burned seven of
my houses along with their furniture
my granary of com and beans along with other things,
and altogether I

have

over 500 pesos. And I suffered the pain of
watching my eight
children taken as prisoners to Chiquimula,
roped together by the neck,
lost

among them

six delicately-raised females.

sixty years, dedicated solely to agriculture
assets of my own and I own my land,

I,

my lord, am

a

man of over

and animal breeding.

I

have

and these circumstances cause me to
respect the property of others, and my advanced
age and diminished
strength do not allow me to devote myself
to anything other than the care
of my family.

Concerned for the negative

effects

on

away from home, Gonzalez appealed

his business

to the

and

his family

of remaining any longer

government to exempt him from the
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list

of

"

those to be expatriated.
Interestingly. Gonzalez no.
only signed his statement, but
did so

with a fancy, practiced hand.^^

Belches responded to

this

touching plea

in

a note dated

December

3,

pointed out that Gonzalez had
failed to mention that the
mvestigation done

He

1835.

m Achuapa

found him guilty and that he had
defaulted on a summons. Belches
also excused the
burning of Gonzalez's houses
by his predecesor Subteniente Falledos,
stating they had

been burned, "because

was

his [Gonzalez's]

fame as a robber

is

as old as he

is,

and

his family

arrested for complicity in his robberies.

Reviewing the case a few days

later at the request

of Carlos Salazar, Lieutenant

Colonel C. Eugenio Mariscal further
undermined Gonzalez's plea of innocence.

He

confirmed that Gonzalez had been found
guilty of banditry according to
informaciones
taken by both Ygnacio Perez and Belches,
and added,
capture him to no

named

partners in crime they

assure you

both

He

as an outlaw."

accomplices

in the

is

in

towns

that

He was

avail.

I

employed a variety of methods to

served with a summons, and recently was
one of those

also pointed out that since Gonzalez's
defenders

were not reUable witnesses, and
"in

"I

that the

which innocent people are hard to

did not

name anyone an outlaw

informaciones and

if not

were

his

Gonzalez clan sought

find....

What

I

its

can definitely

completely satisfied of his

guilt,

in the verbal reports I took."

The bandit Gonzalez pled

own

his

case, but

many of these

letters

of appeal come

not fi-om the accused, but fi-om members of his family.
The typical petition came fi-om a
parent seeking review of a son's case, but for the most part
the evidence against these

young men was

AGCA,

strong.

One example

is

a letter fi-om

B.l 19.2, leg.2521, ex.56962.
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Damiana Trinidad Sermeno, vecina

of Sacualpa and mother of Ynes
Sermeno. Senora Sermeno defended
her son and charged
that

Commissioner Juan Guinea had unjustly
accused him of horse

theft

and

listed

him

with those to be relocated to the
Castillo de San Felipe. She
petitioned the authorities to
reinvestigate the matter, but

Ynes had

they did they found that aU three
witnesses testified that

two horses and been ordered

stolen

similar fate

when

when

to pay for them.^«

Candido

his father, a military officer
stationed in Jutiapa,

Candido had been unjustly included on
Ygnacio Perez's

list

met a

complained that

of "those that the voz publica

recognized as thieves." In the investigation,
however, witnesses
responsibility for at least

Carrillo

one robbery and one serious wound

in

testified to

Candido's

an altercation. Rafael

Belches added the fact that Candido was
a fugitive from justice, and passed on the

informaciones to

Another

his superiors in the capital

petition that

support of her husband

because

who

his upright

seems to have

without further comment.^
failed

came from Leandra

Orellana, this one in

she claimed had never before been sought
by the authorities

conduct prevented

it.

Now they are looking for him

and the sole reason for this is that the judge of
the town of Jutiapa, for
unfounded personal grudges, when the Government
gave the order for
those considered robbers, the vice-ridden, and
those of very disorderly
conduct to be sought and sent to jail for punishment,
at that time this
judge, unjustly taking advantage of this opportunity
to damage
he wanted, included my aforementioned husband
on the list

'

all

whomever

of those to be

captured that he turned over to the Jefe of the
region. This
reason they are looking for him.^°

is

the only

AGCA,

B.90.1, leg. 1267, ex.30834, letter of Damiana Trinidad
Sermeiio.

AGCA,

B.90.1, leg.1267, ex.30834, letter of Subteniente de

la

of Jutiapa.

AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

1267, ex.30834, letter of Leandra Orellana.
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Compania Sedentaria

The judge

to

whom

she referred

was Pedro

J.

de Campos of Jutiapa,

who

defended

himself agamst Leandra's charges,
statmg that he had pursued
CarriUo as a thief because

of his "notorious reputation
[espubUca vozyfama]: and because
of certain

emerged

in

a case against CarriUo in 1830.
There

is

a marginal note from

J.

facts

which

Hernandez,

then military and politcal chief
of Cuilapa, dismissing Leandra's claim
as groundless.

Regardless of the guilt or imiocence
of Leandra's husband, hers

many

letters

campaign on

two

their family

life.

role

Given the marginal nature of the family economy

and Jalpatagua where banditry was

in part a

of eking out an existence within the
framework of the law, the

adult partners in the household

finances.

Women

economy created a

in the

response to the
loss

of one of the

serious imbalance in the domestic

often responded to this threat to the
family's survival by assuming the

of advocate for a husband or son, and
petitioning the government on

Many

only one of

from wives who complain of the
devastating impact of the relocation

area, especially in Sacualpa

difficulty

is

wives stressed the impossibility of feeding
their families without

his behalf.

their husbands'

labor.

These

letters

underscore women's responsibility for the welfare
of children, just as

they hint at the frequently tenuous connection
between

men and

their familes.

In

December, 1835, for example, Maria Encamacion Garcia
of Sacualpa requested an
investigation into her husband's character to clear
his name.

Her husband, Jose Coronado

Pineda, had been charged with involvement in the
robbery and murder of Juan Luna and,

although he had been found innocent he had run away

two

^'

"tender

AGCA,

little giris" in

B.90.

1, leg.

a state of indigence.

in the

meantime, leaving her and

She seemed to

feel that

he would return

1267, ex.30834, letter of Maria Encamacion Garcia.
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if

"

he

felt safe,

and while

we cannot

evaluate the likelihood of this
reunion,

imagine that she found herself in
an untenable financial

situation.

Whether husbands

appreciated the economic difficuhies
faced by their abandoned wives
In a similar case Maria

Manuela

Alfarol, wife

we can easily

is

not clear.

of Ignacio CastiUo of Sacualpa.

claimed that her husband had
been forced into hiding by his refusal
to join the bandits and
their subsequent attempts
at revenge.

She begged

that an investigation into her
husband's

reputation be carried out so that he
might return fi-om hiding and attend to his
"sacred
family duties. "^^

While these
their

women

stayed at

deported husbands, other

appear on a

entitled "List

list

home and

women were themselves

of women

[Sacualpa] to settle that of Livingston."
the total

number of people on

24, 1835, indicates that these

petioned the government for the release
of

the

list

women

who

exiled.

with their families are leaving

Some of them had

to 78.

The names of 63 women

The attached

this

town

children with them, bringing

note, dated February

and children were conducted to Chiquimula and

turned over to the jefe politico of the department."

The majority of women involved
roles.

in the relocation

program played one of two

Either they accompanied their husbands to the
Castillo de San Felipe or they acted

as petitioners for redress through the court
system.

accused for their

own

activities.

In

A third group,

August 1835, Marcelino Garcia of Jutiapa wrote to

the capital on behalf of his sister Eustaquia Garcia
who, along with

AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

" AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

however, stood

two daughters and a

1267, ex.30834, letter of Maria Manuela Alfarol. See also letters
of Maria Pineda and Leandra Archila, both of Sacualpa.

marchan de

este

1267, ex.30834,

Pueblo a formar

el

''Lista

de lasMugeres

de Lebinston.
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q.

con sus familias

godchild, had been sent to Livingston,
unjustly in his view.
suffering

from overwork and "a severe

do not receive justice." Witnesses

was known

whom

Belches found the
the case

on to

which

will

testified that the girls

to dispense "strong drink"

thieves with

illness

He

undoubtedly be terminal

were innocem, but

giris imiocent,

cattle

but the mother guilty of harboring
robbers and passed

his superiors for a decision.

expected to stay long on the

was

if they

that Eustaquia

from her home,- and to have sheltered

There

is

no indication of the

final

outcome.^^

children relocated? In part because
the government

quite sincere in aspiring to develop
and colonize the northeast.

The

were

she dealt in stolen animals,
presumably selling the meat. Captain

Why were women and

survival.

also stated that they

frontier;

relocation campaign

neither voluntary nor based

A lone man could not be

men and women depended on each

was not simply

was

other's labor for

a colonization program, however;

on an incentive system.

It

was

in addition a

it

form of

punishment for the towns with large populations
of known bandits, and there are two
possible reasons that families

were included

in the

punishment.

One was

that the

government wanted to punish not only the individuals
believed to be perpetrating the
actual crimes,

profession.

men

for the

most

part, but also

This notion of collective guih,

anyone

that Enlightenment individual distinct

Many women were engaged

was

from

this

prevalent during the period.

from family and

in the business

benefitting

the guilt of whole groups of people living in

i.e.

the same area, or of the families of perpetrators,

man,

who was

social networks,

of dispensing

Modem

had not

liquor, and ran into trouble
For further development of this topic see Rene Reeves, "Liberals,
'
Conservatives, and Indigenous Peoples: The Subaltern Roots of National
Politics in
Nineteenth Century Guatemala," unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University of

with the law for

it.

Wisconsin, 1999.

AGCA,

B.90.1, leg. 1267, ex.30834, letter of Marcelino Garcia.
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reached the Guatemalan Oriente.
Those
guilty^

As

in

the case discussed below

who

associated with the guilty were
themselves

where ranches on the Enriquez hacienda
were

burned to eliminate shelter for outlaws-a
foremmter of the twentieth-century
"scorched
earth- policy-various letters

engaging

in

make

it

clear that harboring bandits

was

as

much

a crime as

banditry oneself.

Secondly, there

had not accompanied

is

the question of who

would have cared

their parents to Livingston.

children from their parents, nor to
care for

them

The

state

for these children if they

had no responsibility to protect

in their parents'

absence; children were

the property of their parents, not
of the state. Parents depended on their
children to

contribute to the family

economy and

to care for

them

in old age.

If parents

went to

Livingston, whatever the reason, children
went along.
In the case of Manuel Ygnacio
Gonzalez above, the accused complained that the
authorities had burned seven houses

granary of com and beans;

in this

on

his

property along with their contents and his

he was not alone.

One government

campaign against banditry was the destruction of
suspicious ranches.

tactic in the

A resident of

Sacualpa, Juan Bautista Garcia, requested an
investigation into his character and gave the

following testimony:

Juan Bautista Garcia, vecino of Sacualpa, with the
humility due
the Supreme Government, state that in February
of last year a
[I],

military

commissioner went to destroy the ranches and apprehend
the undesireables who were preying on the roads with
the goal of
sending them to Livingston. At that time

when

I

tried to

told that

I

See for example

come back

was included on

AGCA,

B.90.

I

found

the

1, leg.

list

I

was out of the

my dwellings

area and

burned and

and would meet the same

I

was

fate.

1267, ex.30834, letter of Josefa Rodriguez re

Antonio Hernandez in which the mayor of Mataquescuintla jailed Hernandez to force
him to testify concerning two alleged robbers of Sacualpa he had sheltered.
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All this issued

from reports against me, without
ascertained whether the sources
were people

its

having been

unfriendly to me.

Garcia stated that he had since

moved

to Santa

informaciones taken concerriing his
conduct
his

in

Ana

(El Salvador), but that he

Sacualpa and Jalpatagua

in

wanted

order to dear

name. The investigation that was
done indicates that Garcia was an honorable,

hardworking labrador and arriero who
had formerly been engaged

Guatemala

young

City.

children.

One

His ethnicity

is

in transporting

sugar to

given as creole, and he was a recent
widower with seven

All witnesses testified that Garcia

case of razing ranchos in Jalpatagua

the government's argument for this
tactic

is

was an homhre de bien}'
especially interesting in that

m the war on banditry. On April

1,

it

presents

1835, the

Enriquez brothers, owners of the hacienda
San Jeronimo near Jalpatagua, appeared before
Francisco Perez, jefe comisionado, to lodge
a complaint about the destniction of huts on
their hacienda.

They claimed

to be operating their trapiche and obraje
(workshop) under

the trees for lack of sheher. Perez supported
them, testifying that Joaquin

not involved

in

Emiquez was

any of the cases that had led to the expatriation
of some of the

townspeople, that he had a large family of well-behaved
children, and that he had assisted
the authorities in their pursuit of area outlaws.
Three witnesses agreed and certified that

Enriquez was a citizen

in

good

standing.

from allowing robbers and wrong-doers,

The brothers claimed,

we

pursue them and

we

"at

San Geronimo,

far

safeguard order and

calm."^*

AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

1267, ex.30834, qe. en Febo. del ano pasadofue...a destruir los

ranchos y a aprender a los malhechores

perjudicaban los caminos con el fin de
remitirlos a Lmston...encontre quemados mis casas....

AGCA,

B.90.1,

leg.

qe.

1267, ex.30834.
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In this case, however,
policy.

On

two

letters

from government

fiinctionaries

defended the

April 10, District Chief Lieutenant
Colonel Yginio Perez stated

must report that in carrying out the
preceding decree the valley of San
Crerommo or Lo de Enriques was burned
just like many other small
sett enients where the robbers
and criminals of that area are sheltered
The
goal of this [program of] burning was
certainly laudable,
I

since it tended to
destroy the hidden dwellings from
which [some people] were doing so
much damage and to force the inhabitants to live
in town,

subject to the

authonties. Besides,

my orders were to bum

suspicious houses a

commission which the Chief of Jalpatagua carried
out, and although those
who have now presented themselves [the Emiquez
brothers] may have
been on the list of those to be excluded, and
they themselves

may never

have caused any damage, nevertheless they
were mixed up with the wrongdoers without ever having said [anything]
about the crimes which were
being committed there.
All these causes,

which seem to
the circumstances about which they are
believe that

it is

me reasonable, combined to create
now complaining, and I do not

appropriate to indemnify them for something for
which

they themselves were responsible.

A week later Satumino Pineda wrote from the jefatura of Sacualpa, also defending
the government's decision to raze the huts along
the highway. His note addresses the

Enriquez case, but goes on to defend the program as
a whole. According to Pineda, the
destruction of the dwellings on the Enriquez hacienda,
"as well as others,"

move

that

had been effective and

if the

was

the only

huts were rebuilt,

any efforts to terminate the abundance of evils surrounding the
landowners
in the neighborhood of Jalpatagua will be in vain,
and even m the event that
the Citizens Joaquin and Andrez Enrriquez prove that they have
never
stolen anything,

no matter how hard they

try they cannot

prove that they

have not tolerated the wrong-doers....^^
Obviously, these documents

show

that the burning

of huts along the highway was

an important part of the government program to increase the safety of highway
Their greater significance, however,

AGCA,

B.90.1,

leg.

lies in

what they reveal about Liberal

1267, ex.30834.
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traflBc.

attitudes

toward

the people of this rural area.

Note

that

all

three complaints

come

not from the

people, but from property owners.
In the Gonzalez case, the
accused
bandit, but in the cases

of Garcia and the Enriquez brothers

common

was probably a

this is not so clear.

It

seems

the government, although
unable to impose dejure martial law,
achieved a kind of

facto martial law when

it

appropriated and destroyed private property.
This lack of

concern for the losses suffered by a

Hacendados of the area
in the clutches

deportation.

would have

rural elite

regularly spoke

of the clean-up campaign, and

this

Manuel Maravilla was not unique

system; other deportees sought hacienda

up for

work

its

their

price.

employees and tenants caught

became one

in finding

viable strategy for escaping

recourse

in the

patronage

specifically for the safety that a patron

could provide. Pedro Senneno, for example,
stated that he had been included among
those exiled from Sacualpa and sent to
Livingston, but that the commander there,
Pedro
Pinto

became convinced of his innocence,

to return home.

Once back however,

investigated the matter, and gave him a passport

his passport

was considered

invalid

and Belches

ordered him taken prisoner again. Sermeno
apparently responded by running away

because
a

his letter

mayordomo on

comes from Chalchuapa,

I

am

I

have and have never mixed

in

a working

man and

said he

was working

There are three

letters

from the hacendado Guevara;

all

I

make my

as

was

living with the

few

the unfortunate events [acontecimtos. desgraciados]

which are attributed to those of Sacualpa." He signed
separately.

where he

the hacienda of Onofre Guevara, and stressed that
his record

"without the slightest blemish....

mules

El Salvador,

his

name, printing each

letter

of recommendation from Chalchuapa attached, one

three support Sermefio's claim and say that he
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works

hard on the hacienda

'»

The

fact that

Sermeno had

originally

suggests that he had every intention
of continuing his
his recapture,

he Hed to Chalchuapa where he
traded

for the protection

list,

the

in

proposed

first

place.

that he simply

successfully

A

his precarious

Belches ordered

freedom of movement

employed the patronage system to escape

Rafael Corado of Jalpatagua, claiming unjust
inclusion

move

to another valley and that

as his guarantor {fiador). This proposal

Corado and

there, but after

of a patron.

Some of those charged had
deportation

life

gone back to Sacualpa

was accepted and

Manuel

the

in the

Arrivillaga act

document

is

signed by both

Arrivillaga.*'

fragment of a

letter

which comes fi-om Quesada, the hacienda closest to

Sacualpa, provides a striking example of the
patronage system. While unfortunately

rendered anonymous by the loss of its second

half,

author was Vidaurre himself, the hacendado

He commented on

the letter leaves no doubt that

several aspects of the

banditry so prevalent in the area and then took
the opportunity to put in a

an old

man named

Corado and

Carlos Corado

his sons

who had been marched

been

listed

bit

for

at

Quesada, and Vidaurre

suggested that Corado might have

by mistake because others of that surname had a bad reputation, and admitted

that he himself

added a

He

good word

off to Livingston. Apparently

had long worked as tenants and servants

characterized them as honorable and hardworking.

its

had added to the

list

a different Corado, also a tenant of Quesada.

He

of background on Carlos Corado's misfortune, a story which again points up

AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

1267, ex.30834, letter of Pedro Sermefio.

AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

1267, ex.30834, letter of Rafael Corado.
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the dangers inherent in this
their neighbors'

method of establishing people's reputations
on the

basis

of

word:

understand and have just about verified here,
that another servant who
hved on the hacienda, resentful because
one of Carlos Corado's sons tried
to marry his daughter, kidnapping
her to that end, which as you know
I

is

manner m which such things are managed in the
countryside, coUuded
with Guinea and others to discredit the
unfortunate
the

old man."'

As many documents above
unusual.

What

indicate, this type

of vengeful accusation was not

the Liberals unwittingly did-due in part
to their failure to understand rural

culture and in part to their distaste for

what they did understand of it-was to provide the

perfect outlet for rural people to avenge
petty grievances against their neighbors by

accusing them of banditry and having them
removed fi-om the scene.

While a relationship with a patron
to the

clearly saved

some

people, others marched off

Gulf What kind of experience did they have? The evidence
shows

that getting to

Livingston was hard, staying was worse, and escape
was common. The municipal records

book of Gualan notes

that

on March

15, 1835, a

cuerda made up of people being

transferred fi-om Jutiapa, Jalpatagua, and Sacualpa
passed through that

the Castillo de San Felipe. Nine sick people were
the

'2

town mayors. Although

AGCA,

there

left

town on

way to

there in Gualan, under the care of

were no monies to maintain them, the

B., leg.2520, ex.56958, 1835, Quesada.

its

See also B.,

leg.

alcaldes

made

1267, ex.30843, a

of recommendation from Vidaurre for a man who was bom and grew up on the
hacienda and who had been in the hacendado's service at various times.
letter
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the

decision to use cabiido funds to give
each person

each

1

real (per day, probably) and a half
to

child.

one

In

letter to his superiors in the
capital,

Mariano Trabanino of Chiquimula

reminded them of the government's
responsibility to make preparations:
"com, beans,
and some huts [ranchos]: for these
people
poverty.

^

the result

There

is

no evidence

was considerable

that the

if they

were not to descend

relocated complained bitterly about

the difficult conditions of life in Livingston;
one of these

discussed

earlier.

Insisting

"marched obediently to
there

the

is

in

Jalpatagua,

left

alone.

two with

new

area.

woman

all

the expatriated had

men from

list

claimed he had

to

no resources,

come

back, he did

B., leg.2520, ex.56951, Libro

to the inhospitable

of deserters names three men from

Sacualpa,

and a couple from Jutiapa.'^

recognized that the "colonists" were escaping

AGCA,

left

was the common response

One undated

their wives; four

men, one single

same Manuel Maravilla

""^

indicated, escape

conditions of life in the

the

his destination, but since in Livingston
there are

order not to be

As Maravilla

was

his innocence, Maravilla nevertheless

a lack of food and no work, after

same

single

on

into abject

government heeded Trabanino's warning, and

Many of those

suffering.

in great

all

with their families, and five

Even Rafael Belches

numbers, and commented

in

'^''AGCA, B., leg.2520, ex.56913, letter of Mariano Trabanino,

AGCA,

B90.

*^

AGCA,

B.90.1,

March

11, 1835.

1267, ex.30834, letter of Manuel de los Reyes Maravilla. For
the case against Maravilla see B., leg. 1267, ex.30843.
1, leg.

leg.

the

de acuerdos Municipales de Gualan ano de

1835.

*^

salt,

1267, ex.30834, see

list:
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"Decertores Livingston:'

informaciones of a Sacualpa man,

"I

of these people simply returned to

their

have heard that he ran away

like the

others.- Most

former homes, where they presumably
hoped to

escape the notice of local authorities
and many were probably successful since
the
authorities

were

ill-equipped to control the entire
rural population.

In June, 1835, Trabanino informed
the
left

behind earlier due to

ill

health

were

Livingston had arrived in the town: a

man

said that he

living.

home, but a note

in the

were

women who

that the

had been

Chiquimula, and that several runaways from

in

man of about

fifty-five

and

his

two

daughters.

had deserted because of the hard work and the
extreme neediness

which they were

colonists

still

government

The

in

Trabanino sought permission to allow these deserters
to go back

margin indicates that he was sent a reminder to
the

explicitly prohibited

from returning to

their

effect that

former homes without special

permission from the government.^*

Also

in June, the central office in

Chiquimula reported to the General Secretary

the capital that several deserters from Livingston had

from

P. Pinto,

commander

at Izabal,

who had

passport listed Carlos Jose Corado, five
report explained that they

first

the daughter of one of them.

Pinto stated that he had no

way of maintaining

offered to support them, but has changed

AGCA,

B.90.

AGCA,

B., leg.2520, ex.56915, letter

1, leg.

its

who had

left

and gone to

them, "since the Government

mind and issued a new

order.

Therefore, the

1267, ex.30834, letter concerning Chrisostomo Ximenes.

of M. Trabanino dated June

Chiquimula.
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The

colonists and had been assigned to

Marshall Bennett, but that he refiised to accept the deserters
Izabal.

there carrying a passport

given them permission to leave. The

women and

were among the

shown up

in

13, 1835,

transit authonties

beg you to

assist

should not obstruct their progress;
moreover,

them with a contnbution." The report

retummg completely
was not happy with

indigent and

the

way

the

ill.-

A note in the

commander

at Izabal

in

the

name of humanity,

also mentions that they

were

margin indicates that the government

was carrymg out

The

his orders.

dispute seems to have involved
the stipend of one real per day that
the government had

decided should go to the

was never any
that he

settlers

clear indication

who were

There
stated

had not received any allocation for the
purpose.

rushing

in

where angels would have

provide the basics of life for those
Livingston, so they allowed the

that the colonists

funds.

waiting at the Castillo de San Felipe

of where the money was to come from, and
Pinto

Clearly, the relocation/colonization

And

new

securing commercial

way

They had

failed to

being relocated from Mita to colonize

colonists to live in a prison.

in

They had recognized

order to eat, but they had not allocated the

to ensure that they stayed put after arriving.

traffic

The chaotic nature of the
The

The urgency of

on the Camino Real obviously weighed more heavily

capital than the orderiy colonization

in

colonization plan

was

not,

however,

central problems with the contract the Liberals

for the benefit

its

only, or even

made were

that

of foreign rather than

AGCA,

it

local

Quite naturally, foreign investors valued their profits considerably above the

development of the Guatemalan wilderness. Further, many people of the area most

49

the

and development of the northeast.

promoted the extraction of natural resources
interests.

rightly so, to tread.

they had set up the program with no reliable, just
method of selecting

the deportees, and no

greatest, defect.

and

who were

would need an allowance

finally,

program was an example of the Liberals

feared,

B.

1

19.2, leg.2520, ex.56916,

June

3,
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1835

I

its

were

affected

apparent

fully

aware of the contracts,

in the letter

their goals,

from San Nicolas Chingo

deportees had wanted to carve a

new

life

in

and

their

consequences, as

Chapter Four. Even

if the

is

Mita

out of this land, and most of them did not,
the

fundamental design of the program mitigated
against

it.

Indeed, the campaign seems to have
been a miserable failure on every imaginable

Not only did

front.

it fall

short in terms of its twofold goal of ending
banditry and

colonizing the Gulf coast, but

more importantly

it

was

politically costly for the

government. Not surprisingly, the program alienated
both
the District of Mita and exhausted what

little

elites

and

common

political capital the Liberals

people

in

might have

stored up in the area. While the authorities
focused their energies on proving the guilt or
reluctantly

acknowledging the innocence of individuals, the larger problem

of values between the orientales and

way of life

for marginal people

their capitalino

lay in the clash

government. Banditry had been a

of the area for a very long time, and was

at least

accepted

as a practical reality by local officials, if not actually
directed by them. While the rustling

of large herds of animals might be viewed as a serious crime, the
appropriation of the
occasional mule or calf was considered part of the daily routine,
particularly morally reprehensible. Thus, even the concepts

dispute.

stealing a

In a strictly legal sense, the

few animals, but

illegal certainly,

of guilt and innocence were

young men of the area might have been

tradition protected

them

in the

but not

guilty

of

eyes of their neighbors. Perhaps

they were thought of as mischievous, as picaros, the cultural equivalent of the boys

own day who

"will

be boys."

The following
demonstrates

letter

this lenient

from a mother defending the innocence of her sons

view

at the

same time
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that

it

in

reveals an attitude toward the

in

our

relocation campaign which
In

May

1

represented a broad current of local public
opinion.

Tomasa Meza of Jutiapa

835,

Campos on

may have

petitioned the local Jefe Comisionado
Pedro de

behalf of her sons Basilio and Felipe
Naxarro,

unjustly transferred to Livingston.

It is

interesting to note that

crudely, indicating a level of literacy
extremely rare

Meza
which

effectively raised the question

certainly

who

among

the

she claimed had been

Meza

women

if

of the day.

of the legitimacy of the program, a question

must have troubled the immediate families of the

also bothered a wider

signed her name,

segment of the population. In her

exiled, but veiy likely

letter to the central

government

she wrote

my

sons,

who have had

the misfortune to be labeled thieves without a
single bit of evidence, were taken to the Livingston
prison along with many
others, the greatest number of whom are as free
as my sons of the stain
which is imputed to them, as is proven by all those already
freed.'"

The many

petitions for

freedom and the frequent charges of administrative misconduct

in

the selection of the deportees, along with the credibility
lent to these petitions by the

government's willingness to grant them a serious review, indicate that the
whole
relocation project

who

was

suspect.

It

was, after aU, very

difficult for a

group of social

radicals

prided themelves on their unwavering commitment to constitutional
government to

justify this wholesale

round-up of the population of a few towns and the forced march to

Izabal that followed, not to mention the imprisonment of whole families in conditions
of

extreme deprivation.

Meza's

letter continues:

The disorder

the commissioned official blindly and despotically

created in this and other pueblos in order to throw out the robbers

AGCA,

B.90.

1, leg.

1267, ex.30834, letter of Teresa Mesa.
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is

well

known, and

that

was

directed not only at them, but at
without mvestigatmg their reputations.
it

will not

mention all the disorder and
committed because I believe the Government
knowledgeable about all this.
I

whomever he met

injust acts

which

that officer

already aware of and

is

My sons are completely innocent of the shameful crime attributed
to them, as the investigation which I
am duly attaching makes clear I
therefore beg you, having arrived at the truth,
to pass on these proceedings
to the Jefe Supremo del Estado so he
may order
that

which he deems most

appropriate.

In the informaciones one of the witnesses for
Basilio had been

drawn

because they were

into a cattle theft.

living in Sacualpa,

they worked, he did not

i.e.

know whether

He

Meza's sons

said he

also said that he did not

knew that

know the boys

not in Jutiapa, and that although he

knew

they did so "from January to January."

well

that

Two more

witnesses gave the same information about the cattle-stealing
incident and stated that

while Baciho put in a good day's work, he did not
that the

among
in

voz publica did not

label the

Rafael Belches attached a

definitely that the brothers

and pointed out that the investigation

commissioned

officer to

were

into their reputation

name, regardless of their mother's view of the
In her preceding letter Senora

Meza

situation.

final

had not

it

issued for

shows that the Senora' s sons are
them and they were apprehended

dedicated

work with which

you

will

What

laud them as

is

8,

in fact cleared their

say:

by the

undeniable that

my

predecessor

criminals.

Summonses were

as a result

of the zeal and

undesireables are pursued. However, as always

decide for the best.

interests us here

is

not really the guilt or innocence of Meza's sons, but the

indication her letter provides of the lack of popular confidence in the judicial process.

Clearly,

1

from Livingston,

He then went on to

refers to arbitrary acts

throw out the robbers;

it

also noted

note dated July

fiigitives

Falledos committed excesses, but the investigation done by
[Falledos]

They

consistently.

boys wrong-doers, but neither did

the most responsible citizens.

which he claimed to know

work

Meza was aware of the many people who had
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successfully challenged their

convictions and cleared their names.

Indeed, the government's efforts to play

fair

and

grant hearings to the accused probably
succeeded only in further undermining the
legitimacy of both the program itself and
the government behind

it.

Cholera

Late

in

1

836 cholera came to the Oriente,

disastrous campaign against banditry.

Asia

until

1819.

Endemic

right

on the heels of the

Liberals'

to India, the disease remained peculiar to

a burgeoning international trade network

first

spread

it

Never having encountered cholera before and having no

around the globe

in

familiarity with its causes

or symptoms, people of the western world were
caught unaware by

this

new

epidemic.

They were shocked by

the sudden onset of the disease, the drastic nature
of its

characteristic vomiting

and diarrhea, and the rapid death of its many victims. Various

theories of transmission

were advanced, but

that contaminated water

would become known

threat

until the

mid-nineteenth century

as the cause.'' After this discovery, the

of cholera became an important impetus for improving public health
conditions, but

prior explanations spanned the spectrum fi-om

surprisingly, Indian

this

was not

it

towns were very hard

contributed to a behef common

hit,

among

miasma

to dissipated living."

Not

as they frequently were by epidemics, and

ladinos that cholera

was caused by the

indigenous people's "vice-ridden and barbaric customs.""

On New

York, see Charles Rosenberg, The Cholera Years (University of Chicago
Press, 1962) and on Paris, see Francois Delaporte, Disease and Civilization (M.I.T Press
1986).
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See for example

(El Salvador) to

AGCA,

C.l

leg.

197 ex.5261 f 50,

Mariano Galvez, June

10, 1837, in

letter

of C.

which he

Vigil

from San Vicente

writes, "Only the

drunk and

disorderly are dying."
53

AGCA,

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, f 52, letter of Ygnacio Cordova, June 15, 1837.
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Although ignorant of its causes, people
scrambled to cure the disease and some
claimed success with the administration
of bleedings, calomel (mercurio duke),
absynthe
salts,

laudanum drops, and spiderwebs or hot bricks
applied to the stomachs of the

victims.

Desperate to control the epidemic and

halt its

advance on the

capital, the

government sent medicines and agents to administer
them out to the countryside
effort to

stem the

absence of any

tide

of death and fear that overwhelmed the affected

understanding of the disease, these medicines had

scientific

effect, if anything, the practice

dehydration that

is

areas.

in

an

In the

little

or no

of bleeding patients probably increased the process of

the primary cause of cholera deaths.

While the

rural population

was

therefore quite correct to question the efficacy of
these "cures," the widespread belief that

the government

agenda

was poisoning

hints at the depth

political leaders

its

own

people to advance a malicious and mysterious

and breadth of the chasm that had opened between Liberal

and the people of the countryside. The campesinos of the Oriente were

already deeply suspicious of their political leaders; the following
section shows

how this

frightening epidemic catalyzed those suspicions.

In the 1830s cholera entered

Mexico and threatened the

state

of Guatemala which

responded with one-week quarantines imposed on travelers coming fi-om Mexico and on
ships entering local ports.

These methods succeeded

in

keeping the dread disease out of

the province until 1836, but in September of that year a letter fi-om

that

Manuel

Re

Arias, captain

spiderwebs:

AHA,

of a ship

in the port,

Boca

del

Golfo reports

had thrown off the ship a man and two

Cartas 1837-1838, #109, El gobemador y el parroco de

d sus conciudadanos. May 31, 1837. Re hot bricks. AGCA, B. 1 19.2, leg.2521,
ex.56997, f 14. There was also an effort to use vaccination: AGCA, B. 1 19.2, leg.2521,

Patzicia,

ex.56993, f 36.
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women who were

Arias reported a rumor that 350 Englishmenwhites, blacks and

ill.

mulattoes- had died
Arias dated

in Belize,

two days

not counting those of other nationalities.

later refers to the

man and one of the women

"Caribbeans," and says they died in the afternoon
of the same day.
report of another ship's captain that

many people were dying

were blacks and mulattoes; of whites

A letter from

put off the ship as

He

also passed

on the

in Belize, "but generally they

[there were] very few." This captain mentioned that

the disease began with convulsions, stomach
contractions and fever, and that the victims

did not last long."

Just a

month

later the

mayor of Izabal passed on

City a report that the disease had run

its

messages from Belize indicated

still

in

Guatemala

course in Belize and ships were arriving from

there with a carta de sanidad (certificate of good health).

been fumigated, and there was

government

to the

He

said the

incoming mail had

not one case of cholera in the port.

He

that only black people caught the disease.

also noted that

A marginal

note indicates that the government's response was to continue the quarantine order
for

all

entering ships, and to bar the doors to black people: "...on no account
should any black

person be allowed to disembark even after the quarantine period
seen that

it is

The

this

is

over, since

group of people which spreads the plague. "^^

disease did sneak into Guatemala however, in spite of the quarantine, and the

government's

efforts to control

Rural people, already

filled

its

spread brought revolt

in

many pueblos

AGCA,

across the state.

with distrust of the Liberals' goals and policies, saw

government's feeble attempts to cure the disease nothing but another

"AGCA,

we have

B. 119.2, leg.2521, ex.56991.

B.l 19.2, leg.2521, ex.56993
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in

in

the

a long series of

excuses to exterminate them and grab
their land. The government put
most of its energy
into setting

up and policing cordones sanitarios
(quarantines around infected towns) and

sending medicines to the villages.
Without exception the uprisings targeted these

medicines and the agents sent to administer
them.

occurred

led

by

One of the

Jumaytepeque where about midnight on

in

their municipal council, arrived at the

May

earliest disturbances

18, 1837, the indigenous people,

house of the town's governor and

after

rousing him from his sickbed, demanded the
medicines by force and carried them off for
burial.

They were convinced

government had sent to the
that he

had done everything

that the so-called medicine

was poison which

villages in order to annihilate them.

in his

power

to convince

The governor reported

them of the error of this

without success, and, given his lack of resources and the
isolation of the
not able to control the Indians.

In his report,

the

Manuel

belief

he was

village,

Flores, Executive Magistrate of the

Distnct of Mita, laid the blame for disseminating this subversive
view of the program
the door of the Santa Rosenos because, as he put

it,

at

"most of that community thinks the

same....""

Flores also mentioned that the circuit judge of Jalpatagua had sent
the capital a few days earlier, and

when they were

passing through

around Cerro Redondo, they encountered two strangers
commission,

telling

...that

them

to

who

two mailmen

mal pais (bad country)

relieved

go back where they came from and not

them of their

to be stupid, adding

the medicines sent from Guatemala were [meant] to destroy the

pueblos because the government was poisoning [the medicine] as well as

AGCA,

C.

1, leg.

197, ex.5261, p.6-7, letter of Manuel Flores, Magistrado Ejecutor

del Distrito de Mita, dated
relationship

between the

May

villages

Here is more evidence of the close
of Santa Rosa and Jumaytepeque (see Chapter

30, 1837.
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to

I).

the water, [and] assuring
will, that

them

that [these

highwaymen] were men of good

they were only doing this for the good
of the people.

Flores commented:

This mistaken belief has been spread
everywhere, such that it is
now nearly impossible to stop because the enemies of the
government find
strong support in the worries and
ingratitude [preocupacion e ingratitud]

of the people. They distrust [the government] and
all
contmually msult with evil slander, and even our
very
of bemg attacked since

we

in this crisis

them.

Flores went on to say that there

was

its

agents

whom they

persons are

in

danger

cannot receive assistance to fight
^

also an uprising in Jalpatagua, and that the

people there believed the government medicine to be poison.
The municipal secretary,

Estaban Maradiaga, had come to Cuajinicuilapa seeking
refuge and bringing the
information that a priest
President

Morazan had

was passing

named Father Sagastume was fomenting

sent messengers to poison the local water. Apparently

the story that a spring on his hacienda

of a horse and several

disorder, claiming that

cattle.

was poisoned and had caused

Maradiaga also blamed the

ignoring the uprising and actually encouraging

it.

Sagastume

local

the death

mayors for going beyond

Flores ended by recommending

and severe punishment. Otherwise the problem could grow and we
may see ourselves caught in a horrific anarchy. It is widely believed that
...swift

the

Government protects the poisoners because they say

dissembling, or that

been turned

it

in

is

who have

in.^^

City, reports unrest in that

going around

it

views with indifference those [poisoners]

A document of May 22 from Patzicia,
Guatemala

that

groups night

town

an indigenous village to the west of

as well: "For days these indigenas have been

after night harassing

{buseando) people on account of their

complete ignorance concerning the disease of cholera morbus." These groups of Indians

AGCA,

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, p.6-7, letter of Manuel Flores.
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amounted

to

200 or 300 people and they were accusing the

local priest

of poisoning. The

governor said the mobs were armed with long
poles with objects such as knives,
long

nails,

machetes, and stones tied to one end, and observed
that

hand he would have to post a guard

at the priest's

The town of Chiquimulilla was up
letter

of June

5.

The Indians were threatening

a revolution was

at

home.^'

arms as

in

if

tools,

well, as its

governor reported

in

a

the mayors, believing that they had allowed

or even contributed to the spread of the plague
to that town. There was also a suspicion
that witchcraft

was involved

in the

death of the alcalde segundo, and

mobs were appearing

armed with spears and knives, to harass those suspected of
practicing witchcraft

nightly,

and to capture them. The night of June 3rd a
town, believing they had seen him

in the

killed

an indigenous

man of the

form of an animal. Although he knew of these

events, the Circuit Court Judge did not think

the governor's words, "...he fears (and with

On June 4,

mob had

it

safe to arrest the perpetrators because, in

good reason)

a similar report from Chiquimula de

a popular uprising."^

la Sierra indicated that

some of the

town's indigenous population had met the previous night and accused a man, also
indigenous, of practicing witchcraft.

The

official

went on to

explain, "...nobody can get

out of the heads of the indigenous people that there are witches and that
killing

and
if

people and not cholera."

that

we

He

most of them believed the

proceed with

AGCA,

C.

1, leg.

this

local officials to

C.

1, leg.

be involved

in the deaths.

case and arrest the [mob] leaders, they will revolt and

197, ex.5261,

they

who

are

noted that the number of indigenous people was large

p. 3 8, letter

from Leandro Mendez, governor of Patzicia,

^ AGCA,

it is

it

"I fear that

I

may be

to the District Judge of Chimaltenango

May 22,

1837.

197, ex.5261, p.40, letter to General Secretary from the Governor of

Chiquimulilla, Felipe Rivera, June 5, 1837.
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risking

my own

life

and that of several others.- The
departments of Solola and

Sacatepequez were also experiencing
unrest among the indigenous population,
and a

from El Salvador shows

that indigenous people

In Mataquescuintla the uprising
that

took place on June

revolts

who had

Aqueche,

the cabildo

on

were taking up arms there

affidavit

of its governor Francisco

escaped to a cave near San Juan, more than 800
Indians had come to

that date to

demand

the medicine "shouting that they had no leader,
that

they were not obeying the Government, that
they were in charge.

by

his uncle, the parish priest

popular

in

Francisco Aqueche,

J,

the town; the youth's

Can-era to address the

mob

name was

who was

friendly with a

young man

while the governor escaped. Governor Aqueche headed
for

was

surrounding towns

was what

all

Aqueche was saved

Rafael Carrera. Father Aqueche induced

Sanarate, but on the road he heard that that pueblo

cave.

as well."

would become the most famous of the cholera

According to the

5.

letter

had orders to

kill

him, which

Governor Aqueche gave the following

list

also in an uproar and that the

led

him to take refuge

of towns involved

in

the

in the uprising:

Mataquescuintla, Casillas, Jumaytepeque, Santa Rosa, Cuajinicuilapa,
Jutiapa, and "others
I

don't

know of" He

reported that

all

the governors

were being held prisoner

in

Santa

Rosa, which had been "chosen as the head, along with Father Madrid, according
to what
[he had] been told."^

AGCA,

C.

1, leg.

197, ex.5261, p.42, letter to the General Secretary from

Barbale of Chiquimula, June

" AGCA,

AGCA,
^ AGCA,

J.

Mariano

4, 1837.

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, p.44.
C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, p.29, letter from F. E. Aqueche, San Juan, June 9, 1837
C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261 Madrid
.

is

not one of the priests usually associated with

the Carrera movement.
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On June

7,

two days

later,

disorder reigned in the village of
Santa

Rosa and

the

neighboring settlements, especially
Jumaytepeque where the author of the report
had not

been able to ascertain the
clear

is

that the

fate

of the kidnapped governor,

towns named are

emboldened by drunkenness..
talking with a hacienda

in a state

but, he declared,

"What

is

quite

of alarm, committing a thousand attacks,

Moreover, Executive Magistrate Manuel Flores
reported

."

owner of the

area,

one of whose laborers had run

into a

group

from Santa Rosa and the mayordomo of
the hacienda Ojo de Agua who were only
awaiting

men from

PotreriUos before coming to kidnap Flores
himself"
Rebellion

It

was

government

in this

soldiers

environment of escalating

exchanged the

first

fear, distrust

and violence

round of shots on June

9, 1837.

that rebels

and

This date marks

the shift from revolt to rebellion. Both sides
documented their experience on that date and

staked out their position for the conflict to come.
The rebels from each of the two main

towns, Santa Rosa and Mataquescuintla, sent out a
In these

documents the

rebels spoke in their

important clues to their motivation.

call

for help to the "Patriots" of Mita.

own words and

One of these was a

for that reason they contain

letter the alcaldes

of

Mataquescuintla sent to the municipal leaders of the town of Jalapa on
June

days after the

first

engagement between the rebels and government troops.

because the magistrate
the capital.

in Jalapa,

The document

65

AGCA,

and passed

it

and Constitutional Mayors of the

well known. Citizens, that the plague

clearly

it

on to

It

1th,

two

has survived

his superiors in

states

Patriotic Citizens
It is

Jose Solis, copied

1

proven that poison

is

is

Town

of Jalapa.

trying to finish us off; but

it is

pursuing us in the springs, rivers and wells.

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, p.20, 21.
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m the medicine kits.

and even

Government wants

to

do us

...

We believe.

Citizens, that a

Supreme
most

harm...; the foreigners are doing
the

to
also without a doubt heresy wants
to take possession and
be the sole inhabitant of Central
America. What shall we do Citizens
those whom the poison still has not
reached?
are still alive
We'still
have our souls in our bodies. Let all
of us Christians turn our sights to
heaven. Let us be reminded that a
powerful God died and spilled his
finish

us off and

We

precious blood for

all

He made

his children.

us

in his

God

image

A powerful

did not die for the heretics. Let us
turn our sights to him, and to his
Holy Mother and if they put themselves at
our dictate, let us meet.,
in

Santa Rosa. As quickly as the poison will
have with many villages will finish off

finish

us

off,

the meeting

we

the foreigners and heretics in
Guatemala. Rather than die by poison, better we
should die by blood and
fire. For this task we have
many Divine Patrons and Patronesses
lead

The other
Mexia.

follows

It

who

^

us....

call to

arms

is

dated June 10

in

will

Santa Rosa and signed by Teodoro

in its entirety.

Citizens and Respected Patriots in Mita. Very painful
and
distressing to this Pueblo is the misfortune of the
deaths

of its members

who have

died of poison under the pretext of its being cholera;
do not be
deceived, worthy Citizens, for there is no cholera. This
has been seen
clearly in this

town and we have confiscated

several poisons with which

they are mining the water and food in order to finish off
our Pueblos. You
see that as soon as a doctor is present, who is provided for
the purpose of
accelerating the death of these wretched people, and he
administers the
drink to the poor victim, he dies instantly and it is that!
There is nothing
for it but that we leave off hosting the foreigners; it is unjust
for us to put
up with this iniquity. Let us take up arms, valiant Citizens. Come to our

support and
us.

The

us defend the liberty which the Highest has bestowed upon
pueblos are satisfied and they have joined together in arms in this
let

pueblo to avenge the offense of these unjust deaths. The ninth of this
[month] the Chapines attacked us at four in the afternoon and we have
defeated them and killed four, with

seriously

they are about to attack us again.

valiant

our cause

is

just

and

we

many
Come,

wounded, and we know
Pueblos, have no fear for

have dispatched four enemies and

we

expect that

as soon as

you receive this you will come to the Pueblo armed with any
firearms you may have, as well as any other arms {arma bianco), to achieve
the victorious triumph which will bring us eternal happiness and liberate us

from odious oppression; bring any gunpowder and lead you have and we
will store it immediately and gratefully. Likewise summon the other

AGCA,

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261.
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Pueblos that ought to lend themselves
enthusiastically
for here m Santa Rosa fourteen
Pueblos have united

in

afraid, for

,t is

[to this

a

campaign]

Do

cartel.

not be

right to defend

our Religion, and we await your prompt
and
weU-equipped [support], while food supplies
are provided. Santa Rosa
June 10, 1837. [signed] Teodoro Megia

These two notices

calling the people

rebellion as seen through the eyes

of rural

of Mita to arms provide many clues to the

Among

leaders.

the most important are the

terms "patriots," "Chapines" and "God,
Union and Liberty," the centrality of Santa Rosa,
the epidemic and the theory of government
poisoning, the role of foreign "colonizers"
and

a heretical religion, and the mention of
ammunition and food. The significance of these
points

is critical

The

to understanding the rebellion, and

I will

discuss each of them.

facts that the rebels refer to themselves
as "patriots"

and that one of the

documents closes with the Liberal formula "God, Union,
Liberty" suggest
wanted to correct the course of independence;

The repeated

their goal

references to "Our America" in the

was not

document

that these

men

a return to Spanish rule.

that begins the introductory

chapter of this dissertation indicate that these people were
not monarchists, but
regionalists; they believed in America, but they did not
agree with the Liberal

shaping that

of the

new

capital,

entity.

They

enemy

the "Chapines," a

word

and they distinguished themselves fi-om these Chapines.

Both documents make

movement and
Rosa

called their

site

of the

it

clear that Santa

original battlefield.

Rosa was

This

approach to

for the residents

.

the center of the resistance

shift fi-om

Mataquescuintla to Santa

signifies a shift in leadership fi-om the primarily indigenous uprising to the primarily

mulatto~or ladino-rebellion.

Isolated revolts in a

few Indian towns could

have not been able to find the original of this document.
Montufar, Reseha Histdrica, Vol.11, p.361.
I
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It

appears

in

Lorenzo

down by

be put

easily

the Oriente

trained

government

would prove more of a

forces; a united front

challenge.

Both documents use the cholera epidemic
to

Both

refer to

of most of the towns of

government poisoning of the

incite the area's inhabitants to
action.

local population to clear the

way

for foreign

colonizers with their heretical religion.
Defense of the Holy Religion dovetails neatly
with

an attack on the colonization
project.
Finally, the

flyer are

Mexia document makes

practical plans for war: the recipients

asked to spread the word to neighboring towns,
to come to Santa Rosa, and to

bring whatever arms and ammunition
they can.

While Mexia was drawing up
Executive Magistrate of Mita

engagement, Flores made

government

that

The

will

showed

be

fed.

this recruiting letter, his

in Cuajinicuilapa,

his report,

They

was

The day

Flores,

after the

June 9th

and he took the opportunity to advise the
isolated brushfires had just

signs of spreading across the entire district,

become

maybe

report indicates that even before Mexia's call went
out, the "mutiny," as

Flores called

it,

had been rather successful

in collecting

both

men and

from the hacienda Arrazola to the Secretary General on June
initial battle

enemy Manuel

also busy.

what might have appeared to be a few

a major conflagration that

farther.

of the

between the rebels and government

soldiers that

firepower.

Writing

10, Flores described the

ended

in the rout

of

Lieutenant Colonel Carlos Barrientos and his men; he also named the towns
involved:

Santa Rosa, Jumay, Mataquescuintla, Chiquimula de

la Sierra

estimated the size of their forces

armed with shotguns,

sabers, clubs

and

all

at

800 to 1000,

"all

kinds of arma blanca [non-fire arms].

200 horsemen with swords and

lances.

"

and "other

Among them

allies."

rifles, pistols,

there

Flores recounted the battle in detail:
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He

were about

'

[W]hen I appeared, separate from my
forces, with the
number of groups encircled us cutting
off our
retreat

wantmg

flag

of peace a large

and enthusiastically

to attack us, hurling insults with
a thousand cries of alarm and
victory on their part, and I barely
managed to arrange the

approach of two
envoys, one of whom was Benito
Mexia of Santa Cruz, along with his
brother Teodoro; they were giving
orders and heading up the force
I
questioned them, giving them all the
explanations

that were at my disposal
toward the end of dissuading them from
their crass error in regard to the
poison they believe to be coming from
the Government and its
representatives. I tried to convince them
that they should withdraw and lay

down

their arms.

leveled dire accusations at

I

that

would be

now

impossible to hold them back.

them concerning the blood

and the other unfortunate consequences their
temerity
was precipitating, but they only excused themselves
by saying that the
plebeians of the pueblos were the authors
of those events and that it

in distant

because
caught

spilt

was
Aware of the great danger we were in
and unpopulated [territory] with no retreat to a
favorable point,
'

all

those

in [the

location while

little

places and aldeas are complicit in this revolution,

period of] copious

rainfall,...!

offered to withdraw to another

communicated with the Govement, without showing them
any fear on our part, but to no avail, since while he
was receiving the
suggestion that their arms be surrendered or they should
proceed to attack
us, those of both their flanks went ahead
and opened fire on us and
I

hurled

themselves upon

The Commander of our dragoons dispatched a small
band under the command of Lieutenant Estrada to hold them
off in order to
effect

us.

an honorable

retreat...

Flores went on to observe that the Santa
day, gaining support from the pueblos he

reports from his colleagues and what

in

Rosa forces were growing stronger every

named and

little

he

others

unknown

knew of Carrera, he

to him.

Based on

offered his opinion that

order to attack the enemy effectively the government would need 400 infantry
and a

whole squadron of troops. He continued, "Likewise,

it is

urgent to arrest

all

the

governors, municipal fiinctionaries and judges of all those pueblos since they have
tolerated or

more

likely are the leaders

of the

rebels."^'

AGCA,

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, p.5, letter of Manuel Flores.

AGCA,

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, letter of Manuel Flores., p.7.
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A letter from Jalapa dated the following day reports the
armed men from

Jutiapa, bringing with

of Mita, and a doctor. Although
been taking

them Pedro de Campos, judge of the

not clearly stated, these armed

it is

their prisoners to Santa

passing of a group of

Rosa because

Circuit Court

men seem

to have

the letter continues,

on going to help Santa Rosa, which, according
to
information I got yesterday, has defeated a
mourned picket sem by
Guatemala [City]. This I know because of a letter which
passed here on
the way to Jutiapa which issues an invitation
to come and help and
...they are set

explains

that the reason they are asking for help

has been proven that there
death in so many Pueblos...
It

The substance of the

summed up

find

was a

that there

poison and

me

my interests

that the alcalde

no epidemic, but

that

report from the governor of Laguna de Ayarza

strongly to give

wiU be harmed, so

do not know what

them arms and men and
I

hope you

myself in between two Pueblos up

On June

is

what has caused so much

this is

his precarious situation as follows: "...I

are threatening

and

letter

is

is

will tell

if I

to

do not do

me what

I

who

do because they
this

my

person

ought to do because

I

in arms."'"

12th a letter from the hacienda Arrazola, a government refuge,
reported

segundo of Cuajinicuilapa had arrived with the information

had seized arms and ammunition

there.

He

also

knew

available in Jutiapa and possibly Jalpatagua as well.

that they

Another

that the rebels

had taken what was

letter

from the Executive

Magistrate of Mita, Manuel Flores, reported that he had learned that the pueblos Jutiapa,

Santa Catarina Mita, Chiquimula de
places,"

men
that

70

la Sierra,

Mataquescuintla, "as well as

had united with Santa Rosa. His spy assured him

in the plaza

on foot and horseback, with "shotguns,

more than 100 have come from Rio Colorado

AGCA,

C.

1, leg.

197, ex.5261, p.24.
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that there

pistols,

all

the nearby

were more than 200

swords, and other arms,

alone, and that today they are expecting

those of Mataquescuintla."

He

also reported that the governor of
Jumay,

Gutierrez and his wife were prisoners,
and that the

town was making

all

Ubaldo

preparations for

war/'

By June

12, the

government, having suffered a small but
symbolically important

defeat three days earlier, considered
the situation serious enough to warrant
extraordinary

measures. The

War

Department, under the direction of Carlos Salazar,
issued a special

notice from Governor Mariano Galvez
reminding everyone of the definition of a traitor

according to the decree of December

1

1,

1835. At the beginning of this important

document Galvez sketched the nature of the problem they

faced:

The Chief of State of Guatemala, considering:
that many towns of the District of Mita have

rebelled and are

spreading terror and committing violence against others
in order to force
them, under threat of death, to join them;
that they are

occupying [private] property and committing other
excesses, and that this is being done at the instigation of
criminals who are
pursued by the authorities, but under pretexts with which
they are seducing
the wretched masses;
that similar upheavals

(conmociones) have appeared

in

other

which have been made to believe that the plague devastating the
people is a case of poisoning the water and even the medicine;
districts,

that if cholera

morbus invades the western

number of indigenous people

is

districts

great, disturbances that

where the

may

victimize the

other classes are to be feared;

And

lastly, that

and

in the State

the events that have taken place in the federal

of El Salvador demonstrate that wickedness (la
malicia) is taking advantage of these calamitous circumstances to join with
ignorance and subvert everything totally;
district

DECREES:
1835;

it

[1.

includes those

to refiise

its

those

who

take up arms to delegitimize the government,

orders or withdraw from

violently; those
acts;

Definition of traitors according to the decree of December

who

purposes; those

who

it;

those

who

threaten or petition

publicly or privately incite others to

commit these

supply arms, money, food or other assistance for these

who

themselves or through an intermediary maintain direct

or indirect communication of a conspiratorial nature with any

AGCA,

it

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261,

p.

18- 19.
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who have

1

1,

been declared traitors; and anyone
who may hold a meeting in his house or
n any other place toward the
end of agreeing to or engaging in any
of

tnese

3,cts.J

Therefore those found guilty according
to the preceding
ned militan y, m accordance with federal
law, and will be

2.

to the

same law recognized

be
shot according

in the

Codes of the

State.

A special meeting of the legislature was called for June
Ygnacio Cordova was
session,

read.

articles, will

He began by

15, at

which a

letter

from

stressing the importance of the
extraordinary

and went on to blame the cholera
epidemic and the unfortunate rumors of

poisoned medicine for sparking the
indigenous

With

revolts.

He

continued.

this pretext,

and almost on the same day, the indigenous
people of
Patzicia, Solola, Chiquimulilla,
Santa Rosa and Mataquescuintla have risen
up, and the last two pueblos have
taken the initiative of the rebellion,
invitmg the rest of the State to join it.
They have collected and armed a
force of these people, they have sacked
some haciendas and imprisoned the
functionanes who are not of their group, and finally
even suggested to the
government guards accompanying the executive
magistrate that
they

surrender.

On June
the legislature.

19, Carlos Salazar,

He

head of the war

office,

made

a telling suggestion to

wrote.

The Chief of State has advised me

to inform the Legislature that the rebel
masses have been defeated, but that innumerable individuals
must still be in
the surrounding high mountains awaiting the retreat
of the bulk of [our]
forces before coming back, and that this will be repeated
every time the
forces return. The same will occur, and to their still
greater advantage, in

Jumay which due

to

its

location has always maintained complete

independence. Therefore, the Government has no recourse to secure
order
other than to transfer the citizens of those pueblos to other locations,
if
they can be found, or to prohibit them from returning, and to
repopulate
Mataquescuintla with the honest citizens of Palencia who are totally

without land, and house them

in the

shehers of the rebels

emigrated."'^

AGCA,
" AGCA,

C.

1, leg.

197, ex.5261,

p. 52.

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, p.68.
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who have

Believing the insurgents defeated,
the government proposed relocating
to this politically

and economically sensitive area a
more docile population, one which presumably
would

show

its

gratitude by facilitating rather than
inhibiting highway

Here ends the story of how

hostilities

Mita escalated to the point of civil war

in

traffic.

between the Chapines and the Patriots of

The events

June, 1837.

that followed

tell

several different but related stories;
that of the military genius of Rafael
Carrera, that of

the split he

managed

to exploit in the ranks

of Central America and

that

of the

Liberals, that

of the quarter-century of rule by Carrera and the

Conservatives. Those stories will not be told
here, but

of this war carried
their cohort

its

it

grew

likely that the

The

I

have simply

District

tried to

of Mita and show

where Salazar could make the bizarre and outrageous proposal

towns be cleared of their

rebels

momentum

beyond anything Teodoro and Benito Mexia and

of where to put them, while

population.

seems

opened between Guatemala City and the

to the point

that several rural

clear idea

participants far

it

of local hacendados could ever have imagined. Here

trace the breach that

how

of the end of the Republic

inhabitants,

their dwellings

even as he admitted that he had no

were turned over

of Mita, hacendados and jomaleros

adversaries the Chapines were about to learn.
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alike,

to a

more

loyal

had other ideas, as

their

CONCLUSIONS

BY POISON OR BY BLOOD AND FIRE
This study has examined the process
by which the "mulatto intruders" of the
1750s

evolved into the "patriots of Mita" by 1837.
in

One of the

points the Batres brothers

defense of their efforts to remove the Santa
Rosenos from the hacienda

the mid-eighteenth century

was

that,

whereas there had

originally

Lo de

been only two

made

Pereira in

families,

they had "multiplied," others had joined them,
and the settlement had gradually

mushroomed and taken over

done on other settlements

to be

to

good portion of the hacienda. While

a

in

eastern Guatemala in the late colonial period,

assume the Valle of Santa Rosa was not alone

America, a phenomenon that began

and Africans
social

first

extent, his or her

structure

at the

work and

in

in this experience.

end of the

arrived, resulted in the creation

and economic system

historical studies

which a person's perceived

who

when Europeans

did not

of the towns, racially-mixed

fit

easily into a

ethnicity determined, to a great

Seeking to make their way outside the

life.

safe

Racial mixing in

fifteenth century

of people

it is

need

rigid social

free ladinos, "mulatos libres" as they

were known,

gravitated toward unclaimed open territory to the east of the capitals
of Santiago and,
later,

Guatemala

City.

Here they found they could

labor to local cattle ranchers, the

domestics and nursemaids.
babies

settle

who grew up

to

And

work

next door or create a

based on kinship networks

the

new
in

men

subsist

by farming and

as ranch hands and cane cutters, the

selling their

women

as

they "multiplied." They married their cousins and had

same or nearby land and
settlement nearby.

In this

in turn

way

marry their cousins and

they built whole villages

which loyalty to one's extended family was a point of honor.
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Can

be simply an accident that Teodoro
Mexia,

it

organizing the rebellion,
patriarch of a

was

who

played such an important role

in

the eldest son of the eldest son of a
self-made man, and thus

huge clan of mulatto/ladinos linked by marriage
to other important

families

of the area?
Slowly, these people diversified their

economy and

built a social

stmcture of their

own. Rather than become farmers, some men
chose to become shoemakers, blacksmiths,
weavers,

tailors,

carpenters or musicians; others found their
talents better suited to

banditry or gambling.

capital or joining a

Some men escaped

mule

train to

the daily grind, generally taking off for the

San Salvador, while others,

cryptically labeled

''malentretenido (dallier, ne'er-do-weU)," devoted
themselves to
this

process of social differentiation some

men descended

more

varied pastimes.

In

the mral social ladder, but

others scrambled to the top, becoming the village
scribes, serving as witnesses in land

surveys and court cases, and gradually developing
into spokesmen for their neighbors
negotiations with the authorities-or, following the path
that

in

Ramon Mexia trod,

graduating fi-om administrator to owner of a hacienda.
Social status accompanied

economic success and those who controlled the
politics.

his

Thus,

Ramon Mexia' s

good fortune

in receiving

local haciendas also controlled local

purchase of a hacienda

another for a wedding

in the

mid-eighteenth century, and

gift, left his

children and grandchildren

well situated in terms of social, economic and political position.

One

goal of this study has been to

complex and

differentiated than

it

show

that rural society in the Oriente

has sometimes been portrayed.

As

the mulatto intruders

multiplied and a division of labor developed, their settlements were no longer

solely

of agricultural workers engaged

in the familiar
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was more

made up

combination of subsistence farming

and day labor on the nearby hacienda,
but came to include a small but
population of artisans, outlaws, soldiers,
these patrones

who

controlled the

idlers,

and even the occasional patron.

employment system, who activated

networks for the speedy drafting of laborers,
and
to organize and supply an

Not
brothers.

armed

surprisingly, the

women of Mita

The most common occupational

who

also performed

who commanded

had

still

their patron-client

the resources necessary

listing for

women on

single departure

listed as "servants"

was

the census

of any natural

sex defined

proclivities,

women's

or "domestics." Often the

life

that

of

Women who

specific type.

lives rather precisely.

could anticipate a

is

their

the village midwife, a

of the census does not include a column for occupation,
since the very

member of the female

was

fewer employment options than

women's work, although of a

worked on haciendas were

It

force.

"mujenl (women's work);" frequently the
figure

significant

All

women's page

fact

of being a

women,

regardless

focussed on reproduction, both of the

species-bearing and raising children-and of male family members'
capacity to work-food
preparation and housekeeping.

something of the

lives

services of a notary.

The

notarial records

from Santa Catarina Mita show us

of women with enough resources to leave a

Some

will

or to require the

kept a house slave or two, some had a few pieces of finery,

silverware and china, but in the absence of a diary or journal kept by one
of these

any attempt to outline
sisters

Rosa

their daily activities

Juana and Manuela

in the

who

inherited

is fiuitless.

many

I

imagine

caballerias

women

like the

women,

Herrarte

of hacienda land around Santa

mid-eighteenth century to have been rather deeply involved in the day-to-day

administration of their haciendas, but that

administrators;

is

pure conjecture. Certainly they had

Ramon Mexia was one of these.
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In

some

cases, as

expense of formalizing
persisted in defiance

we

have seen, our subjects chose not to
go to the trouble and

their relationships, but preferred
cohabitation.

of the best

efforts

extra-marital sex to create a personal

of the authorities, combined with pre-mantal
and

life

that the priests

Liberals viewed as proof of rural
backwardness.

satisfy

most

priests

If a father

probably conservative, given the

to be married for the purpose of

that their sense

capitalinos.

life, I

have not argued

What we

The Church's

see through this

window

life

were

in

prohibition against incest and

a sex

is

routine rather than something apart and taboo.

been closely

that the people

of morality and honor differed

relationships defined as incestuous provide a kind of
window

period.

30

of the child's legitimacy.

were immoral, but rather
of the

resulted in a

life

recognized his child, that seems to have been sufficient
to

Concerning the realm of personal

fi-om that

is

many unmarried couples were assumed

baptismal records.

dubbed "disorderly" and the

This disorderiy

percent rate of illegitimate births, although
this figure
likelihood that

This practice, which

identified with sex in this society

life

Sin,

that

of Mita

some ways

its

waivers of

on sexual practices of the

was

shame and

integrated into the daily

guilt

do not seem

where the Church's incursions

to have

into private

limited by a shortage of staff", the size of mral parishes, difficulties
of

communication and transportation, and, to an extent

that remains hard to gauge,

costumbre.

Not

surprisingly, these rural people shared

counterparts.

Indeed, the surprise

Whether they married or
the Church

was

not, there

is

not that

some values with

many
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urban

did not marry, but that so

seems to have been a

the right thing to do, especially

their

if there

many

did.

belief that seeking the blessing

was

a child on the

way The

of

number of couples who gave

the

woman's pregnancy

as

one of their reasons for marrying

indicates a preference for legitimacy in
this population, although

was
the

the strongest argument to

life

make

to the Church.

the priests labeled "untidy," but

represents a deviation from the

I

have

was

tried to

must be remembered

it

it

also true that this

uncover evidence of

that this aberrant behavior

norm of the heterosexual married couple

united for

survival.

These were the "people of Mita"

They had put down roots and were

that the mulatto intruders had

in the

become by

1837.

process of creating, from the ground up, an

authentic and coherent society, though "coherent"
does not imply the absence of conflict.
Certainly there

was

conflict in this society.

other, they fought and

sometimes

they regularly found themselves

killed

life.

with the authorities

was

from each

who

tried to

coerce their

Nonetheless, a process of development was

occurring, organized by a popular vision of "our America."
that

that they stole

each other, wife-beating was commonplace, and

in conflict

labor and bring order to their family

Court cases show

It is

this

development process

interrupted by the arrival on the scene of a liberal government with a nationalist.

Enlightenment agenda for a very different America.
This study has also tried to understand the hopes and dreams of these Liberals,

known

to the people

of Mita as "the Guatemalans."

Riding the crest of a movement that

had brought independence from Spain to almost an entire continent, Liberals

all

over

Spanish America threw themselves into the task of transforming a population accustomed
to a social hierarchy based

individuals, even.

The

policies in the District

on ranked

rhetoric of the

of Mita show

estates into a society

of republican citizens-

Guatemalan Librals shows

their

their idealism, but their

arrogance and their short-sightedness
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In

all

fairness,

it

must be said

an impossible

that independence,

Funding the

situation.

American Republic required

social

however much they desired

thrust

them

into

programs they envisioned for the Central

either a healthy domestic

economy or

product, preferably both. They had neither. In addition, they
idealistic

it,

a profitable export

made

serious mistakes, as

governments are wont to do. Their colonization program was ill-conceived and,

in the final analysis,

counterproductive, and their insistence on terminating banditry on the

highway to San Salvador

led

them

into an increasingly

complex

labyrinth of confi-ontation

with the population of that area. The Liberals failed to appreciate the durability of rural
systems, and they failed to respect the

those

who

revered and reproduced

wisdom of tradition and

the security

it

afforded

it.

Before reviewing the specific policies of the Liberals that brought on the

I

want to re-examine the roots of the tensions of the 1830s. In a

sense, the

rebellion,

war began

in

the mid-eighteenth century with the privatization of land in the area by

members of the

capitalino elite capable of manipulating the legal system in their favor.

Although the Santa

Rosenos won

their case

Pereira, for the

most

and retained control over land claimed by the hacendado of Lo de

part the racially-mixed populations

found themselves outmaneuvered
capital put pressure

in the judicial arena.

on the surrounding

lawyers and their control over

land,

legislation,

necessary to pursue a dermncia through
foreseen the direction of all this

landowner himself, he

laid the

in the

of these

"illegal" settlements

The growing market

and wealthy capitalinos, with

were

all its

for beef in the

their private

better prepared to sustain the actions

phases.

next century

is

Whether Ramon Mexia could have
doubtful, but

by becoming a

foundation for the rise of a powerful clan.

When

private land tenure,
Liberals, with their privileging of individual citizenship and
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the

came

to

power

in the 1830s, the

Mexia brothers owned many

of land, the basis of

caballerias

wealth, social status and local political
power. In short, they and others like them
were a
force to be reckoned with because they
already held the right cards for the

The Spanish
violence, and so

colonial system has frequently been charged
with institutional

was. Indeed, the Liberals saw themselves as
ending the violence of the

it

Spanish system, but, blinded by their enthusiasm
for the

Europe and North America, they attempted
where they met

to impose

political ideas then

new

structures

in saying "Institutions beneficial to the

by the people," the Liberals forged ahead

in the

sweeping

on old

resistance, they resorted to violence to ensure
compliance.

Barrundia was wrong
resisted

new game.

cultures,

and

Just in case

people are never long

absence of public support, secure

m the knowledge that they were bringing civilization to the

"barbarian hordes." Their

cause was good and just, and they were ready to employ any
means necessary to achieve
their ends.

Conservatives, identified with and committed to the metropolis, limited
their
expectations of the

to building an

republic.

common

American

people to the economic sphere, while the Liberals, committed

nation, sought the active support

of all the

"citizens"

of the

This necessitated a realignment of popular sentiments away from identification

with symbols of local power embodied

Galvez administration and
not ready to

make

its

that shift,

in rural elites,

and toward

goals for the state and the nation.

and had they been ready. Liberal

identification with the

The people of Mita were

policies, far

from attracting

them, drove them away.^

'

See

Woodrow Borah, Justice

by Insurance The General Indian Court of Colonial

Mexico and the Legal Aides of the

.

Half-real, (Berkeley, 1983).

The author

discusses the

ideology of the Liberals and their efforts to redefine the position of Indians and castas
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in

It is

this alienation

of substantial portions of all sectors of
eastern society

sealed the fate of the liberal regime.

The

that

Liberals' attitude of superiority, rooted
in their

self-image as "las luces" and their
membership in the "civilized" urban upper class, led
to
attacks on the traditional structure of
economic and moral practices that organized daily
life in

the Oriente.

Liberal attempts to end banditry

Guatemala with San Salvador removed one
families

on the

traditional source

and challenged established administrative norms.

judicial practices

interstate

highways linking

of income from

In the witch hunt for bandits,

open to manipulation by those with a grudge sowed

people by destroying

men whose

only crime had been to

local

irritate

terror

among

the

vengeful neighbors.

Many

suspected of banditry found their homes burned to the
ground, while others were marched
off to while

away

their

days

land for them to colonize.

in jail until

such time as the government saw

Moreover, many of these

sometimes carried

to prepare

liberal constitutionalists

law as a viable means of protecting the "greater" good of the
threats,

fit

saw

martial

and the nation. Their

state

into action, to relocate entire villages, and the colonization

contracts that delivered huge chunks of the republic into the hands of foreign
concerns

show

a disregard for rural interests that spelled

To

doom

for the liberal government.

a great extent this study has focussed on the poor ladinos of the unauthorized

settlements of the Oriente, rather than the indigenous people of the Indian municipalities,

but the latter group also had reason to turn

Fry has shown that

alienation

the

new

it

was

its

back on the Liberal

Michael

the struggle over land rights that laid the foundation for the

of the Indian town of Mataquescuintla,

republic.

capitalinos.

site

of the cholera revolt which

Cleariy this meant recasting their role

well.
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in

the

new

national

first

economy

as

thrust leadership

there

upon a young man named Rafael

was no important

Carrera.

And

Carol Smith, arguing that

difference in the social position of
indigenous people and poor,

racially-mixed ladinos during the
independence period, has observed that
both indigenous

and ladino communities committed
themselves to the Carrera movement.^
In addition, the Liberals
succeeded in alienating the artisans of Mita.
This study

has provided

demonstrate
artisans,

and

may have

know

little

its

information on this sector of the eastern
population, except to

existence.

it is

It

seems only a small fraction of the population
worked as

unlikely that these

men were

organized into associations, although they

repesented a disproportionate share of the politically
active community.

for certain that

know whether

one of Teodoro Mexia's cousins was a weaver,
although we do not

they had a close personal relationship. Although
no definite conclusions

can be drawn as to the degree of alienation of
this small artisan population,

assume

We

it is

that they feared for their livelihood if the
Liberals succeeded in holding

logical to

open the

doors to cheap English goods.

Women,

while often not open participants in political movements,
are always

important in establishing an environment of loyalty or
opposition to the

important to recall that

many of the women of Mita found

polity.

thus

It is

their lives radically altered, if

not destroyed, by liberal policies. If their husbands were identified
as bandits

in the

voz

publica, wives and children were condemned to the forced marches
to Livingston or were
left

behind to wage a losing battle with impoverishment. While

have impelled some

women

this turn

of events may

to enter a previously unanticipated line of work, such as

Carol A. Smith, "Origins of the National Question in Guatemala: A Hypothesis," in
Guatemalan Indians and the State, 1540 to J 988, edited by Carol A. Smith (Austin
1990), p.80-81.
^
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producer and vendor of aguardiente,
many could not avoid
poverty. Unlike the urban scene,
which offered

country

life

compelled each campesina to do

all

some
her

own household

For a

was a near

woman

tortilla

depths of

of female labor, the

diversification

narrowing the possibility of a woman's
earning a wage as a
nurse.

falling into the

tasks, greatly

maker, lady's maid or

to maintain herself and her children
without benefit of a man's labor

impossibility,

hence the many

letters fi-om

wives laying

their husbands' cases

before the authorities and pleading extreme
hardship.

At times the stmggle to survive placed

when they became involved
trade.

in receiving

Some women must have been

and

left

and

their children

that as

it

were sent

were sometimes denounced

selling stolen

open the

of the community who wanted to remove a

Be

themselves outside the law, as

may, women's

woman
lives

own

lists

possibility

some women

were affected

activities.

While various sectors of the

new policies

surely

for these reasons,

of manipulation by members

in

in the

fathers,

new

In addition, the

civil

and they

moral code

arena of marriage and

viewed as detrimental to

common

fi-om their

both these ways. They

husbands and

promoted by the Liberals diminished the power of the Church
divorce, a development

in the unlicensed liquor

of "bad" reputation

into exile along with accused

for their

meat or

included in the bandit

although the method of identification

neighborhood.

women

their interests.

people of Mita were thus alienated by the

issuing fi-om the liberal government, the

group

that

would

pull these interests

together to pose a serious threat to the central government was the local hacendados.

When

the Liberals

their role

came

to power, these

of patron, faced the

land, labor,

possibility

men, wealthy by

local standards

of losing control over

and powerful

in

local resources, mainly

and the spoils of banditry. The nationalism of the Liberals came into head-on
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collision with the regional

had developed

power

structure run by the heads of large kinship
networks that

in the late colonial period.

During the Galvez administration
the specific forms

I

have presented

this collision

in this study: a

with the hacendados of Mita took

development plan for colonization of

the northeast that robbed local elites
of an opportunity to invest their capital in the

domestic economy, the imposition of de facto martial
law through the appointment of a
military

man, Rafael Belches, as the chief political authority of
Cuajinicuilapa; the use of

the judicial system to justify sending

mto

exile; the invasion

much of the

population of Sacualpa and Jalpatagua

of hacienda land by the authorities

intent

on destroying the

of suspected bandits, and the confiscations and embargoes
of the

assets of the rebellion's

These actions show the depths of unconstitutionality to which
the Liberals

leadership.

descended

shelter

in their efforts to realize their

of any other

social

group

republican vision and to undermine the legitimacy

that might generate an alternative vision.

Carol Smith has pointed out that the rebels were "much more
concerned about
losing their political

autonomy than

conclude that the rebels,

their property.

now understood

about their autonomy, but

it

would

as a rural

It

might be stretching the evidence to

elite,

were much more concerned

certainly be safe to say that property

autonomy were so entangled

as to be inextricable, and that a loss in

definition a loss in the other.

Not

and

political

one area was by

content, however, with targeting the rural hacendados'

property and prestige, the capitalinos set their sights on a sector of the traditional

economy

When

that constituted the private bailiwick

of local

functionaries:

the Liberals set out to end this nuisance and thereby capture

Smith, "Origins of the National Question,"

p.

79
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highway robbery.

new

tax revenue for

the state, local bureaucrats-invariably
the hacendados themselves or their
associates and

colleagues-correctly perceived

of local income, but an

Very

status.

in this

program not only an attack on

effort to limit their political authority

likely the local

mayors,

if

a traditional source

and to undermine

their social

not directing bandit gangs, were at least
taking

bribes for not surrendering the perpetrators,
and receiving and marketing stolen goods.

Many

court cases

name some

local ftinctionary as the recipient

travelers claiming to be the victims

authorities

probably

seemed

false,

of highway robbery often complained

to be in league with the robbers.

but surely not

of stolen animals, and

Some of these

that the local

accusations were

all.

Whether or not they were

directly involved, local authonties

seem

to have taken a

philosophical view of banditry, an attitude that suggests a
difference of opinion between

the Liberals and the orientales in the matter of defining
criminal activity

expending

mayors

their energies

this ancient,

restricted their efforts to keeping

participating in

wander

on eradicating

it

to

some

extent.

into a turf war in the

may even be

What

economic

it

Rather than

and to them minor, nuisance,

local

within reasonable bounds, presumably by

the Liberals did, in part unwittingly,

To

sector.

was

to

take the argument one step further,

that banditry served a useful role in forging a coherent identity

among

it

the

people of Mita. Benedict Anderson's provocative discussion of the role of pilgrimages
creating a sense of "we" and "they" sheds

the region.

If it

Camino Real

is fair

new

light

on the

social function

of banditry

to cast the commercial travelers passing through Mita

in the role

in

in

on the

of Anderson's pilgrims, "we" would then be defined as those who

prey on "them," the travelers."

Anderson, Imagined Communities, (London and
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New

York, 1991)p

53ff.

Popular uprisings were

common

the province of Guatemala during
the entire

in

independence period. This study has
been an attempt to understand
uprising that began simply as one

more popular

government's handling of the cholera
epidemic

how and why

the

revolt, this time directed against
the

in the early

months of 1837, developed

into a full-scale political rebellion
that swept across the state of
Guatemala and the

Republic of Central America, termmating
test this

theory passes with flying colors

movement began

in the

the overthrow of liberal rule until 1871.

in

is

that

One

of explaining why a successful opposition

eastern highlands rather than elsewhere.

The

Liberals directed an

attack on the people of the District of
Mita by imposing elements of martial law, by

burning their homes, by relocating them and
by confiscating and embargoing their goods;
these measures were not imposed in other
areas.

environment

in eariy

All the necessary elements

were

last in a

in place.

When

Mataquescuintla sent out their broadsides to

it.

The

cholera appeared in this

1837, the government's efforts to control

people, indigenous and ladino, to be the

there to hear

When

circular

the hacendados of Santa

call

choices for the Patriots of Mita

them and

to the

common

long series of injustices directed

at

them.

Rosa and

the people to arms, receptive ears were

fire.

By June of

1837, the long process of

polarization that had accelerated with the Liberals' accession to

kill

seemed

from Mataquescuintla asked whether the people of Mita

preferred to die by poison or by blood and

plan to

it

down

power had narrowed

the

to these two: submit to the government's nefarious

seize their land, or fight back.

While cholera reached some

villages

west of the

capital, these areas

experienced

only isolated revolts of limited significance. The rebellion that would topple the
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government came from the
"capitalists"

District

of Mita, and

it

Teodoro and Benito Mexia, Antonino
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was organized, financed and
Solares, and their friends.

led

APPENDIX A

SANTA ROSA'S CALL TO ARMS
El Pueblo de Sta.

Rosa en Union de otros

tantos,

movidos

(Spanish)

mas puro sentimto qe les
desgraciadas muertes de tantos infelizes el
modo de qe. inhumanamente
y
se han tratado pa. darles sepultura
qe. a sido un asonbro de la umanidad
con el pretesto de
qe. es peste contagiosa,
y esclareciendose qe. si falta a la verdad pues se a occerbado qe
en en [sic] muchos posos flientes de
barios puntos se han encontrado curados
y
qe esto es
publico y notono
qe.
ademas
si
han
examinado de dar lo a un[o] las mismas medicinas
y
qe. de Gratis se han mandado a los
Pueblos, con sus recetas q. aplicandoles la vevida
conforme a la Receta al instante mueren. No pueden
menos qe. presumir qe sean venenos
con
rrespecto
a las Aguas tanpoco puede calificar qe. algunos
y
fenomenos obren efectos
qe. corronpen a las aguas
y las envenenen porqe. si asi fliese havia de ser una operacion
General;
han causado

las

En

ammado
el

del

este Pueblo se han rrecogido barios polvos
y
['^] a el olfato le acometio
un dolor de cavesa

un individo

y

cuello hasta los pies y

al

siguiente dia murio,

le

pr.

havercelos

conmenzaron

mucho tuvieramos

los calanbres pr

qe. decir los presagios

Colera qe. en Realidad, no emos oido qe. haya autor qe. diga
qe. es contagiosa pero
omitimos el entrar en conferencias.
del

Ahora pues

se pregunta conqe. objeto se trata

el

No

acabar con nuestra america'^

emos sido ovedientes al Supremo Goviemo cunpliendo con sus lelles
y preceptos? Si no
hemos cunplido con los deveres Ciudadanos porqe. no se no[s] ha Reprehendido?
acaso
no emos estado subordinados a nuestros Superiores guardadole las
consideraciones
y

qe.

merece? nos es preciso rresponder qe. nuestra America careciendo de las
luses qe. otras
Naciones tienen se balen de artificios pa. Hospedar en ella a los Estranjeros,
han
q.

causado

la

rruina a los pobres artesanos y

no es posible desaparescan entre nosotros
Religion Catolica qe profesamos, Colocandose a unas Naciones fliera del
gremio

la

O

qe dolor ver en Nuestros tipos. Resplandecer la Religion de Jesuchristo
y
despues desaparecer de un todo claro esta qe. Nuestros Templos llegaran a ser muladares
de los Estrangeros, y si algunos Catolicos no muriesen quedaran Esclavos perpetuos de
ellos y sugetos a sus Leyes, Que comiencen a practicar pr. el nuevo codigo
asies qe. el
prollecto general de nuestros Pueblos es sostener a la Sta. Religion destruyendo
a los
Estrangeros qe. procuran arruinarla con venenos qe. se rrestablescan las Autoridades
y
Ecleciasticas Colocandose a los Religiosos que con sus platicas doctrinales sostienen el
Catolica;

culto divino y pr. consigiente a
Nuestra Diocesis.

Creemos
libre

qe.

Nuestro proyecto, no se opone

de los venenos conqe. se acaba a

arvitrios pa. acabar
ellos les

'

Su Senoria Ylustrisimo, Aunqe. no sea

con

los blancos y

la

al

mismo de

Supremo Goviemo

gente parda despues

el

qe.

si

ahora esta

Estrangero tomara

queda en pacifica Posesion de Nuestra America

produce grandes y crecidas ventajas [no signature, not even a

AGCA,

el

C.l, leg. 197, ex.5261, f.46.
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period.]'

qe. a

7

7
1
8

1

;

APPENDIX B

CENSUS OF

1821(?)

Valle de Santa Rosa and Surrounding
Areas
Valle de Santa Rosa

= 268
(d') = 256

total casas

(?)

total

women

total

men and boys

Paraie de
total

and

=132

nuclears

= 70 1

girls listed

casadas

= 644

listed

extendeds = 24

?

headed

=185

casados = 182

Boca del MnntP
casas ( ? ) = 24
nuclears =
(o") = 26
la

total

women

total

men and boys

and

1 1

= 62

girls listed

=
casados =
casadas

= 57

listed

extendeds =

1

?

headed = 7

1
1

Paraie de Rritn
total casas

?)

(

= 14

=4

nuclears

extendeds = 0

(o")=15
total

total

women

and

Santa Cru z v
total casas

= 42
= 40

listed

casadas =

1

casados = 12 (one absent)

Potrerilln<;

= 28
(^) = 8

total

women

total

men and boys

and

=

nuclears

?)

(

=2

uncoded = 7

girls listed

men and boys

? headed

1

;

extendeds =

1

? headed

=

3

? headed

=

1

? headed

=2

? headed

=

uncoded = 22

=6

girls listed

= 23
casados = 6
casadas

1

= 23

listed

Hacienda de Ojo de Ag ng
total casas

=6
(o") = 7

total

women

total

men and boys

and

Hacienda de
total casas

=4

nuclears

?)

(

girls listed

listed

=

=9
1

=
uncodable =
casadas = 5
casados = 5
extendeds

1
1

los Jutes

= 10
(cf) = S

(?)

total

women

total

men and boys

and

nuclears

=

5

extendeds =

uncoded =

girls listed

listed

=

1

1

=7
casados = 6

2

casadas

= 23

Llano Largo v Amberes
total casas

= 75
(o") = 71

(

?

)

total

women

total

men and boys

and

nuclears

girls listed

listed

= 42 extendeds = 7
uncoded = 5

= 90
1

= 200

= 60
casados = 58
casadas
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8

1

Agua

Blanr.q

total casas

total
total

= 19
(<f) = 20

(

?)

nuclears

=

1

r

total casas

.

?

headed =

5

=

1

uncoded = 0
casadas = 14

women and girls listed = 46
men and boys listed = 47

Hacienda

extendeds = 2

casados

=14

p de Perpir^

(

)

?

= 10

nuclears

=

8

(d')= 10
total

women

total

men and boys

and

Padron de
Padron de

lo^

total casas

(

girls listed

listed

= 27

= 19
(^) = 39

total

women

total

men and boys

and

? headed

nuclears

del Valle

He

Si. nta Ro^;;,

=6

= 42

= 92

v .n. rnnt^m^c

del V^^lle H e Santa Ros;> v sus

extendeds = 2

uncoded = 10

girls listed

listed

=9
casados = 9
casadas

= 26

ClUdadanos Tndios
)

=0

uncoded = 0

Ciudadanas Indias

?

extendeds

= 16
casados = 32
casadas
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?
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APPENDIX D
WILLS OF E SALINAS AND

F

AVALOS

Last Will and Testament of

Ermenegildo Salinas,

resident of Santa Catarina, hijo natural.

His goods: 3 reces; 21 yeguas, 2 caballos, 4 mulas; burro
obrero, and anything else with
his brand
Also estrivera,
sable,
pistola descompuesta,
barra,
romana, casa con
solar in Sta. Catarina y cocina
lodo lo demas qe. se rreconosca pr. mkh "
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

y

Debtors

:

Man Vides
Man Gonzalez

26ps, having pd. 4ps

1

Ips

1

Jose

Ma

Guerra

Ips

Pablo Mufioz

Ips

Palma

Hiliriana

Fermin Sandoval

2ps

Jose Sandoval

3ps de Unas medias de una mula

Felipe Chinchilla

5rs

Anto Navas

Ips

J.

Mig

1

una mula lo qe, le compre en camhio de un candelero de plata con
peso de dies y seis onsasy mas nueve ps. qe, le di pr. una haca
gorda

rabanino

I

Creditors:

Felipe

Lemus

Father

J

un mulelo qe. me compro'*
"
8ps "'de un entierro

9ps

Manl Lopes

1

"'de

Julio Espina

9ps

Anselmo Pinto

7rs

Rafael Martines

12rs

Felipe

Lemus

2*/2rs

Last Will and Testament of

Francisco Avalos, resident of Santa Catarina, legitimate son of Benito Avalos and Luisa

Donado.
His goods: a house

at

the edge of town covered with straw, 9 yards long by 5 wide, with a

kitchen 4 yards square; a solar 30 brasadas long and

and household goods,
neighbor, 3 pairs

1

5 wide; a

list

of his

tools, saddles,

medio of irrigated land which he bought for 12 pesos from a
of oxen, a mule and 3 horses, one of which is lost, vega of 3 medios
1

1

beside the river, an equipped trapiche.
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Will of F. Avalos (contin.)

Debtors

:

Manuel Roxas

24ps

Agustin Lemus of Quequesqe.
Felipe Santiago

Lemus

Paulino Gonzalez
Felipe Elvira

@

50ps and 30 arrobas of azucar
13rs / arroba
which he gave him at the end of Nov. of

current y<

2lps
5ps.

y su plazo ya

30ps which

es hencido

lOps 5rs

Ysidro Duarte

6ps 6rs

Mariano Gonzalez
Teodoro Avalos

Hps de Azucar qe.
6ps

Pedro Martinez

21rs

Guillermo Reyes

Ygnacio Guerra paid

his fiador

Ygn.o Guerra

le fid

Valerio Sales

2 1 rs ^ 2 fanegas de maiz de cosecha
lips

Patricio Carpio

2ps

Agustin Garcia

2ps

Manl Carpio

7rs

Juan Bautista Dios

6rs

Rito Santos

3ps

Estanislau Flores
Felipe Esteban

3ps

Bemabe Osorio

lOrs

Manuel Ortiz

de lena panadas a real y medio, y mas
mismo ocho tareas de cana, comprada a ps, la
1

5 tareas

tarea

Luisa Coronada
Vitoriano de Paz
Felix Carpio

5 fanegas de cana
1

tarea

@

1

@

1

ps

ps

6V2 fanegas de maiz,

VA

de grano y

3

de masorca

Tiodoro Ramos

1

Catarina Carpio

1

Pantaleon Montoya

1

fanega en masorca y 8 medios en grano

Luciano Polanco

1

fanega en mazorca

fanega en grano y VArs en plata
fanega en grano

Roberto Lemus

3ps

Manl Ambrocio
Doroteo Aguilar

2 dozen de Porrunes

He

says that he and his wife have

2ps

made

all

this

brought nothing to the marriage.
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